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| "The people of Wisconsin have assembled at Madison a distinguished reservoir 
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Campus skills, resources, and facilities grow only as they are shared." 
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i PREFACE , 

Symbiotic relationships between the American idea and higher learning 
have come to be a distinguishing characteristic of American democracy. 
The founders of the nation saw with Jefferson that ignorance was the enemy 
of freedom, prosperity, and security, andthey set about to erect, sometimes 

painfully, yet steadily, an educational system that would support the great 

experiment. As a capstone to that system there have emerged colleges and . 

universities infused with a sense of open education. | , ° 

To their instrumentalities of higher education Americans have brought — 
vital intellectual and financial resources: a profound belief in the « 
importance of the individual, an abiding faith in the efficacy of learning, 
a goal of equality of educaticnal opportunity, a driving curiosity, insistent | 
demands for both liberal and technical knowledge, and unprecedented public 
and private support, American colleges and universities, in turn, have ceme to 
see it as their mission to develop educational skills unrecognized by the 
traditional academy, educational resources reflecting the aspirations cr a 

vigorcus democracy, and educational services related to the needs of patron 

ecormmunities. 

These adjustments have created a new university, still scarcely aware of 
its potential, self-critical of its limitations, inspiring and inspired in 
the scope of its dreams. The new American university performs three 

interdependent functions--teaching, research, and outreach. In so doing, 
the university seeks to be beth respensible for traditional ideals and 

responsive to current public needs. The University of Wisconsin-Madison has 

distinguished itself in all three functions, and particularly in what has 
been called "the Wisconsin Idea" -- university outreach. | 

Early in 1974, the University Committee, the “executive committee" of 
the UW-Madison faculty, appointed the undersigned special faculty ccmmittee 
"to examine the present outreach or extension functions of the Madison campus 
and to bring recommendations as to how our responsibilities might be expanded 
or better carried out if either appears appropriate.” | 

During a year of discussions and consultations, the Committee on 

“riversity Cutreach Functions brought to the University; Committee four 

sub-rerorts on our phases of open education. iris accument 15 a recrdering 

and consolidation of those reports, distributed to lend appropriate emphasis 
to a revivification of UW-Madison outreach in keeping with the 125th 

anniversary of the campus, the 70th anniversary of the "Wisconsin Idea," ° 

and the principles of open education implied in the American revolution. 

The Committee is convinced that its recommendations carry forward . 

essential teaching, research, and outreach traditions of UW-Madison into a 

future tright with challenge. © | 

oo FOR THE UW-MADISON FACULTY COMMITTEE 
| a ON UNIVERSITY OUTREACH FUNCTIONS
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- 1. DEFINITIONS AND DELINEATIONS 

OPEN EDUCATION IN GENERAL | 

Background | 

' The history of all great American universities has been one of 
continual responsiveness to the changing cducational necds of a changing 

American society, yet at the same time of continuous responsibility for 
irreplaceable academic standards. In the great higher-education 

, adaptations of the past century, the University of Wisconsin-Madison has 

pioneered or participated: : 

Land-grant Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering emerging to 

provide for "the liberal and practical education of the industrial 
- clasees," yct in intimate association with the antecedent College 

of Letters and Science; 

A controlled course elective syster, cavefully widening tno 

classical curriculum to include a broad array of offerings in the 
arts, sciences, and social studies; 

The Graduate School, stimulating rescaich activities founded in 

the basic disciplines and applied to national issues; 

Professional schools, broadening in turn the reach of the higher 

learning to emerging pursuits; 

The institutionali: ation of the concept of university outreach 
through extension programs rooted in campus departments, a state 
educational radio network emanating fron. the campus, and two-year 
extension centers linked to Madison; | 7 

The spin-off of four-year campus cluste:s of excellence in 
metropolitan areas of the state; 

The remarkable response of the whole institution to the diverse 
needs of such tides as Depression, World War II, and their inter-~ 

national artermaths through a steady introduction of new courses, 
. programs, majors, and degrees of university caliber to meet changing 

socictal requirements for professional training or cultural enrichment. 

. | Yet the ultimate is never attained in "a community of scholars made 
as useful as possible." Today, UW-Madison continues to be called upon 
to respond to new educational needs while maintaining traditional quality 

control over educational processes. 

The educational need, broadly stated, stems from four principal 

frctors: (1) a substantial population presently unserved by conventional 

campus configurations, (2) a knowledge explosion that greatly shortens the 

half-life of any information, (3) increasing educational requirements 

| .
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for entry and/or progress in many pursuits, (4) increascd awareness of 
inequality in educational opportunities fo. women and minorities, and 
pressures for change, (5) clear evidence that-lifelong leatning for 
many purposes is an energing American pattern, 

The need for continued high standards is likewise apparent in the 
presence of repeated public expressions that there be no compromise with 
quality in Wisconsin higher education. The credibility of a UW-ladison ) 
diploma most assuredly must be maintained. 

| 
Open Education Trends’. | — | , 

‘ _ | 

While many developments, under many names, are either in being or 
under discussion, internationally, nationally, and in Wisconsin, most | . 
or all can be subsumed under the term “open education." The "open — : 
education" concept is a central concern of American higher education | 
today. It can involve wodified admission requirenents; specially | 
designed courses, certificate Sequences, or degree progzans; varied methods 
and modes of teaching; more individual student involvement in the academic 
planning and study process; new or nodified measures of attainment; . 
modified definitions of cawpus residence--in substance, a "learning © 
System" that tries to combine a focus on changing student needs with a 
basic retention of institutional standards. | 

Some institutions professing to be "open" seem scarcely to have 
brought themselves to the posture already developed by UW-Madison; 
others have so departed from normal colleziate patterns that conventional 
criteria are incapable of measuring the work of either staff or students. 

Three general "open education" models, not mutually exclusive, 
may be described as follows: | 

1; The institution that offers some of.-its regular programs 
in non-traditional times, places, and. tiodes, enploying conventional 
course credits or credits-by-examination but waiving or relaxing 
conventional residency regulations,. such .as Columbia and Harvard | 
Universities. . | | : 

2. The institution that develops and extends certificate or 
degree curricula specifically designed for various groups of adults, 

and awards sonie credit for program-related out-of-class learning 
on the basis of various evaluative devices, such as the University 

Systems of California and Florida. . 

3. The institution that presents no instruction in and of itself, 
but awards degrees based on advising and assessnent, using attainment . 

measures unrelated to conventional credit, such as the New York 
Regents University... 

Some "open education" programs are in the nature of general or "life" 
Studies; others are field or profession oriented. Some are sub-baccalaureate, 
sone baccalaureate, sone sub-master's, sone master's, some post-mastex's, 
some even at the PhD level. Some “open education" developments are 
associated with individual institutions, some with city or state systems, 
some with regional consortia. National boards are evolving for the 
cooperative assessment of "experiential" and "competency-based" learning, — 
and of "external" degrees.
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| Whether “open education" modes are based on old or new concepts is 
largely irrelevant. The real concerns are whether the concepts meet the 

needs of learners and maintain high-quality standards. These criteria | 
take precedence over all else. New options for new students need. not be 

interpreted as a relaxing of academic rigor if they are properly conceived, 
professionally supervised, and appropriatsly evaluated for their truce 

| vorth. They can, in their various and diverse forms, be part of the 
continuing movement that has periodically added vitality to higher education. 

oo, | 
The Present Wisconsin Situation 

: The University of Wisconsin System's present thinking on "open 

education’ is embodied in "A Planning Prospectus for the Open University," 
prepared by a Planning Task Foree under the chairmanship of Prof. E. Nelson 

Swinerton, dated 20 November, 1973, and explicated in a more recent UW 
System Issue Paper No, 5. The proposal envisioned (1) a Regents College 

which would offer 3 competency-bised undergraduate degree program in life 
Studios, drawing on Systom and state resource; for instruction, (2) 2 support 

system consisting of an advisory network, a research and dovelopment unit, 

and a staff devclopment program, and (3) campus-cesigned "open cducation" 
programs or dcgrocs which will bo ficld or profession oricnted. 

Specifically, the Swinerton °eport proposes that each System Campur 
revise, adapt, or develop programs in keeping with open-<ducition modes 
so that ‘they can be more readily available to a larger number of consti- 

tuencies not now availing themselves" of existing programs. 

UNIVERSITY OUTREACH IN PARTICULAR | | 

Background 

- : ) 
Scope. The essence of outreach is that a university initiates or participates 
in efforts to help create educational opportunities for all citizens and 

to help solve public probloms. 

While their forms are many, varied, and often combined, present 

UV-Madison outreach programs can be usefully categorized as follows: 

A. Credit outreach - (1) opening up regular campus classes to non-dogr..e 

. aspirants, such as the role of the Office of Special Students, (2) 

scheduling classes at non-traditional hours, such as the evening 

program of the School of Business, and (3) conducting instruction 

off-campus, such as the classes held throughout the state by the 

school of Education. 

B. Non-credit outreach - (1) relatively formal institutes, confvrcences, 

clinics, and workshops, such as the $raduate School of Banking and 

the “ummer Youth Music Clinics; (2) educational media, such as books, 

bulletins, films, and radio-TV; (3) a wide range of relatively informal 

public service programs, such 3s the research-dissemination activities 

of the Soa srant Program; and (4) consultations with communitics, 

government agencies, schools, businesses, and nations by expert faculty,
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such as the work of the University-Industry Research Program, the 
Office of Undergraduate Orientation, and the Land Tenure Center. 

Purpose. University outreach programs have as their primary. purpose to 
deliver Campus educational skills and resources to individuals, groups, | | 
organizations, and agencies for use in meeting personal aspirations and | 
in solving societal problems. As a corollary, the outreach function brings © oo 
back to the Campus those essential public insights and impulses that | a, 
enliven teaching and..stimulate research. It also helps to build those : 
public appreciations that keep open the doors to research, free inquiry, - : . 
and broad educational opportunities; to reinforce the support of the . 
coustituency that sustains the institution; and to continue the acceptance - 
of the university as the highest order of a free institution of lcarning ‘ 

. at the service of the commonwealth. ee 7 a . 

. “Wherever men and women labor in the heat, or toil in the shadows, in - 
field or forest, or mill or shop or mine, in legislativé halls or executive 
offices, in society or in the home, at any task requiring an cxact knowledge © 
of facts, principles, or laws, there the modern university secs both its | 

duty and its opportunity."1 In turn, as the university "moves out to the : | 
people and comes to grips with the people's problems, it is certain the — 
people will bring to the university the. support it needs for survival © 7 

| in these difficult tjmes.'"2. | a . | | 

| Processes. Outreach scholars are in general agreement as to the ingredients 
of an effective university outreach process: (1) a clear-cut statement of | 
the university's outreach mission, (2).a commitment to it on the part of 
all echelons and personnel, (3) adequate financing, (4) a direct two-way 
channel between outreach specialists and university departments, schools, 
and colleges, (5) a close relationship batween research and outreach, a | 

(6) coordinated outreach administration, (7) a suitable reward system for — | 
outreach duties, (8) an outreach curriculum both responsible for institu- 

_tional-standards and responsive to public needs, (9) effective teaching 
techniques and materials, and (10) cooperative relationships with community | 

groups, agencies, and schools. <. | | 

In its broadest sense, university outreach is an institutional state | 
of mind which views the university not as a place but as an instrument. _ 
In actual operation, outreach leaders, whatever. their affiliation, seck 
to identify public problems, to stimulate public awarcness and concern, to 
interpret. public educational needs to the university, to focus university 

skills and resources upon them, and. thence to translate university insights 
into a wide range of formal and informal educational service activitics : 

throughout a state or region. The outreach mission, in essence, is to 

bring campus and community into fruitful juxtaposition, thereby immeasurably 
enriching the life of both. | — ee ” 

Precedents. Madison's oldest outreach program was probably the Farmcrs 

Institutes organized around the state beginning in 1885; among the newest, 
the educational-telephonc-network (ETN) refresher instruction conducted 

_- by the Medical Schoo¥ for Wisconstn doctors. | ee .
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They are representative of a conmitmeni: that has come to be called 

"the Wisconsin Idea, |’ characterized by President Charles R. Van Hise in 
1504 as a pledge to make "the beneficient influences of the University 
available to every home in the state," more recently by a 1949 UW Faculty 
Functions and Policies Report as the concept of "a community of scholars 
raking itself as usefal as possible." | 

In the whol2 history of education, it has been said, no event has 

had mo.c importance than this conceptualization of university outreach 
on the part of the University of Wisconsin-liadison.3 Indeed, UW-Madison 

a has “taught the university world that the university of the people has 
the responsibility of taking the university--the professors, the books, 
the skills, the tindings of research, the iuterpretations,. the insights, 

ch. forums, and the publications to the peuplo--as far as feasible, of 
4 taking ali the resources of the university available to the people beyond 

the college walls.'4 | | : 

In recognition o: this traditional commitmeut, the Select kissions 

assigned UW-Madison by the Board of Regents in January 1°74 include: 

"(c)} Providing public service by application of the results of 
echoiarly and scientific inquiry for the benefit of society, and by m-eting 
the continuing caucational needs of the public through cooidinated statuwide 
eutreach p.ograrns, in accordance with its designated land-grant status. 

"(£} Encouraging cooperative use of its resources by state and natioaal 
agencies and continuing extensive participation in statewide, nationwide, 

and international pxogranus." 

Current Concerns 

Over the years UW-Madison developed five principal instrumentalitics 
to heip carry on its outreach mission: (1) a General Extension Division, 
originaliy incorporating two-year Centcrs that are now a part of the Center 
System, (2) an Agricultural Extension Service, in cooperation with 

Wisconsin counties and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, (3} WHA Radio-TJ 

and the University Press, (4) various special offices, individuals, cud 

programs directly associated with sponsoring desartments or schools, colleges, 
such as the Geological and Natural History Survey, and (5) several ovexvseas- 
p ograns offices. Since 1970, many of these outreach instrumentalities 
and airangenents once indigenous to the UW-Madison have been expropriated 
or modified to a greater or lesse: degree by the UW Central Adrinistration. 
itplcmentea imperceptiveiy, the emerging System Outreach Provost concept 

‘ celuld make the drift even more definitc, divorcing outreach from its 

historic base in Campus resources and the Campus from appropriate constitucn- 
cles. 

We share the University Committee's expressed concern "that in an 

effort to coordinate stazewidc functions, some of the traditional outreach 

projrams will be eliminated or removed from the control of the Madison 

Canipus.' We concur that "the teaching, sescarch, and out.each functions 
cox such programs be again united" in effective ways. 

The vicws of the just-appointed University Outreach Provost, Prof. 

Wilson B. Thiede, are encouraging: 
|
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"AS soon as a strong, free, and independent extension system has 
been planned, the first admonition must be to relate it closely to the 
residence teaching and research sources, in order to build the university 
and serve the public in the great American landgrant tradition." | 

This Report is in concert with that challenge. 

| REFERENCES " 

lp.P. Claxton (U.S. Commissioner. of Education) in Proceedings of the ° 
_ First National University Extension Conference, (Madison, Wis., 1915), 30. 

2L.H. Adolfson (UW Dean of Extension), Unive:sity Extension in Wisconsin, 
(Madison, Wis., 1953), 4. 

3James Creese (adult education scholar), The Extension of University Teaching, 
(New York, 1941), 56. 

“Frank Graham (President, University of North Carolina) in Higher Education 
for Amexican Society, (Madison, Wis., 194°), 108.
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II, OPEN EDUCATION 

RECOMMENDATIONS - 7 

Our summary recommendation is as follows: | 
| . 

That UW-Madison revise, adapt, or develop selected programs in keeping 
with open-education patterns, thereby making educational opportunities 
more readily available to significant constituencies not presently being 

OF served. In so doing, the UW-Madison faculty will necessarily review any 
such factors involved in open education as geography, schedules, credit 

synd:omes, and definitions of teaching and learning. 

Our specific recommendations are as follows: | 

1. Utilize extended-timetable, off-campus class, supervised independent 

learning, equivalency testing, and mediated instruction concepts to extend 

significantly the availability of some existing credit courses anc degree 
programs to selected groups of adults with high felt needs and for whom 
UW-Madison is the most appropriate resource. | 

2. Develop new credit non-degree professional-development or cultural- 
enrichment courses and programs, particularly at the post-baccalaureate 
and post-master's levels, tailored to meet special needs yet reflecting 
the same rigor and discipline that characterize all formal learning and 
evaluation at UW-Madison. 

3. Coordinate such developments with Central Administration's Provost 
for University Outreach to assure maximum service to state-wide clientele 
with mininum duplication of System effort. 

oe 
4. Review current Campus and School policies respecting student 

admissions, acceptance of credit by examination, transfer of credits, 
residence requirements, degree requirements, financial aids, fee schedules, 
and support services in the light of “open education" criteria. 

| 
| 

5. At an appropriate time, consider alliances with emerging regional 
open learning consortia. | 

6. Refine means of recognizing, in determining teaching loads, and 
in tenure, promotion, and merit deliberatiuns, the services of professors 
in the less-structured formats of open learning situations, such as in 

supervision of independent learning, in equivalency testing, and in instruc- 
tion occuring in i: regular times, places, and patterns. 

" 7. Kecognize the essential need for special academic counseling 
and other support services for returning adults. 

8. Reflect open learning opportunities in the allocation of campus 
resources, without degrading existing programs. 

S. Through in-service development, introduce faculty to the use 
of non-traditional foims and materials.
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10. Build into all developmental programs suitable evaluative devices 
so that in five years we will know where we've been and where we ought to © | 
pe going. 

CONCLUSIONS | . - 

_ With respect to “open education," our deliberations have led us to 
che foliowing conclusions: Be ee 

| 1. There is good evidence that UW-Madison can serve, and serve well, 
_ iucreasingly diverse groups of adults. | 

2. Such education can properly encompass times, places, patterns, 
~ and methods that have not been wholly traditional. 

| 3, With little modification or adaptation, existing campus pracedents, 

policics, and practices can be employed with comparative ease and swiftness 

to meet some "open education" criteria. | 

4, Other departures will require the investment of faculty time 
and insights, and institutional resources. | 

oe 5. Whatever the substance or pattern of UW-Madison "open education" 
offerings, they must be under the supervision of appropriate UW-Madison 

faculty. | | | | 

7 | o. In decisions reflecting appointment, retention, promotion, and 

: werit awards, measures t:ust be developed to reflect the investment of 
faculty time and talent in “open education" roles. . 

DISCUSSION | a 

Public Needs in Wisconsin © op oe 

| several Wiscousin studies of unfilled higher education needs, and ) 
surveys and experiences clsewhere, clearly suggest ‘there are undoubtedly 
in Wisconsin significant numbers of peopie who require a variety of new | 
learning options of unive.sity caliber: employed persons with degrecs 

. Scekiag professional o. cultural up-gradiig, pexsons with some college 
work short of degrees who wish to inprove their situations, professionals 

—_ and paraprofessionals who find they must keep up-to-date, women who wish 
co resume thei. studies, retired men and women, inmates of penal institutions, 
minority group people, and others also for whor, cxisting carpus prograr:s 
fat schecules ace inecouventienat or inappro; cints--a widely diversified | 
gizoup who seek in a significant way to enrich their lives in ways the 
University can assist. . oo, 

The widely dispersed availability in Wisconsin of beginning post- 
scconcary education may mean that in Wisconsin there is a larger than 7 
avevage potential clientele for upper-division and post-baccalaureate - | 
open-learning oppoctunitics. 

At the sate time, the numbers of conventional 18-25 year-old college- 
1gc students will shortly begin to decline, freeing up instructional personnel 
anc iacilities for open-learning employment.
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Existing Campus Capabilities a 

We find there are very few "new" open learning patterns for which 
there are not some UW-Madison precedents or projections. A College of 
Letters and Science Faculty Document No. 156, dated 1S April, 1971, drawn 
up by a Curriculum Review Committee chaired by Prof. E. David Cronon, 
adopted by the L&S Faculty 17 May 1971, provided for more independent 
Study opportunities in that College, more flexible residency requirements, 

_ and individual majors. More recently, a Chancellor's Committee on Under- 
graduate Education has made certain recommendations that indicate there , 
is a generalized development taking place here involving various parts 

. of the campus community which shows faculty thinking is converging in a 
common open-education direction, The Special Students Advisory Board is 
currently reviewing the remedial suggestions incorporated in a staff 
Study on "Problems Encountered by the ‘Non-Traditional’ Student at 
UW-Madison." : 

Teaching Patterns. UW-Madison has had long experience with both the 
technical provisions for and the proper supervision of a wide range of 
flexible instructional patterns. Home study; radio, telephone, and 
television instruction; off-catapus classes and centers; weekend classes; 
sumer sessions of varying lengths and intensities; undergraduate theses; 
multi-media laboratories; field trips; supervised internships~--these and 
other open-education modes have been employed to a considerable extent for 
sone time by UW-Madison faculty, 

Residency. While a basic L&S rule provides that the last 30 credits 
of the undergraduate degree must be taken in residence, in practice up to 
two courses can be waived, and the whole requirement is waived for properly 

_ qualified seniors in UW-Madison year-abroad progzams. | : 

In the case of both undergraduate and master's work, a resident course 
is one listed in the UW-hadison timetable and taught by a UW-Madison faculty 

_tmember, regardless of where or when the instruction takes place. 

These precedents suggest there is latitude for experimenting with 
programs with flexible residence requirernents, provided any such work is 
under the direct supervision of UW-Madison faculty. 

Supervised Learning. The Madison catipus has long recognized the 
benefits which students may derive from pre-planned supervised independent 
learning, and its various schools, colleges, and departments have established 
mechanisms by which students may engage in the same and receive credit 

, for their work, for exanple, the 299 and 6°S rubrics. The Medical School 
is experimenting with a major departure in independent learning. Such 
learning can include a variety of activities as independent reading and 
research, field experiance, directed study, internships, individual projects 

: connected with certain problem-oriented courses, and the like. 

The Chancellor's Cormittee on Undergraduate Education, chaired by 
Prof. Michael Petrovich, in a recent Report on Independent Learning dated 
1l June 1974, asked the Schools and Colleges to respond to a recommendation 
that “such opportunities (for supervised learning) should not only be | 
continued and encouraged but expanded." ) oe 7 

ee BS Se So So oe SO :
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Hence the supervised independent study aspect of open learning already 
enjoys UW-Madison acceptance, and can be coupled with existing legistation . 
respecting individual “committee"™ majors to provide abundant latitude for 
further experimentation. | | : 

We support the recommendation of the Committee on Undergraduate 
Education and urge its inplementation. However, it must be noted that 
well-conducted patterns of supervised independent learning involve consider- 
able faculty attention to individual students. Teaching students on a - 
one-to-one basis tends to be moxie expensive than teaching them in groups. | 
One approach might be to offer what is called "programmed independent . 
study," under which groups of students work independently but do so following 
the same syllabus and approximate tine schedule so that instructors can 
deal with then at least occasionally as a group, accruing the advantage : : 

of student inter-action as well as of econony. | | 

. Equivalency Credit. The same Committee on Undergraduate Education 
recognized that “an increasing number of individuals are. coming to the 
Madison campus with.a variety of previous learning experiences through 
work in. various social and cultural agencies, business firms, and industries, 
unions, the military, and other public and private enterprises. The 
substance of that experience may be closely related to what, for other 
persons, may have been learned in an academic setting.'! | 

The Undergraduate Education Cownmittee's recommendation to the Schools 
and Colles2s veads as follows: "Credit for learning through work and 

individual study gained outside the Madison campus should be awarded through 
an equivalency testing procedure carried out by. the departwent most - 
closely associated with the type of learning involved,...whether by | 
examination, papers, conferences, or other means....The departments should | 
insure that credit is awarded only for learning experiences that are | 
demonstrably related to the mission and competence of the Madison catpus 
and which may be adequately evaluated by the faculty." | 

Again, such a policy provides for carefully supervised open learning 
| developments on the part of UW-Madison depa:tments wishing to engage in 

such programs. We support the recommendation of.the Committee on Undergraduate 

Education and urge its implementation by the Schools and Colleges. 
Excellent learning can occur in many weys--through private reading, | 

experience in work and in the cormunity, and in fawily life. But the 
business of a university is distinctively academic learning, which consists 

in part of the mastery of systematic and organized bodies of information, 
principles, and ideas in both liberal and professional studies, and also 
of acquiring such qualities of mind as respect for truth, a spirit of , 
inquiry, and ability to grow through continual study and reflection. Only 
by placing the testing of experiential learning in the hands of UW-Madison 
faculty can such cognitive and affective compctencies Be properly evaluated. . 

Professional Development Programs. There is also campus precedent 
for special degree or non-degree credit programs designed to fill in the 

interstices between regular university degrees. At the sub-baccalaureate 
level there are the historic two-year Certificate of Junior Graduate in 
Liberal Studies option in the College of Letters and Science and the 
two-year "short course" of the College of Agriculture, as, well as several 
para-tiedical prograus. At the post-baccalaureate level there are the | 

Professional Developrient Degree of the College of Engineering and the 
Specialist Certificate in Educational Administration.
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| _ These patterns suggest something of the flexibility already inherent | 
| in UW-Madison thinking and practice. , | 

Extended Degrees | | 

| What degrees to extend, by which departments, will require study and © 
| a experimentation. Replicating the total scope of Campus offerings via 

| more open learning modes is neither possible nor desirable. At the 
undergraduate level, such broad interdisciplinary degrée programs as 
Anerican Institutions o: Environmental Studies may be particularly | a 

oy adaptable to such programing; at the graduate level, such professional 
| | degree programs as public administration, cducation, business, econorics, | | 

coumunications, and so on. Several surveys oi adult education needs | | 
presently being contemplated should previde helpful guidelines to program 

7 _ development, to the end that it will be possible for certain qualified . 

_ adult students to attain selected degrees largely through open learning 
| - patterne. | | | | 

ss Certificate Prograns 7 

Open learning offerings need not be thought of as being associated , 

only with degree programs. Various professional-impruvement and cuitural- 
‘enrichment credit course sequences could well be developed for the growing 

numbers of adults seeking various types of certification. In the woids of 

ss @ Current Conmittee on Interinstitutional Cooperation Report on the | 
—  NoneTraditional Student: "The adult may well be interested in greate: 

| flexibility in his studics than in meeting the requirements of a particular 
| | cogree....Consideration should be given to thc awarding cf certificates 

for the completion of recognized prograus of study...It is suggested that _ 
- - gome new credentials be provided adult part-time students that will a 

_ provide milestone recognition and encouragerienc.'' The UW-Madison oo | 
| | - Registration and Records Committee has recently moved toward the inclusion ~ 

- of such citations on a student's transcript. Faculty comuittees conceivably | 
os could put together a considerable range of high-quality course sequences, _ 

7 such as Harvard's varied Certificates of Advanced Study, befitting growing 

—  * pvofessional and avocational needs for certification. a 

| - Further, there is opportunity for a good deal of experimentation in | 
| . alternating periods of concentrated group discussion with periods of | 

7 - individual study, or in substituting electronic lectures for some in-person a 
| | | contact. In all cases, of course, students would be held to cesident | 

| standarcs of academic performance. — 

| SUMMARY 

. | | In substance, through open education concepts, UW-Madison can tiove 
| increasingly to make itself “as useful as possible" by extended teaching, - 

-. by recognizing the benefits of properly assessed nonschool experiences, by © | 
- facilitating the accumulation and transfer of credits, and by adapting . | 

academic counseling and other support services. To facilitate such OS 

developments, current Cat:pus and School policies can be reviewed. Just | 
as they should not be favored, part-time adults should not be penalized, | 

, While UW-Madison is already ationg the more flexible institutions in many 
—. yespects, a few important changes would make our programs more compatible 

with lifelong learning patterns, while at the same time protecting essential | 
 acadenic standards. :
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In 1915 President Charles R. Van Hise said UW-Madison had becor.e | 
"a new thing in the world." And it was. Today the spirit of "the Wisconsin | 

| Idea" continues to call for the evolution of new educational programs 7 
_ and patterns that will werit and win public interest’ and support. 

This report recommends developments that could secure for Wisconsin | 
citizens move open learning opportunities of University quality. — | |
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[11], ON-CAMPUS EXTENDED-TIMETABLE CREDIT INSTRUCTION 

RECOMMENDATION | | | sO 

We encourage UW-Madison departments to schedule more of their-regular 

on-campus credit courses and prograns at what are sometimes called non- 

traditional hours; namely, in the late afternoon, in the evening, OFT 

. on weekends. - : . | | 

; RATIONALE , | | 

This Campus is justly recognized for its traditional responsiveness 

- to changing public educational needs. Under its present Select Mission 

it is asked to “meet the continuing educational needs of the public." 

Current Regent policy assigns to the Campus the primary responsibility 

for "developing and offering....extended-day....credit-bearing offerings." 

The changing nature of our society frequently requires citizens to 

gain new skills and intellectual orientations during their lives. The 

obsolescence of knowledge, rapid growth of new knowledge, shifts in the 

national agenda, the multiplication and complexity of social problens, 

the intimate relationship between application of knowledge and socicl 

| progress--all lead to the conclusion that lifelong learning is not only 

desirable but necessary, and that universities can and should facilitate 

the process, along with other educational instrumentalitics. 

Life styles are changing. For both economic and educational reasons, 

more and more people are co»bining educational pursuits with other purposeful 

activities over time. As a growing metropolitan community with an above- 

average nunber of people in professional and technical positions, the 

Madison area now presents a particular opportunity for broader continuing- 

education arrangenents, to which the Campus can contribute. Since the 

extended-day/extended-week audience would be corposed of Madison area 

residents who are already here, their attendance in cat.pus classes would 

not add any significant impact on the Madison environment. 

Survey data and our experience with Special Students confirm that 

| there are a sizeable number of adults in the Madison area interestec in 

a, : furthering their education at the university level in one of three modes: 

pursuing degrees, either undergraduate or graduate; pursuing interdcisciplinary 

professional-improvenment programs composed of appropriate related courses; 

| taking oecasional courses for cultural enrichment. Yet largely because 

ot | of other commitments, many qualified adulis cannot attend classes at 

conventional times. Scheduling more offerings in the late afternoon, in 

the evenings, or on weckends would open up carpus instructional skills and 

resources to many citizens who merit. and dese:ve such service. a 

Auong the clearly identifiable groups to whom UW-Madison owes a 

particular responsibility are wowen who wish to continue their educations 

but whose home ties make it difficult, employed persons seeking professional 

advancement or re-training, retired persons, and the educationally 

disadvantaged. An extended timetable, in concert with other credit and 

non-credit outreach programming, would rarkedly improve our public a 

service posture. — , a oO |
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; - --- Scheduling more offerings around-the-clock would make for more ee 
ee etficient utilization of the physical plant, and help reduce the day-time © ©... 

- copetition for those instructional facilities in short supply. | Se 

| = Any added: credit-hours generated via extended-timetable scheduling = © 
eo would generate added "formula" funds, which in turn could be assigned to | SO 

- _ strengthen the departments: participating. -.— oh on AS. oe Se 

oe There is abundant precedent for an extended timetable. To serve the | 
| post-World War II student bulge, UW-Madison operated an extensive evening = = 

oe ss -and weekend program for several years. Presently, several departments have ss a 

oe | representative late-afternoon, evening, or weekend offerings, notably in .. ~~. 
| education, business, and political sciencc. A modest number of UW-Madison —— Oo . 

- introductory courses are offered via UW-Extension at night. Oo are oe 

| | The extended-timetable pattern .not only makes available campus instruc~ _ ne 

| tion to adults presently unserved, it brings to the classroom from a mature a 
_ public those essential insights and impulses that enliveniinstruction = = 

a and stimulate research. _ a : - OO re a 

ee Finally, so that essential quality control can be exercised ove. all | ace 
—* gourses carrying UW-Madison credit, the primary responsibility for such = © 

ss work should properly be assumed by the appropriate UW-Madison departments, A ae 
| _. irrespective of place or time of instructions = = | So 

ee | We are abundantly aware that the extended-timetable concept will not =. | 

be appropriate for all departments or even for all courses within a Sr 7 
So department. We are also conscious of the fact that non-traditional a So 

. | students may dilute, as well as reinforce, instructional quality. On . On 

balance, however, we believe that an as-wide-as-possible Campus experiment | : 

| - with an extended timetable is essential at this time, and that the faculty, ay 
a individually and collectively, will be at once responsible for distinguished | 

| _ -aeadenic traditions and responsive to public educational needs. — Oo eee 

CONCEPTS 7 oo | , | | Sn 

oe | Our intent in this report is not to outline all the administrative == © 

b a -- aryvangements necessary to the implementation of our recommendation, but == | - 

OS - to suggest the general policy guidelines and considerations we have ee : 

a - .. diseussed in arriving at that recommendation. | : 7 a 

7 | _ At the outset, we assume any extended-day/extended-week progranming — oo a 
ss ean: be effected Largely by simply rescheduling regular credit courses or ae 

- : scetions at the non-tracicional tines, te be attended by repular full-time, oe 

| | Sloug with part-time, students. Initially it way be apprepriate for the | a 
| campus to invest modest “venture capital" in the extended-timetable pattern, = ©. 

but in tine the prograr: should generate its own funds via fees and appro- = 
; ae piiations. Some of such accrued dollars might well be lavested in ee 
So : developing modified or new courses or sequences particularly designed Oo Be 

ae for various types of part-time adult students. ae 

a ss We assume further that most extended-tinetable instruction will be = = 
a --earried on by regular members of the Campus faculty as a part of load, 7 SO 

ss and that such participation will be voluntary,. On occasion. department = 
- ay wish to appoint. a qualified visiting .lecturer-or Extension faculty -- = 

member for such instruction, just, as is now the case for some regular-hour 
instruction. © a ee
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- We would confidently expect that sufficient faculty members will © | 

| volunteer to teach occasionally at off-hours, the better to coordinate their _ 

teaching with their research, because of the etimulation inherent in teaching | | 

: a mix of students, and to support departmental needs. | 

‘It will be important not just to schedule assorted courses at the 
, extended times, but rather over time to schedule logical arrays and sequences 

of courses so that the part-time student can see in advance how he can progress 

toward an identifiable goal via extended-timetable modes. : 

What courses and sequences to schedule, by which departments, will 7 

require study and experimentation. Replicating the total scope of Campus — 

oe offerings at non-traditional times is neither possible nor desirable. At 

the undergraduate level, such broad interdisciplinary degree programs 48 | 

American Institutions or Environmental Studies may be particularly adaptable - 

: to extended-timetable programming; at the graduate level, such progessional 

degree programs as public administration, education, business, economics, 

| communications, and so on. A Madison area survey of adult education needs, — 

| presently being contemplated by the Madison Area Continuing Education Council, 

: | should provide helpful guidelines to program development, to the end that , 

' it will be possible for certain qualified part-time students to attain | | : 7 

selected degrees largely through attendance during so-called unconventional oo 

| . hours, or at least to make a significant start before transferring to | 

oO regular hours. 

| a In addition to degree sequences, the Campus should experiment with 

, clustering regular credit courses in interdisciplinary professional-improvement 

or eultural-enrichment sequences short of degrees, In the words of a current © 

C.1.C. Report on the Non-Traditional Student: "The adult may well be | 

oe interested in greater flexibility in his studies than in meeting the require- 

= ments of a particular degree....Consideration should be given to the awarding 

sof certificates for the completion of recognized: programs of study...It is | : 

suggested that some new credentials be provided adult part-time students | 

| that will provide milestone recognition and encouragement." Faculty committees 

- conceivably could put together a considerable range of high-quality credit | 

ss eourse- sequences befitting adult student needs, particularly beyond the | 

| bachelor's. To quote a current American Council on Education report: | 

— _ “Qur graduate schools can do more than they have done so far to provide in- 

service and continuing education for those who wish to shift careers, or who 

, wish simply to keep up with changing knowledge and practice within a specific | 

career....Education should have a lifelong dimension...Graduate faculties | 

not only discover new knowledge; they also collect new knowledge. They can | 

ms improve their capacity to disseminate the products of their libraries and | 

| laboratories." In short, in keeping with the Carnegie Commission on Higher 

| | Education, we are suggesting “more chances for re-entry by adults into 

. - formal higher education, more short-term programs leading to certificates, 

and, generally, more stress on lifelong learning" at UW-Madison. a 

To facilitate the part-time adult student, current Campus and School 

; policies should be reviewed respecting student admissions, acceptance of 

credit by examination, transfer of credits, residence requirements, degree — 

| _ requirements, financial aid, and fee schedules, Just as they should not be © 

| favored, part-time adults should not be penalized. While UW-Madison is oo 

. already among the more flexible institutions in many respects, a few important 

changes would make our regular credit programs more compatible with lifelong | 

| learning patterns. : 

| 
BS Bn re |
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We do not contemplate the development of a so-called Evening College. | : 
- | Quite the contrary, we envisage the extended-timetable as largely a matter | 

| of scheduling regular offerings at presently under-utilized times. However, 
_ to shape, organize, and coordinate an extended-timetable program, it will 
probably be desirable that there be designated particular funds, individuals, | 
and committees at the levele of the Vice Chancellor, the schools/colleges,. | a 
and the departments concerned, perhaps in the manner of the Summer Session a | 

-. approach, | 7 | OO | 

Although the extended-timetable concept does not represent any real - 
departure from existing precedents and practices, and although participation , 
in it would be voluntary on the part of departments and individuals, effective. ce 
implementation will require extended discussions among faculty and administra- . 

| tion. , | , a OT 

: - It is probably unrealistic to assume that much in the way of re-schcduling 
| can be accomplished before September '75, Im any interim, closer coordination 

with UW-Extension's Madison Evening Class Program will be desirable, It is | | 
: assumed that, under current Regent policy, once a viable UW-Madison extended- > 

| timetcble program is operational, UW-Extension will phase out its credit = 
| classes tn Madison. : ee : _ - | 

| While adhering to accepted ratios of contact houre per credit, extended- | 
| timetable instructors 4nd students may find it desirable to so arrange thedr ——. 

times together that thev meet less frequently for longer periods per class ae 
| than the weekday norm. For example, the 3-credit course that meets for ee 

| . 50 minutes at 8:50 a.m. MWF may meet for 75 minutes at 7:30 p.m. on TR or Bn 
oe for 150 minutes on W at 7 p.m, or on Saturday at 8 a.m. Significant Se | 

possibilities exist for experimenting with other articulations of class ae | 
, .. and ealendar patterns and options. For example, one distinguished national Oo 

dnstitution presently offers a high-priority postgraduate professional- = = 
| improvement certificate program via the following modes: (a) a semester of | 

_ full-time residence instruction, (b) programmed independent study climaxed - oe 
| by a two-week term in residence, (c) two eight-week or four four-week terms jo | 

; in residence, (d) once-a-week extension classes in combination with | | oe 
—_ two-week terms in residence, (e) once-a-month weekend extension or residence | 

seminars in combination with twoeweek terms ‘in residence, (f) coordinated - — 

combinations of b, c, d, and e. In all cases the contact hours or their. ee 
equivalent are equal, students are held to the same examination requirements, 

| -and the resident department assumes responsibility for the standards of all — | | 
instruction. _ oO a — ST oe 

Finally, we assume that appropriate support would be lent any extended- | 
timetable program in such areas as academic services, instructional ‘ids, 

| and physical plant. For example, at appropriate times it would be necessary 
| to keep key Campus offices open after hours, On the other hand, we assume 7 

| that physical-plant requirements will often dictate which buildings will | a | 
| be opened at extended hours. | a ae 

| | As the extended-timetable concept is considered by the faculty and the . 
administration, other issues will undoubtedly arise. We would hope they | a 

| would all be addressed in the light of the principal goals of the extended a 
timetable: to serve better 4 growing metropoliten-type citizenry with clear | | 
need for lifelong learning opportunities, to use our present instructional :
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-  - vesources as efficiently as possible, to strengthen our financial wherewithal , a 
_ and to exercise appropriate quality control over all credit course offerings. 

SUMMARY Bn 

| It is perhaps fitting that on the 125th anniversary of the Campus | 
. founding, and the 70th anniversary of "the Wisconsin Idea,'"' your Committee | oe 

Oo recommends a significant application of UW-Madison's traditional commitment | 

_ to public service--a broader employment of an extended timetable for regular | 

oo credit course instruction on campus. The people of Wisconsin have assembled © 

at Madison a distinguished reservoir of educational skills, resources, and © | 

Oo facilities--a reservoir not alone for those who can come to the campus at a 

os - conventional times in traditional configurations but for the qualified part- 

Oo time adult learner as well. Campus skills, resources, and facilities grow a 

| only as they are shareds = —_ | es 

We look on this statement as a guideline for testing the scheduling 

| of more regular classes in the late afternoon and evening under a plan that 

preserves the traditional option of departments and individual professors 7 a 

| to participate as they choose to do s0.- oo | 

| a | | - 

a | | 
os | 

| 

: | - | 

| | | 7 

7 

- | | | |
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| IV. OFF-CAMPUS CREDIT INSTRUCTION | 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that UW-Madison departments (a) reaffirm their responsibility 
for all credit-bearing instruction, (b) develop and offer appropriate credit 
instruction off-campus, in keeping with any ‘unique scope of their e pertise, 
and (¢) draw on UW-Extension for necessary academic-support services and 
coordination. - | 

RATIONALE : a ; 

: | While we certainly do not propose that UW-Madison compete with or 
’ duplicate the local programs of other institutions of higher education in 
Wisconsin, for much the same reasons that we have urged the UW-Madison faculty 

to employ an extended timetable on campus we believe it desirable that 
departments sponsor appropriate credit instruction off-campus, in consonance 
with the statewide scope of théir missions. | : 

UW-Madison's current Mission Statement reflects the traditional outreach | 
commitment of this Campus "to meet the continuing educational needs of the 
public.” Recent Regent policy assigns to the Campus "responsibility for 

_ developing and offering....off-campus....credit-bearing offerings." 

The changing nature of our society frequently requires citizens to gain 
new skills and intellectual orientations during their lives. The obsolescence 
of knowledge, rapid growth of new knowledge, shifts in the national agenda, 
the multiplication and complexity of social problems, the intimate relationship 
between application of knowledge and social progress--all lead to the conclusion 
that lifelong learning is not only desirable but necessary, and that 
universities can and should facilitate the process, along with other educational 
instrumentalities. | oO | 

Life styles are changing. For both economic and educational reasons, 
more and more people are combining educational pursuits with other purposeful 
activities over time. As a growing metropolitan state with an above-average 
number of people in professional and technical positions, Wisconsin now 
presents a particular requirement for broad continuing-education arrangements, 
to which the Campus can contribute. 

Survey data and our experience with Special Students confirm that there 
are @ sizeable number of adults interested in furthering their education at . 
the university level in one of three modes: pursuing degrees either under- 

graduate cr graduate; pursuing interdisciplinary professional-improvement 

programs composed of appropriate related courses; taking occasional courses 

for cultural enrichment. Yet largely because of geography, many qualified 
adults cannot attend campus classes, Scheduling appropriate offerings off- 
campus makes available campus instructional skills and resources to many 
citizens who merit and deserve such service. 

Among the clearly identifiable groups to whom UW-Madison owes a particular 

responsibility are women who wish to continue their educations but whose home 
ties make it difficult, employed persons seeking professional advancement



or re-training, retired persons, and the educationally disadvantaged. An | 

off-campus timetable, in concert with other credit and non-credit outreach _ 

programming, would improve our public service role. 

In short, in the state of Wisconsin there are undoubtedly groups of adults 

who could profit from UW-Madison instruction but who cannot reasonably be 

expected to commute to Madison, even at non-traditional hours. Sending 2 

professor to them is a means of utilizing human and physical resources 

efficiently. Any added credit-hours generated via such cff-campus scheduling 

would generate added "formula" funds, which in turn will strengthen the 

° departments participating. Off-campus credit instruction on the part of 

Uvi-Madison faculty has a long history; several departments have representative 

programs now, notably those in Education. UW-Extension sponsors some off-campus 

os instruction. So that essential quelity control can be exercised over all 

courses carryinr UW-Madison credit, we believe the responsibility for such 

instruction should properly be assumed by the appropriate UW-Madison Gepatlineitis, 

irrespective of place or time of instruction. 

- But off-campus credit instruction involves more than instruction per se. 

There are the essential support functions of (a) assisting in identifying 

narticular public needs, (b) interpreting such needs to the Campus, (c}) formu- 

Intine compatible schedules, (a) providing on-site advising, (e) arranging 

for registration, classrooms, teaching aids, and library resources, and 

(ft) coordinating with the outreach programs of other institutions in the area. 

These are functicns which UW-Extension is admirably poised to accomplish. 

Hence the recommendation that, while UW-Madison should re-assume primary 

responsibility for off-campus credit instruction carried on in its name, 

Uy-Madison should continue to arrange with UW-Extension for necessary academic- 

suppert services. | | 

An important question arises: in the presence of other institutions 

around the state, where should a Campus take its classes? We believe there 

should be no arbitrary geographical limit assigned to Campus outreach, but 

rather that any unique expertise should be "exportable" wherever the need 

arises. Certainly no bounds should be placed on those departments and schools 

which represent the state's single academic resource, else people of the state _ 

are the losers. Where the degree of uniqueness is not so clear, UW-Extension's 

new Faculty Planning Councils should te able to render any necessary judgments 

to meet particular situations and avoid duplication. 

Just as we reserve the prerogative to extend UW-Madison credit instruction 

where needs are clearly perceived, so we assume that UW-Extension will reserve 

. the prerogative to meet such needs through other than UW-Madison instruction 

when this Campus cannot properly respond. 

oy Throughout this Report, we assume the following essential policies are 

operative. 

(1) May G, 1973, "Guideline on Enrollment Reporting and Funding" from 

Senior Vice President Smith to Chancellors: "Credits generated (by off-campus 

eredit classes taught as part of load) become part of the campus enrollment 

data, and funding is on the basis of the statutory enrollment funding formula."
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(2) October 9, 1973; Letter from Associate Graduate Dean- Cohen to Assistant ee 
Vice Chancellor Corry, ¢xpressing a@ decision of the Graduate School: "The 
courses (taught off-campus by regular members of the UW-Madison faculty. as | 
part of load) will no longer be considered ‘off-campus'; we no longer will | . 
have to approve such courses,....and there will be no restriction on their being | _ 
taken ‘for post-M.A.. | credit.” - i Sat beh oocaab wo soy boy or, mo 

.  Our‘intent here is not to outline all the administrative arrangements ot 
necessary to the implementation of our recommendaticn, but to suggest the oS 

| general policy guidelines and considerations we have discussed in arriving at 
| that recdmmendation, tg , a, 

_ At the outset, this Report does not encompass the existing individualized 
correspondence-study apparatus of UW-Extengion.. We are. talking here largely : 
about taking selected credit courses from the regular UW-Madison all-course oe 
list and scheduling them wherever there can be assembled a viable number of oe 
qualified students; however, we also contemplate the development of instructional oe 
content and‘modes specifically designed to. meet. continuing-education needs of : 
off-campus groups. a ee | a 

| We envisage such a UW-Madison off-campus enterprise as being marked by - 
quality more than quantity. Higher education opportunities in Wisconsin are sO 

| relatively widespread now. On the other hand, where a need continues to 
exist of emerges, it deserves to. be met with all the devotion .rendered on-campus - 

Particularly, there is great opportunity for fuller utilization of mediated | 

instruction, such as independent study, telephone networks, radio, television, OO 
| and cassette tapes, in conjunction with conventional lecture-discussion . .... | : 

assemblies. Such articulated instruction, under appropriate departmental ..- 
supervision, holds real promise for imaginative, effective outreach... = ©. | 

- As with on-campus instruction, off-campus credit offerings need not be | 
| thought of as being associated only with degree programs. Many of the. . 

professional-improvement and cultural-enrichment course sequences, which we . : 
have recommended be developed for extended-timetable presentation, could well - 
be offered at off-campus sites as well for the growing numbers of adults | | » 

seeking various types of certification. §.. ©. | nn ; 

To facilitate further the off-campus student, current Campus and School, , 
policies should be reviewed respecting student admissions, acceptance of 

_ credit by examination, transfer of credits, residence requirements, degree 7 
requirements, financial aids, and fee schedules... Just as they should. not be a 
favored, part-time adults should not be penalized. While UW-Madison is : ot 
already among the more flexible institutions in many respects, a few important ; 
changes would make our ‘programs more compatible with lifelong leerning patterns. | a 

.. Off-campus credit iristruction as here conceived will be, carried on by | 
regular members. of the Campus faculty: On’ occagion a department may wish : 
to appoint a qualified visiting lecturer or Extension staff member for such a 
instruction, just as is now the case for some on-campus instruction.



Some off-campus instruction may: require added instructional effort. . In oe 
such cases it will be necessary to provide participating departments and/or | 

professors with compensating furids, for use, for exemple, for sumer research, | 
7 ‘graduate assistants, “professional travel; "te professional development. — | | 

| Whatever the arrangement, the principle shoul@ be clear: ‘ the measurable 
- extra time and work involved in effective off-campus programming must be taken 

into account in determining department assignments. _ 

. Students enrolling in UW-Madison-sponsored off-campus classes will be 
| admitted in the usual ways and will pay UW-Madison fees. The courses will be 

| listed in the UW-Madison timetable, and the credits earned will be considered 
; - resident credits. — BS , | . | 

: To economize on travel time on the part of both instructors and students, 
off-campus classes will frequently meet less often for longer periods per 7 

class than the on-campus norm. In this regard, there is opportunity for a 

good deal of experimentation in alternating periods of concentrated group 

discussion with periods of individual study, or in substituting electronic | 
lectures for some in-person contact. In all cases, of course, students would 

be held to resident standards of academic performance. : 

To effect. the maximum possible implementation and communication among | 

7 - departments and with UW-Extension, it will be desirable that there be | 

| designated individuals and/or committees, and funds, at the levels of the Vice | 
Chancellor, the schools/colleges, and the departments concerned, to effect 

off-campus credit class planning and presentation in coordination with 

extended-timetable and other forms of educational outreach. 

The UW-Madison administration would make available special funds to those 

departments engaging in a continuing program of off-campus instruction, and 

to UW-Extension for support services. The departments in turn would utilize 

such funds in the most appropriate way to carry out their various missions. 

| What courses and sequences to schedule, by which departments, where, and 

when, will require continual study and experimentation. The impetus will | 

| frequently come through requests by clientele groups, often expressed through _ 

UW-Extension field staff. It will be important that such requests be generated 

as far in advance as possible, so that off-campus instruction can better be 

integrated with other teaching loads term by term. 

We appreciate that it will take time for this revitalized form'of campus | 

, : outreach to be worked into departmental program planning, and that the scope 

and depth of off-campus instruction will vary considerably among the Schools/ 

Colleges as departments examine their particular instructional missions and 

DO interpret instructional needs accordingly. Oe | | 

SUMMARY | | | 

Off-campus credit instruction has been part of UW-Madison's public service 

posture since 1891. In very recent years the role has devolved largely on. | 

UW-Extension. We believe both campus and constituency will be better served* 

if the UW-Madison faculty once again assumes primary responsibility for
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off-campus credit teaching, with UW-Extension providing needed academic-support 7 
services. | 

Our report suggests that departments: a | 

_  €& Consider offering some of their courses at off-campus sites where 
| needs are demonstrated, | | 

b. Invite faculty members to do such teaching only as a part of their 
regular load, and 

c. Call on Extension for appropriate administrative support. | 

We do not anticipate an extensive off-campus program, but departments . 
Wishing to reach out to serve new clientele should be facilitated in so 

doing.
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V, NON-CREDIT OUTREACH PROGRAMS 

| SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION ts | | 

We recommend that UW-Madison reaffirm its traditional commitment to broad 

non-credit educational outreach, and develop those faculty policies and 

administrative arrangements that will assure a close relationship among | 

| University teaching, research, and outreach in the interests of effective : 

public service of high quality. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS | | | 

of | 1. We, as a faculty committee, recommend a major reaffirmation of the 

- historic commitment of UW-Madison to non-credit outreach programming, as 

expressed in paragraphs (e) and (f) of UW-Madison's current Mission Statement. | 

| | UW-Madison has developed as one of the outstanding comprehensive 

universities of the nation and world, maintaining a broad range of instructional 

. : and research programs of such excellence that they have both statewide and 

national significance. UW-Madison's stature and the capability which has _ 

| led to that stature is a major resource of the state of Wisconsin, a resource 

: which should be maintained and built upon. To quote President John C. Weaver, 

| "The general historic missions of UW-Madison should therefore be continued | 

and reinforced." » | a 

oe | The people of Wisconsin have assembled at Madison a distinguished 

| reservoir of varied educational skills, resources, and facilities--a reservoir 

| not alone for those who can come to the campus at conventional times in 

a traditional configurations but for individuals and groups wherever they are 

: with educational needs to which the University ¢an effectively respond. The | | 

University in turn draws irreplaceable strengths from its public services. 

, Resources grow only as they are shared. | sO | 

, , 2. We hold that credit instruction, research, and non-credit educational 
services related to respective missions are integral to the faculty, departments, 

schools, and colleges of UW-Madison. | 

- University outreach is properly the extension of what is integral to the 

| University. Outreach is a derivative of Campus teaching and research. 

|  UW-Madison--administration, schools/colleges, departments--has an inherent 

- responsibility to develop, coordinate, and offer non-credit instructional 

- activities related to and supportive of its teaching and research missions, 

skills, and resources. | 

We recognize, however, that with respect to non-credit outreach there 

° will of necessity be varied intensities and arrangements among the several 

departments/schools/colleges, reflecting varying traditions, missions, and 

| goals, yet in keeping with a coordinated Campus posture. 

All great American universities have evolved the three distinct yet | 

mutually supporting missions: (a) teaching, undergraduate and graduate / 

| professional, (b) research, basic and applied, and (c) outreach, public | 

| services and adult education. Each of these missions is an intimate and 

- essential aspect of university enterprise, as that unique institution attempts | 

7
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to be at once responsible for great academic traditions and responsive to 
public needs. 

Albeit to varying degrees, every echelon of the university has a 
responsibility for forwarding all three missions--central administration, 
campus, school/college, department. ‘While certain special instrumentalities 
may be developed to -eatalyze and coordinate one or more of the missions, no 
university educator.-can wholly delegate his tripartite responsibility--not 
an individual professor, not a department cheirman, not a dean, not a 
chancellor. Therefore a basic responsibility for outreach must reside in the 
respective Campuses, in cooperation with UW-Fxtensiocn. . 

In essence, it is not in the nature of the American university and its 
component parts that it or they can flourish sans one of the three inherent . 
missions. When a university has attempted to do so for a time, it has 
ultimately recognized the necessity of what Dean Harry L. Russell once called 
the "three-legged stool" posture. The most successful "three-legged stool" 
model has been the land-grant college of agriculture, where the tripartite 
teaching-research-extension posture has permeated all echelons and personnel. 
To the extent that other schools and colleges vary in their traditions and 
outlooks, the posture may never be all-pervasive, but it might become a goal 
which all elements recognize. An outreach function can be of a university 
only to the extent that it is in ea university. | | - 

The primary role of the faculty of a first-rate university is to learn-- 
to learn continuously. If it does not learn, a faculty has no new insights 
Co teach, no investigatory experiences to share, Hence any allotment of 
institutional time and talent to outreach must always be with the proviso 
that it not vitiate the learning function. At the same time, the very funds 
and freedoms a faculty requires for the learning function -frequently hinge 
quite properly on its teaching performance, whether that teaching is on-campus 
or off, to "traditional" students or to "non-traditional" students. In a 
sense, then, included in a faculty's learning function is the requirement 
constantly to reinforce its perception of the university's multiple missions 
and the various populations to be served. _ —_ oe | 

: 3. We recognize UW-Extension as an essential programmatic service 
organized to facilitate the outreach of credit instruction, non-credit 
instruction, research, and educational services integral to UW-Madison. 

Normally UW-Madison will work with and through UW-Extension as the 
logistical and fiscal manager for non-credit outreach programs, the more 
efficiently to extend UW-Madison educational skills and resources. In 
essence, we see schools/colleges/departments negotiating long-term "contracts" " 
with UW-Extension for non-credit outreach program support. The more long-range 
Cempus-Extension "contracts" can be, the better each institution can program 
its resources. But adequate flexibility must be preserved lest any arrangement . 
become unresponsive to both internal and external needs. 

When and where appropriate working relations with UW-Extension are 
unavailable, UW-Madison must meet its non-credit outreach responsibilities 
by developing integral facilitating mechanisms, in order to reinforce the 
inherent relationship among teaching, research, and outreach. In like 
manner, we assume that in those cases where UW-Madison non-credit outreach
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is unresponsive, UW-Extension will meet its System outreach responsibilities | 
by seeking instructional resources elsewhere. : | 

The outreach goal can be simply stated:: to deliver Campus educational 
skills and resources in such forms and“&t such times and places as to render 
them of maximum service to citizens in meeting individual and collective 

needs. The outreach problem can be simply stated: with some overlap, the 
Campus has the ever-evolving knowledge base, and Extension has the outreach 
expertise, logistical apparatus, and funds. So the approach can be simply | 

stated, even though its details may be complicated: to energize a cooperative 

. relationship among Campus, Extension, and constituencies. 

From the Campus, the outreach function draws those self-renewing 
. intellectual resources of real substance without which Extension can become 

outdated. From Extension, the outreach function draws those interdisciplinary 
| problem-focussed dimensions without which the Campus can lack relevance. It 

‘is the amalgamation of the two thrusts that is the essence of the landgrant 
tradition, — 7 . : " 

In sum, we propose for non-credit outreach programs a shared responsibility | 

between the Campus and Extension. For some programs, UW-Madison will take 

the initiative, drawing on Extension for assistance when appropriate. For 

others, Extension will be the proponent agency, drawing on UW-Madison skills 
and resources as necessary. . For most programs, planning and implementation 

will be shared, in concept if not in detail. 

- The critical factor in extending the resources of universities is not 
only the subject material involved but also the interests and needs of the 

vouths and adults concerned and the arrangements by. which these people are 
willing and able to utilize these resources. Only a.vigorous Extension arm 
can develop those outreach programs and techniques which ere as distinct and 
essential to the successful outreach of University resources as are the 
subject-metter competencies of residence departments. Only an Extension 

arm spanning the disciplines can facilitate the coordinated outreach of the 
entire Campus. Only & ‘sustaining organization can provide continuing 
relationshivs with groups to be served. Failure of a university to share with 
its Extension arm appropriate authority and responsibility is almost 
invariably the principal reason for ineffectiveness in university outreach 

education services. 

| hl, We submit that the Campus should not be constrained in its outreach 
programming by arbitrary geographic or fiscal barriers, lest the people of the 

— state be the irrevarable losers. | | 

; | Albeit recognizing the desirability of coordinated System outreach, we 

suggest that any geographic boundaries and fee policies attendant to 

. UW-Madison non-credit outreach programs reflect departmental missions, skills, 

and resources, and public needs. In substance, we question the current Regent 

Policy Statement which seems to limit non-credit outreach programs to (a) our 

"immediate service area," and (b) "100% cost-recovery," except as they are 
developed and offered by UW-Extension. 

It would obviously be ‘incongruous were the UW-Madison Medical School to 

have to clear with Extension before it could talk to Wisconsin doctors beyond 

;
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a 50-mile radius from Madison. It would likewise be incongruous if a UW-Madison 
department could hold an institute for businessmen because it was 100% self- 
supporting through fees, while another department could-not hold a conference 

for pastors because it could not be m@e 100% self-supporting. : 

The high degree of self-support now required in non-credit outreach 

programs limits too sharply the scope of these programs.. To a considerable 

degree the groups and individuals most in need of university outreach are | 

the very groups and individuals unable to pay to any great extent. The 

future of university outreach is in the hands of those governmental units 

and private foundations willing to underwrite experimentation and expansion. | — 

"Venture capital" should be invested in developing modified or new : | 

non-credit experiences particularly designed for various types of lifelong - 

learners. _ 7 

5. In its staffing, we believe UW-Madison should recognize there is a | 

special kind of outreach expertise and commitment that is a proper criterion 

to be taken into consideration in the appointment, promotion, and retention 

of faculty. : | 

Departments and divisional committees are already reviewing their standards 

in this light. In turn, in its staffing UW-Extension should be encouraged | 

| to recognize it is an uneconomical use of the state's limited funds to build 

a subject-matter faculty unrelated to or duplicative of campus resources. 

No university has ever been able to mount an effective outreach program 

in the absence of outreach faculty and administrators. Only personnel adept 

at and dedicated to outreach thinking and action can lend to the program 

essential conceptualization, continuity, integration, effectiveness, and 

evaluation. Just as resident teaching and research thrive on specialists, 

so does outreach. But the linkage among functions and personnel must be 

sure and strong lest they fail to reinforce each other. 

6. We urge the development of System-wide committee mechanisms that | 

will permit all elements of the UW System--Campus faculties and Extension ~~ 

faculties--to participate jointly, according to their resources and missions, 

in determining priority educational needs, resource applications, and fiscal 

- arrangements. 

There is much to be said for the burden of Central Administration's 

Extension Study Committee Report, 1 June 1972, recommending that each Campus 

"have budgetary and program responsibility” for all types of outreach . 

appropriate to that Campus. However, in the light of merger it is probably 

unrealistic to propose turning the clock back to an era of outreach instru- | 

mentalities wholly organic to their respective campuses. Our object, rather, 

should be to so reinstitute a Campus commitment to outreach, and to so | , 

rebuild ties between the Campus and Extension that the outreach mission 

of UW-Madison can be enhanced while respecting the requirements for coordinated 

System outreach. | | - oO 

We recognize that the best use of state resources will require some form 

of System-wide program planning and coordination. For some programs, | 

educational outreach needs will be recognized by the various campuses of the 

System, but in other instances, Extension outreach personnel such as county | 

agents and district directors will be the first to identify needs. |
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| A series of planning committees, established along program lines, shall 

probably be required to carry out suitable coordination. Membership on 
these committees would be open to Campuses according to their resources and 
missions. In most instances, collegial cooperation shall probably be 
sufficient to achieve an agreement for meeting a need. Where several 
Campuses have the resources, an outreach contract awarding process might 
be instituted. Contracts should be awarded on the basis of such criteria 
as (1) which Unit faculty can deliver the best service?, and (2) what is | 
the optimum utilization of the resources of the statewide University System? 

OPTIONS AND AZIMUTHS | | , 

; The current definitive policy of Central Administration. vis a vis campus 
outreach confirms the assignment of responsibility for all credit-bearing 

work to the Campus, regardless of time and place, and reserves to Extension 

most non-credit work. In previous statements, the Outreach Committee recommends 

UW-Madison accept responsibility for extended-day and off-campus credit 

instruction. This statement recommends UW-Madison reassert its traditional 

| role in non-credit programming, working through suitable ccoperative 

arrangements with Extension. 

Readers might appreciate the following review of the various options this | 

Committee considered respecting non-credit outreach before erriving at its 

recommendations: . | 

A. On the one hand, we could say that we consider current Regent policy 

inappropriate, since it relieved UW-Madison departments of public service 

prerogatives without faculty action. We could in response reaffirm the 7 

traditional commitment of this faculty to all forms of the state-wide and 

world-wide extension of our teaching and research, and ask the UW-Madison 

administration to create a Campus outreach apparatus as independent of System 

control as is the UW-Madison research program. — 

B.- On the other hand, we could say that times have changed since our 

Campus predecessors conceived the "Wisconsin Idea." The present UW-Madison 

faculty in general seems to have no particular interest in and adeptness at 

non-credit work; meanwhile, UW-Extension has evolved as an independent 

instrumentality for the accomplishment of the System's outreach missions. So | 

we will concur in the assumption of non-credit outreach programming by System 

Extension, and will merely assure that our faculty maintains the individual and 

collective knowledge base on which Extension can draw, meanwhile taking 

- responsibility for credit instruction regardless of time and place. | 

C. There is a middle ground, expressed in various ways by various people 

with whom we have consulted. This view holds that, rightly conceived and 

. implemented today, non-credit outreach calls for a shared responsibility on the 

part of UW-Madison and UW-Extension. Neither Unit can function effectively 

| in continuing education and public service programming without the other. So 

administrative arrangements should be developed that will at once restore the 

UW-Madison faculty's role in non-credit outreach while maintaining Extension's 

role. Because of varying traditions and needs, such arrangements are apt to 

differ considerably among the various schools and colleges, but all will focus 

on enhancing the intimate relationship among teaching, research, and outreach, 
| and on strengthening Campus relationships with the citizen groups from which 

we regularly draw inspiration and support. —
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D. There is a fourth faculty option. We could say this debate defies 
faculty participation and is more properly handled by vice presidents, _ 
chancellors, and deans. This is a simple course of action, but it is hardly | | 
in the tradition of the UW-Madison faculty. oe | 

The Committee has selected Option C, and this statement explicates | | ae 
its advantages and implications. © .. . ( re o 

Four broad concepts perhaps characterize this statement:. (1) credit ee 
instruction, research, and non-credit outreach services are inextricably 
linked as the tripartite mission of UW-Madison; (2) there is a special kind 
of outreach expertise and commitment that is a proper criterion to be taken | 
into consideration in the appointment, .promotion, and retention of UW-Madison 
faculty, (3) while UW-Extension is an essential programmatic service, in its 
staffing UW-Extension should be encouraged to recognize it is an uneconomical © 
use of the state's limited ftinds.to build a subject-matier faculty unrelated © 
to or duplicative of Campus resources, and (4) an outreach-contract awarding 
process might be instituted between UW-Extension and the Campuses. : 

CONCLUSION — - a | 

Partly through non-credit outreach, the Campus seeks to be coextensive 
| with the borders of the commonwealth whose people provide its support. Credit 

instruction, research, non-credit outreach services--these are not adversaries 
but friends. They are inextricably linked as the tripartite mission of, 
particularly, the land-grant institution. Each supports the other. To draw 
artificial lines among them is to violate the whole university process. 
Consequently this Report calls for a renewal of the historic commitment of 
this Campus to non-credit outreach activities, and for the development of 
Such UW-Madison faculty policies and administrative arrangements as will assure 
the continued interplay of this Campus with the life of Wisconsin and the 
world, in cooperation with UW-Extension as appropriate.



OO APPENDICES : 
- | _. "The Committee recommends that colleges and departments take steps to go beyond : 

the current independent learning efforts." = Se a 

_ sss POLICY PROPOSAL FOR INDEPENDENT LRAMNING = ts a _ A Report of the UW-Madison Faculty Committee on Undergraduate Education _ : | 
| | Professor Michael B. Petrovich, Chairman; May, 1974 9 3. | a 

| | . 

a The subject of independent learning and particularly certain of its aspects - 
4 specifically the granting of equivalency credits and "veterans credit" - has _ 

evoked inquiries from various quarters, including the Chancellor, Vice a 
. Chancellor, Director of Admissions, and Director of Inter-College Programs. 

ot | These inquiries, directed to the Undergraduate Education Committee, have vrompted 
a@ general discussion, review of existing school and college policy, and the 
proposal which follows. Independent learning, for purposes of this position . | 
paper, is defined as including both supervised learming and equivaleney credit _ a 
work, a oe So , 

| I. Supervised Learning ) | | 

| A. The Committee on Undergraduate Education directly supports this concept 
| as a reasonable and academically legitimate means of extending both 

: : | the educational potential of the individual student and the orporlbimities 
| available on the Madison campus. Supervised learning includes a : 

| variety of activities such as independent reading and research, field 
| | experience, directed study, internships, individual projects connected 

| with certain problem-oriented courses, and the like. The scope of 
- such activities should be sufficiently broad to serve the needs of an 

| _  dnecreasingly diverse cross section of undergraduate students. 

_.  B. The Committee on Undergraduate Education. is pleased to note that the 
| | Madison campus has long recognized the benefits which students may 

_ derive from pre-planned supervised independent learning, and that its 
various schools, colleges and departments have established mechanisms 

| | by which students may engage in the same and receive credit for their 
: | work. The Committee believes that such opportunities should not only | 

. — be continued and encouraged but expanded. —s_—. a 

| C. Among the justifications which may be offered in support of this form 
| a Supervised learning we may stress the following: | | 

: 1. This form of learning has a firm philosophical grounding insofar 
as it provides the student an opportunity to exercise initiative | 

—— and.self-affirmation under guidance and. direction. 

, 2. Various forms of supervised learning may serve to allow individual 
_ students the opportunity to carry on a learning process already begun 
in high school or elsewhere thus extending the experience and | 

: capitalizing on the enthusiasm developed, (For example, changing 
high school course content, teaching methods, modular scheduling, 
instructional. resource centers promote. "individualized" and/or 

| independent study in that setting). oe 

eee ee /
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3. Supervised learning permits the student to become more fully 
| “od - conversant with subjects and approaches that are not. readily. a 

available in the existing structure of courses. re 

4, Supervised learning may be particularly useful in affording the 
: student an opportunity to achieve some measure of integration of . 

-  -* ‘various academic’ disciplines as well as some connection between 
: experience and a given body of knowledge. = =. | a | 

5. Supervised learning reflects and prepares the student for a real | 
Oo life mode of professional behavior. — . . | 

II. Equivalency Credit | 7 | ae | 

. A... The Committee recognizes that an increasing number of individuals . 
. are. coming to.the Madison campus with a variety of previous learning 

exposures through work in various social and cultural agencies, business 
sss firms and industries, unions, the military, and other public and private 

entervrises. The substance of that experience may be closely related | 

to what, for other persons, may have been learned in an academic setting. | 

1. Such individuals may come with sufficient experience in a given 
ss pursuit (the learning of a language, reading of history and -. 

| associated travel, certain mathematical skills, laboratory techniques, 
oe and so on) that-they may be awarded degree credit through appropriate 

| | equivalency testing, within the guidelines stated below. 3 

) 2. In other cases the Madison campus should provide individuals who 
have acquired some learning experience elsewhere, in other than | 
a strictly academic environment, the opportunity to reinforce the 

- gain of such exposure through supervised learning. © Each school or | 
college and associated departments should encourage their faculty - 
to undertake this with as much flexibility as its mission and - - 

| standards permit. Oe SS : co | 

B. Credit for learning through work and individual study gained outside 
the Madison campus should be awarded only through an equivalency 

testing procedure carried out by the department most closely. associated 
with the type of learning involved. | | - | 

C. In some cases departments should also consider certification by outside 
institutions or authorities such as.a military language training school, 

industrial school or the like in the evaluation. In all cases, | 
appropriate faculty review should be required. a a 

| (It has come to the attention of the Committee that veterans of 
the Second World War with at least ninety days of active duty . 

were granted fifteen “experiential-learning credits" toward a | 

degree once all degree requirements were met, This policy has 
not been extended to Korean Conflict and Vietnam veterans. 

: The Committee feels that the above proposal policy is stated — 
broadly enough to allow veterans with particular training developed | 

in the military service to validate the same and, therefore, | | 
receive degree credits, within the guidelines stated below.
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: | | <) | 

| It should be stated that "experiential-learning credits" noted | 

| in the first paragraph above is now precluded under the University 

/ | | of Wisconsin System transfer policy.) | - | | 

a | III. General Guidelines for Granting Credit for Independent Learning 

| ‘The Committee agrees that the evaluation of independent learning - both 

supervised and equivalency - should be conducted under circumstances which 

| ensure the same rigor and discipline that characterizes all formal | 

learning and evaluation on this campus. To this end the Committee regards 

—— | the following components as necessary wherever credit is to be granted for 

the above forms of learning: — | 

a a A, Credit should continue to be awarded through some academic department — 

| | mo of this campus and subject to the judgment of.the faculty. 

| / 3B, ‘Supervised learning and equivalency credit work should be done by common 

| | | agreement between the student and a particular professor who will act as 

| _ advisor and supervisor. Such an agreement carries with it mutual . 

| ; responsibilities regarding the agreement. 

oo | C. The-area of independent learning under consideration must fall within 

a ' @ professor's or department's area of expertise. 

| - D. ‘There should be a means for providing direction and evaluation of 

| | various stages of the independent learning process, with due regard 

- for flexibility and the student's creativity as an individual. 

- . 1. Some students will develop a proposal for supervised learning 

| -'. with the approval of an appropriate faculty supervisor at the 

| : "+ beginning of a semester thus allowing for continuity between 

Oo oe current and future learning experiences. -~ 

| 2. Other students will come to the faculty person with the belief 

ae ” _ that they have learned equivalent to that which may have been 

-  -, formally learned at the college level. . The professors and the 

— Se - departments should then: 

ee ‘a, Determine if credit may be granted through appropriate | 

OO | evaluation if the learning experience already involves a 

oe | certificate, = | | | : 7 

| b. ._ Develop an equivalency test to evaluate the experience. 

7 - | ke ‘Develop @ supervised learning agreement which allows for 

| | 7 ; integration of that experience into an extended study-reading, 

os SO a writing, discussion-arrangement as appropriate. 

: E. A method wich is both appropriate to the learning and manageable by the 

| —— professor and the department should be used to test the student's 

| competence, whether by examination, papers, conferences, or other means. 

| F, The potential eredits ‘should be determined at the outset based on 

| | | substantive considerations. The minimum and maximum number of credits 

Oo | recommended must fall within the school or college policy involved.
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Ae The Committee recognizes that independent learning is presently conducted 8s. 
et the Madison campus because there are profeasors willing to give sis 

ede Beytnd their regular duties. More should be done to recognize = 8 © 
i, the service given by such professors involved in this teaching effort |_| 

and in the “equivalency format ‘yeconmended in this proposal. This could 
poe ae ‘be done, for example, in determining teaching loads, and in tenure, 2 

promotion and merit deliberations. This position assumes that it is le Gees 
each Bepartment's responsibility to ensure and to encourage quality = 

— ss K@BChIng and evaluation of independent learning credit work to the same Tee 
degree and level as for classrom situations. = = © Ree 

ss By The Committee recommends that colleges and departments take steps to gos —  Meyond “the “curvent independent learning efforts. This can be done in a | 
7 part by the following ways: > rr re | oe ae 

Qa Full statements describing independent learning, including - Oe —  gitpepvised learning and equivalency credit work as defined in this. > 
~ document, should be included in the various bulletins and catalogs 

a Of the Madison ecempus and of each of its schools or colleges, and = | 
p departmental information pieces. = = NS 

Be Particular attention to independent learning credits should be OSS 
given by those responsible for academic advising, both at the — OR ae 
 gollege and departmental level. Faculty and staff should be | os — *  Gepignated at each level to serve-as initial contacts with students —s_ 
Whe wish to explore the possibilities for the supervised study ee 
endfor equivalency credit, and to assist in locating interested 

| The departments should insure that credit is awarded only for learning = =  —. 
+, -@xperfences which are demonstrably related to the mission and competence = 

_  fRoulty, “There must be a direct. and active reletionship between the ee 
earning activity and the particular school or college Gurriculum and 

sD. A Comprehensive Campus research design should be developed ing 2 | 
— gooperation with representatives from éach school and college to BE Ee 

determine the effect of independent learning on the student's educational =. 
perience. For example, the following factors should be examined: ee 

— . Characteristics of students involved, including personal and qualitative = =». 
-  gLements; nature of projects; disciplines and departments involved; = 
— . Subjective evaluation of specific inderenienS study experiences by student 

"and faculty, and the like, gw ~ a
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"Providing public service....Encouraging cooperative use....” | 

SELECT MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON 
Approved by the Board of Regents of The University of Wisconsin System, 

January. 1974 : 

The primary purpose of the University of Wisconsin-Madison is to 

provide an envircenment in which faculty and students can discover, examine 
critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom, and values that 
will help ensure the survival of the present and future generations with 
improvement in the quality of life. In keeping with this purpose, the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison furnishes comprehensive liberal and 

. professional education at the graduate and undergraduate levels and engages 

in extensive research and scholarly inquiry. Specifically, the mission of 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison includes: 

(a) Developing at both the undergraduate and graduate levels broad 

and balanced academic programs which emphasize high quality and creative 
instruction. 

(b) Maintaining a broad range of graduate and professional instructional 
and research programs of such excellence that they have both statewide and 

national significance, 

: (c) Generating new knowledge through research, both basic and applied, 

which will provide a basis for solutions to immediate and long-range 

problems of society. 

(a) Maintaining quality within each discipline while stimulating 
the development of interdisciplinary opportunities. ; 

(e) Providing public service by application of the results of scholarly 
and scientific inquiry for the benefit of society, and by meeting the 

continuing educational needs of the public through coordinated statewide 
outreach programs, in accordance with its designated land-grant status. 

(f) Encouraging cooperative use of its resources by state and national 

agencies and continuing extensive participation in statewide, nationwide, 
and international programs. 

(g) Providing services to assure that all students have the opportunity 
. to realize their highest potential levels of intellectual, physical, and . 

human development, including recognition of and commitment to the needs of 

minority groups and women. 

ae



"Regents College will not offer classroom instruction....Maximum use and develop- 

ment of existing educational resouces will be required....It is proposed that | 

each of the existing higher education Units in the UW System be encouraged to | 

revise or adapt any of their existing degree programs to meet the open-education 

criteria." : 

A PLANNING PROSPECTUS FOR THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM 

Prepared by the Planning Task Force, Regents Statewide University 

: E. Nelson Swinerton, Chairman | . 

November 20, 1973 ee | 

(SECTION I only reproduced here) oS oo 

SECTION I | 

: «INTRODUCTION 

Need for an Open University” 

Wisconsin has a long tradition of providing educational opportunities to its 

citizens. At the post-secondary level Wisconsinites are served by numerous public 

: and private four-year institutions, a system of two-year centers, a network of 

vocational-technical schools, and all the resources of one of the nation's largest 

University Extension units. Despite this wealth of opportunity, however, a great 

proportion of the adult population has been unable to pursue college-level studies 

to the point of qualifying for a baccalaureate degree. Almost all of them have 

compelling. reasons for not taking advantage of instruction offered in regularly- 

scheduled classes on the campuses in the state. Most of them are more heavily 

committed than the typical campus-based student to interests and duties outside 

the classroom: to families, community responsibilities and jobs. Many have at 

completed some course work in a college or university; others have had demonstra- 

bly equivalent educational experience--in military service, perhaps, or on the 

job. Many more have demonstrated their potential through their successes in 

work, community service, or individual accomplishment. Because of the maturity 

| of those students and their already-established roles in life, the competencies 

which they bring to the Open University and the competencies which they hope to 

develop in that program will be peculiar to each one as an individual, and the 

° University's response to their goals and capabilities will have to be similarly 

particularized. It is to provide such adults with educational opportunity in a 

new form that the Open University is proposed. — 

| 

lopen University has been given preference by the Task Force as the name 

| for the systemwide program, while Regents College has been suggested as the 

name for the new unit offering a life studies degree. 

Se .
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Long-Range Goal of the Open University 

The major goal of the proposed Open University is to extend educational | 
opportunity still further in the state of Wisconsin by making college-level 
study and baccalaureate degrees available to capable adult students who cannot — 
undertake full-time on-campus programs. Some learners will want to obtain a 
degree. Others will simply want to acquire additional knowledge, develop a 
skill, test an interest, enlarge an awareness, expand a horizon--and they will | 
appreciate the recognition gained from receiving credit for their efforts. 

A rapidly-changing society requires persons who have learned how to learn, | 

who know how to pursue effectively their own learning and development in response 
to changing personal interests and social demands. None of us knows for sure ‘ 

the knowledge and competence he will need ten or fifteen years from now. We do 

know. that much of that knowledge does not yet exist, and that we have to be able 
to put it to work as it is generated. We have to have the freedom in time, space, 

resources and access points to cope with these changing knowledge dimensions. 

specific Objectives 

The objective of the Open University is to extend alternative modes of 

learning and to accurately assess the resulting development of competency in 

learners. The competence-assessment process--both initially and throughout the 

student's affiliation with the university, including the assessment which will 
culminate in his receiving a degree--should be individually structured to help 

the student develop his real abilities. The function of assessment is to make 
sure he has the skills and knowledge, the values and attitudes and the under- 
standing--in short, the competencies--which are appropriate to his educational, 
career and life goals. The Open University degree programs certify the level 

of accomplishment regardless of the pathways used to reath it. Student-centered 

open education degree programs encourage students to take responsibility for 

selecting their own educational goals, help in curricular design and participate 

in decision-making regarding their own learning. The learner becomes a full 

partner in the processes that link teaching and learning towards mutually- 
selected and accepted goals--the individualization of teaching based on the 
recognition of the individuality of learning. | | 

University of Wisconsin Open University Model | 

The proposed University of Wisconsin Open University program has the unique 

cheracter of melding together existing higher educational systems with a proposed . 

Regents College and a support system so that collectively they should result in 
an open education program which will meet the demands of a majority of the citi- 

zens Of Wisconsin. A unique feature of this program is that of fully utilizing ° 

existing educational units rather than developing a totally new, parallel and 

independent system of open education. It will not only extend instructional | 

resources geographically, it will also provide new foci for their concentration 

and new modes for their application.
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The model for an open university graphically protrays the three major com- _ 
ponents of this program: (1) The Regents College which will offer a competency- | 
based degree program in life studies; (2) a support system which will consist 
of an advisory network, a research and development unit, and a staff development 
program; (3) unit-designed external degrees which will be field or professionally 

oriented. | Do | , 

Two guiding principles underlie all recommendations for the Open University : 

, model: | 

1. Individualized counseling and planning with the student will be 
, required in order to assure an appropriate program of studies, 

| proper recognition of competencies already possessed, and mean- 

ingful learning experiences for the completion of the program. 

2. Maximum use and development of existing educational resources — 

will be required in order to avoid the unnecessary and costly © 

duplication of services. 

The Regents College Se : | 

The Regents College will be designed to offer the student the opportunity 
to complete a competency-based degree focusing upon life studies. This program — 
will allow the individual the opportunity to gain competencies in basic learning 
skills, interpersonal relationships, civic and community relationships, as well 

as demonstrated competencies in understanding the world of work, cultures, na- 

tions and ethnicity, environmental relationships, and the development of self- 
awareness, recreation, cultural involvement, and the use of leisure. Regents 

College will not offer classroom instruction but will encourage the development 

of learning modules. The degree program will be individually designed. through 
learning agreements between the Regents College and students to meet the educa-~ 
tional goals of any student. | oe 

The quality of the Regents College degree would be monitored from outside 
the College as well as within. Systemwide faculty committees would work with 
the Regents College mentors to set and maintain the standards for both. lower- 

division and degree-program competencies. Curriculum plans proposed by the 
Regents College would be subject to final approval by an Academic Review Board 
composed of faculty and other qualified persons who are not full-time members 
of the Regents College staff. | Te | 

The Unit Degree 

It is proposed that each of the existing higher education units in the 

University of Wisconsin System be encouraged to revise or adapt any of their 

existing degree programs to meet the open-education criteria (described below) 
and to offer their degrees asa part of the Open University program. The deci- 
sion as to whether or not a degree program will be placed into this format will 
be made by the faculties of the existing units. . Such degrees will normally be 
field or professionally oriented, but’ so adapted so that they can be more readily 

made available to a larger number of constituencies not now availing themselves 

of campus-based programs.
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Open-Education Criteria a | 

The unit-based degrees proposed as part of the Open University plan are 

predicated on the assumption that institutions or consortia of institutions can 

develop degree programs in an open education format. The Open University will 

be able to provide technical assistance and research and development support to 

units or consortia wishing to establish degree programs that meet the following 

open-education criteria: ; ee 

1. Admission to an open-education program is based on recognition 

of the student's competencies, however acquired, as determined — 

by appropriate types of examination. . . 

2. Initial placement in an open-education program is determined 

by the nature, number of level of demonstrated competencies 

that are relevant to the program, regardless of where these | 

were develcped. | 

3. Curricular planning in an open-education program is individu- 

alized insofar as degree requirements permit, and the means of 

meeting degree requirements are determined co-intentionally 

with the student. 

4, Learning in an open-education program is not restricted to col- 

lege and university courses, but may occur in any mode, e.g.: | 

a. Formal courses offered by any kind of institution. | | 
(Regents College itself does not offer classroom — 

| instruction. ) , : 

bb. Cooperative studies, in which several students with 7 | 

: similar interests collaborate. | | 

| ec. Tutorials, in which a teacher guides an individual 
student in a particular area of knowledge or competence. 

d. Organized self-instructional programs, e.g. corres- | 

pendence courses, programmed learning, televised 

_ instruction. | | | 

e. Direct exnerience which permits self-examination and | 

reflection by the student and formal assessment by " 

. : the institution. 

f. Independent study through reading, writing, travel ok 

or other means. | | 

sg. Learning contracts through which mentors and students _ 

design a unit of study to achieve competency levels. | 

5. Progress in an open-education program is defined in terms of _ | . 

the competencies specified and acquired rather than the mode a 

or duration of the learning experiences. _ | en



. 
6. Pacing in an open-education program (i.e., entrance-reentrance, 

program load, time for completion) is individually determined 

to suit the student's schedule and the demands of his other | 
commitments. a - 

7. Advising in an open-education program is sensitive to the 
- special needs of each student, including the need to surmount 

those invisible barriers created by biological, cultural or _ - 
an situational factors over which the individual has no control. 

Any unit that decides to place one of its degrees into the open university 

program will be offered the services of the proposed support systems to assist 

— in the implementation and evaluation process. 

cuppoert Systems 

| A key element to the proposed Open University program is the development of 
| support systems to assist both the Regents College and the individual UW units in 

the development, implementation and evaluation of Open University degrees. These 
: support systems will consist of three major functional units. The first major 

subunit is research and development. It will be primarily concerned with conduct- 
ing research on the validity of the open education criteria, developing and vali- 

dating procedures and instruments for use in the assessment of student competen- 

cies, to conduct research studies on the needs and interests of the students, 
and to develop instructional systems including software to support the proposed 
derree programs. 

A second major subsystem will be an advisory network. This network will 
consist of advisors located throughout the state who will assist students in 

developing their plans for higher educetion. They will help entering and Lower 

division students make general plans for their studies and to put such students 

in touch with. the appropriate instructional units. These advisors will assist 

the potential upper division student in preparation of a portfolio which will - 
give evidence of the student's past life learning experiences, as well as prior 

formal educational experiences, and will help ascertain which of the various 

existing programs in the state will best correlate with the student's interest 

and past experiences. An education clearinghouse will be developed to disseminate 

information on all programs in an open education format. 

A third subsystem will be a staff development program which will be a progrim 
P to assist members of the unit faculties who wish to either design individuel 

learning experiences for one of the Open University degrees and/or to assist ther 

in developing a degree program or adapting existing degree programs to meet the 

. open-education criteria. The faculty of existing units would find varied oppor- 

tunities to participate in the activities of the Open University. Some faculty 

members would be asked to serve on advisory committees of the Regents College, 

while cthers might te asked to accept appointmant as full-time mentors or part- 

time tutors to Regents College students. Individuals, teams or consortia teams 

might apply for funding by the research and development unit in order to under- 

take projects which would contribute to the accessibility of education, e.g. 
the recasting of a classroom course into a mediated format. Thus, the Open 

University would utilize existing human as well as material resources. 

;
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Degree Levels | : | 

Another unique characteristic of this Open University program is that the 
primary focus will be upon the upper divisional requirements, or those more. 
specialized learning experiences which will result in the competencies necessary 
to achieve either the regents degree in life studies, or one of the field or pro- 
fessional degrees presently being offered by existing units. This is based upon 

the assumption that many of the lower divisional requirements or the more general . 
competencies can be developed either through prior life learning experiences or 
other previously~-obtained educational experiences. Through its network of advi- . 
sors, the Open University will make intensive efforts to facilitate their acqui- 

sition of needed competencies in existing lower division programs in the state, 
to certify whatever basic competencies these students may already possess, Or, _ ‘ 

| if necessary, to develop them in specially-designed programs. Flexible admission 
policies allow for greater choice on the part of the student as to where these 

general competencies are developed. 

Summary 

One way of viewing the various ways in which curricular designs are 
established is to view these four major components: 

~-Vocational/Professional: Expectations or requirements | 
associated with various vocations, professions, certifying 

agencies and graduate schools. 

--Disciplinary/Interdisciplinary: Units and sequences 
associated with various traditional and emergent concepts 
of the disciplines. 

-~Problem Oriented: Knowledge and competence pertinent to. 
various social problems and human concerns such as popu- , 

lation, environment, race, civil liberties, transportation 
and world peace. : . . . 

~-Holistic/Thematic: Knowledge of competence pertinent to 
various thematic interests or holistic studies such as 

the cultures of cities, the fine arts and society, and 
phenomenon of man, studies in Britain, the culture of 

work and the demand of mankind. 

There is growing need for individuals who have problem orientation or holis- , 

tic/thematic overview, and for individuals who can integrate knowledge of all 
kinds. The Open University will work to encourage units with degree programs 

in any one of the four components to adapt such programs to an open-education . 
format. Presently, most unit degree programs are either discipline or profession- 
ally oriented, although several units have introduced problem or holistic/thematic- 
oriented degrees. The Regents College degree program leans more heavily upon a 

problem or holistic/thematic orientation. To the extent that students desire 
existing programs, students will be encouraged to complete the degree requirements 

through an Open University format which becomes available with those already- 

existing degree programs. Consortia with or without Regents College participation 
can work jointly through one or more of its member units to meet the needs of 

students for perticular types of open education degree programs.
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| . 

These programs in company with the support system should result in a 
dynamic Open University program designed to meet the higher education needs 

_ Of the citizens of the state of Wisconsin. 

To carry out this program, the organization of the Open University may 

pe diagrammed as follows: | 
| . 

oo The Open University would form: one branch of University Outreach: 

. | | Provost 

UNIVERSITY OUTREACH 

ee ee 
| UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY CENTER OPEN 

EXTENS ION SYSTEM UNIVERSITY | 

The position of Director of the Open University should be elevated to that of 
Vice-Provost when the size and scope of the Open University warrants. 

Director 

OPEN UNIVERSITY - - - ACADEMIC REVIEW BOARD 

Dean Director 

REGENTS COLLEGE SUPPORT SERVICES > . 

| [ricteors . 

| (Tutors ) : 
Administrative Staff Senior Advisor Coordinator 

| ADVISOR RESEARCH AND 
NETWO RK DEVELOPMENT | 

* EVALUATION \. oTAFF 

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
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“Campus Units have responsibility for developing and offering (extended-day 
and) off-canpus credit-bearing ccurses, within their instructional mission, 
in their immediate service area....University Extension has responsibility 
for developing and offering non-credit instructional events in relation 
to planned statewide programs of continuing education (while seeking) maximum 
involvement with campus Units." | 

POLICY STATEMENT ON THE ORGANIZATION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION AND OUTREACH 
, ACTIVITY . 

Approved by the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin system, | 
May 11, 1973 

a Drafted by Donald K. Smith, Senior Vice President, UW System. 

‘Introduction | 
| . 

, The Regents of the University of Wisconsin System reaffirm the historic 
commitment of the public universities of Wisconsin to public service and 
the public good. 

| 

This reaffirmation recognizes that the major contribution of the 
University System to the public good has been and will continue to be the 
contributions made by citizens who, through study with the University, 
learn more and bring increased knowledge and understanding to their work | 
and lives. It also means, however, that the System will take those steps 
possible to it to make its resources of people, instruction, and knowledge 
available to the citizens, agencies, and institutions of Wisconsin who 

se seek or have need for access to such resources, at the times and places, 
a and in the forms most useful to them. It further means continuing assessment 

of University System resources, statewide need for access to such resources, 
and the coordinated planning of statewide outreach programs which make best 
use of available resources. 

| The Regents note that the public universities of Wisconsin have a 
tradition of public service and outreach activity equal or superior to that 

found in any part of the nation. But new times bring new needs and new 
opportunities. More citizens seek lifelong access to learning. Governmental 
and private agencies have increased need for access to the research products 
and knowledge base of the University System. Study, research, and 

information transfer focused on the major problems of our society lay 
urgent claim to attention from the University System. For all these 
reasons, invigoration of the "Wisconsin Idea" becomes a high priority mission 

, for the University System as a whole in the decade of the 1970's. 

The policies proposed in this document are intended to set the framework 
oe . of purpose, organization, and relationship within which the vitalization 

of University Extension and outreach activity can be accomplished. 
| 

| I. 

The Goals of Organization 

The goals of organization are the following: 7 

1. To establish the organization and administrative relationships 
which will make possible the coordination of University outreach activity 
on a statewide basis, with attention to continuing assessment of need,
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. development of priorities, allocation of resources in terms of priorities, 
and elimination of duplicative or unproductive activity. | 

| é. To facilitate maximum involvement in outreach activity by all 
Units of the University System, including arrangements which encourage 
initiative by Units and insofar as possible place decision-making in the 

| hands of persons who develop and carry out programs. | 

3. To facilitate coordination of University outreach activity with 
the resources and activity of other agencies of the State. oe 

4, To conserve the integrity of established, productive, and high ‘ 
priority outreach programs, such as those established with the counties 
through cooperative extension, | | 

IT. oO 

General Organizational Assumptions 

1. There should be only one University Extension Unit for the system. 
This Unit has both unique responsibilities, and coordinate responsibilities 
with the campus Units for developing an effective, statewide, and coordinated : 
University outreach program. University of Wisconsin Extension, which now 

| carries its activity into all parts of the State, is designated as this 
Unit. OO" | a 

€. Where campus Units now have separate divisions of Extension and/or 
Continuing Education, these divisions should continue their work within 
the limits of the campus entitlements provided in this document. To the 
extent that their work involves functions and responsibilities also held 
by University Extension, discussions between University Extension and the 

_ campus Unit should be undertaken promptly. to the end of assimulating such 
functions and responsibilities into University Extension in cooperation 
with the campus Unit. As feasible, campus-based personnel who should also 
be working with and through the program activity of University Extension 
Should become joint appointees of the campus and University Extension. 

. Should problems develop in such arrangements which cannot be resolved 
between the campus Unit and University Extension, these should be brought 
to the Office of the Vice President, Academic Affairs, for resolution. 

| 3. Continuing staffing for the outreach function of the University , 
system should emphasize all steps to strengthen linkages between campus 

. Units, University Extension, and other agencies with resources or cutreacn 
activity in the planning and conduct of outreach programs. To this end, ¥ 
it is assumed that the pattern of new appointments related to outreach 
functions, whether for new positions or for replacement of vacancies, will 
give first priority to the use of joint appointments, and that special 
approval must be obtained from the Office of the Vice President, Academic 
Affairs, for appointments either by campus Units or University Extension 
which depart from this pattern. |
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| | | | | Responsibility for Off-Campus, Credit-Bearing Courses 

a «1, Campus Units have responsibility for developing and offering | 
off-campus, credit-bearing courses, within their instructional mission, | 

in their immediate service area. ' 

| a (a) This enables campus Units to have the option of developing 

_ extended day, extended week instructional programs as part of their 

regular residence instruction activity. | 

4 (bd) Units may also, at their option, agree to have such off-campus, 

a extended day, extended week credit ‘courses offered through or jointly | 

. With University Extension. | : 

| oa — (c). Immediate service area is defined as a first approximation 

os a as a geographic area which can be served by faculty teaching both 

on campus, and off campus on the same day. The Office of the Vice 

oe President, Academic Affairs, is authorized to designate further 

- ‘refinements of the immediate service areas of campuses after 

| : - eonsultation with University Extension and the Unit or Units involved. 

a ; 2. University Extension has responsibility for offering credit-bearing | Oo 

— eourses in the immediate service area of campus Units which respond to needs 

- |  , of the people of the area, but which represent the ‘extension of resources 

: not within the mission or the capability of the immediate campus Unit. 

: a | oe (a) By specific delegation, campus Units with unique resources © 

and teaching programs, have responsibility for working with and through 

| | University Extension for statewide dissemination of such programs, as 

a needed. | So | - 

3, An information system should be established to the end that 

an _ University Extension has comprehensive information on the off-campus 

| a offerings scheduled by each campus Unit, and the campuses have comprehensive 

pe | - 4nformation on the Extension-sponsored offerings in the State, with particular 

Bn attention to the offerings in the immediate service area of any campus. 

| (a) Extension should identify an office to monitor such information 

| | _ to the end that problems involved in programming gaps, or in 

oy a programming duplications are identified. These problems should be 

ee | resolved promptly by direct discussions between Extension and the 
| 

a : campus or campuses involved, and in the event prompt resolution is 

. a So not possible, should be referred to the Academic Vice President for 

ne | resolution. : a 

| | an | IV. | 

. i Responsibility for Non-Credit Seminars, Short Courses, Conferences, etc. 

oe 1. Campus Units have responsibility for developing and offering 

a -non~eredit instructional events, related to and supportive of their 

| ‘. instructional mission, within their immediate service area. = 

Bn SO 
|
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(a) Campus Units may at their option work with and through | 
University Extension in such offerings. 

| (b) The non-credit offerings developed should be on the basis 
of 100% cost-recovery--either based’on the fact that they are provided 

_ without cost by the faculty involved, or that all costs are recovered 
from the participants. | | | 

(c) It is strongly recommended that campus Units work with and 
_ through University Extension as the fiscal manager for such events. 

2. University Extension has responsibility for developing and 
offering non-credit instructional events in relation to planned statewide 
programs of continuing education. | | , 

: (a) University Extension should provide on and close to campuses 
_ the non-credit events which are based on missions or resources not 

| represented on the campus or provided by the campuses. | 

(b) By specific delegation, campus Units with unique resources 
_ and teaching programs should work with and through University 
Extension in the statewide dissemination of such programs, as needed. 

7 3. The same information system used for credit offerings should be 

developed for non-credit offerings, and the same monitoring procedures 
followed to assure that gaps in programming or wasteful duplication does 
not occur, — i | OO 

4, As part of its statewide programming for University, non-credit 
outreach, University Extension should seek maximum involvement with campus 
Units to provide Extension-held resources for non-credit events which are 
not 100% cost recovery events. co, | 

7 (a) To the maximum extent consistent with fiscal responsibility, 

University Extension should support effective joint enterprise by 
_ .campuses and Extension with budgets defined at the outset of the 

| programming year. The end in view is to provide a consistent fiscal 
a base for maximizing campus initiative on outreach programming in its 

. immediate service area. 

V ° . 

otatewide Assessment of Need and Program Planning | , 

tl, The arrangements specified in Sections Tit and IV, foregoing, 
require campus Units to assess instructional needs in their immediate . 
service area as these needs relate to their missions, to join with Extension 
on assessing statewide needs for unique, campus-based programs, and to 

inform Extension concerning local and regional assessments and programs. | 

2. There is, additionally, a need to develop planning procedures which 
assure the production annually of work plans for statewide outreach programs 
related to: (a) information transfer relative to the identified needs of 
agencies, institutions and populations in the State; (b) coordinated 
educational support for effective engagement with identified State problems,
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- | - such as economic development, health care, environmental use and protection, 

. etc. — a , . 

ee a _ (a) University Extension, jointly with the Units, should create 
| statewide planning committees involving participation from appropriate 

| | : | - Units, agencies and field staff, for an identified list of on-going > 
| program areas to assess program needs and propose annual work plans. 

| (b) University Extension, jointly with the Units, should create | 

r a System Extension Administrative Council on outreach programming, 

involving representation from Units of the System, to advise concerning 

| Extension policy, and to review and recommend concerning planning 

‘ | | committee products, and the creation or elimination of planning 

| | | committees. | | 

| | (c) In order to respond to emergencies, or identified short-term 

—— - needs, University Extension should create, with the advice of the 
| most appropriate instructional or research units, a task force to 

| | develop a University response. 

| a ) VI. So 

| The Development of Mediated Instruction, and Media Support for Instruction 

| - Recognizing the growing importance of mediated instruction to both 

a campus-based instruction, and University outreach, the Regents affirm 

OS the following policies concerning development of such instruction: 

s,s Units have responsibility for developing media support for their 

| instruction, including mediated courses within their instructional mission 

and in support of their degree programs. . . | 

an 2. University Extension has responsibility for developing mediated 

/ - and auto-tutorial courses supportive of its special statewide programming, 

| | and/or the needs of particular groups not otherwise served or effectively 

served. 7 : ) | | Co eS 

| an (a) Credit-bearing courses, including correspondence study courses 

. sponsored by University Extension, should be developed cooperatively 

by Extension and one or more campus Units, with credit assignable to 

- | the sponsoring campus. - Lo po 

ee (b) In the event of a need which cannot be filled in this way, 
University Extension, with the advice of an appropriate faculty 

- Council and the approval of the Office of the Vice President, Academic 

, Oo : Affairs, may proceed with development and dissemination of a course 

| bearing Extension only credit. 3. | | 

3. Inter-institutional use of developed materials should be encouraged 

a | by: : 

| (a) Inter-institutional cooperation in planning and development 

| of new courses, based on consortium arrangements for identifying needs 

Oo and carrying out development tasks. |
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(bo) Systemwide dissemination through University Extension, of : 
| information on developed courses and materials. | 

| (c) Continuing faculty evaluation of the quality and usefulness 

of available materials. | 

_ | (a) The establishment of System policy on user costs, and 

copyright protection. | | | _ | 

| VII. | | 

oO External Degrees | 

In order to facilitate access to higher education opportunity for 

citizens who do not now have appropriate access, including programs leading 

.to appropriate degrees and certificates, the Regents provide the following: 

-1.: There should be created in University Extension, coordinate with 

the Office of the Vice President, Academic Affairs, a new agency to be 

known as Regents Statewide University. This agency shall be charged with 

the following mission: | - 

- (a) To establish an appropriate faculty-administrative task force 

: drawn from Units of the System to establish the policy guidelines for 

| any external degree program offered by the System, or any of its | 

units or consortia of Units. | | 

(b) On the basis of these guidelines, to establish an appropriate 

' faculty task force or task forces from Units of the System to plan 

and design one or more undergraduate degree or certificate programs 

| to be made available to Wisconsin citizens not now served or 

effectively served by higher educational programs offered by the 

, System. | - Co a | 

| (c) To review plans thus developed with one or several Units of 

the System, or consortia involving several Units, tothe end of 

establishing the appropriate campus resource base for any proposed 

progrem. a : | oo 

(da) To bring forward the plan, or plans thus generated for review 

by the Office of Vice President, Academic Affairs, and recommendation 

to the Regents. | : | | 

, e. In initiating this planning program and goal, the Regents provide 

the following policy stipulations: | . 

(a) Programs proposed should be clearly designed for populations 

now not served or effectively served by the System, and therefore 

non-competitive with existing programs. | 

(b) Programs should make the maximum feasible use of existing 

resources, i.e., developed outreach courses of the campuses and 

University Extension. oe |
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| (c) Programs should be designated as experimental, and include | 
provision for evaluation incident to decision on continuation, 
modification, or elimination. 

(d) Programs leading to degrees should provide the basis for | 

assurance that degrees thus achieved will be qualitatively on a par 

' with those now offered by the System. 

- VIII. | 

. Implementation 

The Regents ask that System Administration issue the administrative 
' guidelines needed to implement as rapidly as possible the policies stated 

in this document. Concerning implementation, the Regents observe: 

| 1. That continuity of service for existing and effective programs 

should be assured, and that where transfer of the administrative location 
of a program or the personnel associated with it is needed to achieve the 
policy goals now affirmed, this be carried out only after full consultation 

with the units and people affected. 

e. That it should be the goal of the System that credit instruction 
leading to a University degree, whether offered on campus or off, should 

be financed in the same state subsidy/student fee proportion as resident 
campus instruction. As a matter of equity, the University System should 

see, a condition where part-time students seeking educational goals through 

off-campus courses are neither disadvantaged nor advantaged in relation 

to resident students as to the quality and cost of their education. The 

Regents recognize that achievement of these goals will involve a series 
of transitional steps in University budgeting practices and procedures, 
and that this transitional process should be accomplished in such a way 

as to maintain and augment the current educational opportunities of 
Wisconsin citizens. a 

3. That a report on implementation steps and accomplishments be made 
to the Regents not later than December, 1973, to the end that progress may 

be assessed and any needed policy modifications or additions may be considered. 

| 

|





‘ THE COMMITTEE 

~ Dennis Dresang, Associate Professor, Political Science 

Jack Duffie, Professor, Engineering Experiment Station, and Associate Dean, Graduate School 

(resigned January 14, 1975) 

Herbert Gochberg, Chairman, French and Italian 

Charles O. Kroncke, Associate Professor, Business 

Harland Samson, Professor and Chairman, Continuing and Vocational Education 

Clay Schoenfeld, Professor, Journalism and Wildlife Ecology (Chairman) 

Charles Scott, Professor, English (on leave Semester II, 1975) 

Don W. Smith, Professor, Medical Microbiology 

Howard L. Stone, Director, Educational Planning, Health Sciences . 

David Wieckert, Professor, Dairy Science 

Vivian Wood, Professor, Social Work | 

Joe Corry, Assistant Vice Chancellor (Consultant) | 
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In no other state in the union has any fe \ a pid a or Ne Re enh | ee 
: 7 ‘ S| UR OS ee ee : 

university done the same work for the a Cs ff ONG 3 ae a 2 ee a When UW-Madison professor and i 

° . ° . * me AN Ow o> alee i environmentalist Aldo Leopold purchased his 

community that has been done in Wisconsin : Vo ae 2 Sauk County farm in the 1930s, the land was 
° ° ° . a 4 are y _ nearly barren, as A-Xing Zhu, assistant professor 

by the Univers 1ty of Wisconsin. . bie see of geography, learns from a photograph, at left. 
a es ‘ “s = Leopold worked to reforest the land. After the 

Theodore Roosevelt, 1911 5 6 C4 f discussion about Leopold, Dawn Crim, assistant 

al : s a ca a coach of women’s basketball, enjoys a lighter 
ro : ese moment, above. 

by Erik Christianson _ photos by Jeff Miller 4 | 
| 

na cool and cloudy after- the eight dollars owed in back Fou eS Ae ee Poe Bu en ig LET CR pe EA ey nee e ns ea entire state, not just freshly scrubbed the thirteen-year history of the seminar, 

noon, a Badger Coaches bus taxes. Nearly every weekend until his a ee pe ee ene eemene. § = cighteen-year-olds. Its genesis traces to a sponsored by the Office of Outreach 
turns onto a narrow country death in 1948, Leopold would trek from Oe : 5 eae Pe: cee q SN SA cee Pah Lai ae : or BA famous quotation that has come to — Development and funded in part by the 

road in Sauk County. ‘ Madison to the shack with his wife and ee ek a = oe : ik eins be eS ma define ea~ io chop i the Univer i oe Souneerion ee ipareaa si 
After a few minutes’ drive, Stu Helke five children, documenting the flora and : eae eee ee. ea Bees ie Oa sity are the boundaries of the state,” is year’s trip logged 592 miles as they 

applies the brakes and maneuvers the rig fauna, and working to restore the land to a Sees Fo % te if: é pep ee a t attributed most often to Charles Van toured the state in their rolling class- 
to the shoulder. The bus comes to a stop the natural forest that it once was. ‘ — = a a ; ee Nae Hise, president of the university from room in May. on 

and, with a warning about wood ticks, The contingent from the bus — : eS aey al mea | j pe te = 1903 to 1918, although opinions differ A snapshot of places visited on this 

thirty-eight people disembark and follow mostly new faculty and academic staff pea i ae : ee rid wis emit ms phe , yeas cae is as ave ti Wisconsin 

a path through the woods to a clearing. from UW-Madison — spends two hours 4 are Ee % f , Updating The Wisconsin Idea is a pri- itself: the state capitol in Madison; _ 

A small shack, once a chicken coop, sits at Leopold’s getaway, now part of a Paros PP — ie ! ) ority for the current campus administra- Agracetus, a plant-sciences company in 

about twenty yards away, and the Wis- 1,400-acre private land reserve. They S pa oS zl ee a Lig ee tion. Chancellor David Ward MS’62, nearby Middleton, founded by a 

consin River flows by a few hundred learn about Leopold’s thoughts on ecol- cers = SSS = 2 Sie oes ee P| #0 63 oes sought — nee o oe pores ge He 
yards beyond. ogy and land management, and explore i ae ay : Pal wie as ; ships with businesses, industries, an right’s Taliesin in Spring Green; the 

"This land — abandoned during the ie tie farm that Pa the impetus for ees i 8 a : = OE ee ee ae | me) —sootherr private and public entities. “We Lands’ End corporate headquarters in 

Depression by a farmer who couldn’t Leopold’s seminal work on environmen- aes a ee = a ae ee Ea Cee uae must i to ~ pate the ane { es a mati ne a 
persuade the sandy soil to produce crops talism, A Sand County Almanac. ee ee 2 ee Seed GRZEDS, (GLEE CE CHa Ouran, unk Casino in black Niver Falls, the 

— was adopted as a field laboratory and But the group’s excursion to Sauk Bee eee Se and other friends,” Ward has said. Heidel House resort on Green Lake; a 
weekend getaway by Aldo Leopold, County, about an hour’s drive west of eres eee gee | Saas ge The Wisconsin Idea Seminar is one of dairy farm near Ripon; the two-year UW 

famed environmentalist, author, and for- Madison, is not a weekend visit limited eS a rae : Bees kee ae ae the a that ae aoe at ee ee ape eel ae oe Pee 
— i i i ? ee eS ee RE Te SE We oe tas a ing and learning. Started in , the ercury Marine in Fond du Lac; and an 

 insipoia etd hewnedale i weekend — Ms . — — See see oS a ae ge & Es pet ho is a concentrated, week-long inner-city high school in Milwaukee. 

1933 as its first professor of game (later embodied: The Wisconsin Idea. Reldananiewsele firmed aud devaremental va 1 Weel ioe rf Oy course, if you will, on Wisconsin. More “The stereotype is that academics —— : fe ps classroom on wheels during the group’s five-da m . : » 
wildlife) management and bought the It is holy ground at UW-Madison, were bridged on ae ides ae tour of the Badger State. Pee ¥ thar Bye RUBRICS iG espa ad ads trust what they learn in books, 
tired, eighty-acre farm in 1935 by paying this tradition of the university serving the mic staff members have participated in UW-Madison Provost John Wiley 
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PY i ae The challenges Through the visits and discussions, lunch session. He told them that a solu- nm om Re 

rs ne SS facing — : the seminar begins to illuminate the tion can only come from addressing es er oe 

1 SZ Ls : Sia ee farms a es te interconnection of the various forces in | crime at the community level — instead : SS 

ag ee ore ee aoe tae society, and it identifies the threads that of building more prisons. But part of the sg Ge 

Be Fes 3 F ‘ professor 5 - tae : : ee eee 

a David Dickson weave them together into the fabric that challenge, Dickey adds, is overcoming te eee 

Poa ee = explains during a is Wisconsin. It also highlights the effects the uneven odds of the criminal justice ee — a 

ag ee ee. = stop at the Larry — good and bad — that these forces can system, where African-Americans make | eT Oe 2 Ae i AN ; Ss 

bi Ne ee | nd zDeb Pollack have on the state and its citizens. It’s no up about 50 percent of Wisconsin’s a pee salt oh a Ee . ‘ a 

yf | | ty mee farm near Ripon. glamour tour full of self-congratulation. prison population but only 5 percent of co L wy ESN ae A ag ae 

Fe Dickson says And as the bus parks in front of a tan the state’s general population. ee pe ENG ea &/ . : 

Wisconsin loses % Tas A ; a : ce rd y E ; < 

# about 2,000 family brick building about eighty-five miles | The prison visit had a profound effect eS << en re . - 

F Se A farms a year, due northwest of the Leopold shack late on me, seeing all the young African-Amer- k ff % TE Sone By 

is ee ow } to declining profits | Wednesday morning, the group begins to ican men and the perverse standard of the ES =] - t | 4) A i ee | { q 

— aM { and higher : feel the trip’s challenge. criminal justice system. I’m bothered by es 1 : j pci i oY ia ; 

: a, — oa a expenses, including wee that,” says Elton Crim Jr., who is African- C= at ie @ Gy Oe SS Se 

co a SY + \ SS i ons ereperiy | American, during a meeting with editorial ie eee ko 3 es ee 

: Ne E 24 ———Y y= FARES: unlight shimmers off the con- board members of the Mibvaukee Journal- oe : ei 

a mirtnay. gerne eae So certina wire ringing the top of the Sentinel later in the week. Ee ot an : eng i = 

kes ge es AN = f nearby chain-link fences, which Crim, who works in University Health ES : 4 = oso 

ho Sie: ae iS a i Fy Leopold Foun- rise about fifteen feet high and Services, pointedly asks the journalists: a Eg cs : y 

ks Bias ee Laan 4p dation, explains will sound an alarm if at least thirty-five “Why don’t you take an editorial stand on 2 ; oe ee Pe 

5 S oe ws ia a mn —a = that environ- pounds of pressure are applied. that?” ee alae ; ‘ oa 

oa geal iss Sa mentalists from One by one, seminar participants Seeing America’s youth locked up in Captain Ray Chavez discusses prison life during a tour of Jackson Correctional Institution. 

4 Y es be Ta : as far away as enter the building and proceed through a prisons firsthand does — and should — Some inmates attend remedial education classes and work in Badger State Industries, which 

cw y Jr hia og = Russia have metal detector much more powerful than evoke strong emotional responses. But at Jackson produces mattresses sold to and used by UW System campuses in Eau Claire, 

ye ‘\ \\), ae Se AN Bsa traveled to the those used at airports. Jewelry, belts, the seminar’s in-your-face look at Wis- Madison, Milwaukee, and River Falls. 

‘ = Ye we via) : = P\ - Leopold shack watches — even shoes — set off the consin’s problems is not meant to dis- 

x . OS ss 5 r Bes MA Rs and have quoted machine. Eventually, the group clears the courage; rather, it’s meant to spur ideas, building for its second-to-last visit. Like radios — on a tour of the building. In 

x ! ) <i <—e 4 == — from memory security barrier and begins its tour of even solutions. the Jackson prison, South Division High | one room, computers and video cameras 

= - Di, >. } “7 gee fa eee f S =| — excerpts from Jackson Correctional Institution. For Bernard Trujillo, the visit has School in Milwaukee seems to implicitly link the high school to an elementary 

Ng a te ay ie A Sand County A state-operated, medium-security already started a thought process. While ask the group, “How can you help?” school, creating a virtual classroor for 

— 5 es See eee x a3 Almanac in their prison outside Black River Falls, Jackson | working as a practicing attorney, Trujillo Mainly composed of minority stu- the two facilities. In computer labs, stu- 

LN =i Ds rapes oe ea pi ae native language. opened in May 1996. On this day, the | visited clients in maximum-security pris- dents, two-thirds of whom are Hispanic, dents work on papers and design their 

h 5 Tee ene ne cs pe Ne a ie a= = Luthin then prison houses 775 inmates — 25 short of | ons at the state and federal levels in Con- South Division was closed for a year own Internet home pages. 

3 ne UWS a “<1 reads excerpts - 200 percent capacity. Expansion will ulti- necticut, Delaware, and Rhode Island. because of a string of problems, most Inside the school’s on-site day care 

from Leopold’s mately push the prison’s population to | Now an assistant professor of law, he says notably the beating death of a student in center, a little girl reaches out to Ellen 

MS’65, PhD’69 tells the group Monday writings, including an essay titled “The 1,250. Jackson’s budget is about $12 mil- | those prisons are older, darker, and the building. It reopened last year with a Seuferer, events coordinator for the 

morning as it prepares to set off. “This is Community Concept,” which is part of the lion — almost six times as much as the | meaner than Jackson, which employs new principal and a new community Chancellor’s Office, as ten group mem- 

an opportunity to learn from experience.” author’s famous “land ethic” philosophy. budget of the UW College in Fond du | what’s called “unit management” to con- relations specialist, both of whom live in bers and Krueger enter. Six other babies 

Yet the seminar’s mission is more “In short, a land ethic changes the Lac, which the contingent will soon visit. | trol inmates. This decentralized, team- the neighborhood and get along well are cared for by two adult workers. 

than simply introducing faculty and staff role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of As the group makes its way through oriented approach uses rules, education with parents. Seuferer picks up the toddler as Krueger 

to Wisconsin and the university’s influ- the land community to plain member the forty-eight-bed segregation unit, programs, and direct supervision to man- The principal, Donald Krueger, explains that the center doesn’t even 

ence within it. It is designed to bridge and citizen of it,” Luthin intones from inmates yell and bang on walls and age and modify inmates’ behavior. It began the visit by introducing the gritty begin to meet the day care needs of 

the gulfs that inherently exist between the pages. “It implies respect for his fel- doors. Troublesome inmates are kept in | includes housing inmates in dormitories reality of South Division. Many of the South Division students with children. 

colleges and departments at a large low members, and also respect for the this secure area until their behavior | — with skylights and bright white paint, 1,500 students live close to or in poverty. Afterward, in a question-and-answer 

research-based university. And the time community as such.” improves or they are transferred to and where inmates actually have keys to About 900 students have limited Eng- session, Krueger is asked what strategies 

spent on the bus has sparked new ideas The visit inspires Erhard Joeres, pro- another penitentiary. | their own rooms — instead of large cell lish-speaking skills, and more than 500 the high school is using to prevent 

for linking one’s work to the people of fessor of civil and environmental engineer- Prison officials say that most of the | blocks. speak barely any English at all. The safety teenage pregnancies, since the school’s 

the state. Past participants have worked ing, to consider how he can link his Jackson inmates have no better than a | “Is [prison] warehousing — or a real of staff and students is a daily concern. health center does not provide contracep- 

with Native American tribes to research students to Leopold’s legacy — and to sixth-grade education. The group tours opportunity to take control of your life?” Opposing Puerto Rican and Mexican tives to students. 

economic development, made inroads to The Wisconsin Idea. Every fall for the past three small classrooms, where mostly Trujillo asks rhetorically as the bus pulls gangs populate the student body, and “We tell them not to do it,” Krueger 

recruit students from state high schools, seven years, Joeres has taken a group of white instructors lead mostly African- away from the prison. “We have to shoot eight students have been murdered in the fires back, his voice suddenly loud and 

and discovered people and other new students majoring in environmental American inmates in lessons on math straight when it comes to prisons. Like past year, including two pregnant girls passionate. “It’s wrong. It’s immoral 

resources to enhance classroom teaching. studies on a three-day, seven-hundred- and reading. [Walter] Dickey said, ‘If you treat them killed at a drug party across the street behavior. Wrong is wrong. We are wrong 

Back at the Leopold shack, the group mile field trip throughout the state. Making sense of crime and violence mean, they come out mean.’ This is nota _from the high school. not to tell them that.” 

assembles around a circle of wooden “Pm thinking about taking them to and their consequences is not without mean place. This is a place where correc- “We are always on the edge,” With the room now uncomfortably 

benches as Charlie Luthin MS’83 passes the Leopold shack,” says Joeres after the difficulty. Walter Dickey 68, JD’71, a tions is taken seriously.” Krueger says bluntly. quiet, Krueger says he has learned from 

around black-and-white photos of life and visit. “That’s why I came on the trip — law school professor and former state ‘Two days and more than two hun- The seminar participants divide up mistakes in his own life, “This is why ’'m 

work at the shack dating to the 1930s. to see what I could learn and how I can corrections chief, prepped the group for dred miles later, Stu Helke deposits the and accompany Krueger and his assistant intense about this,” he says as tears form 

Luthin, executive director of the Aldo use it in my work.” : the prison visit on the bus and during a group in front of a large and drab gray principals — all armed with hand-held in the corners of his eyes. “I want the 
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4. 

WHAT I DID ON MY IDEA SEMINAR 

| am an immigrant to Wisconsin, transplanted from the West Oey 9S ae ee 

Coast. For me, The Wisconsin Idea Seminar fostered an under- fe ay SS Ss i 

standing of and a growing affection for things Wisconsin. | aap Pe ; i 

returned with a budding appreciation for the rolling, fertile land- baler es on ‘ 1 

scape, a taste for squeaky fresh cheese curds, a firsthand view of ¢ , gaa af . a F i 

students’ home towns, and an unsettling awareness of the way I os 4 4 

__ that the economy, the schools, and the prisons are linked. i ee a : foe 

Like others on the trip, |am now more likely to care about [ # rp 

what happens here and to become an active participant in the €é y 

life of the city and the state. And the more rooted | am in this Le i 2 

city and state, the less likely | am to leave for another job at £ a 

another university. : \ 

On a personal level, | met people who will become friends. | Se 

lined up guest speakers for my courses. | developed a concrete Bs \ 

understanding of the outreach mission of the university. At the eee 

same time, though, | believe the trip provided a number of é ee 
broader benefits to the university. 

In our little bus-cocoon we eee a mini-university. We Chris Golde, right, talks with Gail Coover, assistant professor of 

were able to see the way this disparate group of individuals Co 

formed a greater whole. At each place we visited, at least one 

person had some expertise and asked knowledgeable questions It is axiomatic in higher education these days that faculty 

that illuminated that place more clearly — whether it was the members are more loyal to their disciplines than to their home 

Aldo Leopold shack, the two-year college, or the farm. Learning institutions. This trip provided a critical compensating force. The 

from others on the trip illustrated how the distinct areas of seminar helped build connection and loyalty to the UW-Madison 

expertise encompassed in a university create a whole. community. The simple acts of being identified as representatives 

Beyond illustrating the concept of a university, the seminar of the university and hearing everyone's name and department 

also put a human face on this campus. We built bridges between over and over served to reinforce that we are part of a whole. 

offices and disciplines that often feel separated by chasms. A The Wisconsin Idea Seminar matters because we learned 

campus of this size relies on informal ties and connections across that each of us has a lot to offer to others — that we can make a 

organizational boundaries to make things happen, and the trip difference — and that we matter to the university. 

provided an opportunity to create relationships. Because we met - < 

people we ordinarily would never meet, we strengthened our —Chris M. Golde 

individual abilities to make this campus a better place. Assistant Professor of Educational Administration 

devolution of society to stop. As an edu- On the trip’s last day, the group we’re not an agricultural-based society 

cator, I have to try to stop it.” struggles with what they have seen. How anymore.” 

Krueger’s spontaneous outburst can The Wisconsin Idea, which has so Stier explains that what the group 

echoes the interplay of the economic, often come to aid the state’s farmers and witnessed at the dairy farm in Ripon on 

political, and social forces seen by the small businesses, leave so much yet to be Thursday — extension agents, farm 

group all week. And it underscores the done? At a debriefing session at Mar- credit officials, and veterinarians all assist- 

struggles facing today’s youth and the quette University, some participants ing the Larry and Deb Pollack family in 

adults trying to teach them, going argue that Jackson and South Division running their farm — could be applied to 

beyond the all-too-frequent political are examples of UW-Madison’s lack of other institutions and industries. 

posturing related to these issues. connection with certain segments of the “The system is there. for agriculture,” 

At South Division, there are no easy state. Others cite the members of the Stier says. “Why can’t it work someplace 

answers. Native American and African-American else, like at South Division? It just needs 

The frustration of seeing intractable communities the group has met, who some help.” 

problems up close — with little hope of view the campus as cold and unfriendly. Amid their frustrations, the group 

quick solutions — boils over for Greg “When we asked all these different begins to see that the solutions are out 

Medina. groups how we could improve, they there. Finding them, however, requires a 

“T’m leaving here angry, but I’m not really had to think about it,” says Patricia pursuit that extends beyond the class- 

blaming you,” Medina, director of the Franson, of the UW Foundation. room, beyond the laboratory, and 

Cross College Advising Service, tells “The land grant [university] mission beyond the office. 

Krueger. “What I saw were these infants of reaching out to the state has tradition- In this way, The Wisconsin Idea Sem- 

from the day care center in prison seven- ally been Extension,” adds John Stier, an inar lives up to the concept for which it is 

teen years later.” assistant professor of horticulture. “But named. ]
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Going Global 4. - as 

UW-Madison helps Wisconsin businesses reach world markets ~~ 2 

Before Governor Tommy Thompson, Chancellor “WAGE began by faculty coming together from John Petelinsek c 

David Ward, and Wisconsin business, government, many disciplines to assess our strengths and manufacturer of 

and university leaders set off on a trade mission _ how we could best work on transferring our aoe 

4 to Southeast Asia last month, they first did some’ ____ combined knowledge to the business community,” Mary Regel, dire 

homework by sitting down with a broad panel ** * said Donald Nichols, professor of economics and tional Developm 

of UW-Madison faculty. SLC “ "~ director of WAGE. Next, the group offered = . of Commerce, sa 

5 is a sats WI Maas Se SHNTIOT IE OT. “workshops for businesses thinking? z opportunity for t 

Ae ee = about entering or expanding their with the universi 

= sy international markets. - resource like we 
Pe Pe ee 

cee f po at B+ 4\ 4 At a workshop on “Wisconsin ee ba SEC 

: i we .s ~ = “4 \ sin the Global Economy,” former i 

4 eee & a ih USS. Secretary of State Lawrence ‘ WAGE lit 

foe ae 4 ' ye Eagleburger stressed: how businesses ‘ af 

Pea & ar tak = a ** needed to tap into the university’s - internatic 
leg <a NE ——— i '}.| ©” resources to succeed in regions like their knot 

| o v os N\ SS 3 us ae | le Southeast Asia. “If Wisconsin and its 

Pe A ee iB bx Sameq ~- businesses are going to expand in Bi i ee ence aay 

ra, On nS eo ‘Southeast Asia, they are going to eons é 
i 4 io e i a <0 | have to get to know those cultures,” In addition to lir 

ye ek _. said Eagleburger. “The University and sharing that 

é ee nem . _|- _ of Wisconsin is one of the great _ WAGE also seek: 

| = a — eae institutions in this country that students to work 

“UW-Madison faculty members Manus Rungtusanatham, lan Coxhead, can help in this regard.” “One real way 0 

and Donald Nichols share knowledge of Southeast Asia with Wisconsin ee that graduates re 

_ business representatives. =. Raker Chancellor Ward said “the future education,” said 

‘ ze . eet nad of the state’s economic development 

ne 9, tag steel Aare pe 2 brs . is linked to overseas connections, For more infi 

The panel had been brought together by the " and as the Wisconsin Idea increasingly has a see the follor. 

* World Affairs and the Global Economy (WAGE) _- global focus, our trip helped enhance those > bttp:/fwww.d 

program, a UW-Madison initiative begun in 1995... partnerships.” ; : : 

that seeks to consolidate the rich international *% 7 8 ' 

_ resources on campus and to share’ those resources ».- The fall trade mission briefing was the first ae 

~ with American businesses, helping them compete. .~ _ for WAGE. The participants found the briefing - lnaide 

in international markets, The. Program includes **<(~ "invaluable. “It provided economic and social : 

faculty. from International Studies and Programs, Si information that will help make us more “As we appr 

and the.colleges of Letters and Science, Agricul he _ knowledgeable about our host countries, and’ eee 

~~ tural: and Life Sciences, Business, and Law. ae ie it will keep us from making blunders,” said a 2?
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ee have to get to know those cultures,” In addition to linking faculty expertise on campus 

Ms < ] said Eagleburger. “The University and sharing that knowledge with businesses, 

- of Wisconsin is one of the great WAGE also seeks to improve the readiness of 

8 fue institutions in this country that students to work in international business. : 
E ibans lan Con bead, can help in this regard.” “One real way of helping businesses is to see 

eat AGitAb Wisconcin that graduates receive a multidisciplinary 

i Chancellor Ward said “the future education,” said Nichols. 
- of the state’s economic development Soha is ghee : : 

4 . is linked to overseas connections, For more information about WAGE, -- ‘ 

: and as the Wisconsin Idea increasingly hasa See the following web eed : 
AGE) global focus, our trip helped enhance those 4 http:/|www.lafollette.wisc.edu/wage 
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’ r ¢ er 1 have to get to know those cultures,” In addition to linking faculty expertise on campus : : "ef a! said Eagleburger. “The University and sharing that knowledge with businesses, 
— | "of Wisconsin is one of the great WAGE also seeks to improve the readiness of & 

Ss nl = : institutions in this country that students to work in international business. y 

UW-Madison faculty members Manus Rungtusanatham, lan Coxhead, can help in this regard.” “One real way of helping businesses is 1 ece 
and Donald Nichols share knowledge of Southeast Asia with Wisconsin that graduates receive a multidisciplinary 
business representatives. é Chancellor Ward said “the future education,” said Nichols. 
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with American businesses, helping them compete _for WAGE. The participants found the briefing aig ae lnaide Bate ae e ‘ 
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Inserts tell stories. about outreach : ; : Research matches workers.and jobs ..,......2 
i ' ; = TPR ; Partners develop commercial uses for : 

This is the second of 12 inserts that will appear in Future inserts will focus on: poverty, hunger and remote Sensing data 10: sicsi..csccssctessenie2 
Wisconsin Week during the next four years on the the economic gap; K-12 education; the criminal _ International partners produce : 
topic of “Updating the Wisconsin Idea.” : justice system; and health care. If you are engaged ~ rapid-growth seed potatoes soressssessess.3 

in partnerships in any of these areas, please share : : 
The inserts tell stories of faculty and staff who are your experiences with us. | Consortium helps small-engine 
working in partnerships with businesses, civic ~ __ manufacturers COMPETE .......e.ssssseseeeeeee4 
organizations, government agencies, schools, and “Updating the Wisconsin Idea” inserts are a joint Others working to promote economic 
other community-based groups, to improve our effort of UW-Madison’s Office of Outreach development ai2scscesceiissssecteaenecscs4 
state, nation, and world. We hope that their work Development in the Office of the, Provost and - 
will motivate other UW-Madison faculty and staff the Wisconsin Food System Partriefghip, funded’ Inserts are posted electronically at: 
to seek partners in the community and create by the Kellogg Foundation and administered by bttp:Ihwww.cals.wisc.edulwfsp 
knowledge to benefit society in the 21st century. the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences. ( i : 

Updating the Wisconsin Idea *



Research matches.workers and jobs ° oe 
Many Wisconsin communities seem to have either answers are not available from any other source.” working, according to the researchers, if some job 

a shortage of:workers or a shortage of suitable In the past two years, Green and his students have training opportunities are available. 

jobs for their work force. : . ° worked with community advisory committees to. : SEY ae 

survey 30 labor markets. As a result, committees - Other labor-related questions Green has addressed 

“In some places, unemployment is low, but the _ have developed local plans that produced actions include a study of the Menominee Nation, which 

community wants to attract new industries,” . . such as the Blackhawk Technical College in i revealed problems tribal members face when 

explained Gary Green, University of Wisconsin- ° Janesville developing new training programs looking for employment off the reservation. In 

.. Madison/Extension rural sociologist. “In other ‘ to meet employer needs or the Madison Area Barron County, a survey showed that people 

places, people want better, more skilled jobs with Technical. College developing training for welders. refused jobs on second and third shifts because 

«~~ higher pay and better benefits. Everywhere people : e they couldn’t find child care. 
_aré concerned about finding jobs for people. . . Green and Greg Maney of the Department of f 3 ¢ 

“leaving welfare for work.” Dee eh asad Sociology also used labor-force surveys to deter- oo SS 

Bs REA ae SER aren mea mine if Wisconsin has enough jobs to support all . 
ee 2 Eo the people returning to work as a result of W-2, Studies show. how communities 
= ol 1 a Bas the new ~~ welfare-to-work ee can achieve a better match 

ey - oa . Se “©* The pair interviewed employers and workers in between jobs and people. 

= a ah yh ; 15 Wisconsin rural communities, focusing on the <ce 
PC J ed Se » number and type of jobs available for the W-2 4 ‘ 

. i eg — * <p program and what obstacles employers face in Se : 
: a oo a Fa generating additional employment for this While considering whether to locate in Burnett 

ae Nr | a segment of the work force. County, C.R. Manufacturing used survey findings 

oe . = . q pelea ; ‘ to determine if enough workers lived in the area 

<i : “The evidence suggests that in the majority of and what wages would be competitive. With the 

MO as: counties we studied, there are not enough job results in hand, the coe located in the 

Ron Nelson, Mercury Marine (left), and Gary Green, ea . tye ager said Greco, cere ga a nee tobe 
UWeMadian ote exten diecuseln laboremareec ost jobs available to AFDC recipients do not = eee ‘i ; : 
analysis study for Fond du Lac County. _- pull them out of poverty, since starting wages in ee eee tee ene Guevara 1 

these positions are around $6 per hour. ‘ many parts of Wisconsin need help finding and 
training potential new employees, including the , 

With the help of UW-Madison sociology students, “Unless we want to lock individuals into dead-end many thousands coming off W-2,” Green said, 
Green analyzes local labor forces to learn how | jobs with low pay, communities are going to have _ 

communities can achieve a better match between to provide incentives for emer to train their’*. ~~ ~ - - For'more information, contact: A 

supply and demand for labor. “The surveys help work force or increase the quality and availability Gary Green, phone: 262-9532 
“people answer important questions about the local’“*"™ of government-funded training programs,” Maney. ......««-1semailsiggneen @ssc.wviscved4 wuss oy Sitanooctl 

labor market,” Green said. “Many of these added. The W-2 program has a greater chance of



-- Partners develop commercial uses for remote sensing data : : 

During the Cold War, the U.S. government spent sensing technologies (data ee 

billions on satellite technology. Such technology gathering from satellites or oo C oe — pee ff | 

' and its data processing capacities could spot the . aircraft) without making a 1 ee : me oy ' 259 ei | 

most likely sites where nuclear weapons were large investment. ee fy ; i eg eT Lo ee a << o 

stored and military buildups were taking place. : i ae iN 4 ye heh Lf fp ’ 

: ‘ ; : : Current commercial satellites =. "hau ao = ae SS ea , , 

: Today, UW-Madison’s Environmental Remote. »_ produce imagesina10-to ~ a nT __f- teh iy y \ fF 

Sensing Center, which is part of the Institute for, -  30-meter resolution range. es / ir ET ey ee | 

: Environmental Studies, is using that satellite .. | With these images one can \ Vw aw 6 6| ; 4 

technology in partnership with NASA to help ‘ —_ detect things like roads, =~ | er x F 

. USS. firms do such things as find suitable sites ~ harbors, and extremely large fs a ( . ok 4 

for locating a new plant or laying power lines. ~ buildings. Within the next fee e " co 4 

This information can save businesses millions of few years images from © , 6 —_ ss, : 4 , 

dollars and aid in environmentally responsible... commercial satellites with i = ; ~~ — Ree 

decision making. hipaa bits . one-meter resolution or, |. aa ioe is _ .. oe | 

better will be available. At, « . a rs x OWN ; 
— this resolution one can ; NASA pilot iscusses remote sensing wit ) @ group O| UW-Madison students 

detect individual buildings before ae overflights of = Madison area. 

’ Businesses use remote sensing and traffic on highways. 

‘a to help make decisions. mee oe ; at 
dat h f _ sg “More than 25 global monitoring satellites and. The three-year project is funded by a $375,000 

a * five U.S. commercial high-resolution systems will NASA grant with additional support provided 

go up within the next decade,” said Tom Lillesand, ~~ by the Institute for Environmental Sciences, the 

The NASA/UW-Madison Visiting Investigator professor of environmental studies and director of Graduate School, University-Industry Relations 

Program is one of four university programs in the Environmental Remote Sensing Center. “This Program, and the colleges of Engineering, 

the country designated to help U.S. companies represents a jump in commercial applications that Agricultural and Life Sciences, and Letters 

examine how to use current and future remote many in the business world are not yet aware of.” and Science. continued at the top of page 3... 
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Remote SENSIN continued... . response system; and INSIGHT, Inc.,to sitea the partnership has strengthened our institutional 
new distribution center for Famous Footwear. .: _. relationship with NASA.” In fact, NASA recently 

Lillesand pointed out that “cross-campus conducted experimental sensor aerial overflights 

cooperation among the various colleges and- : INSIGHT probably wouldn’t have taken advan- of the Madison area to nurture further business 

the Business School has enabled us to pursue a tage of this technology without the university’s applications using remote sensing technology. 
whole new area of applications for geosystem assistance. “If we wanted to investigate using i 
information technology.” : ; satellite images on our own, we would have had Se eee 

x to hire consultants who have the same knowledge ; 

estan Sa TS as university experts,” said Dan Antonuk, the _ The university’s role is to help 
é ee ae principal investigator from INSIGHT. i= create more business In areas f 3 

Students and faculty geta : ‘With the Visiting Investigator Program, we get pibidks Hichoine iecbioké ee, 
real-waell perspe hie shat ike our questions answered without a massive ..., bee 4 ip Y; 8 IZ SVs Se 

: : _ investment. ee (oA ‘ si 4 eee 
is reflected in the classroom. | ane a x Rg es ae es 

; ; One future partnership will probably involve : — GRE cae 208 Nae 
T : : __ agribusiness, Because agriculture is so important . = Lillesand believes that the Visiting Investigator = - ee 

. ; a .. to the Wisconsin economy, said Lillesand, the |. . ® Program’s government-university-business. ~~ A 
The project, now in its second year, works with Center is currently working with researchers in; ~ 4fFangement may serve.as a model for future _ Tee 
four commercial partners each year. During the the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences to ‘partnerships. “The university’s role is not tos ees 

first year, the center worked with Wisconsin Power identify the use of satellite data for precision. =, ~ compete with business but to help create more: 
and Light to use remote sensing to select a route agriculture and site-specific crop management. > “business in areas of rapidly changing technology,” _ 

for a gas line; George Banzhaf & Company, a ._ : ae eee 9) =, “said Lillesand; “This.can only be done when®.. 
forestry consulting firm, to use space-shuttle The commercial firms aren’t the only ones who Bes we;-government, and business are all on the ny Sieh” 

imaging radar systems for estimating forest-stand benefit from this partnership. “The flow of, . same page.” ae) igh PRES PS a eee 
characteristics related to timber density and... _ knowledge is a two-way street,” said Lillesand, pe a sera : 
volume; Orbital Technologies Corporation to “Students and faculty get a real-world perspective -¢*. For more information, see the web site at: * 
develop an all-weather airport emergency \ that is reflected in the classroom. In addition, a Begs *http://wiow.ersc.wisc.edu/ERSC 
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Promising Potatoes ~~ 7 ious | 
International partners produce disease-free, rapid-growth seed potatoes



Promising Potatoes 2 | | — 

* “lnternational partners produce disease-free, rapid-growth seed potatoes pereitecsencs omnes 

iii REN IE nl SORE SS PSAP a ial a arty eta aie jmeetigggs ‘ ee seen ey ii 

ee aon, American Ag;-Tec International, 2 ne Genter for Space Aurmence So
 xpos | ff eahe it aed eae er a 

Ltd., and the Tianjin Academy of Agricultural which had developed controlled Gnvitonment 

_ Sciences in China are working together to create an systems for growing plants in space. The s 
| 

easier, faster, and cheaper way to produce potatoes Center successfully adapted this technology to & nas x 

that could revolutionize the potato industry. the Ag-Tec project, making the rapid-growth % reek 7} ars Prag ig es 

technique commercially viable. a Pesciol [ou , be A H | 

© Academy to the university to‘demonstrz é 

d / 

"technique they had ‘developed for rapidly produc: == market with high-quality seed p 
ye 

“ing virus-free mminitubers. With this technique; “=> — German. The Durch currently d ominete the = p _ 

a ~~ minituber crop can be produced in as few as & Te sec dp otato mz arket, Unlike t : he U.S, MOSt, ca eee - ; a 

40 days . F eS ERS ae. Sa SO ‘countries don’t produce their own seed Sain Cees i : : y 

| a ; ' \. potatoes. “Many countries want to end their |. es voce | “Se 

“We were skeptical because no-one else had» | dependency on the Dutch,” said, German, “5 et ae ——_—— 

produced minitubers so, quickly,” said Thomas'' Senay? : ; ee er eee " . 

German, chair of the Plant Pathology Department. , “The new technology will allow Ag-Tec to _ Perry Brown, Ag-Tec (left), and UW-Madison professor 

and director of the Wisconsin Seed Potato | provide low-cost, disease-free, first-generation . .., Thomas German examine potato minitubers. 

Certification Program. : seed potatoes,” said Perry Brown, director of 
ee 

i 
( business development for Ag-Tec. “This could save to quickly grow successive generations, testing the 

oe 
millions of dollars for countries that import seed new potato’s viability and safety. “Conventional 

potatoes.” 
i breeding typically takes ten to twenty years,” said 

The university plays a vital role 
; Brown. — technology, - erie 

: : : é Ag-Tec will market both seed potatoes and the potato could be growing in producer s lelds 

- education, production, and ea technology. Those who adie the technol- within two years.” ‘ 

marketing of the technology. ; ogy will have to adhere to Ag-Tec’s rules to ensure 

- uniform, high-quality seed potatoes, said Brown. Using this technology in the Seed Certification 

‘a : 
‘ Program will improve the market position of 

In addition to playing a vital role in educating Wisconsin farmers by decreasing production time, 

The certification process currently takes nearly Ag-Tec about the potato production process and providing more rapid access to new germplasm, 

seven years, from when UW-Madison’s Plant developing the technology, the university will also and creating additional planting options. “The 

Pathology Department generates pathogen-free play an important role in marketing Ag-Tec’s relationship between the Wisconsin Seed Potato 

test tube plantlets, to when high-quality seed lots products. Because of the university’s involvement Certification program, American Ag-Tec, and the 

are sold to growers who produce the potatoes we in the Seed Certification Ptogram, its expertise is Tianjin Academy of Agricultural Sciences is 

buy in the grocery store. 
recognized worldwide. “Every'step will adhere to producing important benefits for everyone 

UW standards and principles,” said Brown. concerned,” said German. 

The rapid production technology from China 

ae 

worked, but it was very labor intensive. Ag-Tec, In return for its assistance, the university will have For more information, contact: 

which purchased the patent for the technique, - access to the new technology for its own use. For Thomas German, phone: 262-0928 

needed to develop a less labor-intensive process. example, researchers who develop transgenic email: germantl@ macc.wisc.edu 

Ag-Tec turned to the UW-Madison’s Wisconsin potatoes could use the new production technique \ ‘ : 
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Consortium helps small-engine manufacturers compete * 
Start with the impact of federal clean air regulations. This unique research partnership, which began and emission levels. The system yields results 

Add a major industry in Wisconsin. Throw in the in 1993, is funded eqaally by the participating that will help manufacturers determine the best 

university, and add a governor for good measure. companies and the state? It began with Governor designs for fuel metering devices like carburetors. 

The result is a recipe for success in the form of Tommy Thompson, who’ was concerned about the 

the Wisconsin Small Ehgine Consortium, impact of pending emission-reduction regulations Another project aimed at two-stroke engines, such : 

aa : on a vital Wisconsin industry. as marine engines, has developed a device called 
eer al — ‘ the Transient Spray Patternator, which measures 

ie : i Lee =| Smallengines powereverything from spray behavior in fuel injectors. 

E we % a 2 ie : mo || lawn mowers, to boats, to motorcycles. 

r mG eo ae Ee | & Wisconsin is a major small-engine Jay Martin, mechanical engineering professor 

es Bis) | bi 7" ae | production center, with an estimated and consortium project director for UW-Madison, 

x i fs" a ll os él ye 17,000 pearls directly employed by and graduate student Jeff Hoffman designed the 

a oo ae = a oe the state’s industry. The consortium patternator. The device was fabricated at Mercury 

sii peed : 3 on f Y estimates that an additional 70,000 Marine and is being patented by the Wisconsin 

3 ot : \ f ” ; y : Wisconsinites work at companies that Alumni Research Foundation. The consortium is 

— Pomel ij Ny @ supply manufacturers with parts, ; looking for potential manufacturers. 

4 a. cee os a (a © “materials, and services. ‘ 
Me ii Piped td Satie ae 19732 t i ; % 

eee os : yo ‘ ‘© The industry faces challenges in-the pia ! : : ‘al 

3 : \ aie of both emission-reduction : This uni que pa rtnershi ip = 

regulations and ‘competition from 2 : 

d A foreign manufacturers. “Offshore provides a great learning oe 

Left to right, Jaal Ghandhi, assistant professor, Jeff Hoffman and compe ike gates Namal; ee opportunity f or students. tits patna 

Mark Casarella, graduate students, demonstrate the ‘Transient Spray Suzuki have immense economic and : 

Patternator to Frank McGinnity, a consortium member, : engineering 'resources to tackle problems“ ae TT ae a ee 

‘ <i 0 ‘ ‘ ; = like noise and emissions,” said Bill : snvReat vsgins ; 

oer pee ‘ : : PCr __. Latus, manager of applied research at: The consortium provides a great learning ~~~ 

I's a Cooperative effort between the UW-Madison ._ ~ Briggs and Stratton. “With new regulations, our opportunity for students, said Martin. “For =. =~ 

College of Engineering’s Engine Research Center.~ _ » product needs to be more durable in terms of > « ee example, the graduate students working on Sas ir wade ar 

and UW-Milwaukee’s College of Engineering, ~ “efficiency and emissions control.” "projects have a dedicated group of people from 

along with Wisconsin small-engine leaders such : industry who are very interested in the informa- 

as Briggs and Stratton Corporation, Harley- _ Research results from the consortium’s efforts tion they are producing.” : a i 

Davidson, Inc., Kohler Company, Mercury are encouraging. One project working with ‘ Ves iia 

Marine Division of Brunswick Corporation, : ~ four-stroke engines, the type used in most lawn” °° “Students have also’learned to look’at problens 1. ‘ 
Nelson Industries: Ineiffand Outboard, Marine... mowers, has.produced a system, for studying how... from the industry perspective, and they sense that , ; 

Corporation. differences in fuel/air mixtures affect performance ~ their ‘work might have a:significant impact an...) 

5 { . a energy use and exhaust emissions from the 

es oo i 5 products made by these companies,” said Martin.



ee . ; 
; 

For more information contact: 

ae Ria ‘ i : : : 
‘ Jay Martin, phone: 263-9460, 

; , s ; : ® 
email: martin@en; -wisc.edu 

Others working to promote economic development ee 

:Center for Community Economic Development The School of Business promotes economic : ’ 

helps people understand community change and development by offering executive education Cc edt. 

identifies opportunities by providing community programs, professional seminars, and research 
Gates ‘ 

economic analysis, business district and trade area resources to a broad range of businesses and : 

analysis, and economic impact analysis. ©». individuals. The Management Institute, the Thanks to everyone who contributed to 

; 
: Executive MBA Program, and the Small Business this issue. We hope others will share their - 

: phone: 265-8140 
_ Development Center all provide educational Projects by contacting: © : 

web: http://www.uwex.edu|cesicced ‘ opportunities for business professionals. : Judy Reed, phone: 262-5421. 

Eye Center on Wisconsin Strategies conduct ay ae : : _ email: jcreed@facstaff.wisc.edu : 

research and provides policy guidance = poate bones 262-2105 . These inserts are a joint effort between the 

ness, government, and labor organizations as they phone: 
‘ 

: : : _web: http:|/www.wisc.edulmi 
bie Nes Office of Outreach Development and the 

work to implement better economic development 
i yi Robe ; 

: : ue : Y 
a isconsin Food System Partnership. 

strategies for their local communities. 4 Executive MBA Program HS bar ea ge ees 

pone 23889 EE pics pe ee 
web: bttp:|/www.cows.org 

web bttp:|/www.wisc.edu:80/bscho
ollexec.html ; P’ 

; 
: 

- Consultant: Michael Penn 

Program on Agricultural Technology Studies Small Business Development Center : a oe 

assesses social and economic implications of phone: 265-2908 
Writing: Vicki Aken, Karen Walsh, and 

technology for family farming in Wisconsin. web: http://www.wisc.edu:80/bsc
hoollsbdc.html Pamela Selman 

Editing: Judy Reed, Alex Hancock, and 

phone: 265-2908 
University-Industry Relations is the primary Lesa Langan 

Sipe web: http://www.wisc.edu/pats 
entry point to the UW-Madison campus for Design and Layout: Lesa Langan 

businesses and industries that want to learn about 
; 

Research Park provides space to growing compa- scientific and technical expertise, resources for Photos: 

nies and fosters technology transfer between them technology transfer, research funding, and ways Glenn Trudel, World markets, p1 

and the university. UW faculty often give advice and to commercialize products and services. 
Mercury Maroc Research, es 

insights into emerging technology or market needs. : ‘ 
ce a 

‘ : phone: 263-2840 # 
Jay Salvo, Small engines, p4 

phone: 262-3677 
web: http:|/www.wise.du/uir 

web: bttp://wwrw.wisc.edu|isir/ U
Wresearchpark 

ay 
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From the Provost New industry grows through partnerships 
Dear UW-Madison Colleagues, In 1978, UW-Madison graduate student and produced first-rate students, but there were no 

budding entrepreneur Bill Linton met with jobs for them in Wisconsin.” 

I am pleased to introduce a series of inserts in UW-Madison professors to identify product needs = 

“Wisconsin Week” which will focus on “Updating of university researchers. Armed with this infor- In the mid-1980s, the university took a series of 

the Wisconsin Idea,” one of the priorities in the mation, Linton started the Promega Corporation. actions that attracted the biotechnology industry 

UW-Madison’s “Vision for the Future.” This and ‘ to Madison. The UW Biotechnology Center, 

future inserts will share stories about many of Today, Promega develops and manufactures founded in 1984, stimulates biotechnology 

your colleagues who are involved in partnerships biotechnology products and employs 460 people research and training and provides support for 

to solve problems and build a better community worldwide, the majority of whom work at Promega economic development. University Research Park, 

and world. The updated Wisconsin Idea is headquarters in Madison. INC magazine has also founded in 1984, provides a home to many 

international in scope and collaborative in nature. twice named Promega as one of the “500 Fastest new biotechnology companies. In addition, said 
; ; Growing Companies” in the U.S... P Burgess, the university strengthened its industry 

The faculty and staff of UW-Madison have always relations program to help 

generously shared their time and expertise, both Te is | companies identify relevant 
on and off campus. As we approachthe 21st. ae “os ee faculty research and expertise. 

century we ear renewed pleasthatweshareout gf ss ; knowledge by addressing issues critical to the Ne ae Cee wee ee ke Promega’s success stems in part 

survival of our society. Many of our faculty and eo ee iE ei fee. et ate ee i a i from its ongoing relationship 
staff have taken up that challenge, often by joining ie so a AOE ey os De iS (B= with UW-Madison. UW faculty 
in projects with community groups, businesses or teas ee RE = Lae SRL " or fics ee : eS __=} _actas advisors and consultants, 

government bodies. ee ato oe SERS ~ y fie rey Lea gs and help identify future markets 
eee a} : a Suaea 4 Wy 8 Sie — 4 -, _ by advising the company where 

We hope their experiences and efforts will ; we Sita ae Os SF ie cuah ee ee cet Be , ., the biotech field is heading. 
encourage you to consider ways of sharing your i ge aati Sa a ee Ae ce ag = UW faculty have also served on 
own expertise with the people of Dane County, Aloe ee Ne ; i OR Nae r ce Promega’s board of directors. 

Wisconsin, the U.S. and other parts of the world. dea se | od — 2 em 1 ai poke 2 
You may choose to become involved as an indi- tt ee ee * Students benefit from university/ 

vidual, or your department may wish to rethink oh pa meer eee aiilieerscceese industry relationships, through 
its outreach mission and act as a group to develop penne cecatmaieLics internships and the employment 
public partnerships toward common goals. The UW-Madison Biotechnology Center stimulates research and ,-of many UW-Madison graduates. 

training and provides support for economic development. continued on page 2... 

I urge you to give these stories your full attention if aren 

and to consider your own role in extending the “Before Promega, there was a brain drain from ’ : rs 

: Wisconsin Idea into the 21st century. Wisconsin,” said Richard Burgess, UW-Madison ; eT ee ee re 
professor of oncology and former director of the > , Seber T eegig ye 8s 

Sincerely, Biotechnology Center. “UW-Madison had one of Thin lawe oaks : 

“John Wiley, Provost ' the largest biosciences faculty in the world. We! ASA eit PREVA RAINS a 

i { “As we approach the next century, we need 

to view the university not as the sole source 

; : ; : of learning, but increasingly as an educa- : 

mere : : _ tional partner with a variety of publicand =~ 

’ . i t - private institutions, including businesses Inserts tell stories about outreach : ‘1 | ed induce Basia Ward, Chancellor 
: - Seng 4 GIS pen oper © ¥ 

_ These “Updating the Wisconsin Idea” inserts are part “Updating the Wisconsin Idea” inserts are a joint _ Taking the Wisconsin Idea to Albania .......2 

ofa campus-wide strategy to strengthen partner- effort between the UW-Madison’s Office of Out- 4 UW:Ma ison falty- acid cuidate work 

ships between the university and the community. reach Development in the Office of the Provost, A oe ae is 
3 ‘ : #/* with local teachers: sssslissdécssassiesshestessd 

tnd and the Wisconsin Food System Partnership, funded ; ‘jegart Per tae ce Re ae ae an 

. Twelve inserts will be produced during the next by the Kellogg Foundation and administered by the ! 5 Judicial partners evaluate criminal _ : 

four years. Each will tell stories of faculty and staff College of Agricultural and Life Sciences. il ae SEMEENCES srncresessenennsnreresenteesnsersinsnrd 
who are working in partnerships with businesses, ; ' . Pe Séhool of the Arts demonstrates the 

civic organizations, government agencies, schools, We hope these stories will inspire other faculty and ¥57) . Wisconsin-Aded nuwaeaciis abieasiiscss4 

and other community-based groups to improve staff to seek out partners in the community in ae ' 4 Ce : 

our state, nation and world. The next five issues efforts to create knowledge that will benefit us all. ‘ Sadat igarn fron ony Serie et 
- focus ch economic development; oy : api, Ins sitsate posted électtonically ati 

anger an u S.SCOnOnNC gap; K-12 education; Send your partnership stories to: i -«. http:/Iwww.cals.wiscedulwfsp 
crime and criminal justice; and health and health Judy Reed, phone: 262-5421 as - utd ce fp 

care delivery. ) email: jcreed@facstaff.wisc.edu : cay ‘ : f 

givic oS delbha sad Usdgtears the, Wiagorsin Ides» , 

he 124/47 (Urscmsm Wook
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Taking the Wisconsin Idea to Albania ea —_ z 
om, he ee ae) e 

The UW-Madison Land Tenure Center is helping going beyond making recommendations ae ss am 

Albania make the transition to a free market to engaging directly in institution mea _ PEE Tis 4 8 eo 
economy by helping create land market institutions building, the Center exposed itself to rey (oz = ee a. a ee as : Za Pre 
where none existed five years ago. criticism from different political sides.” P ey | eee als i Se rs leo ile i . a 

The Land Tenure Center’s involvement in Albania The university took another risk by j i a f i iy cog xu ’ y_2 OL 

began in 1993. Three people from the center, giving up total control of the project a é J on Ne ies ae 

along with political science professor Edward when it contracted with an Albanian c. 2 9 eo) VF a i & 
Friedman, submitted a research report on land © institution to launch the program. The ie ay 5: es i & fa , ‘ .. 
reform:in Albania to the U.S. Agency for Interna- land tenure project dealt with very A OE ‘ LE & 
tional Development (USAID). With support from sensitive issues and needed to be a a ee ie at in : Mf - 
this agency, a team from the Land Tenure Center __ strongly rooted in local culture to >| rs Ce a 2 Oe? 
went to Albania to help implement recommenda- ’ < succeed, said Stanfield. ©», A se an aaa 
tions in the report. Land Tenure Center researcher and Albanian colleagues 

So far, the risks have paid off. Registra- interview a farmer about land registration. 
The UW-Madison team launched the Land Market tion offices opened in 22 of Albania’s 

Development Project, which facilitates collabora- 36 districts. About 800,000 properties, nearly is 7 
tion among government agencies, private one-third of those needing registration, have been unuyerseys viewed 3s searching for the truth,” 
entrepreneurs and environmental planners in recorded. An effort to map boundaries and roads Thiesenhusen said. “Universities have to be honest 

Albania to create real estate markets. is more than half done, and Albanians have come or they have no credibility.” 

to UW-Madison for training in law, business 

elie a pencil eee administration and development studies. a 

x Th e universt ty too. kb Earlier this year, political upheaval threatened the A Uni versi ty can Dp | ay 

4 : project when pyramid schemes deprived thousands 9 i 

a risk by getting of Albanian families of their savings. Many i an important role in 

a ‘ Albanians rebelled, believing the government had . 

involved ° done too little to prevent the schemes. One solving Pp roblems as an 

registration office, located in the Municipal 5 : site 

~ — Building in Lushnja, was burned; Gorey obj ective p articip ant. 

Project goals include creating property registration the staff saved many registration documents. ELSE We 1S Us 85 ey darren wet ae sytertr 

offices and providing research assistance in , Currently, things are settling down and the new 

developing laws and regulations for defining rights government, elected in June, strongly supports Since 1962, the center has worked in more than 50 

and responsibilities of land ownership. USAID, in -__ the Land Tenure Center project. countries, conducting research on resource tenure, 

cooperation with organizations like the World Bank © <= eres nm rma Met me 4 mr agrarian reform, and institutional aspects of rural 

and the European Union, funded the project. “*_ Because land tenure problems are often volatile development and natural resource management. 

_ © political issues, a university can play an important 

“The university took a risk by getting involvedin. ~ i role in solving problems as an objective partici- - For more information about the Land 

the Albanian project,” said David Stanfield, a t “pant, said William Thiesenhusen, an agricultural Tenure Center, see the following website: 

project director at the Land Tenure Center. “By _ economist and director of the center. “The http://www.wisc.edu/ltc 

JOTI EAN AES SCAN or a a a 

New industry continued from page 1 

“Companies benefit by getting high-quality, According to Burgess, many new biotechnology Over the years, Burgess has noticed that interac- 

university-trained workers,” said Burgess. companies look to Promega as a model for business. _ tions between the research and business communi- 

j i E creation. Three companies, Epicentre Technolo- ties are much less likely to be seen as negative. 

Promega’s collaboration with the university goes gies, PanVera and Novagen, were started by former While collaboration between the two communities 

beyond its relationship with science researchers, Promega employees. Promega also provided the always existed in the engineering field, it is fairly 

said Linton. “As our company becomes more initial funding for Ophidian Pharmaceuticals, a : new to life sciences, he added. 

global, contacts in the School of Business, in areas company started by UW-Madison researchers. 

such as marketing and sales become important. Critics of university/industry relationships worry 

You can meet the university’s need to pursue -_ that industry will control the university’s research 

. knowledge,” he added, “while also meeting - agenda and distort researchers’ objectivity. In 

industry’s need to provide products and-services.” : ° response, Burgess noted that researchers have 

: ‘ Both sides benefi it ft rom more integrity than they’re often given credit for 

‘For example, a scientist may develop a new : : :. and that very few researchers receive all their 

research tool that would be useful to. others, but the university! industry support from private sources. 

‘may not have the time or the resources to. deal co | laboration. 7 

with requests for the discovery. A commercial e Linton and Burgess agree that successful university/ 

partner can handle the requests while also adding eee industry partnerships arise when clearly defined 

to the product’s value. Both sides benefit from the ‘ boundaries are set, allowing researchers to avoid 

university/industry collaboration. : Ophidian Pharmaceuticals is located in Promega’s compromising situations. “Pursuit of truth is not 

: BioPharmaceutical Technology Center. The Center, inconsistent with providing value to a large 

Burgess agrees that university researchers can built to meet Promega’s expanding manufacturing number of people,” said Linton. 

benefit from collaborations with industry. “If you needs, also houses the BioPharmaceutical Technol- 

truly care about making an impact, you must be ogy Center Institute, a nonprofit organization that For more information about the Biotechnology 

aware that the technology you develop will have provides educational programs from kindergarten Center, see the following website: 

to be commercialized,” he said. “The products to the post-doctoral level. The university has http://www.biotech.wisc.edu 

that actually treat patients must be made by cosponsored several institute programs, including 

commercial companies.” a graduate-level course co-taught by Burgess. 
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UW-Madison faculty and students work with local teachers 
The limited number of science education courses Students can use their collection as a springboard Brys joined the scholars program hoping to learn 
that many elementary school teachers took in for questions about the insects’ histories, biology how to develop a fun and interesting science 
college often leaves teachers feeling intimidated and diversity. curriculum. “When I was in elementary school the 
when they teach science in their classrooms, says science programs were so bad,” said Brys. “I didn’t 
Dan Young, entomology professor at UW-Madison. Young believes this project will get Crestwood want to pass those programs on to my students.” 

‘ students to look at the forest system around the 
The Center for Biology Education, in partnership school in a new light. “Before it was a place where _ 
with the School of Education, has developed a a ball would go when it went out of bounds,” said 
Science Education Scholars Program. This new, Young. “Now it will take on a life of its own.” The kids will contri bu te 
-hands-on research experience is designed to make g ; 

“ science less intimidating for education students and Since Owen Park is a preservation area, Plane to the park while doing 
- elementary school teachers. During the summer,” * prepared a proposal asking that students use the : 
students team up with school teachers and UW- ~ park in an educationally constructive way that real world science. 
Madison researchers in the biological sciences. would cause minimum treading. If the plan is ; 
Together, the teams design and conduct research accepted, the students will begin the first inventory 
projects and develop instructional materials. of insects ever made at Owen Park. “The kids will Wennen thought that she would learn more by 

: be making a valuable contribution to the park as doing hands-on research with an elementary school 
The program, funded by a grant from the Howard well as doing real-world science,” said Plane. teacher and scientist than by reading a textbook. 
Hughes Medical Institute, is an extension of the : “It’s been a tremendous experience,” said Wennen. 
inquiry-based teaching philosophy that education Plane learned about the Science Education Schol- “I get to see what I’m going to be doing when I’m 
students learn in Professor Jim Stewart’s Science ars Program when he attended an inservice on teaching and see what the possibilities are.” 
Methods course. Teachers across the U.S. are inquiry-based science taught by Niemi. He and 5 
adopting this method of teaching to get students other Crestwood teachers saw the program as an Over the summer, the different teams met several 
more excited about science. opportunity to link with the university and to get times to share their thoughts, experiences and 

; experience working with students and scientists. ideas. These meetings extended the participants’ 
“Studies have shown that many students ; learning beyond the single project each 
are turned off to science at a young age,” team was working on, said Niemi. 
said Kevin Niemi, an outreach specialist at PS VOL EEL eet 
the Center for Biology Education. “If we : oe a ee bi : on ie oat ks eee The Science Education Scholars Program 
produce elementary school teachers who et : ese : p Na Bea ae he . - ; De oh Pes nee ran from mid-June to mid-August, but 
can reverse this trend, then more citizens hare os aa i . 4 fe WS - aE see some groups plan on working together 
of the future will care about science.” s emia: : a Po Wee 4 ee » ©. % - es e oe after the program ends. Young’s group 

; ‘ “ ql Ci ee ~ - ra ‘ Wd = oc ay a “ak oe of - has discussed creating an electronic 

This summer UW-Madison education ¢ Nee cere. 47 i (eeeeeee = bulletin board that would link other 
students Michelle Brys and Mary Wennen Ce se y 6 Ash a LM beg ==. teachers and students to their team. The 
and Madison elementary teacher Peter oo eee ie oe tag ed Se “ project developed for Crestwood could 
Piane teamed up with Young. Together Pecans oe ie , ore | nr er. then be used as a model for other schools. 
they developed a project involving insects ee pos = em : he aes Y os Te > 

in the woods around Crestwood elementary ae : os ; : a. Pas iu ee 2 eel Professor Young said he would encourage 
school and in Owen Park. ope * Pn tad i ' = : other professors to look into the scholars 

ete. (a ngs Meee Oe SG Soke program. “For those willing to put in the 
The team began the project in the same el ae eee 6. we, r Se time and effort, the opportunities and 
manner that students will: by collecting EET Ce EOE ETRE NE te MN es Aree, Ss potential forlinkages areendless,” he said. 
insects and putting them in display cases. Kel eat pan nd ke es a es 3 pak, 

“Before students can ask specific questions : : ; f S For more information contact: 

abouts they averknow what inSain Scher oc crn th wd Keon Noms pone 26-80 there and how to work with it,” said Young. email: kjniemi@facstaff.wisc.edu 

Sh a a a a ih a Ee ee es 

Judicial partners evaluate criminal sentences | 

Two men get behind the wheel after having too “The working group will examine a handful of the department may look at risks to the commu- 
much to drink. Each crashes into another car, cases in depth in order to figure out the best use nity and the offender’s rehabilitation,” he said, 

: killing the people in the other vehicles. Juries of the state’s penal power,” said Michael Smith, “while judges may have other concerns.” 

convict both men of vehicular homicide. One is a professor of law and research director at the : iB , 
respected businessman with a clean driving record; Remington Center. This process is usually done “The committee also benefits from the law students 

i the other has a criminal record and a history of by either the judiciary or corrections, he said, but who participate,” Miller pointed out. “Because 

driving under the influence. Should they get the never together. they aren’t yet restricted by a certain paradigm, 
same sentence? : students can challenge the professionals.” At the 

gig ee ee same time, students benefit by having the opportu- 
The UW-Madison Law School’s Remington Center a nity to apply their academic learning, said Miller. 

_ is working in partnership with the Department of S tudents benefit fr om ; 
Corrections and the State Judiciary, examining pay ‘ : Students and faculty in criminal justice at the 

- Wisconsin’s penal measures in order to help judges applying their learning. UW-Madison Law School have a history of taking 

. answer questions such as the one posed above. ___ their research and applying it everywhere from 

The parfnership is supported with a $100,000 : - neighborhoods in Madison to the European Union, 

grant from the National Institute of Justice. As part Having a diverse committee ensures that concerns said Walter Dickey, professor of law and faculty 

of the project, a working committee—consisting of of different participanty in the criminal justice director of the Remington Center. “Our mission 

judges, department participants, attorneys, law system are reflected in the working group’s is to develop and disseminate knowledge and to 

students and professors—studies and writes about findings, said James Miller, assistant regional chief apply it to current problems.” 
sentences and their implementation in typical cases. at the Department of Corrections. “People from 
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School of the Arts demonstrates the Wisconsin Idea 
ae 

For one week each summer, over 350 people touch with their creative self, said Apps. Apps had es 1 ae) | oe ty ie 

gather in the northwoods community of just finished his Ph.D. when he first attended the ; | | | 1 | | ee 1 

Rhinelander for an opportunity to explore their school as‘a student in 1967. “Ialreadyhad \ | L | aE, ‘ La | 
artistic talents. During that week, the farmer a lot of the craft,” said Apps, “but that summer Posen be ln é Lt ae 
becomes a poet, the homemaker an actress, the experience provided inspiration and gave me eae | el ‘ | : Ea] 

teacher a musician. self-confidence.” wee i ee 

Ti =) ee 
The School of the Arts, a partnership of UW- Apps, who has since written 25 books and over ee] 1 a oe oe 

Madison’s Division of Continuing Studies and 600 articles and columns, has been teaching at the i ot re 3 
many Rhinelander-area organizations, provides school since 1970. He said he believes in the 8 Ag er ce. y : 

an opportunity for adults to express their creative program so strongly that for many years he taught oo : ae y: a ya i: 3 Pee! 
side in a non-threatening environment. Students for nothing. “The school is an affirmation that the s ff ae a . 

choose from over 80 workshops in writing, word arts are still important in people’s lives,” said > >‘ > mee. a 
processing, marketing, theater and drama, photog- Apps. “It’s not for just the cultural elite, but fors:-. y a ; 

raphy, folk and visual arts, music, dance, fitness people of all backgrounds.” aes sy eds ee sha en eee : Pg 

; Jim O’Connell, executive director of the Wausau: ‘4 os a ie ee 
ee Area Performing Arts Foundation, believes that the as a a 

School of the Arts is important because students cS en hoot 

S tudents take what take what they learn back into the community. | = se eg 
: This produces a strong ripple effect that flows ‘ : ans ie 2 ~ Ma - ; 

" they learn into the throughout the state, said O’Connell. by PA er 

‘ 2 Me es A, a, 4 
COMMUNI ty wh ich O’Connell added that the School of the Arts’ <* NE a ee 

: success stems in part from the leadership of Watercolor painting is one of more than 80 
p roduces a rip Pp le eff ect Professor Harv Tees who has directed the workshops offered - the Schoo of the Arts. 
throu ghout the state. program since 1986. His welcoming manner i ; 

F ‘ allows students to step beyond their comfort zones & 

ST Migs" NOME poe Se |S See without the fear of being ridiculed, said O’Connell. community like Rhinelander, said Bridget Hagerty, 

‘ executive directorofthe Chamber of Commerce. 
The philosophical roots date back to the 1940s Faye Horetzki, an art teacher in Oakfield, cameto’ ss «q person’s education in life isn’t complete without 

when the College of Agriculture Dean Christensen School of the Arts to find peace and a way to an arts component,” said Hagerty. “The fartheryou 

said he wanted to put “culture” back into express her grief after she lost her daughter in a car are from an area with a natural arts community, one 

agriculture. UW-Madison professor Robert Gard _ accident. She found what she was looking for in .. +» with a university, museums and theaters, the more 

expanded that idea when he founded the School . _. Professor Susan Farmer’s watercolor class: Farmer je Swork ittakes to give people an arts education.” 

of the Arts in 1964 as a place where adult students * had her students keep a journal where they wrote <: ; 

of ali backgrounds could come to exchange ideas, about why they did art. “My experience gaveme _ The school also provides economic benefits to 

make connections and expand their artistic ~ : a chance to reconcile my daughter’s death and to Rhinelander by bringing over 300 adults to the 
horizons. _ come to some kind of closure,” said Horetzki. community to stay in the motels, eat in the 

aoe : Se restaurants, and spend money in the shops. Many 
“There is more to life than economics,” said Jerry: x Horetzki has also taken what she learned at the ‘students bring their families along to vacation 
Apps, author and UW-Madison professor emeri- school and used it in her classroom. For the past in the Rhinelander area, said Hagerty. 
tus. “We need to do something about the human b. three summers,she has learned traditional Native : 

~ spirit.” School of the Arts allows people to get in ” American crafts, using natural materials such as “Because Rhinelander doesn’t have a UW campus, 
: birch bark and pine needles. When a tornado the School of the Arts makes our community feel 

Ae oe destroyed the middle school where she teaches, like it is a part of the UW system,” said Hagerty. 
orl: | Rca eR ain on ee _ Horetzki lost all her art supplies. She taught her ; ‘ 

a rk a 8 students to create art using materials from nature. For more information contact: 

: Onedite. bee ee : : eo ‘4 Harv Thompson, phone: 263-7787 

a ae Having a program like the School of the Arts is email: harv.thompson@mail.admin.wisc.edu 
aevenodeeia Loiittibited i ; . Particularly important for a northwoods : : 

this insert. We hope others will share their | ‘ i : 
stories by contacting: ., ike a : : 

"Judy Reed, phone: 262-5421. : 

email: jcreed@facstaffwiscedus {os k , ; : ae ue . 
Pepe? Sie Sete ee Aloo pips ies Bi leere ra sted. ) ° . 

| these inserts area joint effortbetween the» |. Students learn from community service .. 
: ~~ Office of Outreach Development and the’ ~ “Nig pata myer a ek a : aio et; 

: “Wisconsin Food System Partnership." es | | “The community is hungry for university involve- , _In 1998, the College of Agricultural and Life 
ga ai ae eta i crea ahaa ~~ |“ ment,” said Mona Wasow, professor of social Sciences will start a community scholars program 

“Project Directors: Margaret Geisler" ae work. “Service-learning is one way to provide that built around service learning. : 

; isis Ce Rene Shap ee. involvement.” In her service-learning class on : spe 

is Consultant: Michael Penn... sil nae he homelessness, Wasow’s students spent five hours _Anew program of the Wisconsin Union, the . 
ee es each week working with local human service Morgridge Center for Public Service, will serve as a 

~ a Metungs Vicks Akent saesiratse ee oo i agencies and use what they learned in the field for focal point for information on service opportunities. 
a Editing: Ady Ree d and Alex Hancock" ss problem-solving in the classroom. The Center, to be located in the renovated Red , 
epi edo spc NOR | Gym, is scheduled to open in 1998. Center sta 

Design and Layouts Lesahanganiis ee Service-learning can provide community agencies are currently available to help faculty build a 

uy Photos: ‘Wolfgang Hoffman, New Industry, pJ; 1 with quality volunteers. “Poor community service service-learning component into their courses. 

meee Stigana Lastarria-Cornbiel, — ie ae is worse than none at all,” said Mary Rouse, dean ; 
~. + Jay Salvo, Science Education, p3;** 4 5. 4. @ : d ; 3 : ‘ 

Ralph Russo, School of the Arts; p45... of students. “Agencies need to recruit, train and For more information contact: 

vee a a evaluate volunteers. Through service-learning, the Susan Vande Hei phone: 263-2432 
: - oe ee university can assist in this process.” email: smvandeh @facstaff.wisc.edu. 
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By Mary Ellen Bell | vices, education and transportation. Tax yo a 
ot, | Oo reform should concentrate on making the | | 

State government should forget about income tax system simpler and more 
' competing with other states for major | congruent with federal tax formulas. | 

| - industrial employers and concentrate on ~ © On human needs and services: | 
. Nurturing homegrown businesses, says Wisconsin should consider programs to 
~ UW-Madison Political Scientist Peter help single mothers with children, includ- 

Eisinger. a ing work and job training incentives for 
| | Offering favorable incentives to draw poor women on welfare and a child sup- , 

| businesses to Wisconsin is “potentially port assurance system. The state also | 
| | costly and less certain to produce new needs to improve services to Wisconsin | 

| jobs than less glamorous programs indians, 22 percent of whom live in 
directed at encouraging small business poverty. | 
formation and technological innovation,’ e On agriculture: The state could do a 
Eisinger said. number of things to help small farmers. 

Eisinger is one of 22 contributors to a For example, it could wipe out tax bene- | 
new book that offers comprehensive fits for super-size farms, target federal 
analyses. of some of the most crucial farm program benefits to family farms or 
issues facing Wisconsin. The book, State impose acreage or production quotas that 
Policy Choices: The Wisconsin Experi- would favor small farms. It could even | 
ence, is intended to provide state policy -pass a law specifying how big any one 
makers with the best thinking of some of farm may be. 

| the UW—Madison's most respected polliti- e On natural resources: Policies 
cal and economic scholars. It is published aimed at controlling pollution, including | 
by the University of Wisconsin Press hazardous waste management and acid 

| ) under the auspices of the Robert M. La rain are important to the state's future, 
Follette Institute of Public Affairs. Insti- but state policy also should encourage 

| tute officials will distribute copies of the using the natural resource base to gener- . 
book to every state lawmaker and senior ate income and employment as well as a 
administrator this month. health, well-being and aesthetic pleasure. 

The book follows a long Wisconsin tra- John Witte, UW-Madison professor of | 
dition of cooperation between the state's political science, and Sheldon Danziger, 
major research university and govern- former director of the UW-Madison Insti- 
ment, said institute Director Robert Have- tute for Research on Poverty, now on the 
man. This tradition came of age in the faculty of the University of Michigan, are 
1930s, when UW scholars collaborated the book's editors. 

_ with state policy makers to draft the Other UW-Madison contributors. are 
country’s first unemployment compensa- Daniel W. Bromley, agricultural econom- 
tion law and to lay the groundwork for ics; Irwin Garfinkel, social work; Edward 
an economic security plan that became V. Jesse, agricultural economics; Robert 
the prototype for federal social security J. Lampman, economics; John F. Longres, | : 

| legislation. | _. social work; Arthur Sakamoto, sociology; 
In State Policy Choices, the authors Gary D. Sandefur, social work; Michael R. 

present recommendations on tax and Sosin, social work; Paul R. Voss, rural 
budgeting policies, welfare reform, hospi- sociology; Barbara Wolfe, economics and 
tal cost controls and the problem of pov- preventive medicine, and Patrick Won, 
erty among Wisconsin Indians. With social work. | 
other chapters on agriculture and natural Other authors are Sandra K. Danziger, 
resource policy, the book charts a course social work, University of Michigan; 
for state decision-making. Nancy Cross Dunham, associate director, 

Among the highlights of the authors’ Health Research Program, New York Uni- 
recommendations: versity; John Goddeeris, economics, 

| ¢ On population: Wisconsin should Michigan State University; Timothy D. 
expect continued slow population McBride, Urban Institute, Washington, 

| growth, resulting in slow growth in sales, D.C.; Ann Nichols-Casebolt, social work, 
gross income and the tax base. But slow Arizona State University-Tempe; David R. | 
growth also means lower costs for public Riemer, Time Insurance Co., Milwaukee; | 
services and less suburban sprawl. Mark C. Rom, The Brookings Institution, 

¢ On taxes: State taxes in Wisconsin Washington, D.C., and Kathleen 
| _ are higher than the national average, but Segerson, economics, University of . 

: so is the state’s spending for social ser- Connecticut-Storrs. |
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LA FOLLETTE LEGACY OF PUBLIC REFORMS CONTINUES 

MADISON-—~Robert M. La Follette and his sons, Bob Jr. and Phil, left an 

impressive legacy of political and government reforms that later were adopted 

by other states and by the federal government. 

Many of these proposals were formed in consultation with a group of 

politically-active faculty members at the University of Wisconsin. 

The first comprehensive civil service act in the nation was drafted by UW 

| economics Professor John R. Commons and passed in Wisconsin in 1905. The 

reform was designed to eliminate abuses of power by both Democrats and 

Republicans in filling government jobs. 

The direct primary, which La Follette believed was the means by which 

citizens could take control from large corporations and make office holders 

“more accountable to the people, originated in Wisconsin in 1904. | 

La Follette believed large corporations, particularly the railroads, 

should be regulated. In 1905, he convinced the legislature to create a state 

Railway Commission. 

Many other progressive reform measures proposed by Robert La Follette were 

not enacted until after his death in 1925. His sons, Robert Jr. and Philip, 

took over their father's mission. Bob won his father's U.S. Senate seat in a 

special election and held it for the next 20 years. Philip was elected 

-more- | 
|



| Add 1--La Follette Legacy 

| governer in 1930, 1934 and 1936 and succeeded in turning many progressive . 

ideas into reality. | 

Wisconsin became the first state, in 1932, to pass an unemployment 

compensation act. The Railway Commission was expanded and renamed the Public 

Service Commission, regulating activities of all utilities. Laws were passed 

to increase government control of banks and chain stores. An expanded public 

works program was created to provide jobs for workers idled by the Depression. 

During one special session in 1937, the legislature created the Wisconsin 
| 

Agricultural Authority and the Department. of Commerce, passed a government 

reorganization act and a law taxing chain stores. It extended a mortgage 

foreclosure moratorium and set up a procedure to provide state help for 

federal housing programs. 

Many of these proposals involved collaboration between government and 

university -- a venture the newly-established La Follette Institute of Public 
| 

Affairs intends to emulate. | 

stabi 

-~ Mary Ellen Bell (608) 262-8287 
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TH WISCONSIN IDEA \ Y 
WW 

According to Dr. Charles McCarthy, said to be the originator of the phrasc, 

the Wisconsin Idea 1s impossible to define. jis very essence 3s a willingness te 

experiment in mecting changing necds, with burman better ent as its fundamental 

motivating force. 

As generally used, ue idea has expression im tic parallel ficids of Cauca - 

tion and government, and the close working relationsiap of the two. The cooper: 

ation is what most people cal] the Wisconsin Jdca. ‘The traditional role of a uni- 

versity is to pursuc knowledge for its own sake. At the University of Wisconsin 

a conscious policy was devel oped very carly that the university should be the 

servant of the state in the literal sense that, beyond the exclusive academic 

function of educating a relatively emal] number of its sons and daughters, it 

should constantly lend its knowl edee and experience in service to the solution of 

everyday problems facing all of the people of the state. Such is the essential 

nature of the Wisconsin Idea in ciucation. It gave a sense ol mission to the uni- 

versiy thar went far beyond the usual cducetional and cultural contributions Cx- 

| , pected of such an institution. The development of the University Extension con- 

i) cept and eyecessful efforts to awaken interest in the scientific practice of agri- 

= culture are 2 exaraples of the Wisconsin Idea in pra ctical application. The 

University's widespread contributions in service to the state has led to the often 

repeatcd phrasc, "The boundaries oF the campus ate the boundaries of the state.” 

The role of the University in the prow ion of better government is basic 

to its service to the people. Much of the historic social legislation for which 

Wisconsin has reccived national recopynition was drafted with the help of the 

university community. For many people. the Wisconsin Idea has come to mcen 

te pitloscmiy of cavernmmem rrorslated inte deeds by Reber | 1. LaFolletre are 

2 the Progressive Party in the first decudes of this century. Through a close 

| workin relationship with the University of Wisconsin, a crowing spirit of Jib- 

eralisis: in Wisconsin was expressed politically in the enactment of a serics of 

pioneer social and economic reform laws; legislation in which the university 

was actively involved from the drafting stage on through its administration. It 

incorporated the notion that the drafting of important legislation required pa- 

tient work, study and care based on scientific investigetion which rejects patent 

remcdics. Whenever available, the actual experience of other statesshould be 

analyzcd. Public hearings should be held to dllow all interested parties a chance 

to speak. Olen the sufepuarding of the peoples’ intercst required the ercation 

of nonpolitical connyiss tons of experts to administer the law. These were sone 

of the parce tenets cinbk tied m the Wisconsin Jdca as applied by the Proeressinve 

fj mMovoyper ti thar as. eduction and government working togetner Lo pul the most 

| ap advance oo osee veh into practical use. In his introduction to TLE WISCORSEN 

: IDEA bo OU yivics McCarthy, ‘Theodore Roosevelt wrote that. ase result of 

wom - Ce ee teen mee et --—- — 2 eee -o—
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THE WISCONSIN IDEA! » 

According to Dr. Charles McCarthy, said to be the originator of the phrasc, 

the Wisconsin Idea is impossible to define. Its very essence is a willingness to 

experiment in mecting changing necds, with human betterment as its fundamental 

motivating force. 

As generally used, the idea has expression in the parallel ficlds of educa - 

tion and government, and the close working relationship of the two. This cooper- 

ation is what most people call the Wisconsin Jdea. The traditional role of a uni- 

versity is to pursue knowlcdge for its own sake. At the University of Wisconsin 

a conscious policy was developed very carly that the university should be the 

servant of the state in the literal sense that, beyond the exclusive academic 

function of educating a relatively small number of its sons and daughters, it 

should constantly lend its knowledge and experience in service to the solution of 

everyday problems facing all of the people of the state. Such: is the essential 

nature of the Wisconsin Idea in education. lt gave a sense of mission to the uni- 

versity that went far beyond the usual educational and cultural contributions ex- 

l pected of such an institution. The development of the University Extension con- 

Co cept and successful efforts to awaken interest in the scientific practice of agri- 

culture are 2 examples of the Wisconsin Idea in practical application. The 

University's widespread contributions in service to the state has led to the often 

repeated phrase, "The boundaries of the campus are the boundaries of the state." 

The role of the University in the prom: ton of better government is basic 

to its service to the people. Much of the historic social legislation for which 

Wisconsin has received national recognition was drafted with the help of the 

university community. For many people, the Wisconsin Idea has come to mean 

the philosophy of gavernment translated into deeds by Rebert M- LaFollette and 

i the Progressive Party in the first decades of this century. Through a close 

workis relationship with the University of Wisconsin, a growing spirit of lib- 

eralisu: in Wisconsin was expressed politically in the enactment of a series of 

pioneer social and economic reform laws; legislation in which the university 

was activcly involved from the drafting stage on through its administration. It 

incorporated the notion that the drafting of important legislation required pa- ! 

tient work, study and carc bascd on scientific investigation which rejects patent 

remcdics. Whenever available, the actual experience of other statesshould be 

analyzed. Public hearings should be held to dllow all interesicd parties a chance 

to speak. Olken the safeguarding of the peoples’ interest required the creation 

of nonpolitical commissions of experts to adniinister the law. These were some 

of the barie tencts cmb. tied in the Wisconsin Jdea as applied by the Progressive 

oe movement; that is, education and govermnent working together to put the most 

Ce) advanecd +-seareh into practical use. In his introduction to THI: WISCONSIN 

IDA, by Caries McCarthy, ‘Theodore Rovsevelt wrote that, as a result of 
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this approach, Wisconsin became a "laboratory for wise experimental Iegis- 

} Jation aiming to secure the social and political betterment of the people as a 

‘ whole.” 

No matter how broad or narrow one views the Wisconsin Idea, and people : 

have tricd to define it differem ways, it is clear that the application of this con- 

cept of the special relationship of the university with the government and people 

of Wisconsin has rcached out to every county in the state. Over the years it 

bas survived intermittent periods of open hostility among the 3 component parts. 

Sources utilized in this compilation included the following: 

Curti, M.E. and Carstensen, V.R., THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, 1845- 

1925: A HISTORY, Madison, 1949 (377.5/C94). t 

Doan, E.N., THE LAFOLLETTES AND THE WISCONSIN IDEA, 1947 (329.691/ | 

D65). 
| 

Fitzpatrick, E.A., MeCARTHY OF WISCONSIN, 1944 (354/F58). 

Iibert, C.P., "The Wisconsin Idea", TIE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW, February } 

1914 (354/111). 
! 

) McCarthy, Charlies, THE WISCONSIN IDEA, 1912 (354/M12). i 

ees. Work Projects Administration, WISCONSIN: A GUIDE TO THE BADGER 

STATE, American Guide Series, 1941 (977.5/W752 - Ref.). 

Wisconsin, University of, A STORY OF PUBLIC SERVICE: THE BOUNDARIES { 

OF THE CAMPUS ARE THE BOUNDARIES OF THE STATE, 1938 (377.5/ { 

W/m). 

Wisconsin Alumni Association, "The University of Wisconsin 1848-49 to 1948-49, f 

WISCONSIN ALUMNUS, October 1948 (377.5/W75b). : 
| 

Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, Clippings: "Robert Marion LaFollette," i 

(329.691/Z). 
i 

Ibid., Clippings: ‘State Government in Wisconsin," (354/W7z). : 

Ibid., 1966 WISCONSIN BLUE BOOK, (pp. 170-171). ; 

General Reference Works_ eo 

TILE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, 1967 (030/En1 - Rel), 

THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA, 1951 (030/WS9 - Lede) 4 | 

- a



University of Wisconsin faculty at the Play a major ruie in the Wisconsin Thus the preconditions are favor aule 
national level, emphasis here is governmental process. The University for the symbiotic interests that 
primarily on state government and, to __‘'S the repository for a wide range of nourish the Wisconsin Idea. 
a lesser extent, local government. In highly sophisticated and specialized 
Wisconsin today, a large number of expertise, and state-of-the-art research The mutual respect, peer recognition, 
citizens serving on town boards, knowledge in theoretical and applied and trust which have characterized village and city councils and county disciplines is needed to successfully the Wisconsin Idea must not be vic- 
boards, mayors, regional planning address many of today’s problems. tims of competition for scarce fiscal 
commissioners, local agency admin- This capable pool of experts is acces- resources, when the opportunity for istrators, state legislators and legis- sible and often willing to bring their positive university-government inter- 
lative committees, the Governor and research findings and knowledge to ' action is greater than ever. The 
executive staff, state agency heads, bear on problems. Moreover, public “system” of users and suppliers and and members of the judiciary have service is more than a tradition for the linkage arrangements must be benefited from University faculty faculty; it is a responsibility. Carefully sustained, and experiments expertise. 

with innovative organizational . . 
. 

i 

At an earlier time, the University had The faculty member is the basic node aot ae an anae institutional d 
near-monopoly as supplier of on the supply side. By participating in PP ; ged. 

a nea poly pp gs | The University will never be simply research findings and applied knowl- the affairs of government the faculty es 9 PP a research appendage of Wisconsin member brings specialized intellec- hould it be. B d edge to the array of users. This — tual resources to help solve problems. - government, nor shou - By goo resulted from the proximity of the Such efforts generally strengthen that communication and effective func- University in Madison to the capitol, person's teaching and research tioning, expectations for the Wiscon- 
yee scope of onpertise a UW- capacity. sin Idea can fit with reality. 
adison and its central place in - 

higher education in the state, and the —_‘'". spite of a good record, the com- Generations of University of Wiscon- | limited availability of other institu- munication between governmental sin educators have committed their tions to government policymakers. users and University suppliers of talents and energies to activities - The situation has changed dramatic. | Knowledge will need continuing atten- which in the aggregate are the 
ally over the years. Legislative staffs, tion in future years. This is especially Wisconsin Idea. In doing so, they 
lagisiative service agencies, and true of times like the present, when have worked with one of the most 
some legislators themselves have there is fiscal duress and erosion of persistently progressive governments 
substantial analytical capacity. Scien- Public support for both governmental in the nation. These faculty have 
tific and technical expertise in state and academic institutions. transferred to generations of their 

convictions about the value 
cnormor ee. abut wothits of Today's fiscal climate suggests that and desirability of public service. We the Natural Resources universities will need to aggressively are concerned that today’s political 

Staff afe trained In technical disci- seek multiple sources of financial and financial climate not harm that 
plines). In state agencies much of Support, including service to state tradition, and that today's students 
this ex, anded capability is attri- government. Tighter budgets and become tomorrow's practitioners — 
butabi ¢ fed ft din for federal future declining enrotiments p resage in government, universities, or else- vograme a dministered tag state era this. State elected and budgetary where—of an “Idea” which has so 
ove Industrial ' ti officials will be looking for greater greatly benefited the citizens of ore hee ' ne cerina fi ons accountability and performance for our state rater ae aac Ams, those funds allocated to higher , education, i.e., a greater return | public interest groups, and lobbies this major public Investment. Public constitute other important sources of service can be one measure of that 

rorne numberof edmeong alin a return on investment. Governmental u - 

agencies, faced with their own staff- tions are willing to make their exper- ing and budgetary constrictions, will | 
tise available to governments. be interested increasingly in faculty 

istan with the man In spite of the fact that there are complen lesues they continue to face. more suppliers, University faculty still
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| 
LA FOLLETTE INSTITUTE FORMS UNIVERSITY-GOVERNMENT LINK 

MADISON--The long-standing tradition of cooperation between state 

government and the University of Wisconsin-Madison will be reaffirmed Saturday 

(Sept. 15) with the dedication of the Robert M. La Follette Institute of 

Public Affairs. 

The institute, created in 1983 with special funding from the state 

Legislature, is envisioned as a Wisconsin-based center similar to the Rand 

Corp. and Brookings Institution -~ a focal point for university research on | 

public policy issues. 

The dedication ceremony will begin at 6 p.m. in the Memorial Union 

Theater. Speakers include Gov. Anthony Earl; Atty. Gen. Bronson La Follette, 

| grandson of Robert La Follette; Assembly Speaker Tom Loftus; UW-Madison 

Chancellor Irving Shain; UW System President Robert O'Neil; and the 

: institute's director, Dennis Dresang. 

The dedication weekend's events include two special speakers on topics 

| related to the institute's work. | | | 

Wilbur Cohen, former U.S. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, will 

speak on unemployment compensation at 10 a.m. Saturday in the Alumni Roon, 

Wisconsin Center, 702 Langdon St. Bruce Babbitt, governor of Arizona, will 

speak on the "New Federalism" at 2 p.m. Friday (Sept. 14) in Room 316, 

Wisconsin Center. | 

The Wisconsin Idea -- the notion that the University of Wisconsin should 

~more-
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make its knowledge and expertise available for the benefit of all citizens of 

the state -- gained popularity around the turn of the century. 

Robert M. La Follette, elected governor in 1900, regularly sought advice 

about policy issues from faculty members. Among them was John R. Commons, who 

drafted the nation's first comprehensive civil service act, passed in 

Wisconsin in 1905. UW historian Charles McCarthy started the Legislative | 

Reference Library in 1907 and often called on university experts to propose | 

ideas, draft legislation and provide information to legislators. 

University President Charles Van Hise and economist Richard Ely were 

frequent advisors to state government. University people were instrumental in 

the development of progressive ideas and programs -- the direct primary, 

unemployment compensation, worker's compensation and government regulation of 

utilities. 

The results of this unique collaboration put Wisconsin on the cutting edge 

of major government reforms from 1900 through the Depression years. 

University faculty members have remained active in service to the public 

. and to state government. Now, however, many of these activities will be 

coordinated through the La Follette Institute. : - 

Projects getting started during the institute's first year span a broad 

| range of issues. For example: | 

--A major study of unemployment compensation will trace the development of 

the federal program, and examine the possible effects of alternative proposals 

for the program. The study is being directed by W. Lee Hansen, professor of 

economics, with James Byers, graduate student in industrial relations. , 

-~-A university-government task force will study the impact of recent moves 

to transfer responsibility for a number of federal programs to the states. The 

"New Federalism Task Force," coordinated at the UW-Madison by political | 

scientists Peter Eisinger and William Gormley, will examine state responses to 

shifts in administrative responsibility such as the development of block 

: —~more- | . 

- . Se |
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grants. 

--Faculty will cooperate with the State Strategic Development. Commission 

and the private sector to study effects of specific public policies on 

economic development. The institute will consider requests for research on 

topics such as the effect of state taxes on business decisions. 

- =Institute faculty will work with public officials on setting policy 

priorities. Evaluations of policy areas such as education, agriculture, 

health, transportation, taxation and social services will be prepared before 

the biennial budget procedure begins. Sheldon Danziger, director of the 

UW-Madison Institute for Research on Poverty, and John Witte, professor of 

political science, are working on this project. 

Research results will be made public via forums similar to last summer's 

series on the presidency, as well as through short courses, symposiums, 

publications, and radio and television programs. 

The institute incorporates the UW-Madison Center for Public Policy and 

Administration and will continue to offer a master's degree program. | 

Alumni of the Center for Public Policy and Administration, many of whom 

work in public policy and administrative positions at all levels of 

government, have been invited for a reunion during the dedication events. : 

PFs 

—— Mary Ellen Bell (608) 262-8287 
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NEW PROFS DIRECTOR HELPS TO IMPLEMENT THE WISCONSIN IDEA 

- MADISON--The new executive director of PROFS, University of | 

Wisconsin-Madison's faculty legislative liaison group, sees his role as 

implementing the "Wisconsin Idea," bringing the resources of the university to 

bear on problems facing the state and its citizens. 

"There is so much benefit to be gained both ways from cooperation between 

state government and the university," says law Professor Arlen Christenson. 

Christenson, who took over leadership of PROFS this fall, has been active 

for a long time in exchanging knowledge and expertise with state government 

agencies. He has been a member of several Legislative Council special 

committees and has worked with the departments of Justice and Natural 

Resources. 

"T know that these experiences have helped my teaching, research and all 

my professional activities," he said. "And I hope that I have been of some 

help to the agencies I have worked with." 

Many UW-Madison faculty members are involved in cooperative exchanges with 

state government agencies, Christenson said, and "many more could be." 

As PROFS executive director, Christenson will represent the faculty's 

views to state government, the UW Board of Regents and the public. He is a 

professional labor mediator and arbitrator, expertise that could prove 

-more~
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valuable in his new role. His experience with collective bargaining makes him 

believe that faculty unionization is an "an idea whose time has passed." 

"There have never been many UW-Madison faculty members seriously 

interested in collective bargaining," he said. He expects, however, that 

collective bargaining will remain an issue in the upcoming legislative session. 

"The faculty is very concerned about proposed legislation that would 

authorize collective bargaining by graduate assistants. And there will be the 

perennial faculty collective bargaining bill." 

Christenson said PROFS opposes any measure that threatens faculty 

authority over educational policy, including the working relationship between 

graduate assistants and faculty, and changes in the university calendar. 

"Faculty members are primarily concerned about having the freedom to do 

their jobs," he said. 

PROFS stands for Public RKepresentation Organization of the Faculty Senate. 

It is an arm of the University Committee, the senate's executive body. Formed 

in 1977, PROFS has worked to improve faculty salaries, to protect faculty 

governance and to improve communication between the university and state 

agencies. Its members serve on an unpaid, voluntary basis. 

Christenson joined the law faculty in 1963 and served as Wisconsin deputy 

attorney general from 1966-68. 

He is a member of the Legislative Council Committee on Municipal 

Collective Bargaining and has served on a number of state committees on 

employment, educational and judicial issues. 

He also is a member of the arbitration panels of the Wisconsin Employment 

Relations Commission, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, American 

Arbitration Association and National Academy of Arbitrators. 

ttt 

~-Mary Ellen Bell (608) 262-8287
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_UW takes the arts to thousands | to arts outregch 
WL, WEEK. 3/1/89 Arts outreach at UW-Madison is not 

a . .; limited to Continuing Education in the 
By Barbara Wolff University Outreach, CEA has an excep- The Heritage Ensemble (see sidebar) Arts. Individual departments and their 

: tionally broad mandate. Its official mis- dramatizes aspects of Wisconsin history faculty often perform outreach-style 

Now you've done it: You've forgotten sion is to provide lifelong not-for-credit for audiences in schools, clubs and organ- activities on their own. The largest 

your lines at an important audition. Your learning in creative writing, theater, izations, and the State Park system. The the School of Music’s. houses the Pr o 

absent-mindedness could cost you an dance, the visual arts and music for edu- Wisconsin High School Forensic Associa- Arte Quartet Wingra Woodwind Quin- 

acting job. cators, community leaders, volunteers, tion draws part of its sponsorship from tet. Wind Ensemble Symphonic Band 

Above all, don’t panic: “If you can man- professional artists and the general Continuing Education in the Arts. State- Chamber Orchestra. Chamber Sin gers, 

age to relax, five different options may public. wide 4-H Youth Development provides Concert Choir. Madison Arts Players 

come to you. Look, I'm a director, and “We differ from other teaching mecha- arts programs in all 72 Wisconsin and Wisconsin Brass Quintet. 

when I see an actor stop struggling and nisms because our students are so var- counties. . The Department of Theatre and 

relax, it’s a powerful, beautiful thing. | ied.” said Richard Wolf, CEA music pro- In addition, there are several special Drama’s honored Theatre for Children 

think, ‘Here’s somebody who knows how fessor and former Department chairman. CEA-sponsored programs such as the and Young People closely allies its sea- 

_ to deal with the situation. ” “We have preschoolers to 90-year-olds annual School of the Arts in Rhinelander, son with the school year in Madison 

The advice comes from Rick Ney, visit- enrolled in our classes, but within the last held this summer Monday-Friday, July and environs: besides public perform- 

ing professor in UW-Madison's Depart- few years, weve begun to emphasize 17-21. Performing Arts Study Tours take ances, area school children attend spe- 

ment of Theatre and Drama. Speaking at ‘leadership’ training—teaching others to participants to major American and cial presentations which include a 

the Wisconsin Statewide Theatre Audi- = teach—so that our efforts go further.’ Canadian arts center, as well as to inter- matinee and tour of the theater facili- 

tions last Friday, Ney was offering practi- Thompson said the department cur- national festivals. Other CEA functions ties, and often a visit to the Elvehjem 

cal suggestions for landing a paying job rently files the names of 50,000 individu- _—include the annual church music confer- Museum of Art across the street | 

in a brutally competitive field. The fol- als who have taken part in a class, con- ence, Peninsula Dance Program in Door The Department also sponsors an 

lowing day, regional theater producers ference, workshop, performance or travel County, Wisconsin Regional Art Program after-school acting workshop, taught 

would audition future actors, singers, study tour at some point. Those numbers and its attendant traveling exhibition and by the Theatre for Children and Young 

dancers, technicians and managers in have led to the development of some 260 the National String Workshop. People’s graduate student staff 

search ofabreak. — | CEA programs and performances each Despite the huge assortment of pro- On their own initiative many UW- 

The event, sponsored for the 13th year year, supported by an annual budget of grams available, CEA doesn't lack an Madison arts faculty members lecture 

by UW-Madison’s Department of Contin- three-quarters of a million dollars. audience. a exhibit or perform in schools, muse- 

uing Education in the Arts, encapsulates Besides its instructional options, CEA “There are so many potential clients ums and for the general public 

what campus arts outreach efforts are all also is the umbrella for a wide array of - out there, our biggest problem is finding Thompson said the UW-Madison 

about: “Mobilizing people to work entertainment and enrichment groups. enough distribution mechanisms to meet School of Education also provides its 

together,’ according to H. Harv The Wisconsin Youth Symphony gives all their needs,” said former CEA chair- own in-service updates for arts teach- 

Thompson, department chairman. young people throughout the state man Dick Wolf. “The whole state of Wis- ers. as does the CEA 

Contained in UW—Madison’s Division of instrumental performance opportunities. consin is our potential customer.’ & * 

| 

|
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The Heritage: ne e . 

Mining the lore | . | 
of Midwest jife ea 

WL .Wee / : i roa 
By Barbara Wolff oa 

Lucius Fairchild, who later became gov- Coe ete ia 

tingent of Wisconsinites who headed for | a Sp » 7 Ba , a 
the California gold fields in 1849. Fair- | eo a i. =e .- —6UC(<i‘ ;S;*:*éC oe 

child kept a very thorough diary of his 7 ee — el". | fala ee 
experiences there, and UW-Madison’s ee a 7 Ls ol UM CU —_ 

Heritage Ensemble used his entries 2s: Ca A (1 aii 
_ basis for its latest show, “Days of '49.” es fe ff Re a 7 ef Ane Pr ee D 

Wisconsin's participation in the Califor- - : a v4 7 y ee Lan a oe le | ne D 
nia Gold Rush is only one nugget for state 4 4 ee a oe ee ee Oe LS 
and regional history mined by the ensem- {quae y fos f Po eee ee eee 7 
ble. Located in the UW-—Madison’s Contin- ee ee re on 

uing Education in the Arts, the ensemble rn rc +) oe ae eee Ue — 
brings to dramatic and musical life the ano at) ee a me i ee 

to 10 professional actors are hired eee se ne i os iy a a 
freelance to perform repertory and two =o ae i an ER 2 

new shows a year; that translates to 300 

annual performances in schools, state | | 
parks, for community organizations and ee | 

at special events. | ro | 

| Orchestrating the whole shebang is | : 

was studying up on the Great Lakes. | Co: oe oo 

Today, Peterson does the research, writ- _ | oo 2 re 
ing and musical arranging, often with THE HERITAGE ENSEMBLE recreates | j.< e 
help from pecpie like Fred Heide. “Mark Twain’s Mississippi” for audi- | ee 

“Fred is a storv in himself.” Peterson ences in schools, State parks, civic . _— F 7 
said. “He started with the ensemble when °F 8anizations and others around the _ — = 
he was a student at UW-Green Bay, in region. Director Dave Peterson (right) | 8 z 

, aioe says the professional company stages | ae : 
1972. He eventually got a Ph.D. in clinical two new shows a year, plus can perform of ee : 

psychology and now has a job at the Cali- gd favorites in repertory. This year’s ee _ 
fornia School of Professional Psychology pres entations include “Days of ’ 492" ot . | : ~~ | ra ge fo 

at Berkeley. But he always makes sure his _ based on former Wisconsin Governor Pe ge ER 
summers are free to work with us.’ Lucius Fairchild’s sojourn in the Cali- me we me 

fornia gold fields, and “America’s ae! UC rlULhlCUr 
Heide currently is hatching a show Minstrel,” a portrait of Woody Guthrie. {3x cca 

: about environmentalist John Muir. Peter- | 
son is at work on a presentation charting | 
Wisconsin’s participation in World War I. a | 

“(Robert) La Foliette was very anti-Way7 0 EEE EeeEe 
Peterson said. “His position placed him at 
odds with many of the university faculty, . ol. . 
who supported the war effort. Some of Peddlers of Progress,” will be performed _ Peterson said.) In addition, the company 
the faculty even circulated a petition around the state during Extension's 75th will do “Steamboat Round the Bend,” the 
censuring him for his anti-war stand.” anniversary later this year. Ensemble's version of life along the 

At the moment, the Heritage Ensemble _ Mississippi, by request. 
Also on Peterson's agenda is a special is touring with “Days of 49” and “Ameri- Peterson has more information on the 

request from UW Extension Chancellor ca’s Minstrel,’ devoted to folk song artist Heritage Ensemble, at 263-3369 or 
Patrick Boyle for a show tracing Exten- Woody Guthrie (“He wrote many, many 263-6320, 720 Lowell: Hall, Madison, WI, 
sion’s development. The finished product, children’s songs—they’re really fun,” 53706. &
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Coleman: school 
ae. a are 7 ge * g warm brick wall. Remember oleman. schoo 

i ve ae ee eee ~~ = how gloriously red a tulip can ] k 

| Ope ry pe SG ry i... ae “ “ail ~=-be, especially when the early counseiors ey 

. 7 ioe =m spring palette has very few f 

| ° tt — a aaa = shades. Recall how comforting to success ror 

: ad ; it is to listen as Lake Mendota ° e 
| S pri NM 85 y . @ splashes up against its shores, minority students 

—. Be. ; after a winter of mute and icy 

“oo a #8 £4) ide immobility. 

sf | 2 wee ; Are you getting into this . 

» J 1. ee May imagining mode? Then let's By Anne Coulling , 
etern a nd Jee oe stake a leap to Greece. Maybe School of Education 

, ’ A aa mem = an island off the coast of Greece ; 
’ en ‘ that, for a Midwesterner, can School counselors may be in a better 

4 a 7 he © al og give new meaning to the word position than anyone else to help minority 

ad 2 eo a “warm.” students succeed in school. That’s the 

Do you remember spring? That — RD Se Your villa is right by the sea. view of Hardin Coleman, an assistant 

little snip of a season last year that did “ A ae = When you wake in the morning . professor of counseling psychology at 

a do-si-do around the snows of May iy | a "you lie languidly in bed, trying UW-Madison. | 
and endless rains of June? a : ete ° i — but not very hard — to open “We tend to think of the school counse- 

Do you remember that STE (Spring Zz : dom “oo | your eyes. So you rely on other lor as the person who schedules classes or 

Time Equivalent) of 3.2 days in ‘93 i ; yo ae =) senses: You hear the gentle lap- who gives students advice on where to go 

when springlike things — like flowers 3 ~ e : Bo es ping of the Aegean Sea outside to college,” Coleman says. But that’s only 

and grass and leaves — sprang up ; ; 2 ee your window and feel a light part of the picture, he adds. “Counselors 

and popped out? 5 gna aa ocean breeze do a skittering today play a much larger role especially 

Well, the calendar says — and we , Fou ae — 4 dance across your freshly in the elementary and middle schools. 

all know what an outrageous liar the (Eo te oy ZAeP ga washed sheets. And they are uniquely qualified to reach 

calendar can be — that spring is just ~~ oe ie ic = 3 And oh, the Aegean sun out to children of color and to help them 

around the corner. Saying spring is a 7 oe 8 = pours through your window have a positive experience in school.” 

just around the corner in Wisconsin Co i aa a EE in a cascade of warmth, inviting Why are counselors so valuable? 

is like saying the check is in the mail: " . you to come out and savor the Coleman cites 

: The chances of it happening hover be- day. So you wander onto the three reasons. To 

| tween so-so and not-too-stinking-good-thank-you-very-much. beach, where you see that the sea is a cobalt blue. The sand begin with, he ‘Counselors can 

, Ah, but hope springs eternal. (Ironic , isn’t it, that this adage and the water and the spun-gold sun merge into some- says they occupy h el min ority kids 

couples the root word for a fickle season with eternity?) But thing transcendently beautiful... an unusual posi- P 

| hope is the mast to which we must lash ourselves right now, Has our Grecian journey helped renew your acquain- tion in the schools; achieve that 

| lest we fall overboard into the dreary dregs of seasonal despair, tance with the concept of spring? Awash as we are in the they aren’t seen as difficult balance 

also called WSS (Winter Sucks Syndrome). . slush of February, an exotic excursion of the mind can re- disciplinary fig- between adjustin g 

To save our ship of hope at this time of year requires acts vive our flagging belief in the seasonal resurrection called ures. As a result, d imilating.’ 

of imagining or remembering. Think of what it feels like to be spring — and sharpen our lookout for that first red tulip. students who are 4 assImUating. 

| washed in April sun as you lean, with your eyes closed, against a — Jeff Iseminger having problems 

oO : — especially chil- @eeeaeeoe 080080 

dren of color — 
sometimes relate better to them than they 

| , , would to teachers or administrators. 

| ° ° * Second, Coleman says, counselors pos- 

Wisconsin Idea Seminar sess a rare combination of abilities: “They | 
. have strong interpersonal skills, they 

e . know more than most of us about how 

A d d f thn { kn th people behave, and they understand how 

| CCd e O Be 2 O OW e S a e schools operate. Counselors interact well 

| 
with a broad range of people’s children, 

: parents, teachers, and administrators,” he 

| By Judy Reed Scott found the seminar also exposed helped me see the role UW-Madison says. “And they're very perceptive. Many 

| Outreach Information participants to a slice of the UW-Madison _ plays throughout the state.” times they are the first to identify a child 

« campus. “Our tour included long-time Boyette also liked spending time with who may be at risk of developing prob- 

Whether it was visiting with the super- _ faculty members like David Cronon (pro- _a cross-section of faculty and staffonthe  lemsatschool.” 

intendent of the Milwaukee public fessor of history), administrators like tour: “We get isolated in our own disci- Perhaps most important, counselors 

schools, learning about high-tech indus- | Melany Newby (vice chancellor for legal _plines and our own paths around campus. are frequently sensitive to cultural differ- 

tries in northern Wisconsin, milking a _ services), and many new faculty and aca- _—The tour let us get to know many people ences. Ethnic minority children, Coleman 

cow ona dairy farm, touring a prison in demic staff. We had people from many _ in different fields. It gave me confidence SAYS, often have a harder time fitting into 

Green Bay, finding out about the work- _ disciplines, including the sciences, arts _in the caliber of people the university is the classroom than do white, Anglo- 

| ings of another UW System campus, talk- and music.” hiring.” Saxon students. They may feel rejected, 

| ing with a student at a high school on a Don Downs, a new faculty member in Many Seminar alumni say they were both by peers and by teachers. School 

Menominee Indian reservation, or enjoy- _ political science at the time he attended _ originally hesitant about going on the counselors can help them learn coping 

ing a Door County fish boil, more than __ the first Wisconsin seminar in 1985, said _tour. “It’s at the end of the term and you skills and develop stronger self-esteem. 

| 300 UW-Madison faculty, academic staff he remembers the tour “vividly.” think of all the other things you should be As they begin to find their place in the 

and administrators have experienced a “1 had grown up here but had been _—_ doing,” said Boyette. “I could see a look of school, though, we don’t want children to 

view of Wisconsin they will never forget. gone for 20 years,” Downs said. High- ‘What am I doing here?’ on almost lose a sense of who they are,” Coleman 

The 300 are alumni of the Wisconsin lights for him included visits to a everyone's face on the morning of depar- adds. “Counselors can help minority kids 

| Idea Seminar, an annual five-day journey | Menominee Indian reservation and to a _ ture, but it wasn’t long before it began to achieve that difficult balance between ad- 

| around the state, designed to give partici- | paper company. He also has fond memo- _ wear off,” she said. “It was anexperience! —_‘Justing and assimilating. ; 

| pants an immersion into everything Wis- _ ries of late-night conversations, arguing —_ wouldn't trade for anything.” _ Atthe same time, counselors can sensi- 

consin. or debating current issues. On the whole, seminars have gone off _‘tize an entire school by helping teachers 

“We started the program for faculty Margaret Dentine, then a new assistant without a hitch. There was, however, the and administrators understand the par- 

| members and academic staff members professor of dairy science, also traveled —_ time Ted Garland, associate professor of ticular problems that children of color 

| who were new to the university and Wis- _ on that first seminar. She had been in zoology, got left behind at Milwaukee’s _ face. For instance, says Coleman, some- 

consin,” said Peg Geisler, director of the | Madison less than a month when she was —_— Public Museum. “I went upstairs to visit times minority kids who are labeled as 

Office of Outreach Development, which — whisked away to tour the state. “[hadjust | someone who was working in my field _ learning disabled don’t have a learning 

coordinates the annual seminar. “We gotten my Ph.D. from North Carolina and when I got back the bus was gone,” disability at all. “They're just having a 

| wanted to instill in them the university’s | State University and was unfamiliar with | Garland recalled of the 1988 trip. He tough time coping with the environ- 

| commitment to the Wisconsin Idea —that | Wisconsin,” she said. She enjoyed learn- quickly checked his tour schedule and ment,” he says. “Counselors can often 

the boundaries of the campus are the __ ing the history of Milwaukee and about _ caught a cab to the next stop at the Botani- identify the real problem and work with 

boundaries of the state. teaching on the Menominee Indian reser- cal Gardens. other school personnel to correct it” 

| “We also wanted them to know that _ vation. According to Geisler, participants Coleman is especially impressed with 

public service is an expectation of their Frank Rossi, assistant professor of hor- | come home with broader visions of the guidance counselors in Madison, who are 

appointments,” she added. ticulture, said his tripin 1993 was an “eye- _ needs of the state and usually a desire to at the “front line” of dealing with a chang- 

Geisler said the tour, which is funded opening experience and one that gaveme —_ be more involved in the mission of out- ing ethnic population in their schools. 

in part by the Evjue Foundation of a deeper appreciation of my role as an reach. Many make new friendships Thoreau School, where Coleman’s son is a 

Madison’s Capital Times, has been ex- extension scientist. This state truly ad- —_ among their traveling colleagues. enrolled, draws students from white, Af- 

panded in recent years to include new mires its flagship university and looks to - After her tour, Boyette asked fellow rican-American, and Hmong families. 

administrators and recently tenured fac- us for help.” Rossi also enjoyed the inter- participant Peter Hendriks, an assistant “How do you unite people from such dis- 

ulty, because their new duties often mean action with other university faculty, “es- professor of East Asian languages and lit- parate backgrounds?” Coleman asks. 

an expanded responsibility to the univer- pecially Phil Certain (dean of the College erature, to work with some of her stu- “That's where a guidance counselor can 

sity and the state. of Letters and Sciences). Spending a week — dents on Tasmanian dialects for a play the be of service.” He credits the counseling 

Of the approximately 30-35 people with Phil gave me perspective into the class was producing. She has also dis- staff at Thoreau for playing a key role in 

who board the bus for the Wisconsin Idea workings of university administration.” cussed programming ideas with a col- pulling students together. 

Seminar each spring, most have been For Patricia Boyette, an assistant pro- league from the UW-Center Marathon Because counselors are so important, 

overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the fessor of theater and drama, the 1993 County campus, whom she met on the Coleman believes schools should employ 

experience. seminar provided an understanding of tour. more of them. The state of Wisconsin rec- 

Suzanne Scott, a lecturer in Family Re- _— the relationship between the Madison The 1994 Wisconsin Idea Seminar will be | Ommends one counselor for every 450 

search and Consumer Science and a par- campus and the rest of the state. “I wasa_ — May 23-27. Preference for attending is given students, but Coleman wishes the ratio 

ticipant in 1990, said “the tour was a new faculty member with some perspec- to faculty hired within the last three years, were much smaller. 

fantastic opportunity to get an insider's tive on how the campus relates to Madi- _— faculty who have recently received tenure, “We know guidance counselors can be 

view of the state. We saw and experienced —_ son, and even its role in national issues. newer university administrators, and aca- successful and can make a big difference,” 

so much diversity — in businesses, in ur- But meeting with legislators, business demic staff with statewide responsibilities. For he concludes. “We just need more of 

ban and rural settings, and in food.” and industry leaders, and other educators —_—_ more information, see For the Record. them, to reach more of the kids.”
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For many years, the.Wisconsin Idea was viewed as the This relatively flat, glaciated countryside is noted for. many students on to UW-Madison as any other UW 

movement of knowledge and experience outward from dairy farms (Marathon County has more cows than any Center campus. : | 

. i - . . 
; t . . ‘ it’ t y qe " toe . ' . 

Mee ips b twee UW. Meets Ne “d st oa dust SEE a ee a eucer). ginseng (It's also he -. Another important institution in Marathon County ts 

relatignships between UW-Madison and state industries, , | Wausau Hospital Center, a 300-bed acute care facility 

schools and hospitals are now partnerships—interactive = ‘The Wausau area's biggest business enterprise is serving 12 counties. oe — 

and mutually beneficial. Wausau Insurance, one of the largest insurance compa-—.., | | | 

Evidence of UW-Madison as a statewide resource can pies in the world. - So | pe In the stories that follow, we describe how UW- 

_ be séen in almost any Wisconsin community. Weve = = ae | ~ “' “Madison faculty and staff work together with these and 

selected one area in the very heart of the state—Wausau* The UW Marathon Center draws more than half of ‘the’ other businesses and institutions to serve the local comm- 

and its surrounding counties—to illustrate how the ~ county's freshmen who elect to attend a UW System . = munity and to improve the quality of education in 

Wisconsin Idea is expressed today. school. UW Marathon Center sends.more than twice as Madison. @ an ate 

|
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Marathon Center makes move to UW-Madison a smooth one _ 
j , 

o 
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local bank and why:she hopestoliveina ff AMO GUNA i | oe) § §—_ said. “We're somewhat isolated here, and 

eee are ota nat have Madison's Ae: Ur, yD REE and provide stimulation we woulcnt get 

bright lights and bustling camipus, the 21- bt Fg = oS Wd ek OE (TFCOtnerwise” 

“It's a good place to grow up and to | eee herelationship 
raise a family,’ she said. — — ns ee ie eae a Bn a ue ene Barrington noted the rel ationship 

For students like Kluever, who come —— Michelle Kluever — George Newtown — | between UWMC and UW-Madison is 

from small cities or rural areas, spending - 
| mutually beneficial. “Much of the politi- 

two years at the local center before trans- Foundation was the final incentive. merger, as UW System administrators cal support Madison has in the Wausau 

ferring to the large UW-Madison campus Kluever’s experience is a common one, worked to promote a sense of equality ~ community comes from the existence of 

is an ideal arrangement, said George said Newtown. In fact, about twice as and unity among the campuses, said ' this center” he says. “And the perception 

Newtown, dean of the UW-Marathon many UWMC students transfer to Madi- Newtown. | of our institution as a high quality institu- 

Center. : son than to any other UW System But, Barrington noted, “UWMC kept a _ tion is based on our ties with Madison.’ 

And because of historical ties between = campus. sense of loyalty to Madison and main- According to Newtown, those ties will 

UWMC and UW-Madison, the transition “There is a long and rich relationship - tained a similar pattern of academic be strengthened in the near future. 

is a smooth one. | between UW-Madison and UWMC,’ New-) ~ administration” | Beginning in 1989, students will be able 

By attending UWMC and living at» town said. “We're not that geographically To allow students to transfer easily to apply for joint admission to UWMC 

home, Kluever, for.example, was able to close, but spiritually we think of our- between the two schools, UWMC honors —_ and to UW-Madison. That means pro- 

save money and remain close to her fam- selves as having close ties.” programs were run according to Madison gram admission requirements for trans- 

ily. Moreover, she could continue to play Before the creation of the UW System, guidelines, and many UWMC courses ferring UWMC students will be the same 

the same kind of leadership role in stu- UWMC was one of UW-Madison’'s Exten- were identified by the same numbers as as those for students who start out at) 

dent government at UWMC that she sion outposts. In 1947, the taxpayers of _ their counterparts at Madison. — UW-Madison. | 

played in high school. os Marathon County funded the first facility - Professors took students to UW- - Currently, some programs requirea 

| “It was so easy to get involved and in the state designed specifically for hous- Madison libraries to do research with pri- - higher grade point average for transfer — 

meet people and feel important,” Kluever ing UW-Madison Extension classes. _ -mary sources and encouraged their stu- students than for others, a policy some 

said. “The classes were small and I got to Byron Barrington recalled that he was dents to participate in UW-Madison believe has been unfair to UW Centers 

know my professors.’ hired in 1960 as an assistant professor of competitions. : i students. . 

At UW-Madison, she misses those psychology for UWMC by UW-Madison “Faculty tried to maintain academic The change also may help Madison 

~ opportunities. Professors on the Madison — and was listed for many years as a UW- standards equivalent to Madison's,’ said meet its freshmen enrollment reduction 

_ campus are more impersonal anu leader- Madison professor in its campus Barrington. — goals. “We can prepare students at 

“ship positions more difficult to obtain, she —_ directory. oe The close ties maintained by UW- ~ UWMC, and then they can come in to 

said. | : Over time, the two schools developed Madison and UWMC also enbled UWMC ‘Madison in their junior year, when there 

But she chose to finish her degree at _—sseparate administrations, but even at the faculty to grow professionally. When = _is more room” due to the number of stu- 

: 4 Madison because she wanted to pursue time of merger in 1972, most Center sys- UWMC Spanish Professor Nancy Hessert — dents who drop out in the first two years, 

her marketing studies at what she calls tem departments were chaired by = ~~~ Was awarded a grant to develop a course Newtown said. . 

“the” school. Her father and cousin, both Madison faculty. — _ on Spanish culture and civilization, she *~ In the future, UWMC faculty also may 

. g UW-Madison alumni, and her professors The maintenance of a special relation- | _ turned to a colleague at UW-Madison for serve as mentors for UW-Madison teach- 

~ all urged her to transfer. A scholarship ship between the two campuses was | advice. a : ing assistants teaching introductory level 

- from Wausau Insurance and the UWMC frowned upon in the years following : “IL was so pleased with the help he gave’'. classes, Newtown said. 7
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t ea’s business climate OF 
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vy Je inger Ce ince.consortium members manufac- a ease oo. By Jeff Iseminger oe - ince £On and motor controls, they're _ Another believer in UW-Madison is 
a re .. . | , ” h . Hugh Reardon. Marathon Electric's vice 

_ Wausau and UW-Madison are “in busi- anxious to use UW-Madison research to president for quality assurance. Reardon 
ness” together—and both partners profit build more efficient—and more saleable— attended the Business School's four-week 

. in little-known Ways. es products. — . - ee executive program two years ago and 
You. can see that relationship through _ Gary Schurter, vice president for engi- later serit several of his staff members to 

two of Wausau’s major employers: Mara-_ _ neering at Marathon Electric, appreciates UW-Madison seminars on quality and - 

thon Electric (1,500 employees), and *.._- the pragmatism Novotny shows. “Don . productivity improvement ot 
Wausau Insurance (2,000 employees). . isn’t happy until he reduces what he's, He also invited three business faculty 

Those firms consider the university a pos- __ working on to actual practice,’ he said.” hembers to visit his company under The 
itive influence on their own ledgerbooks Marathon Electric manufactures elec- Idea Exchange—an effort to strenethen 
as well as the state’s business climate. . _ tric motors and sells them to firms like | ties between the Business School and | 
Marathon Electric, for instance, is a Trane and Carrier. Because of UW- state businesses. “Lean't speak highly | member of the Wisconsin Electric _ Madison research, Schurter said, “We're enough about Business School people” 

Machines and Power Electronics Consor- raking better motors and giving better Reardon said. “Thev’ve been truly oo 
tium, directed by UW-Madison engineer- guidance to customers who want to use helpful » a | 

ing Professors Don Novotny and Fhomas electronic controls. CN  ! Phe chairman of Marathon Electric is 
Lipo, oo _ Novotny talks to Schurter frequently - | San Orr or, who earned a bachelor’s 
Novotny established the consortium in = and gives seminars to his staff on topics degree and law degree from UW 

1981.-It includes 25 member companies, like the future of motors. He began advis- ae 
12 of them Wisconsin firms. Theirmem- © ing Marathon Electric in the 1960s as | 

_ bership fees fund research by faculty and _ associate director of the University- ‘“‘We look to UW—Madison as a 
students at UW-Madison’s College of | = ~——_—sIndustry Research Institute. (Marathon li f fu tu ‘lent. We 
Engineering. >t was the first company to participate ina SUuppiler Oo re talent. W 
According to Novotny, the consortium’s —_UIR project.) 3 | also want to attract the best 

name comes from its central research In addition to funding research, Mara- talent from outside the state, 
problem: how to incorporate electronic thon Electric has helped the College of and the university helps make 
controls with electric motors used in _ Engineering in other ways. The company Wi si a ctive place 
industry. oo - : made prototype parts for research and iscon im an ttra p 

“Until a few years ago, almost all tested university equipment in its lab; to live and work.” | 
motors used non-electronic on-off and one of its engineers, Keith Tang, __ —Leon Weinberger 
switches and ran at constant speed,’ he helped write a consortium report. Mara- President, Wausau Insurance Companies 
said. But Novotny says the energy crisis thon employs five electrical engineers | 

of the 1970s fueled a hard look at elec: §= == who are UW-Madison graduates... - | _ 
tronic controls that ran motors at varying - 
speeds and thereby saved energy. — 

aoe | a ee ee cr ee lc oe Lh ee 
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Madison in 1963 and 1966. Orr chairs the >. He continues to serve his alma mater have been born. In 1908 he proposed a 
School of Business Board of Visitors. an for good reason: “We leok to UW- state workers compensation system that 
advisory group to Business Schoot Dean. Madison as a supplier of future talent: in 1911 was passed by the Wisconsin Leg- 

James Hickman. Also sitting on that Weinberger said. “We also want to attract —_ islature. Commons urged that the new 
board is Leon Weinberger. president of -the best talent from outside the state. and system be underwritten by private and 
Wausau Insurance Companies...” ~~ ——_sthe university helps make Wisconsin ans mutual insurance companies. < .- 

“it means a lot to have people like San attractive place to live and work” * ‘The “Wausau Group” of Wausau-area 
Orr and Lee Weifberger on our board” =» His firm’s payroll includes HOUW- employers formed a mutual insurance _ 
Hickman said. “Thev’re willing to;contrib- — - Madison alumni. 46 from the Business company Sept. 1. 191. the day the Wis- 
ute their most valuable resource: time. School. Wausau Insurance regularly ss consin Workers Compensation Act That's an enormous compliment to the invites groups of risk management and became law. And the same day the com- 
school and an enormous contribution.” insurance students at the Business School —_ pany wrote the nation’s first constitution- 

© Weinberger. a 1957 UW-Madison gradu- to visit its headquarters and each year ———_ailly valid workers. compensation policy 
afte who was named a Distinguished Busi- offers internships to UW-Madison ' - forthe Mosinee Paper Corp... 7 ness Alumnus last spring. took the reins students. - . From that single policy Wausau Insur- 
of Wausau Insurance in 1985. He is presi- According to public relations director | ance has grown into one of the country> 

dent and chief executive officer of Roger Dravna. the company funds two biggvest businesses in risk management. It 

Wausau Insurance and vice president ot ‘$3.000 scholarships annually for the Busi- employs 3.3500 people across. the United 
property and casualty subsidiaries for ness School's Risk Management and | States with a total payrolf of $145 million. 
the Nationwide Insurance Group of Insurance Departnient and contributes _ Last year it posted premium revenues of 
Columbus, Ohio. . 39.000 to the annual John R. Commons $1.3 billion. oO me 

After beginning his career in account- Lecture at the university, given by ao ~ And Weinberger—like Orr across 
ing. Weinberger took a position with the national expert on Workers com: ° town—knows that vigor for his compa- 
Sentry Insurance Group and discovered pensation. | . ny’s future will tlow from a partnership 
that “the whole world of business is the Without Commons. a UW political with UW-Madison. not listed in his bailiwick of insuranee”” economist. Wausau Insurance may never annual report but profoundly felt. 
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eon Weinberger, president of Wausau Insurance Comapnies, continues to serve 
is alma mater as a member of the UW-Madison School of Business Board of Visi-
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tends to spoil in conventional silo storage. in the fields, barns and office. The station Knoll. a dairy farmer who has attended ernment in the Marshfield area have con- 

But the station: made a virtue of that vice includes 325 acres of cropland and sev- several of the station's field days. tributed $170,000 for the construction of 
by showing how airtight silos.can eral modern barns. sheds. silos, a labora- Drendel said the station also uses “the the station's buildings as well as the sta- 
produce high-moisture feed that cows tory. an auditorium and the “ideal farm- multiplier effect” in giving seminars for ‘tion's land. The most recent donation was 
actually prefer over drier grain. house of 1958" that Drendel calls home. agricultural vo-tech instructors and area $30.000 for the milk parlor, which cov- 

“In fact. 1] get calls from places like ~ One-third of the annual $300,000 budget extension agents. | ered a third of the facility's cost. | 
Pennsylvania and Nebraska on how to * comes from the sale of milk produced by Tod Planer, the extension agent for ‘ That investment is a good one. accord- 
handle high-moisture corn.” Drendel said. the station's 60 cows. Wood County where the station is ing to Marshfield Mayor David Koepke. 
‘Cows need more than corn for health Research is only half of the station's located, said his major challenge as an “It's important to educate the farmers.’ 

and high milk pfoduction. Alfalfa is a ' charge. The other is getting the word out agent is to “channel research findings to he said. “Their prosperity affects 
great high-protein boost for their diet, but to farmers about better wavs to feed and the farmers. so having a station in the Marshfield’s prosperity. 

it doesn't like the soggy soil of northern manage cows. | county is a great resource.” Planer said The annual Mayor's Breakfast of 
Wisconsin. The station devised systems - “There are a lot of reasons why-a some farmers go to the station for help Marshfield which typically draws 3.000 
of surface drainage that have helped farmer would come here.” Drendel said. instead of to him. but added the station people is held each vear at the station. 
make alfalfa the state's No. 1 crop. The station attracts fariners from as far has given him hands-on research experi- and community groups—from gun clubs 

Studies at the station are done by UW- ss awav as Janesville to a Dairy Day. a For- ence and the chance to speak at field _ to varn spinners—use the station's 120- 
Madison researchers like Craig Grau. ~ age Day and a Corn or Soil Fertility Day days. | | seat auditorium nearly every night during 
professor of plant pathology. every vear, featuring speakers on every- The Marshfield station, established in - the winter. a 
“We're currently trying to improve the thing from silage to soil to sovbeans. 1912. is one of 12 agricultural research sta- So this university station does more 

-resistance of alfalfa to root rot?’ Grau said. “The station tells me what hasn't tions in Wisconsin and one of four dairy than wed cows to computers. It brings 
“That will lead to the development of worked in their trials on things like seed stations. But Drendel savs Marshfield is the fruits of research to Wisconsin | 
varieties better adapted to wet soils.” varieties and chemical applications, so | unique because of “the way the commu- farms—and knits together the people 

Faculty research is supported by Dren- dont have to spend a vear or two experi- nity gets behind us.’ . who build and sustain their com- 
del’s staff of 12 full-time people who work menting on my own farm said Jerry Individuals, businesses and local gov- munities, @ 

WI. Week 7/13/88 = | a ; ; y , ; 
Recent UW-Madison research and chromosome and how trisomy mice can —_ continue to have speech intelligibility serious danger of infection and disease. _ 

early intervention strategies related to be used to study developmental ; ‘problems. } One promising early intervention tech- 

Down syndrome will be discussed at a problems. Survey results also will be presented nique, Harris said, is “turn taking,’ in 

three-day conference at the Waisman Other first-day presenters will touch on Thursday of parental opinions on such _ which parents in effect Switch roles with 

Center Thursday. through Saturday, — language, speech, cognitive, hearing, and’ _issues as whether or not they would favor _ the child. 

July 14-16. By, motor development of infants and chil- _. surgery to change the appearance of “Instead of the parents trying to get the 

The conference, intended for profes- dren with Down syndrome. Peg Rosin Down syndrome children and attitudes baby to imitate them, the parents imitate 

sionals and parents, will feature a num- and Edi Swift will present the preliminary — about the use of prenatal diagnosis for what the baby does in order to draw out 

ber of UW-Madison and visiting faculty results of one such study. subsequent pregnancies. and expand the behavior, Harris said. 

) he _. Some controversial therapies for Down This has been shown to increase the fre- 
on topics ranging from the motor devel- The Down syndrome children in t | ; ples v0 een nge a “ 
opment of children with Down syndrome study were similar to the other children | —_ syndrome will be discussed on Friday and quency of babies initiating activity and 

to controversial treatment approaches. when it came to single word understand- | Saturday, such as megadoses of vitamins developing play skills. 

: a ing,’ Rosin said, “but they had difficulty _ or “sicca cell therapy,’ in which lamb The conference is presented by the | 

The first day of the conference will. - when more words were strung together.’ brain cells are injected into muscles. Not School of Allied Health Professions in 

focus on Waisman Center research, = This and other findings from their —only have these therapies been shown to _—- cooperation with the Waisman Center. 

_ , including a discussion of two basic study may have treatment implications, be of no help, said Susan Harris ofthe | _- For additional information on the confer- 

research topics: how all organ systems . _~_ Rosin said, and take on added impor- School of Allied Health Professions, but ence, contact Sarah Aslakson, Allied 
are affected by the presence of the extra tance since adults with Down syndrome in the case of sicca cell therapy, there is a Health, at 263-2856. &
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By Jeff Iseminger eTJT (a sR as EO. eee 

A fork-tailed root grown in Wisconsin— - ee rr. co i 

terrific tonic—desperately needs a cure | Oe a a, i 
for what ails it. | Lo errrrtrt—“i_—OSN—S . tia 

Madison scientists trying to doctor a root rN ee en ee . ae 
that’s sucked, chewed, drunk, eaten and Ss CF cl lmL.LdL.LhCLULCLCUhCS ee ee : 

smoked in the Orient: American ginseng. : ee PO Messi cn ; Le Se ne O ae. 

SEURTSV A ee gee Soy Oe Rae eas a ce ES as oR REG . 

Wild” ginseng grows from Kentucky 2 OF OS Pe el =e 

to northern Canada. But it’s cultivated by 7 — ei. AT. tee fC 

where buyers from Hong Kong flock each 7... 4 | pF a = . ; a 

fall after the harvest. In fact,90 percent (MF seg. | gj io haw BS 
of the ginseng sold in the United States i eee C6 228 ee 

But there's trouble brewing in the gin- |, We game?) daa Ao Fe ye ee 

ease has always been a problem, butlast [Ac MF = i wt? ya [_ —=—si—‘“_ 
year stem blight decimated about a quar fe 7a fat 
ter of the Wisconsin crop. The year . ae i 72- = | .. oe Fr CU 

The growers are getting a helping hand ee 3 ra re SUL 

' from a UW-Madison team headed by. #8 Pn rr ae ce — 

_ “Ginseng growers have very serious dis) ===="=sNr ~<a Le: 

ease problems,” Parke said, “and we're Ginseng, shown above, is a fork-tailed root that is sucked, chewed, drunk, eaten 

approaching those problems from differ § andsmoked. == : Oo Be 
ent angles” 7 | | an a 

Parke negotiated a battery of grants to — 7 | | 

support this year’s work on ginseng dis- tion and increases moisture-loving Lemmers have to harvest after three 

ease: $65,000 from the Ginseng Board of pathogens on the leaves, stems and roots. years of growth, instead of the preferred 

Wisconsin through the Wisconsin Gin- . Another problem is the straw mulch four years, because of disease problems. 

seng Growers Association, $15,000 from that growers use, which provides a patho- The Lemmers are among 1,500 ginseng 

the UW System Applied Research Pro- — _—gen haven that sprays can’t reach. Other growers in Wisconsin, according to Ron 

gram and $10,000 from the State Depart- mulches provide a healthier environ- - Krautkramer of Hamburg, president of 

ment of Agriculture’s Sustainable Agricul- | ment: “Research shows that a mulch of the Ginseng Board of Wisconsin. Beyond 

ture Program. ae | leaves or composted manure contains the number of growers, however, figures 

Parke hired Karen Shotwell to do field micro-oroganisms that can suppress the on ginseng production are hard to come 
work on the effectiveness of different fungi,” Shotwell said. | by. | 

fungicides. Her data have helped UW— _ Parke and colleague Jo Handelsman “Only God and the growers know 

Madison scientists get approval from the are conducting research that could bring what's going on, and none of them are 
Environmental Protection Agency for the — permanent, non-chemical relief to gin- talking,” said Leo Martin, Marathon 
use of certain fungicides on ginseng. seng growers. They’ve found a strain of County extension agent. a 7 

Shotwell does her work on a plot near bacteria from alfalfa roots that kills fungal Martin says the growers in his county 
Marathon City which is provided, planted _ spores infecting ginseng roots. If the are usually friends or relatives who share 
and maintained by the growers associa- strain passes its field tests in the next few equipment and seed with each other but 
tion. She also writes articles for the grow- _—s- years, ginseng growers may be able to don't divulge information on 
ers’ newsletters, speaks at their annual use it on their crops. production and profits to non-growers. He 
meetings and runs workshops for them. Among the growers who would wel- guesses their tight-knit group wants to 

Though the UW-Madison team istry- . come a better idea on growing healthy maintain a delicate balance between sup- 
ing to find a chemical cure, Parke ginseng are Shirley and Lyle Lemmer, ply and demand in the world market for 
believes growers should take a new tack: dairy farmers near Marathon City. They American ginseng. | 

biocultural methods. - and their son, Eugene, tend about an But—like a high-wire performer using a 

One such method is spacing plants far- acre of ginseng. frayed cable—growers know that balance 

ther apart. Growers now pack them “We spray a fungicide every seven days is precarious when their crop is ravaged 

together in the planting bed much closer and we change shoes each time we enter by lethal spores. And that’s why they're 

than woodland ginseng. That cuts the a different garden to avoid spreading dis- asking UW-Madison to concoct a cure for 

need for land but also reduces air circula- ease,” Lyle Lemmer said. Even so, the their very sick roots. | 
|
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Northern Wisconsin . . 
er 8 Sins, Me EL BE: 

ginseng growers work small plots that j i 
° are subject to the bl i : 

lent them a helping hand. — | JJEC ight of disease. UW-Madison plant experts have 

se from a relative or fell : Some farmers negotiate di 
S routin e or fellow grower) in ; 1egotiate directly 

9g beds 5 feet wide. It takes the seeds with Chinese buyers from Hong 

° | a year anda half to germinate. _ Kong while others sell their crop 

pro ts | After sprouting, the plants grow through brokerage firms in Wausau 

WI. Week 7/13/88 to a maximum height of 2 feet. like Ginseng U.S.A. Marlowe 
to, - : e . . 

“| wish I had a penny for every They have to be weeded and Embree, assistant to Ginseng U.S.A. 

body who stops and asks me what sprayed for three or four years President John Rastl, says their firm 
I'm growing” before their roots are dug up and helped growers sell 375,000 pounds 

The woman with the mysterious dried for several days. - ginseng last year, most of it at 
os ° = . : . ° . 

crop is Shirley Lemmer, who helps Linseng growing can be profit: On ie shinped | 
her husband and son grow an acre able in the long run, butit’s very Once shipped to Hong Kong, the 

of ginseng (they call it “sheng”) on expensive in the short run,” said ginseng Is distributed throughout 

their 200-acre dairy farm near Mar Leo Martin, extension agent for the Orient as a tonic. It appears on 

athon City. “Sometimes people Marathon County. Counting equip- the market as whole roots or in 
think we have a mink ranch or ment, seed, posts, slats and labor, products like toothpaste, pop, tea, 

strawberry patch,” she said with a the per-acre investment can hit crystals, extract, powder capsules, | 

smile , $50,000. | candy and cigarettes. 

A ginseng garden often makes a So a grower who plants an acre- _ Embree says Ginseng U.S.A. sells 

passing motorist do a double take sized bed each year and harvests nome tea and powder to growers, 

Shading the entire plot is a lattice his first crop in the fourth year Orica Orit goes to Americans of 
of wooden slats atop a forest of | invests $200,000 in his gardens f nde background and health 
posts. Rimming the outsid Lo before he sees a dollar of profit. ood enthusiasts. Some growers use 

é posts Is ‘Cultivated i | their own roots to make a tea, but 
netting or more slats to protect the olnseng generally sells few li ; you 
plants from sun and maraud; for about $30 a pound but ranges ew like to chew the bitter root as 

deer. : ng from’$15 to $75, depending on Orientals do. 

The point of it all isto duplicate Mayans the current market le sn Bowers don't think 
the deep-woods environment of (Wild ginseng brings up to $250 a but the re VE oeee 
wild ginseng pound.) Since a good yield from an ; Ne NE arent growing it because 

. ° ‘ e = 

A grower starts a garden by ~ acre of ginseng is 2,000 pounds, a y like it,” Embree said. 
. rower ; 

planting seeds (probably bought oer ver may gross $60,000 or more —By Jeff Iseminger
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Health care remains critical in rural areas WI. Week 7/13/88 oe | a _ By Elizabeth McBride | Pe ot ence at the clinic, the residents rotate would work with us and not around us.” 
LY Swng whys through specialties at the Wausau Another reason for selecting UW Hos- In many rural communities in Wis bon- id *. 7 oe es Hospital Center and Marshfield Clinic. pital was its expertise in certain specialty sin, the need for better health care if ge eo oe eer oe The program is part of a statewide fam- _ areas, Sibery said. 

A farmer seeking emergency care ew «44. Medical School’s Department of Family the two institutions are linked electroni- might have to travel many miles to the ar a — Medicine with sites in Appleton and Eau cally for quick consultation. UW radiolo- nearest clinic. Cardiac care or cancér a Te BY oa Claire, as well as Wausau. gists also provide on-site consultation 

and an overnight stay in an unfamiliar = Fg ape J fewmy) lized statewide program to meet the Joseph F. Sackett. 
The crux of the problem, according to eS Pruessing, associate superintendent for administrators are consulting with their Fred Moskol, director of the UW-Madison \\_ ee oe | regional affairs at UW Hospital and counterparts at UW Hospital about estab- Office of Rural Health, is that retiring \ fae ee * Clinics. lishing a smoke-free environment and family physicians with an established a! comme Ff Peterson reports that 80 percent of the about AIDS and infection control policies. rural practice are not being replaced by. a Oi tae “Sa residents trained at Wausau have stayed “It makes a lot of our managers more new doctors. Instead, primary care physi- | ve Beet in the state and most are practicing in cit- — comfortable if they have access to poli- cians are migrating to big cities, where oe ee les and towns with fewer than 25,000 cies that are tested,” said Ann Bolles, the pay is better and consultants close by. eT : — people. director of government relations. At least 85 Wisconsin communities | Dr. The Peterson - But while good primary care is essen- In the near future, UW physicians will need physicians, Moskol said. The State re Aomas | . tial, it is sometimes not enough. | be establishing clinics for patients in Medical Society Task Force on Rural | | That's why Wausau Hospital Center is Wausau. . Health in a recent report said recruiting © | gram in Wausau, believes by training in developing itself as a regional care facility Although the affiliation will reduce the those physicians is “difficult at best.” | rural areas physicians can become —_— that can provide residents of northern need for some patients to travel out of Two UW-Madison efforts in Wausau are acquainted with the positive aspects of a Wisconsin with primary, secondary and _ the area for specialized treatment, some aimed at remedying these problems. rural practice and confident about treat- selected tertiary care and a coordinated problems cannot realistically be cared for Since 1978, physicians at the Wausau ing patients while geographically referral system to a larger hospital forthe in Wausau, Sibery said. The cooperative Family Practice Clinic have been training removed from specialty support. services they can’t provide, like organ arrangement between the two hospitals residents in the Medical School's family “The immediacy of patient needs some- transplants. | | will make patient transfers easier. It does practice residency program to workin | times scares physicians off,’ Peterson When it came to choosing a compre- not, however, limit patients to receiving rural areas. And a new affiliation said. “We become so dependent on high hensive tertiary care hospital for affilia- specialized care only at UW Hospital. between UW Hospital and Clinics and technology we feel suddenly at a loss tion, the board of directors chose UW In addition to Wausau Hospital Center, Wausau Hospital Center extends the when we get out in rural America. But 95 Hospital and Clinics because of its com- UW Hospital and Clinics has established resources of the academic health center percent of the patients we see, a good mitment to maintaining local access to partnerships with Southwest Health Cen- to the regional hospital and provides con- family physician can handle in the office.’ health care, said Donald C. Sibery, ter in Platteville, Beloit Memorial Hospi- tinuity of care for residents of north — The Wausau program has 15 residents, president of Wausau Hospital Center. tal, Vernon Memorial Hospital in Viroqua, central Wisconsin. who each treat 10 to 15 patients a day, Noting the increasingly competitive Neillsville Memorial Hospital, Freeport Dr. Thomas Peterson, a faculty member and three full-time faculty members. In health care market, Sibery said, “We (I!l.) Memorial Hospital and St. Agnes and project director in the residency pro- addition to their family practice experi- wanted to link up with a hospital that Hospital in Fond du Lac. @
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Release: Immediately 16/26/89 

CONTACT: Walter Secada (608) 263-2707 

GPANT AWAPEED FOR PRILINGUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

MAPISON--A University of Visconsin-Madison resource center has received a 

three-year grant of $2.1 million to show schools that students who don't speak 

English well are an opportunity, not a problem. 

The Upper Great Lakes Multifunctional Pesource Center (MPC) was awarded 

the grant by the U.S. Department of Fducation. MPC was founded three years ago 

with a federal contract of $1.8 million to improve bilingual education in 

Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. 

"At one time schools may have thought bilingual students were a short-term 

problem that would go away,” said MRC Director Valter Secada. “But most 

childcren with limited proficiency in English are born in this country and 

won't go away.” 

The center's greatest challenge, he said, is te help schools see these 

students not as a proklem, but an opportunity and rich cultural resource. 

"Because a student is not perfectly fluent in English does not mean he or 

she can't learn,” Secada said. "Nor does it absolve the school of its 

responsibility to educate every student who walks through its doors.” 

To help schools meet that responsibility, the MPC staff offers worksheps, 

in-school visits and one-on-one assistance to teachers, administrators and 

parents. it takes an approach to bilingual education called "“English-pius.” 

"People often believe that students must learn academic content and 

Fnglish at the expense of their native languages and cultures," said Secada, 

—more-
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Add 1--Pilingual grant 

an assistant professor of curriculum and instruction at the UW-Madison School 

of Education. "But research on language learning and cognition doesn't support 

this belief. 

"Besides, students are unwilling to give up things as a precondition for 

possibly gaining something else." 

Secada saic that in today's multilingual world, the United States needs 

multilingual people who can live in diverse cultural settings. So his staff 

concentrates on showing schools, programs and parents how students can mesh 

their cultural and linguistic backgrounds without eradicating their native 

language. 

For example, the center can help monolingual teachers understand their 

bilingual students' heritage and adapt their lessons to increase 

comprehension. Or it can help bilingual teachers use their language competence 

to improve their students’ mastery of English. 

In the MPC's four-state service area about 50,000 students have limited 

skills in English. Forty-five percent of them are in Michigan, 22 percent in 

Minnesota, 21 percent in Wisconsin and 12 percent in Iowa. 

In those states, about 34 percent of bilingual studerts speak Spanish, 31 

percent speak one of the Southeast Asian languages and 2 percent speak Arabic. 

The MFC is one of 16 regional resource centers funded by the U.S. Cffice 

of Rilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs. The center is part of 

the Wisconsin Center for Fducation Pesearch (WCFP) in the UW-Madison School of 

Eéeucation. 

“WCEP is one of this ccuntry's premier educational research institutions,” 

noted Secada. "It enahles MPC to shorten the time it takes for research to be 

felt in practice, which is the essence of the Wisconsin Idea that the 

university's borders extend beyond the campus.” 

iH Ht 

-- Jeff Iseminger (608) 262-8287 #17851 
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ee Ce 6 Cae oe | = =«(Wi.Week 4/26/89 a 
| Pe % ‘< es _ , | PY — oe By Ag Press Service staff Cok Le 

ceceneney ar a ii) sl ee . A ane A ae | —_ Two University of Wisconsin System 
rr ree © —_— government and a former Wisconsin state 

pots i a ee rr 2... *% senator were scheduled to receive the 

ae . | . 2. Resource Policy on Tuesday for their 
os Sg Ss lm mr long-term efforts to foster communication 

a ' = es a re resource policy issues. 
ee. oe Cpr a Recipients include: Richard L. Barrows, 

| a OE a ae ee associate vice chancellor and professor in 
| ae Se ee . De SER kas. . 

eee ee Bo | the Department of Agricultural Econom- 
oo ane ee ics, UW-Madison; Thomas W. Harnisch. 
OPEN HOUSE. UW-Madison Geology Museum Director Klaus Westphal, left, attorney at law and former Wisconsin 
and Peter Larson of the Black Hills Institute of Geological Research examine State Senator; Harold J. (Jack) Day, pro- 
the reconstructed skull of a duck-billed dinosaur that roamed North America fessor and chair of the Natural and 
some 65 million years ago. The skull is that of an anatosaurus and was Applied Sciences, College of Environmen: 
unearthed by museum volunteers several years ago. It will be one of the fea- tal Science, UW-Green Bay; and D onald 
tured exhibits at the Geology Museum’s open house on Saturday, April 29, F. Theiler, director of the Bureau of Air 
from 1 to 5:30 p.m. The event is free and open to the public. The museum is Management. Wisconsin Department of 
located in Weeks Hall on the corner of Charter and West Dayton streets. Natural Resources. 

The award is presented annually by the 
Center for Resource Policy Studies and 

WI.Week 4/26/89 e ‘ ° ; Programs in the UW-Madison School of 
Hanson officially out of kitchen Natural Resources to recognize individu- 

als who have made significant .contribu- 
UW-Madison Police and Security Chief Hanson said. tions to the concept and spirit of the Wis- 

Ralph Hanson and his 90 officers and Shalala paid public tribute to the police consin Idea. 

staff members officially moved “out of and security stall members. Barrows and Harnisch received the 
the kitchen” and into a brand new state- “You keep the campus safe, you protect award for their work involving state poli- 

of-the-art facility Friday, April 21. all of us who live and work here. you cies in agricultural and rural develop- 
During the afternoon ceremony that handle problems and counsel our stu- | ment. including development of the 

heralded the move. Chancellor Donna E. dents with sensitivity and the wisdom of Farmland Preservation Program. 
Shalala recalled that Hanson's office in long experience, and we thank vou for The program represented a merger of 

| the unit's cramped former quarters in an your good work.” she told employees. interests between farmers experiencing 
old house on Mills Street once had been Also on hand was Deputy Attorney increased burdens of property tax and 

a kitchen. , General Mark Musolf. Former UW Presi- urban environmentalists concerned with 
“It's high time we got Ralph out of the dent H. Edwin Young joined with Shalala preserving of prime agricultural land and 

kitchen—and our women police and — and Hanson in cutting the ribbon to preventing urban sprawl. The effort 
security pacers nro their own locker dedicate the building. helped lead to the 1977 passage of the 
room,’ Shalala said. ; ; 
Hanson told about 200 guests that he Hanson has worked tirelessly to get wisconsin arama reser vation A b 

was “ led” ; new P&S facilities, said Young, who noted = WMICN provided substantia 
s “pleased, happy and thrilled’ at the tad j farmers near the urban fringe. 

new building and its 12.000 square feet of that the idea was first discussed in the Day and Theiler were honored for their 
space, designed and constructed “from late 1960s when Young was university work in pollution control, including 

top to bottom to house the university's chancellor. clean-up of the Lower Fox River. In the 
police and security operations.’ . Construction finally began some 20) late 1960s and early 1970s, water quality 

“To me it stands as a vivid testimomal years later. The division moved into the of the heavily:used river frequently fell 
to the support that the state and univer- $1.6 million “house that Ralph built.” as below acceptable standards, and sport 
sity have committed to this department,” Shalala referred to it, on Jan. 9. ishing was minimal. Shared regional 

Bn | action was needed to clean up the river. 
| Dav served as chairman of the Fox Val- 

: ley’s Technical Advisory Committee, and 
Theiler, then project manager for the 

: | DNR’s water quality planning program, | 
served as DNR’s liaison to the Fox Valley 

| Water Quality Planning Agency. 
| The Center for Resource Policy Studies 

| and Programs was established in 1966 as 
- part of the UW-Madison School of Natu- 

| ral Resources to coordinate interdisciplin- 
ary research, teaching anu extension 

| efforts related to natural resource poli- 
| | cy.
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The Legislature is likely to change the bids state employees and state officials , 

state’s lobby law to let University of Wis- from serving for pay on the boards of — | I 

consin faculty members serve as paid corporations that hire lobbyists. University Committee Statement : 

consultants to business, Gov. Thompson The state lobby law has been on the os 

and legislative leaders said this week. books in its present form for 11 years, The Attorney General's recent interpretation of the State’s lobby law puts the 

But don't expect legislative action until noted UW Law Professor Arlen C. . Madison faculty in an awkward position. The interpretation appears to prohibit 

January, Assembly Speaker Thomas A. Christenson. Consulting arrangements consulting arrangements that are legitimate and that the State has tried to 

Loftus (D—Sun Prairie) said Monday. In ‘between UW faculty members and Wis- encourage. Hiring faculty and staff to solve problems or advise on areas in which 

the meantime, “I hope people would consin firms are well known and “there the faculty and staff have special expertise is clearly a practice which can help 

relax,” Loftus said. has been no indication of anything wrong the economic development of the State and bring other benefits as well. We rec- 

Loftus said a list of recommendations ‘ with these arrangements,’ he said. Quite ognize that this practice may lead to conflicts of interest; but, we already have an 

from Atty. Gen. Donald Hanaway may ~ the contrary, such arrangements have ethics code in place and a reporting mechanism to prevent such conflicts. 

form the basis for a host of changes in been lauded as beneficial to the State's Since we do not believe the legislature intended the law to be so broad in its 

the state’s lobby law. economy, he said. _ application, we are sure that efforts will be made to clarify it, but it is too early to 

Gov. Tommy G. Thompson said he is “It doesn't make sense to start enforc- predict exactly how this will or should be accomplished. The University Commit- 

committed to preserving the ties between : : ’ tee, through PROFS, will make every effort to resolve the problems that have 
Wj _ . ae ing something that’s never been enforced oa . eae 

isconsin’s business community and the " . wy ue . been created. We will discuss the matter with those who have responsibility to 
. . . an before,” Christenson said. “Nothing has 

University of Wisconsin. There is “no , enforce the lobby laws. We will work hard to have the law amended. 
: , changed except the Attorney General’s on ., 

question that we have to change the law, opinion.” Because of the unusually complicated and transitory nature of this issue, the 

he said. | | , OP University Committee is unable to advise faculty members on the best course of 

In an opinion made public last week, Deputy Atty. Gen. Mark Musolf, noting action at this time. Some may want to do nothing and see what develops. Some 

Atty. Gen. Donald J. Hanaway said the . that the Secretary of State’s Office has the may want to change their situations temporarily until the basic issue is resolved. 

lobby law prohibits state employees and power to enforce the lobby law, said: “I Others may want to consult private attorneys. 

state officials from accepting pay from assume they will be taking a tolerant We will keep you informed of future developments. 
any person or business that employs a view of this until the Legislature has a 
lobbyist. Hanaway said the law also for- chance to act.” &
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GROUP FORMED TO AID | 

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 

MADISON — A working group to explore new ways the University of. Wisconsin 

System can aid Wisconsin's pulp and paper industry held its initial 

meeting in June at UW Stevens Point, University of Wisconsin System 

President Kenneth A. Shaw told the Board of Regents today. 

Shaw said the group includes representatives of System Administration, | 

| UW-Madison, UW-Green Bay, UW-Stevens Point, the U.S. Forest Products 

Laboratory and three of Wisconsin's major paper companies. 

| The group is examining a number of public and private sector 

initiatives to benefit Wisconsin extensive paper and pulp industry. At 

the meeting, industry representatives identified laboratory testing and 

analytical services, calibration of instruments, chemical analyses, 

environmental testing and monitoring of toxic materials, and optical | 

instrumentation as important services needed to be maintained. 

As a first step, the Wisconsin Paper Council is conducting a survey of 

its members on research services needed by wisconsin paper mills. The 

working group will review the survey results to determine how university 

resources can best be coordinated to meet pulp and paper industry needs 

| and make recommendations. 

| | (more)
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The following are members of the working group: 

Henry Bennett, director of research and development, Consolidated 

Papers; Terry Domores, executive vice president, Badger Paper Mills, Inc.:; 

Ed Fusakio, director of technology, Thilmany Division, Hammermill Paper 

Co; Nancy Sell, professor, natural and applied sciences, UW-Green Bay; 

Thomas Chapman, professor, chemical engineering; UW-Madison; Jim Davis, 

post-doctoral fellow, forestry, UW-Madison; Larry Graham, director, paper 

science program, UW-Stevens Point; Vance Setterholm, associate director, 

Forest Products Laboratory; and Dave Martin, assistant vice president, UW 

System Administration. | 

Ht AEE 
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NEW CONSORTIUM LINKS UW-MADISON ENGINEERS AND BIOCHEMISTS WITH INDUSTRY 

MADISON--William G. Soucie, manager of biotechnology for Kraft Inc., is | 

interested in protein purification and whey utilization. 

Nayan B. Trivedi, research and development director for Universal Foods, 

is deeply involved in fermentation research. 

Both hope to reap benefits from participation in a new consortium at 

UW-Madison designed to promote advanced training and research in bioprocess 

and metabolic engineering ~- the production end of biotechnology. 

The university-industry consortium will focus on the use of biochemical 

processes and biological organisms to produce specialty chemical products, 

said Douglas C. Cameron, professor of chemical engineering and a co-director 

of the consortium. 

In its traditional forms, this technology has been used for years to make 

beer, cheese and penicillin. But with recent advances in genetic and cellular 

manipulation, it is now possible to use micro-organisms and isolated plant and 

mammal cells to produce highly specialized chemicals such as pharmaceuticals, 

flavorings and enzymes. | 

Richard R. Burgess, director of the UW-Madison's Biotechnology Center and 

a participant in the consortium, said the university can play a pivotal role 

in basic Lioprocessing research and its transfer to the industrial sector for 

use in commercial-scale production. 

"We have more than 200 faculty with research interests in biotechnology," 

he said. "Our chemical engineering department is consistently ranked first or 

| ~more- | |
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second in the country. We don't need new faculty. They are already here. We 

just need to foster a cross-fertilization between biologists and engineers, 

and between university and industry researchers." 

At the introductory meeting of the consortium, five UW-Madison faculty 

summarized their research interests, which included techniques for growing 

woody plant cells in culture and improved methods for separating almost 

identical compounds from a mixture. 

"The U.S. suffers from an undersupply of people trained in the production 

aspects of biotechnology," said Burgess. "The consortium's greatest 

contribution will be in training graduate students who can fill this role and 

keep the U.S. internationally competitive." 

The consortium will concentrate on designing systems to produce, recover 

and purify biochemical products, said Cameron. It will stress the genetic 

engineering of cells to yield industrial enzymes and proteins with novel 

catalytic properties. In addition, researchers will study ways to make cells 

grow and release their biochemical products more efficiently. 

The consortium consists of faculty, students and member companies. Each 

firm will contribute an annual fee of between $2,500 and $10,000. Results of 

research conducted through the consortium will be available to all members. 

Members will have access to the biochemistry department's fermentation 

pilot plant. This industrial-scale research facility, one of the few of its 

kind in the U.S., will soon undergo a renovation to increase its usefulness 

for research with genetically-altered organisms, said William S. Reznikoff, 

chairman of biochemistry and a co-director of the consortium. 

Spokesmen said it is valuable for faculty and students to talk with people 

from industry. "We think about more practical problems when we interact with 

_ industrial researchers," said chemical engineering Professor Edwin N. | 

Lightfoot, another consortium co-director. 

“~more- 
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Burgess noted that students will make contacts with potential employers 

and "see the big picture," which puts their research in context. 

Soucie, of Kraft's Technology Center in Glenview, Illinois, said he is 

developing "healthy relationships" with a few universities for pursuing 

biotechnology. There is a possibility that the ties with UW-Madison will go 

beyond membership in the consortium to collaborative research, he sald. 

Trivedi, of Universal Foods in Milwaukee, said his firm has formed a 

"bio-venture group" and is operating a 2,000-liter pilot fermentation project. 

| "All the process work and new product work discussed in the consortium 

will be useful," Trivedi said. The consortium will allow Universal to take 

advantage of faculty "wisdom and expertise," he said. 

Other companies present at the Aug. 12 meeting included: Eastman Kodak; | 

DuPont; Abbott Laboratories; New Brunswick Scientific; Procter and Gamble; 

Oscar Mayer and Merck, Sharp & Dohme. 

"This new field requires the combined skills of the biologists who 

manipulate the cells and the engineers who design the physical systems of 

fermentors, separators and purifiers," said John G. Bollinger, dean of the 

College of Engineering. | 

"It's bringing scientists and engineers together for cooperative research 

in ways not previously seen," he said. 

JHE 

=~ Jean Lang (608) 263-7274 |
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An $80,000 flood control system, designed by a UW-Madison engineering student, 
has just been installed in Middleton's Stricker Pond to ease potential 
flooding problems. 575 words. 

CONTACT: Ken Potter (608) 262-2471, Stuart Wallace (608) 263-7300, Kathy 
Kalscheur (608) 836-7144 

HIGH WATER THREAT ON MIDDLETON'S STRICKER POND EASED | 

By PAUL DU BREUIL 
UW Science Writer | 

MADISON--Anticipating that Stricker Pond in Middleton will flood more 

frequently as development in its watershed continues, Middleton has just 

completed construction of an $80,000 flood control system designed by a | 

University of Wisconsin-Madison graduate student. 

| The 10-acre pond sits on the Madison-Middleton border near the end of 

Middleton Street. Because it has no outlet, the pond swells slightly with 

sudden inflows of water from thunderstorms or rapid snowmelt. The water level 

only gradually recedes through infiltration into the ground. 

But system designer Stuart Wallace, a graduate student in civil and 

environmental engineering, said the chance of flooding had risen significantly 

due to recent housing construction in the pond's once rural watershed. | 

Wallace, who worked under the supervision of Kenneth Potter, a UW-Madison 

professor and a member of the Middleton Water Resource Committee, explained 

that urbanization is changing the area's runoff patterns. He said when roofs, 

asphalt streets and driveways, and other nearly waterproof surfaces cover 

roughly a third of every developed acre, water is prevented from soaking into 

| ~more-
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the ground. More of the rain that falls on the 560-acre watershed now reaches 

the pond, and faster. 

"The watershed is far from fully developed yet," said Wallace. "But we've 

already seen a foot increase in pond level with one storm -- literally 

overnight. It only has to go up six or so feet to go over." 

Flood water would cross the nearby intersection of Voss and Middleton 

roads and head northeast for Tiedeman Pond and could flood an additional 

quarter-mile of residential Middleton streets. 

According to Wallace, local residents may not have noticed that the pond's 

water level is now higher year-round. "The levels don't go down as far as they 

used to and the willow trees that grew just above the old water line are all 

dead now due to increased levels." 

Although there have been no documented floods, both a UW-Madison civil | 

engineering report and the U.S. Geological Survey predict that when the 

watershed is fully developed, Stricker Pond has the potential to overflow from 

time to time. 

Since development plans have already been approved for most of the area, 

| both Madison and Middleton elected to try Wallace's plan, a design that will 

reduce the chances of flooding without dumping the excess water elsewhere. 

Wallace explained that a stand pipe has been placed in the center of the 

pond and connects to an underground infiltration chamber of sand and gravel 

excavated adjacent to the pond. Rising waters will spill down the stand pipe, 

flow through connecting pipes on the floor of the pond into the chamber and 

gradually seep into the ground, bypassing the nearly impermeable pond bottom. 

The stand pipe has been set to keep the surface about a foot lower than 

recent levels, making more room in the pond for storm runoff, said Wallace. 

Because the system -- except for the stand pipe and the manhole cover 

above the underground infiltration chamber -- is out of sight, it does not 

impair the natural state of the publicly-owned shore, said Wallace. 

According to Kathy Kalscheur, Middleton's assistant director of public 

works, construction is nearly completed. She said observation wells have been 

installed in the infiltration chamber to monitor the system's effectiveness 

and its impact on the water table. 

Ht | 
~- Paul Du Breuil (608) 263-2876 | |
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scene and designed a plan for develop- 
ment. What’s more, they got local 

O es out decision-makers and citizenry involved in 
it. 

The town is Prichard, Alabama, a 
historic community of 39,500 near Mobile, 

ES SE and the third-most-depressed city of its 

Se ee ee size in the country, according to the U.S. 
oe Rr e : 4 Economic Development Administration. 
eal 8 ee as [224 Prof. Barbara Robins, who is teaching the 

$ a ms io ia ne bl three-credit course for the fifth time, sees 
a EE. a i E a as 3 _herclass as pioneers in that “‘we are proba- 

i pee TE Boek id | ve eas bly the first planning school that has trav- 
ae iy ad in a ee ee i i eled this distance to do a workshop. We 
wid Mee tes H s poo ak Boos always go into the community for which 

= fee : 5 as ¥ Ee SERN] we're doing a study, of course, but here, as 
yo Ee Pe ee i: 4} 54 atall the other teaching institutions I know 
= Ba Bree eG ee e ae ied tear ¥ ie <i about, we’ve seldom gone outside the state 

spe RB, Py ey oonassignment.” 
= ae. +a me ae ay dh uy a Sees p ee The project began with Prichard’s 
2s - ns f i Se i A 
= Ay, te egy ay, - 4 Mayor John Smith, a native son and one of 
é jp ae ee er! ence’ - ie ‘ the few black Republican mayors in the 

5 ES saat “ie £3 ’ - a, country. The mayor is a/k/a John Henry 
5 a ane thai ta || iy Smith, the UW’s leading football rusher in . 
ms ron Mas caee - 1967. 
ek Fug je = He earned a bachelor’s degree in phy 
s a fi eee ed in 1970 and a master’s in counseling and 
8 “wr ae guidance four years later, then went home 
5 Ye pet i, x . and was elected mayor in 1980. A grant 
g es: / a ee & nae from the SBA gave him the necessary 
= RK a dia ammunition to push an idea he had for 

The class with one of Prichard’s planning committees. economic development in the stricken 
RR EP EE town. Smith contacted Kwame Salter who 

’ had been director of our Afro-American 
An urban plan By John E. Gruber ’59 Center in Smith’s student days and who 

5 % was now taking an industrial engineering 
goes from Bascom Hill ¢ ¢ ur plan for Prichard’s enter- course on his way to a PhD. Thereupon, 

prise zone looks forwardto _ Salter did a proposal with Engineering 
to Alabama. the year 2000. Our recom- Prof. Gerald Nadler—a plan for a plan, so 

mendations grow out of today’s land use to speak. When it was presented to the city 
and they pretty well reflect the desires and of Prichard, the two were given the go- 

needs of Prichard’s people,” said Mark ahead to manage the final planning proc- 
Vander Schaaf, a graduate student in ess. That’s where our workshop came in. 
Urban and Regional Planning. He’s talk- Salter and Nadler went to Professor Rob- 
ing about a class project, a workshop in ins, who made the project the required 

: which fifteen of our students went to the assignment for her master’s degree candi- 

pa eee eatesr 

{ John Gruber is program coordinator in the _ They made two trips to Prichard last 
University’s Office of Information Services _ Winter to study the economic, social and 
and editor of the quarterly all-alumni publi- political facts of life. The Salter/Nadler 
cation On Wisconsin. proposal involved getting the city classified 

as an “urban enterprise zone,” a concept 
gaining popularity nationwide and one 
which Mayor Smith strongly favored. It’s a 
way of attracting business to run-down 
areas by speeding up the development 

continued on page 30 
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Wisconsin Goes South conference phone call to Prichard’s Land describe an area demographically.” The 
continued from page 22 Use Delineation Committee, whose reac- _ reconstruction of those data by our stu- | 

tion resulted in yet a fifth version. Nosuch dents has, says Paul Whiteurs, “‘been a 

undertaking can please everyone affected | tremendous aidto Prichard. Andthe fact 
process via the offer of such benefits as by it, of course, but the amount of partici- _ that they did it so professionally, and with 
reduced taxes and fewer local regulations. —_ pation by the citizens of Prichard could set as little help as we have been able to give 

| Robins and her students built on this as- an example to city planners everywhere. them, has had quite an impact. That they 
pect. They formulated a land-use plan for The final version was presented onathird _ traveled 2,400 roundtrip miles on each of 
a 2.3-mile area, one which includes the visit in May. Says Paul Whiteurs, director __ their three trips here; that they were pre- 

- controversial— yet in this case, sensible— — of Prichard’s Office of Enterprise Zone pared to work without a whole lot of orien- 
idea of razing several homes along a flood Development, the approach has left the tation; that they got nght out on our 
plain. They supported a rather singular city’s residents “very enthusiastic about streets and ascertained facts—that’s a real 
previous suggestion that was already being what’s happening.” blessing and benefit. They didn’t come as 
considered; it calls for removal of a reason- As an educator, Prof. Robins sees neophytes; they came with some experi- 

ably new shopping mall where business is more benefits than merely the scholarly. ence and expertise.” 
low and the crime rate high, andreturning ‘Working that far from campus and in a Mayor Smith says there were few sur- 
that stretch to the comparative safety of totally different culture was enlightening prises in the final version of the class’s plan 
heavily trafficked roadways and sidewalks. | far beyond the mechanics of developing a = (which was the first one he and city of- 

_ They came up with an expanded park and ___ plan,” she says. ‘‘For example, our stu- ficials saw). Within days of its presentation 
greenbelt buffer between residential and dents on the project are white and from but even before final editing and printing, 
industrial lands. They recommended middle-class backgrounds; Prichard is Paul Whiteurs was using a draft to explain 
establishment of a foreign-trade zone to primarily black and very poor. That con- the program around town. 
entice overseas manufacturers to build trast taught us something about compas- Mayor Smith sees the workshop as 
factories there, thus avoiding import du- sion and human dignity that we couldn’t evidence that the UW remains consistent, 
ties. have found in books. Moreover, we not only to its “boundaries of the state” - 

But they made none of these recom- learned a few things about differences in traditions, but to its national mission. 
mendations until they’d involved the peo- = government. In places like Madison one ‘Places like Prichard need help from 
ple of Prichard. While there, thev sur- expects agencies to provide to planners the _ people with interdisciplinary education 
veyed citizen reaction and conducted necessary background files, information who can understand ethnic interaction 
personal interviews with local decision- and statistics. But in the deep South, gov- _ patterns, evolution, and adaption to vari- 
makers. Back here they made more phone _ernments learned in the 1960s and 70s that ous environments and circumstances,” he 
calls to explain their thinking. From allthis such material could be used against acity _ said. “I see this effort on the part of the 
they were able to offer the city four slightly in discrimination suits. Sothey destroyed — urban and regional planning department a 
different plans. These they presentedona __ records that would make it possible to great step in that direction.” C] 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison Graduate School of Business is now accepting applications for The 

Executive Program. As an important investment in human capital, this demanding four-week, live-in program 

helps senior managers deal more effectively with general management responsibilities. An experienced and 

qualified faculty provides refresher work and new perspectives in decision-making, finance, leadership and 

- marketing, as well as the general strategic perspectives needed to succeed in today’s organizational environ- 
ment. The program is divided into two, two-week sessions with advance assignments before each session. 

Dates: September 15-27, 1985 January 5-17, 1986 

Participants will be housed in the University’s Conference Center. The program will also include off-the-cuff | 
sessions with business and government leaders and small group case analyses and simulation exercises. A 
program strength is that it maximizes interaction among the attending executives who come from a variety of | 
organizations and departmental affiliations. 

For a brochure and further information, write or call: = The 

Dr. George Strother => Sch ool 
Director, The Executive Program of Business 

vee Ob of Wisconsin-Madison Deadline for application for 
servatory Drive, Room 301D : 

Madison, WI 53706 the 1985-86 session: June 15, 1985. 

608/262-8188 University of Wisconsin-Madison is an equal opportunity institution. 
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CONTACT: Dennis Dresang (608) 262-3581 
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| WISCONSIN'S NEW LA FOLLETTE INSTITUTE TIGHTENS UNIVERSITY-GOVERNMENT LINK 

MADISON--A long-standing tradition of cooperation between Wisconsin state 

government and the University of Wisconsin-Madison was reaffirmed here 

Saturday (Sept. 15) with the dedication of the Robert M. La Follette Institute 

of Public Affairs. | 

The institute, created in 1983 with special funding from the state | 

Legislature, is envisioned as a Wisconsin-based center similar to the Rand 

Corp. and Brookings Institution -- a focal point for academic research on 
. 

public policy issues. It is founded on what is known as the "Wisconsin Idea," 

a notion that the the knowledge and expertise of the university should be 

. available to benefit all citizens of the state. 

The institute is named for La Follette because the "Wisconsin Idea" gained 

popularity when the founder of Wisconsin progressivism was governor of the 

state from 1901-06. | | 

Faculty affiliated with the multidisciplinary institute will consider 

research requests from state legislators and other government officials and 

pursue independent research questions related to public policy. / | | 

Projects getting started during the institute's first year span a broad 

range of issues. For example:



Add 1--La Follette Institute 

--A major study of unemployment compensation will trace the development of 

the federal program, and examine the possible effects of alternative proposals 

for the program. - 

--A university-government task force will study the impact of recent moves : 

to transfer responsibility for a number of federal programs to the states. The 

"New Federalism Task Force," will examine state responses to shifts in . 

administrative responsibility such as the development of block grants. 

~-Faculty will cooperate with the State Strategic Development Commission 

and the private sector to study effects of specific public policies on 

economic development. The institute will consider requests for research on 

topics such as the effect of state taxes on business decisions. 

--Institute faculty will work with public officials on setting policy 

priorities. Evaluations of policy areas such as education, agriculture, 

health, transportation, taxation and social services will be prepared before 

the state's biennial budget procedure begins. | | 

Research results will be made public through forums, short courses, 

| symposiums, publications, and radio and television programs. 

| The institute incorporates the UW-Madison Center for Public Policy and 

Administration and will continue to offer a master's degree program in public 

policy and administration. | 

September dedication events featured Wilbur Cohen, former U.S. Secretary 

of Health, Education and Welfare, who spoke on unemployment compensation, and 

Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt who spoke about "The New Federalism." 

| Featured speakers at the dedication ceremony included Wisconsin Gov. 

Anthony Earl; Atty. Gen. Bronson La Follette, grandson of Robert La Follette; 

State Assembly Speaker Tom Loftus; UW-Madison Chancellor Irving Shain; UW | 

System President Robert O'Neil; and the institute's director, Dennis Dresang, 

: a UW-Madison professor of political science. 

When La Follette was governor, he regularly sought advice on policy issues
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Add 2--La Follette Institute | 

from University of Wisconsin faculty members. Among them were John R. Commons, 

who drafted the nation's first comprehensive civil service act, passed in 

Wisconsin in 1905, and historian Charles McCarthy, who started the state's 

Legislative Reference Library in 1907 and often called on university experts | 

to propose ideas, draft legislation and provide information to legislators. 

This informal group of faculty advisors and consultants was instrumental 

in the development of progressive ideas and programs -- the direct primary, — 

unemployment compensation, worker's compensation and government regulation of 

utilities -- and the unique collaboration put Wisconsin on the cutting edge of 

| major government reforms from 1900 through the Depression years. Robert La 

Follette Sr. died in 1925. Sons Robert Jr., who was elected to his father's 

senate seat, and Philip, who served three terms as governor, continued to 

pursue his goals. : | | 

University of Wisconsin faculty members have remained active in service to 

the public and to state government. Now, however, many of these activities 

will be coordinated through the La Follette Institute. 

Fit 

-—— Mary Ellen Bell (608) 262-8287 |
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O‘MNEIL SUMMARIZES UW | 7/13/84 | 

AID TO TORNADO VICTIMS | | 

MADISON--University assistance in the wake of the June 8 | 

, | tornado that cut through four counties and claimed nine Lives in 

Barneveld was summarized by UW System President Robert M. O'Neil | 

in a report to the regents today. | 

O'Neil cited emergency medical, police and cleanup assistance 

| | given by the UW-Madison and UW-Extension followup aid. | 

— 7 An hour after the tornado struck, the University Hospital and -_ 

Clinics dispatched its Mobile Critical Care Unit to Barneveld, 7 

said O'Neil. The unit, headed by Dr. Marvin Birnbaum, Director of : 

Emergency Medical Services in the university Center for Health | . 

Sciences, and staffed by three nurses and two paramedics, assisted | 

rescue efforts and treated victims in Barneveld and at the | | 

Dodgeville hospital. University Hospitals provided emergency 

medical treatment to several disaster victims who were brought to 

- Madison. | 

- From June 12-17, the UW-Madison Police and Security Department | 

assigned two officers on a 24-hour basis to help maintain a road 

check on the highway leading into Barneveld. | :
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: 

The university's physical plant supplied two operators and | 

front-end loaders for three days to assist in the Barneveld 

cleanup work. / | 

The services were rendered without charge, but some of the 

costs incurred may be reimbursable from federal disaster relief 

funds, according to university officials. 

, O'Neil said long-range planning and recovery assistance to 

oe Barneveld and other areas in the 40-mile swath of the tornado has 

: been initiated by UW-Extension faculty and county agents. 

" | On June 14, the Barneveld village board formally accepted an 

_. offer of help from UW-Extension experts in business, economic 

| Z development, financial planning, solar energy, land use zoning, 

a community downtown design, solid waste management, community 

- development and other fields. The board's action specified that | 

all decisions be made by the people of Barneveld with UW-Extension 

oo and other agencies offering cooperative assistance. 

7 te 

|
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STATE FIRM, UW-MADISON SCIENTISTS TEAM UP FOR ELECTRON BEAM PROJECT 

MADISON-~-A Wisconsin firm has teamed with high-energy physicists at 

University of Wisconsin-Madison to land a $500,000 federal contract for an 

electron beam generator that could lead to a new kind of laser. 

National Electrostatics Corp. of Middleton and university researchers led 

by physics Professor David Cline and nuclear engineering Professor Frederick 

Mills, with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy, aim to build a device 

that will generate intense, highly focused beams of electrons. 

The immediate goal of the cooperative effort is to build an "electron 

cooling system'’ for the Tevatron, the large "atom smasher" being built at the 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory near Batavia, Ill. 

However, the device is likely to find applications beyond high-energy 

physics -- the highly specialized field that seeks to explain the ultimate 

structure of matter. 

According to Cline and Jim Ferry, NEC executive vice-president, an 

instrument that can generate intense beams of electrons is only one step away 

from a "free electron" laser, which research teams at many private and public | 

institutions are working to develop. 

Electrons are the negatively charged particles that orbit the atomic 

nucleus. On paper, at least, free electron lasers offer many advantages over 

conventional lasers -- more powerful beams, greater efficiency and much more 

versatility. For example, a conventional laser can emit light at only a few 

-more~
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distinct wavelengths; a free electron laser will be "tunable," capable of 

generating light over a wide range of wavelengths. 

Researchers envision uses for free electron lasers ranging from medicine 

and chemical processing to communicating with submarines. 

The Wisconsin effort differs from other current projects that also are 

trying to develop instruments to generate extremely concentrated electron 

beams. 

All other experimental versions of free electron lasers emit pulses of 

light, with about a millionth of a second between each pulse. The Wisconsin 

electron-beam device will operate on direct electrical current to pour out 

continuous beams of light. 

To generate electron beams, UW-Madison and NEC researchers will revamp a 

device called a 'Pelletron" -- the trade name for the electrostatic 

accelerator NEC manufactures. In order for the instrument to perform up to 

expectations, researchers face the difficult task of limiting the loss of 

electrons from the beam to less than one electron in 100,000. 

If losses in the circulating beam exceed that threshold, the device will 

be inefficient, unable to sustain the high electrical currents sought. 

According to the study proposal, the device will generate beams with 

energies of up to five million electron volts and currents of up to five 

amperes. 

"Nearly complete recovery of the electrons is the essence of this 

project," said NEC's Ferry. "Our present objective is simply to show that it 

can be done. First, we must demonstrate that we can achieve a high-current 

circulating beam. After that, we can concentrate on the technological 

spinoffs." 

Hitt 

~- Mark Bello (608) 262-8289
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CENIER SPELLS "RELIEF" FOR DISASTER OFFICIALS 

by Jeff Llseminger 
University News Service 

MADISON--In a quiet office at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, rimmed 

with boxes stacked eye~high, a mild-mannered man confronts a daunting and 

relentless task: coping with the world's calamities. 

On his wall hangs a newspaper headline that announced the rebuilding of 

Barneveld, Wis., after a tornado blasted through town unannounced in 1984: 

"Disaster gives new meaning to life." That thundering understatement speaks 

volumes to Donald Schramm, 45, director of the university's Disaster 

Management Center, housed in the Extension Building. 

"We tend to think about disaster relief as only that--relief--instead of a 

chance to get better prepared for the next disaster,'' says Schramm. 

A case in point: The Nevado del Ruiz volcano in Colombia erupted in 1985, 

burying a town of 20,000 people and killing 23,000. Though that was the third 

time in three centuries the volcano had destroyed the town, the community had 

been rebuilt twice before on the same vulnerable spot. 

Compounding the problem of generational amnesia is the fact that officials 

who must react to an earthquake or flood or famine often lack training and 

administer relief by the seat of their pants. 

Schramm and a friend formed the Disaster Management Center in 1982 to 

change all that. Schramm had experience as a Peace Corps worker and an 

architect in UW-Madison's Department of Engineering Professional Development. 

-more-
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His friend, Paul Thompson, 45, was a Madison architect and consuitant for 

Intertect, a Dallas-based company that specializes in disaster management. 

Schramm and Thompson concluded that disaster officials needed help-~not 

the spectacular, quick-fix variety, but help that's methodical, long-lasting 

and educational. 

"The field of disaster management was typified by a lack of 

professionalism," says Thompson, who still works as an architect on Capitol 

Square. “It was populated by volunteers who kept repeating the same old 

mistakes."’ He adds that the information that could have helped them do a 

better job wasn't being distributed, especially in the Third World. 

So the two formed an advisory board of experts from around the world with 

one goal in mind: to develop a comprehensive program of continuing education 

for disaster officials worldwide. 1t's the Wisconsin Idea pushed to the 

corners of the globe, says Schramm. | 

Using money from the U.S. federal government, the Pan American Health 

Organization and the United Nations, the Disaster Management Center developed 

self-study correspondence courses. "They're written by experts from throughout 

the world and oriented toward the Third World, where the needs for training in 

disaster and refugee problems are the greatest,’ explains Schramm. 

This year the center will begin awarding a diploma-—the first of its kind 

in the world--for the completion of 600 hours of correspondence work or 

workshops. It will be modeled after an advanced degree designed years ago by 

UW-Madison for engineers, also the first of its kind. | 

Center offerings cluster in two curricula, one on natural disasters and 

the other on refugees. Those who sign up can study anything from planning for 

disasters to post-disaster health management to famine assessment, in both 

English and Spanish. | 

“~more~ 
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"So far we have had 6U0 students enroll as representatives of 150 | 

organizations in 75 countries,'' says Schramm. The center also seils 16 

videotapes in an emergency management training series. 

The center does more than ship out courses and tapes. Schramm and other 

experts contracted by the center form one of the largest batteries of disaster 

trainers in the Third World. 

Last year, for example, they ran one~ or two-week workshops on refugee 

emergency management in Switzerland, Malawi, Sudan, Kenya and Zaire. This 

year's slate includes stops in Thailand, Ethiopia and Honduras. in November, 

24 top relief officials will come to Madison for a three-week session to hear 

talks by 25 experts. 

"The UN drew us into training workshops," notes Schramm. In 1985 the UN 

High Commissioner for Refugees asked the center to train people who deal with 

refugee emergencies. 

But the Disaster Management Center doesn't want to be a solo act, 

according to Schramm. "We trained UNICEF to train their own people," he says. 

"And we want to develop a collaboration with institutions around the world" to 

develop better disaster managers. 

Running through all the center's courses and workshops is a common thread: 

the concept that disaster can be the start of something good. "Disaster 

frequently creates dependence among the victims," says Schramm. "But it can be 

a catalyst for development." 

Dependence is created, for example, when Americans or Europeans ship 

prefab houses to an earthquake site and say, in so many words: "We've solved 

your disaster." 

Another option in that situation, notes Schramm, is to work with local 

builders in constructing anti-seismic homes. "That creates self-reliance, not 

dependence," he says. “It's the same as providing seeds with emergency rations 

for famine victims.". 

All in all, say Schramm and Thompson, sowing seeds of self-reliance in the 

wake of a disaster is the best way to spell relief. 

tPF a 
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UW-MADISON SCIENTISTS AMONG "MOST CITED' IN THE WORLD | 

MADISON--University of Wisconsin-Madison is home to more "most~cited" scientist: 

than any campus other than Stanford or Harvard, according to studies compiled over | 

the past several years by the Institute for Scientific Information. | 

The Philadelphia-based institute reported that 21 Ul-Madison researchers were 

anong the 1,000 scientists whose published work was cited most often by other 

scientists between 1965 and 1978. The study, which excludes social Science, used a 

computer to comb a science citation index looking for duplicated publications and 

their authors. Reports based on the Study have been published in Current Comments 

magazine over the past year. : . 

UW-"ladison is additionally outranked, the study says, only by the National | 

Institutes of Health and by two university systems: the joint contributions of 10 

campuses of the University of California and of five at the University of Texas. 

Internationally, UW-Madison is surpassed only by the number of well-cited | - 

scientists in Great Britain, Sweden, France or Canada. It is matched by the | 

University of London and by West Germany. 

UW-tiadison's 21 "nmost-cited" scientists compares to Harvard's 43 and Stanford's 

35. The National Institutes of Health and the University of California system had 

79, while the University of Texas system had 28. 

At UW-ifadison, as on the overall list of 1,000, most of the scientists named 

work in the life sciences--medicine, biochemistry, botany, organic chemistry, | 

- more - Be
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molecular biology and biophysics. This "bias" reflects citation practices in life 

science literature, according to the institute. UW-Madison's high ranking, in turn, 

reflects its strength in life science research. _ 

UW-Madison scientists listed among the 1,000 are: 

Medical School : 

Paul P. Carbone, 6115 N. Highlands, for oncology; 
Richard Hong, 201 Saratoga Circle, immunology; 
Henry A. Lardy, 1829 Thorstrand Road, biochemistry; 
Elizabeth C. and James A. Miller, 5517 Hammersley Road, oncology; 
lasayasu Nomura, 6429 Maywood Ave., Middleton, molecular biology; 
Henry C. Pitot, 1812 Van Hise Ave., oncology; . | 
Van k. Potter, 163 N.,Prospect, cellular biology; 
Waclaw T. Szybalski,/ 1124 Merrill Springs Road, molecular biology; and 
Howard M. Temin, 3401 Lake Mendota Drive, oncology. 

Biochemistry 

(Hector F. Deluca, 5130 Minocqua Crescent, biochemistry; 
ack Gorski, 6633 Boulder Lane, Middleton, endocrinology; and 

Mattalya Sundaralinga, 3568 Tallyho Lane, biophysics. 

Chemistry 

| Lawrence F. Dahl, 4817 Woodburn Drive, inorganic chenistry; 
Barry M. Trost, 209 N. Whitney Way, organic chemistry; and 
Howard E. Zimmerman, 1 Oconto Court, organic chemistry. | 

Physics 

Vernon D. Barger, 5711 River Road, Waunakee, physics, and 
Don D. Reeder, 5 Veblen Place, physics. 

Botany 

Folke K. Skoog, 2248 Branson Road, Oregon, plant sciences. 

Institute for Enzyme Research 

David E. Green, 5339 Brody Drive, biophysics. 

Laboratory of Molecular Biology 

Gary G. Borisy, 3308 Talliyho Lane, molecular biology. 

Hi
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RESEARCH PROGRAM 610 Walnut Street, Rm. 1215 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

UIR SCIENCE WRITING DIVISION Telephone: 608/263-2840 

(Graduate Student Science Writing Program) 

Additional Information: Dennis Dresang (608/262-3581) 

Victoria Potter (608/266-7958) 
July 9, 1980 

UNIVERSITY SCIENTISTS ADVISORS TO STATE IN PROPOSED PROGRAM 

by David A. Endres 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--Wisconsin state government will have access to 

the best available advice on matters of science and technology of 

importance to the state if final approval of funds to support a 

university-state program is given by the National Science Foundation. 

Called the State Science, Engineering and Technology Project 

(SSET), the grant would establish a science and technology advisory 

service in the executive branch of Wisconsin government, giving 

participating university scientists and engineers an opportunity to 

cooperate with government leaders by bringing the best and most recent 

advances in science and technology to bear in the process of decision 

making. 

é The National Science Foundation is now deciding on whether or 

not to fund the program. The University of Wisconsin-Madison has 

participated extensively in the planning stage. 

-more-
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| "Should the foundation decide affirmatively, an exciting and 

pioneering program of liaison between the state of Wisconsin and 

scientists at the university will begin to unfold," says UW 

political scientist Dennis L. Dresang, who was instrumental in 

planning the project. 

"The concept of SSET should win quick approval from people in 

state government and the university. I can think of a number of 

states where it would be ridiculous to even talk about such a program." 

| The state of Wisconsin, Dresang adds, has a rich history of 

cooperation between state and university in formulating state 

government policies, but no formal program has existed to broaden 

| access to university expertise in science and technology. 

The proposal calls for a Governmental Scholars Council, 

responsible to the Governor, consisting of a combination of committees 

- from the state and the university and the private sector. | 

"This would create opportunities for scientists and engineers 

to participate in problem-solving in government and for government | 

officials to communicate the nature of governmental problems to the 

university faculty," Dresang adds. 

The program would ask for participation in SSET of faculty, not 

only from UW, but also from private universities and scientists from 

industry, research foundations, and other research institutions, 

all within Wisconsin. | | 

"Scientific information is a factor in many major executive 

policy decisions," Dresang says. "In searching for public policy 

alternatives, the synthesis, evaluation, and interpretation of 

scientific and technological data are very important. 

| ~more-
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"In the example of air and water pollution, those developing 

policy must consider the effect of alternative decisions on economic 

development, land use, land development, and governmental finance," 

he says. | 

In Wisconsin at present, responsibility for the application of 

scientific and technological knowledge to state problems falls upon 

ll different agencies. 

These agencies are oriented around functional programs, and 

this cannot substitute for an analytical capacity that can come 

about through multi-mission, interagency approaches. 

University scientists would work in the SSET under a released-time 

policy, in which they would be relieved of university duties for a 

part of the time. The State Department of Administration would 

coordinate the matching of scientists and engineers in the state with 

the problem under consideration. 

The National Science Foundation is interested in expanding 

programs that make federal research investments and advances in 

science and technology available to state and local governments. It 

began the SSET program in 1976, and Wisconsin made application to 

participate in 1977. , | 

The SSET approach will differ somewhat from what is presently 

practiced by state government, says Dresang, since the latter is 

often concerned with quick solutions to crises. 

The change in emphasis is not regarded as detrimental to the 

program, says Richard Rasmussen, assistant secretary to the Department 

of Administration, which coordinates input on science and technology 

matters. 

-more-
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"Right now we make decisions fast," he says, "and we don't 

have very much reflection time. But with SSET we will be able to 

select long-term problems and develop policies that we hope will 

permit us to avoid crises." 

Rasmussen adds that it will be necessary to identify the right 

topics for study, work out ways of accommodating state participation 

in SSET to the semester-oriented university schedule, encourage 

scientists and engineers to participate, arrange for SSET work to 

apply to university tenure and publication requirements, and so on. 

None of these are insurmountable obstacles to the program, 

Rasmussen says, and if funding is obtained the program will be a 

major step in keeping Wisconsin progressive in utilizing scientific 

| and technological knowledge in governmental policy decisions. 

tee # # | 
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There 1s a long tradition of cooperative efforts between the Wisconsin 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

That tradition continues today as DNR personnel and UW-Madison faculty, staff 

and students work together on dozens of projects. 

Although it is impossible to list all of the ongoing collaborative 

projects here, a brief description of some of the work now taking place helps 

illustrate the depth and breadth of a university-DNR relationship embedded in 

a commitment to the people and natural resources of Wisconsin. 

*Lake trout research: To gain a better understanding of why stocked lake 

trout in Lake Michigan fail to establish self-sustaining populations, the DNR | 

is helping support the work of UW-Madison Sea Grant researcher Ross Horrall. 

Horrall and others are studying the history of native lake trout and comparing 

characteristics of trout spawning reefs in Lake Michigan with those in Lake 

te Superior where remnant populations of lake trout still survive. 

This group is also studying the possible effects of lake contaminants on 

_ @gg and sac fry Survival as well as better ways to plant trout on their former 

| spawning reefs. The eventual goal is to help the DNR and other agencies 

reestablish self-sustaining lake trout populations. 

“Aquaculture: In the Great Lake region, aquaculture plays a key role in 

the management of fishery resources and has potential as a method of food 

production. Working through the Sea Grant program, scientists are conducting 

studies to determine the proper dietary and environmental needs of cultured | | 

fish species like perch, walleye, trout and whitefish. 

This research is supported in part by the DNR and takes place at the UW's 

Aquaculture Research Laboratory located at the DNR's Lake Mills Fish Hatchery. 

-more- 
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The lab is operated by Sea Grant and the UW-Madison College of Agricultural 
and Life Sciences in cooperation with the DNR. | 

*Acid Rain: The experimental acidification of northern Wisconsin's Little 
Rock Lake is a benchmark Study that will help scientists understand what will 
happen to certain northern lakes if they continue to be dosed with acid rain. 
This study, which involves dividing the 45-acre lake with a plastic curtain, 
is being conducted by the DNR, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, | 
UW-Madison's Center for Limnology, UW-Superior, the University of Minnesota, 
the University of Minnesota-Duluth and the U.S. Geological Survey. 

*Water Resources Management: Teams of UW-Madison graduate Students, 

working under the auspices of the Institute for Environmental Studies (IES) 
Water Resources Management Program, have worked closely with DNR specialists 

fo study and produce comprehensive watershed management plans for Black Earth 
Creek in Dane County, Fox Lake in Dodge County and Lake Redstone in Sauk 

County. 
| @ 

*Wet land Mapping: IES faculty and research assistants from the UW-Madison 
Environmental Remote Sensing Center have used satellite imagery, aerial 
photography and other remote sensing techniques to help the DNR map 

Wiscotisin's extensive and important wetland areas, - 

*Remote Sensing: The Remote Sensing Center has also conducted Studies for 
the DNR and NASA to determine the potential of using Landsat satellites to 

monitor the water quality of Wisconsin lakes. | 

*Wildlife Damage Program: Begun in 1983, this DNR-administered program 

works through Wisconsin counties to help offset the damage done to crops and 
Property by wild animals. Students in the UW-Madison wildlife ecology 

department help DNR specialists prepare educational and informational 
materials and help formulate new ways to stem wildlife damage problems. 

Pitt
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CONTACT: Professor Arlen Christenson, 262-3422; Professor Herbert Kritzer, 

263~2025; Patricia Spakes, 266-7293 

STAFF EXPERTS LEND THEIR EXPERTISE TO STATE AGENCIES 

MADISON--Three University of Wisconsin-Madison staff members are lending 

their expertise to state agencies for projects beginning this month under the Office 

of Governmental Studies. 

The office, part of the Center for Public Policy and Administration, was | 

created last year to make University talent and knowledge available to the people of 

the state in keeping with the Wisconsin Idea. 

The three staff members and their projects are: 

--Law School Professor Arlen C. Christenson who is working with the Depart- 

ment of Natural Resources to develop policy for dealing with water pollution caused 

by agricultural runoff and soil erosion. 

~-Political scientist Herbert M. Kritzer who is working with the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Affairs to examine costs and benefits of 

state governmental regulations. The project will begin with studies of the food, 

pesticides, and insulation industries. | 

~-Patricia Spakes who recently earned her doctorate in social work. She 

will be working with the Department of Health and Social Services on measuring the 

effect of state policies and programs on families. 

The Office of Governmental Studies uses foundation grants and state funds 

to pay University staff who take leaves of absence to work in a state agency. 

Hitt
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EDUCATION FORUM SERIES IS READY FOR WISCONSIN COMMUNITY GROUPS 

_ MADISON--Wisconsin has a long tradition of providing educational Oppor- 

tunities to its citizens. A national leader in higher education, Wisconsin is serv- 

ed by public and private four-year institutions, a system of two-year centers, a net- 

work of vocational-technical schools and one of the nation's largest University | 

Extension units. 

| Is higher education fulfilling the needs of Wisconsin women and minorities? 

What services do educational institutions provide to communities and government? 

Is merger of the University system working? 

: A forum on these issues has been developed for discussion groups in 

Wisconsin communities. Seven slide-tape presentations provide the historical frame- 

work for interest groups to explore their specific educational needs for the future. 

| The influence of local residents in development of higher education centers 

is stressed by the forum. The series developed over a two-year period by UW-Madison's 

Department of educaion policy studies with a grant from the Wisconsin Humanities 

Committee. 

Discussion leaders from UW Extension staffs around the state met last week 

for a training session that signaled the kickoff of the project's availability to 

local groups and organizations. 

en
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The discussion leaders, chosen because they are "academic humanists," 

will be available to help local groups use any of the seven slide-tape programs and 

accompanying printed materials. They also will focus on local group concerns upon 

request. 

An overview of Wisconsin's higher education provides an introduction to 

the series through slides and a taped lecture. 

The first topical presentation focuses on independent higher education and 

how private institutions were affected by increasing activity of state government. 

Involvement of citizens at the local level played a key role in promoting | 

teacher training centers. The second program looks at how the need for teacher 

training provided a key stimulus in the state's development of higher education. 

The Wisconsin Idea, stressing University knowledge as a service arm of the 

State, has led to pioneer fame in higher education. The third presentation focuses 

on the sometimes controversial Wisconsin Idea. 

How institutions have responded to needs of a religiously and ethnically 

diversified population is explored in a fourth topical presentation. 

The fight against duplication of services, resulting in merger of 

Wisconsin's public educational system, is the facus of a fifth presentation. 

The problems that still exist within the UW system, and for independent 

colleges and technical schools are reviewed. 

The last slide-tape presentation looks at social issues on Wisconsin's 

campuses as well as struggle for local control and student trends. 

Interested groups can arrange for the presentations, free of charge, 

through the Wisconsin State Historical Society at Madison or any UW Extension office. 

Area discussion leaders and slide-tape presentations will be available beginning 

January, 1978. 

HEF
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CONTACT: Jean Lang, Institute for Environmental Studies 

(608 ) 263-5599 

SELF-HELP GRANTS TO NORTHERN WISCONSIN BEGIN TO PAY OFF | 

MADISON--Between 1969 and 1974 the Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission 

(UGLRC) invested over $3 million in self-help projects in northern Wisconsin. 

According to a recent report, these investments are beginning to pay off in terms of 

increased employment and a more diversified economy. 

The report, prepared by Farnum Alston and John Ross of the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison's Institute for Environmental Studies, indicates that the most 

successful UGLRC investments have been grants to aid existing industrial parks. 

"The commission invested $1.5 million in 18 industrial parks, mainly for 

sewer and water services," says Alston. "These grants were matched by funds from 

other federal agencies and by private investments. In several areas, such as 

Marinette and Sturgeon Bay, the UGLRC grants were clearly an important factor, 

allowing new industries to move into the area and helping established industries 

make major expansions." 

A goal of the UGLRC is to promote a diversity of industries in northern 

areas, so that communities do not become totally dependent on a single resource- 

based industry such as mining or lumbering. | 

"In this respect, the UGLRC has been fairly successful," says Alston. 

"Between 1970 and 1974, industrial parks aided by UGLRC grants had 27 per cent 

increase in process-based industries, such as chemical and machine manufacturing. 

Non-UGLRC parks had only a 9 per cent growth in these industries during the same 

period. | 

a -more-
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Alston notes that the employment situation in these project communities is 

becoming more like that of the state as a whole. There is a healthier balance among 

the numbers of people employed in retail trade, process-based manufacturing and 

resource-based industries. 

Alston and Ross claim there is a continuing need for public investments in 

the northland's economy. The UGLRC projects had helped create 1,854 jobs in 

industrial parks as of 1974, But the northern counties still fall behind the rest 

of the state in employment and income. 

However, the authors urge that, before the commission grants more funds, 

it should critically evaluate where and why its investments have succeeded or failed. 

Alston cites the case of one poorly chosen investment in Sawyer County. 

"In 1968 the UGLRC was asked to help fund an industrial park in the city 

of Hayward. The commission subsequently put $90,000 toward sewer and water services 

on the park site." 

However, notes Alston, Hayward traditionally has been an important 

recreation community, and retail trade has been and continues to be the major 

employer there, 

"The industrial park never materialized. As of 1974 no firms had yet 

located in the park despite the presence of sewer and water service," gays Alston. 

"If the commission had carefully reviewed Hayward's economic characteristics in 1968. 

they might have invested that $90,000 in a more promising project, perhaps one that 

could have built upon the existing retail business." 

Alston and Ross also urge that the UGLRC give greater attention to the 

long range costs and benefits of industrial development. 

-more-
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"For example, who gets hired as a result of new industry? Is it the local 

unemployed, or people from outside the community?" asks Alston. "And what are the 

hidden costs to the community in terms of additional public services and taxes?" 

Alston stresses that the commission has made progress in northern 

Wisconsin. But he also emphasizes the need for thorough study of the economic, 

social, and environmental climate before local projects are funded. 

Copies of the report, «ititled “Impacts of Upper Great Lakes Regional 

Commission Public Investments," are available from the commission office at 123 

West Washington, Madison 53703. 

+ # # 
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PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL WORKERS NAMED TO CONSULT WITH SCHCGOL FACULTY 

MADISON~--Ten area social workers were selected recently to serve on a 

professional consultative committee to improve communication between the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison School of Social Work and the social work community. 

Six elected members include Nancy O'Brien, educational coordinator of 

Veterans Administration Hospital, Madison; Don Schmitt, chief of direct services 

section, Division cf Family Services, Madison regional office; Robert Mohlenitzky, 

director of Dane County Mental Health Center, Madison; Stan Nielsen, patient 

| services director of Madison General Hospital; Helen DeBardeleben, chief of 

~ manpower and training section of Division of Family Services, Madison; and Mary 

Kay Wright, psychiatric social worker at Dodge County Mental Health Center, Juneau. 

Mary Swoboda, Madison, president of the National Association of Social 

Workers (NASW), was appointed to the committee by NASW. 

Members appointed by the Social Work faculty include Tom Mackesey, 

program director of unified services, Jefferson County Countryside Home and 

Hospital, Jefferson; Louise Bakke, chief of staff development section of Division 

of Family Services, Madison; and Rosemary Williams, coordinator of the Dane County 

Commission on Aging, Madison. 

Alternates to the committee include Tom Reed, supervisor of the protective 

service unit, Dane County Social Services, Madison; Jerald Majerus, Madison, 

president-elect of NASW; Carol Weclew, social worker at Mendota Mental Health 

Institute, Madison; and John Borquist, home and community services coordinator, 

Martin Luther Home, Stoughton. 

iti
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cv Mr. David Adamany, Secretary | 

Department of Revenue 

201 E. Washington Avenue ° 

Madison, Wisconsin 53703 | 

Dear Mr. Adamany: 

, | _.. Your recent comments about the University faculty and its.-..-..-: © --» 

willingness to participate in the policy formulation process of oc" me 

- state government..have come to my attention. While I am not certain oe 

of the extent to which your comments apply to other departments in 

the University, there are significant examples of the Wisconsin —- - 

a Idea of which you may not be aware. ‘I trust you will appreciate™~ © °°" 

this opportunity to better understand the nature and extent of some 

of that involvement by economists in this Department. I will not 

detail each of the many instances but will instead attempt to a 

present a general overview of the kind of meaningful interchange 

- between professors and individuals in state government that you | 

said was no longer in vogue. | , 

Professor John Strasma is Secretary of the Special Committee | 

on Mineral Taxation, appointed by the Governor. Professor Richard 

Barrows has worked for some three years with units of your own De- 

partment, Department of Natural Resources, and the Legislative 

Council, and Senate and Assembly Committees on: (1) taxation issues 

for farm land and open space; (2) tax issues on public lands in Wis- 

consin; (3) transferable development rights; and (4) other important 

public policy issues. Professor Douglas Yanggen 1s a national ~ 

authority on flood plain land use matters and has worked extensively | 

over the past 10 years with many units of state government on model 

legislation for protecting flood plains and lakeshore property and | 

led the effort to develop inland lake renewal legislation. He re- 

cently received the U. S. Department of Agriculture Distinguished 

Service Award for his work with local units of government. Pro- 

fessor Duncan Harkin has worked on many of the same issues as Pro- 

fessors Barrows and Yanggen. Professors Hugh Cook and Truman Graf 

have over 40 years of combined service to the Wisconsin Department 

of Agriculture on matters of dairy price policy and agricultural 

- income in Wisconsin. Professor Glen Pulver works closely with 

- - yarious economic development groups in the State, as does Professor 

: Ron Shaffer. Professor Pulver serves on the Governor's Council on 

Local Affairs, an advisory group to the Department of Local Affairs -..... .- 

| and Development. Professor Willard Mueller has recently served on 

| | : .
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the Governor's Agricultural Task Force, as a Special Representative 
on the State Board of Agriculture, as an advisor to the Wisconsin 
Department of Agriculture's Consumer Council, as a member of the 
Selection Committee for the new Secretary of Agriculture, and has 
done antitrust work for the Wisconsin Department of Justice. -. Pro- 
fessor Daniel Bromley has served on at least three Department of 
Natural Resources advisory committees concerned with water pollu- 
tion. Additionally, he is currently working with the Environmental 
Quality Committee.of the Assembly on the issue of user fees for en- 
vironmental quality services rendered by the Department of Natural 
Resources. Professors Barrows and Bromley recently led an inter- © 

, | disciplinary study for the Department of Administration as part°of “°° °* 
the overall planning process in Wisconsin. This work resulted in : 
the document, Wisconsin Natural Resource Policy Issues: An -Eco-=  ° 
nomic Perspective. Professor Richard Bishop has worked with the -. . : 
Department of Natural Resources on matters pertaining to offroad , 
vehicle use. Professor Rueben Buse is on the Property Tax Assess- 
ment Task Force for the City of Madison; this work is an attempt to - 
devise more equitable assessment procedures. I have served in many 
advisory roles to the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, as have | 
Professors John Schmidt, Aaron Johnson, Sydney Staniforth, Richard | 
Weigle, Gustav Peterson, Robert Luening, William Dobson, and Frank 
Groves. Professor Peterson operates a nationally recognized farm 
income tax program through your own Department. | 

In closing, I appreciate the fact that some departments of the | 
University may indeed exhibit those traits outlined by you in your 
comments. However, it is of utmost importance that one not paint 
with a brush that is broader than the facts warrant. I hope you 
will share this letter with your colleagues who may not fully under- 
stand the level of commitment that the faculty of this Department | 
feels toward state government in Wisconsin. A better understanding 
Should lead to yet more extensive involvement in the future. This 
is something which we would welcome; I gather that you would, too. 

Sincerely yours, | 

(LE: 1 td 

| 7 Peter Dorner, Chairman | 
: Agricultural Economics 

— . . PB/mem 

-. Ce: Governor Patrick Lucey 
: : Dean Glenn Pound 

- Chancellor H. Edwin Young , | 
- : Senior Vice-President Donald Percy : _ 

Se - a ee .
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Jahn Jon Udell had a x key role in changing state tax law on business | | | 
x . 

: Leo Jedynak: Electrical engineering--worked closely with Legislatureein | | 

settingas up a system that the kagkkts legislature could use | 
in contacting faculty members for advice on various issues | 

(did not elaborate onk type of system set up-ml) a | 

| UIZ--in process of setting up a position (now 4 time) --a go-between the | | 
Legislatre andunkwaxskx university... JOHN STOLTENBURG, graduate student 
is working through the Legislative Reference Bureau --as a "funnef"in 
channeling the legislator to the right faculty member for technical Mie. , 
advice , xeRxxNx : | | | 

WR Marshali--an ex-office member of something--engineering examining Board-- | a 
something about making sure qualified engineers are pexax peacking | _— 
practicing in the state ee , | 

_ Skiles--Energy Resource Center--makx might be én something oe 7 | 

| A geology professor who ina is involved with looking at the mining laws in | 
the state--and settking up new policies re: futuee mineral rights, etc. oo
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P| Fok NOW EUR lax, Fanel lola 
By Richard C. Kjenitz | "Ys jing withi | | | | | : 

- - ye fayge pudding within which | posi 
+ . Journal Madido eau hpyefully are’ some §™m Het | Poets a nee f Fo m less than spent on researching bath, he 

“ ' a j ‘ . . aM ; 1 > st . 
® 

‘| Madison, Wis{ - Ope of the plams very sparsely distribut- | he said. oe From t} . 

:| first things a sgecittl commit- ed, and finding them is not} Finding minerals is not easy. | ing we standpoint of tax- 

)| tee on mine taxes learned last easy." es The best maps are incomplete. Uoutre Ott ne oe 

,jweek.was that Wisconsin's | These deposits are associat- One-half of the Wisconsin area particular kind of m; ‘ne. but 

| metallic wealth was only a’ ed with volcanic activity that | that might contain sulfide de- |< binati ining, but 

, *tmole hill com began two billi iS is j (2 combination of base and pre- 

7 2 pared with the g o billion years ago posifS is deeply covered with! cious metals, and a ta i | | 

7 ‘| ore in western mountains. ‘|and ended with an explosion, erial deposited by glaciers. | has to recognize that ne POuey © 

-| The state's only mineral f | leaving a belt of metal bearing{ Even if one knows where to! He said iffe in 

| | ; : ral fuel | culgide deposi | aid that different min- 

;rescurce, for instance, is peat. | e deposits from Quebec/|!ook, Cameron added, he can-j Ing methods, such as open pit 

| ,{Only about two tons of it “| to Minnesota, running across ; not tell in advance if the find is | Or underground S hatte S 

'{worth about $313,000 — was pesconsin. Copper has been, Worthy of mining. He has to'quired different tax > 

. "mined" last year. 7 2 ound in this belt at Lady-! drill. _ ' proaches. t tax ape 

>} & University’ of Wiscon i, : smith. ; : One Canadian deposit con-. Phe biggest mining opera- 

| "}economig geologist, fEusene|de najor copper and nickel | tained 15% to 20% copper, al- tion in the state now is at 

2| Cameron, *, described eect | epost at Timmins, Ontario, |though another one nearby Black River Falls, where iron 

and northern Wisconsin as a| ee a en anid mon. was found to have little copper | Ore is being mined. There also 

. 
- > 7 e.| afte meee ‘ he 

: | ; r millions of dollars was | Turn to Mine, page 3, col. 2 

: . : 
reete - 

| | a | are small lead and zinc mines 

| | 

in southwestern Wisconsin. — 

. 
| | | Cameron said iron contain- 

. 
| | | ing oxides probably would be} 

| : | |found in pre-Cambrian forma-! 

| a , | | ‘tions in the northern part of 

| | : 
a lthestate. - PO 

| | 
| ‘| “'] think any geologist whol 

| | knows the history of the area | 

| | jwould be reluctant to say alli 

| 
| | (deposits) have been found," 

| | he explained. 

| i He emphasized that mining | 

| 
, 

| 4 operations took an average of | 

. 
. , 

' 

: : : ‘ 
leight years {to develop, and} 

| ; 
|| that tax policies should take’ 

- "| that into account. 

| . 
| {| The mine tax committe, | 

| 
| | 

| headed by State Rep. Harvey 

| 
: 

Dueholm (D-Luck), will meet | 

| | 7 again Feb. LO. ee
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| "PROFESSORS PUTTING WISCONSIN DDEA INTO ACTION” _ OS 

JON G. UDELL, business 7 member Governor's Council for Economic. Development 

JOHN W. MITCHELL, mach. engineering . Worked with Stste Dept. of Industry, 
a | Labor, and Human Relations to draft | : building codes to lessen heat Loss, | 

| JOHN G. BOLLINGER, mech. engineering Worked with DNR and Dept. of Transporta- | 7 | tion on variety of environmental noise : | : | | pollution control projects a | 

JAMES B,. BOWER, business Serves as executive secretary of the . q | | a : _ Wisconsin State Accounting Examining Board 

_ MATTHEW HOLDEN jre, political science-Poverty Research | Oo , 
: | a | : | a Member of Wisconsin Public Servico __ 
: | : Commission | | So 
: MARYGOLD S. MELLI, law Is a member of the Special Review Board - 

” | of State Dept. of Health and Social . | , | On _ Services on parohe of persons sentenced 7 : a | under sex offender law | : ; 
5 : Also member of Governor's Committee on | o ig a _ duvenile Justice Standards and Goals ae 
: a FRANK J. REMINGTON, law Member arid former chairman, Wisconsin | age a | | Oo Council on Criminal Justice; also on eae : | Oo oe 7 several special study committees for the state. 

, | Numerous law and engineering professors are often called on to Serve as a e consultants to various state agencies throughout the year. eS 

: DAN R. ANDERSON, business | On Wisconsin State Insurance Commission's | : Advisory Board | | | 

a 
ee ee 

we Fe INT EIN Sarasa en carter aor _ ‘ area renee temennan nn a ape aren ranean ee ee | a '
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UW Personnel serving on state commissions (some terms may have expired); Source: | 

1975 Blue Book a ~ to 7 oe 

| | : Expired? | | | 

- County Examining Board: Jim Bower / . 

Air Pollution Control Board: Reid Bryson; B. Dennis Sustare (Graduate student) 

American Revolution Bicenténnial Commission: Robert Gard; E. David Cronon; Mer Jensen | 

| Blake Kellaw (EXT); Robert Rennebohm; Carlisié Runge; James “Morton Smith 

Athletic Examining poard: ern Woodward : | 

Controlled Substance Board: Joseph Benforado | | | 

Council for Economic Development: Ralph Andreano, George Strother (EXT); Jon Udell | 

Education Compact Commission: John C, Weaver | : - — 

Council on Food Standards: Kenneth G. Weckel (expired?) 

Health and Social Services Board: John Niemiesto | 

Health Policy Council: Mark F, Hansen; Hania Ris; William Merchant; Valencia Prock; 

7 Robert E. Cooke, Warren Von Ehren a 

Hearing Aid Something: James Brandenburg 
| 

Higher Education Aids Board: James Kimbrough (TA- philosophy) | | 

Investment Board: Kurt Wendt 

Medical Education Review Committee: Martin Loeb | 

State Employers Merit Award Board: LeRoy Luberg | oo | : 

Mine Reclamtion Council: Bernard J, Nieman; Meredith Ostrom | 

- Board of Nursing: Valencia Prock, Pamela J. Wagner | 

Nursing Home administrator Examining Board: Bill Blockstein (EXT) | 

: Psychology Examining Board: John Giebink | oe 

Snowmobile Something Committee: John Pendleton | 

a, 
| 

| 

. |
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| : ~ 

OTHERS: Matthew Holden, Steven Born, Charles Cichetti, David Adamany James Knox | 

Lots of former KHEHKKY faculty members are on pay in the State Planning Office | 

_ John Kidwell-Asst. Professor of Law; no file on him in Library. | | 

sy be vt Bee \



College of Agricultural & Life Sciences 
| 

Ag. Economics: John Strasma-secretary of the special committee on mineral taxation 

| | (appointed by Gov. Lucey) | a | 

Richard Barrows-three years with Dept. of Revenue (nb), also with © | 

. DNR, Legislative Council, and Senate and Assembly : 

Committees on taxation for farmland and open space, 

| public taxation on public lands and other policy issues. 

Douglas Yanggen-has worked for many agencies on flood plain and Lakeshore 

| | problems — 

Dunkin Harkin-Same as Barrows and Yanggen--Taxation and environmental | 

. issues 

Hugh Cook and Truman Graff (from New Holstein)--both have worked with the 

| Dept. of Agriculture on dairy price policy — oe 

| Ran Shaffer-is on various economic development groups | 

Clen Pulver- serves on Governor's Council on Local Affairs, advising | 

a | Dept. of Local Affairs and Development — 

: Willard Mueller-on Governor's Agricultural Task Force and on the 

| State Board of Agriculture; also an adviser to the : 

“Wi. Dept. of Agricuiture's Consumer Council; was on 

: a | selection committee for the new secretary of Agriculture, 

| and has aleo done anti-trust work for theWI. Dept. of 

Justice. | 

| Daniel Brom jey- 3 DNR committees on water pollution; also worked with tle 

: Assembly environmental qua lity committee; | 

— Richard Bishop: worked with DNR on Off-Road Vehicle use | 

Dairy Science: Loris Schultz and Robert Niedermeier-both have served on Committee for 

| - | Animal Health for the Dept. of Ag. | 

Agronomy: John Pendleton-on Wisconsin Recreational Council studying snowmobile use 

Elwood Brickbauer-has been on.various Dept. of Ag. staff screening committees | 

Teas. Duane Rohweder-worked with Dept. of Ag. in compiling fouage statistics 

- Food Science: Joachim Von Elbe on VTAE-evaluating vocational schools — a 

Kenneth Weckel is also active ; 

Meat and Animal Science: Richard Vilstrup-chairman of state Farm-City Committee 

Quin Kolb: served on State Meat Inspection committee — | | 

Carl Hirschinger-served on state Livestock Health advisory 

| committee (dept. of ag); also on Personnel 

| Screening committee with ag. | : 

ART--some of these. persons are also Bxtension--Jerry McGee has promised more names 

as they come.into the Ag. Info. Office. I told him’to have them walked directly 

to you as.soon as they come in. mi 

| | | | : 

| 
|



| CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES | | | 

Dr. George Lythcott: Associate Vice Chancellor; chairman of the Prison Health 

‘Care Studies Committee (the entire committee iscomprised | 
| of Center for Health Sciences- Personnel 

Dr. Joseph Benforado: Chairmanof the €ontrolled Substances Board - 

Dr. John. Rankin:: Chairman ofthe Environmental Health Section -of the | | 

Governor's Health Planning: and Policy Task Force . _ 

- Prof. David Gustafson (professor Industrial Engineering) serves periodically 
| asia consultant to Health and Social Services AND DIHR | 

William Blockstein: State Policy Council " oo 

| David Perlman: Medical Task Force: on Prescription ce | 

Melvin H. Weinswig: State Aleohol and Drug Advisory Committee _ - : | 

| D | . - 

Dr. Allen Babcock: on Committee for Developing State Health Code | 

Loretta M, Steinmetz: Consultant totthe State Heatth Board re: oo : 

: = _ establishing guidelines for the WI. Kidney aid bill 

John R, Cameron: Radianion safety committee - —_ . |
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| EXPORT MARKET BECKONS TO STATE MANUFACTURERS, PROF. BILKEY SAYS 

MADISON--Many more Wisconsin firms could export profitably than at present 

a University of Wisconsin-Madison professor of business contends, 

"Yn addition to improving the firms' profits, exporting more would | 

increase Wisconsin's industrial employment," Warren J. Bilkey says. 

"The decline of the foreign exchange rate of the dollar since 19/72 has 

made exporting increasingly attractive, for it has reduced production costs in the 

U.S. relative to that in foreign lands." 

Greatest export opportunities, he notes, are for technologically advanced 

products. Presently, nearly half of all Wisconsin manufactured exports are non- 

electrical machinery, with transportation equipment second in line. 

Prof. Bilkey notes that foreign firms often search for products to import, 

and alert Wisconsin firms can review these lists to learn what they can produce 

profitably. 

"As an example, Japanese firms now are secking earthenware table and 

kitchen articles, pasteurizing machines, food packaging and processing machines, 

tubular metal household dining and breakfast sets, tables and chairs, steel wire, 

knitting machines, and a bond for binding copper and steel without using heat." 

He adds that firms that search for exporting opportunities tend to find 

them. "In the field of business, as in most other areas of human endeavor, the 

source lies within," Bilkey observes. 

The U.S. Department of Commerce reported recently that increased U.S. 

exports during the first 11 months of 1975 exceeded imports by $10.6 billion, a new 

record. Wisconsin ranks 12th among states in value of its manufactured exports. 

About 4.5 per cent of Wisconsin's industrial labor force ig employed making 

exported goods. 
HEF
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UW-MADISON PHARMACY PROFESSOR BRINGS DIABETES/HYPERTENSION PROGRAM TO WINNEBAGOS 

MADISON--Some 500 Winnebago Indians live in an area touching on four counties 

near the Wisconsin Deliis--Sauk, Juneau, Adams and Columbia, The area is too smail 

to qualify as a reservation or for a public health hospital or clinic. So about one 

and one-half years ago, a University of Wisconsin-Madison pharmacist decided to 

volunteer some of his time to bring the Indians a screening and counseling program 

for diabetes and -hypertension. 

"J think we've helped a lot of people," says School of Pharmacy professor C. A. 

Bond, who works with Della Lowe, a paraprofessional health representative and a 

member of the tribe. "We've tried to make them more conscious of the importance of 

diet, the need for correct drug dosing and helped keep them on a therapeutic 

regimen," 

At first considerec an outsider, Bond says it took about eix months before 

tribe members accepted his advice. | 

A big part of Bond's work involves screening and counseling of diabetics. Once 

past ege 50, many of the Indians develop diabetes--ajproximately 80 out of the 50 

in the tribe. Bond feels this high incidence may be in part due to heredity cr 

possibly to the change in diet, | 

Before 1900, the native Indian diet consisted mostiy of vegetables and meat. 

Now fats, starches and sweets make up a large proportion. 

"We have a known set of diabetics, and continue to screen people with urine 

tests to detect new cases. Some control the disease well, but many do not," Bond 

says. 

- more -



“ -" " dd one--Winnebagos 

Bond tries to travel to the tribe weekly. The School of Pharmacy supports his 

work as part of the UW-Center for Health Science's statewide clinical campus concept, 

and provides a car for his transportation. | 

On a typical visit, Bond, a pharmacy student, and Ms. Lowe begin at 10 a.m. going 

door to door to different family groups. Such groups often consist of a number of 

people, since Winnebagos live in extended families that can include aunts, uncles, . 

nieces and nephews as well as grandparents. 

"We work with the neople who need help most," Bond says. "Some people we sea 

four times a month; some ‘7a see once every six months and some we've never worked 

with." 

Bond and Ms. Lowe asx when the diabetic's last meal was, perform urine tesis 

and do a 24-hour food recali and drug history. Then they can determine whether the 

patient is complying wit) treatment and counsel him or her accordingly. Since many 

of the diabetics are overweight, weight reduction is often one objective of the 

counseling. In their screening program, they've also picked up some 25 to 30 people 

with hypertension. In spprepriate cases, they refer people to local physicians. 

Bond and Ms. Lowe also do some work with drug abuse, and in obtaining better 

housing for tribe members. Bond says the drug problem is not acute--there are few 

hard drugs. The orngram mostly involves dispelling myths and making legal impii- 

cations clear. 

Ms. Lowe often translates the diabetes, hypertension and drug abuse informatior 

into Winnebago. Through their screening and counseling work, Bond says Ns. Lowa’ 3 

naraprofessicnal training has been considerably expanded. She can now do a better 

job in her translations into Winnebago of what a person's disease is--what it means 

to the patient and what to do about it, 

The Indians presently purchase their medications from local pharmacies. Bond 

hopes in the future to reduce the costs of the Indians’ health care~-he's working to 

get government-purchased drugs, which cost considerably less, transferred from the 

nearby federal Red Lake hospital to the local pharmacies. 

A 1972 graduate of the University of California-Berkeley, Bond joined the UW- 

School of Pharmacy faculty as a clinica} ,pharmacy professor in 1973.
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_— Wy VU UW HELPS BUSINESS, WEAVER REPORTS C 

| | Stevens Point, Wis.--University. researchers and extension specialists | 

are helping many Wisconsin firms strengthen the state's economy, President John C. 

Weaver of the University of Wisconsin System said here Thursday [May 29]. 

| He spoke to approximately 300 local officials and business and industry 

ieaders at the annual Governor's Conference on Business Development at the Holiday Inn. 

. Weaver reported that the Northern Wisconsin Development Center at Wausau 

had helped: 

| --A manufacturer of log loading and hauling equipment to increase its 

capital from $20,000 to $2 million and its sales from $562,000 to $4 million 

annually in the last 10 years. 

| -~~A company manufacturing children's furniture to increase its annual. 

payroll from $52,000 in 1966 to $560,000 in 1974. 

| --A recreation vehicle firm to solve serious financial problems and 

increase its invested capital from $390,000 to $1.6 million and its annual payroll 

| from $290,000 to $1.4 million in the last eight years. | | 

-~-Douglas County and the City of Superior to plan 15 recreation industry 

projects which are expected to provide 300 permanent and 200 seasonal jobs. 

Weaver also reported on several UW research projects which appear to have 

_ . “significant economic potential for state business and industry. They include: : 

| | -~-A high protein food for both animals and humans from alfalfa “squeezings" 

as an alternative to soybeans. 

| ~~Development of a commercial crop of Japanese Shitaki mushrooms, which 

can grow rapidly on Wisconsin "scrub oak" logs under controlled conditions. | 

--Raising of perch and pike in "tank farms," easily installed in former 

dairy barns. 
:
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Van Hise Hall 

1220 Linden Drive 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Phone: 608/263-3961 

| For information from individual campuses or Extension, write or call: 

Degree Granting Campuses University Centers 

UW-Eau Claire 54701 715/836-4736 | Baraboo/Sauk County, Baraboo 53913 608/356-8351 

UW-Green Bay 54302 414/465-2214 Barron County, Rice Lake 54868 715/234-8176 

UW-LaCrosse 54601 608/784-6050 Fond du Lac 54935 414/922-8440 

UW-Madison 53706 608/262-3571 Fox Valley, Menasha 54952 414/734-8731 

UW-Milwaukee 53201 414/963-4849 Manitowoc County, Manitowic 54220 414/682-8251 

UW-Oshkosh 54901 414/424-3356 Marathon County, Wausau 54401 715/845-9602 

UW-Parkside, Kenosha 53140 414/553-2233 Marinette County, Marinette 54143 715/735-7477 

UW-Platteville 53818 608/342-1194 | Marshfield/Wood County, Marshfield 54449 715/387-1147 | 

UW-River Falls 54022 715/425-3771 Medford 54451 715/748-3600 

UW-Stevens Point 54481 715/346-5731 Richland, Richland Center 53581 608/647-6186 

UW-Stout, Menomonie 54751 715/232-2425 Rock County, Janesville 53545 608/754-2841 

UW-Superior 54880 715/392-8101 Sheboygan County, Sheboygan 53081 414/458-5566 

UW-Whitewater 53190 414/472-1193 | Washington County, West Bend 53095 414/338-1161 

Waukesha County, Waukesha 53186 414/542-8825 
UW-Extension 608/262-1156 

432 North Lake Street UW-Center System 608/262-1529 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 602 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
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WEAVER -- add one 

| | -~-Storage of electrical energy in very large “superconducting magnets" 

cooled to near absolute zero, to produce more power from present generating 

capacity. | 

' The president said that the UW System's 27 campuses and county extension 

“offices can help expand present industry and attract new industry by providing 

| well educated new employees, by helping to solve management problems, by | 

a conducting seminars and conferences, by providing technical information, and 

by making high quality coliegiate education and cultural programs available 

| | throughout the state at moderate cost. | | 

| # it # | | 

CP-DN | |
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"NOW CASTING' TO HELP STATE INDUSTRY, AG, WORK AROUND WEATHER 

MADISON--To help industries and farmers to work around the weather, 

meteorologists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison have begun a specialized 

forecasting system called "now-casting." 

Personalized forecasts with specific information--moisture, sky conditions, 

hour-by-hour temperature predictions, for example--are made up daily for the 

Department of Natural Resources, the UW's Experimental Farms, and six canning 

companies: 3-F Canning Co., Waupun; Green Giant Canning Co., Beaver Dam; 

Oconomowoc Canning Co., Waunakee; Fall River Canning Co., Fall River; Baker Canning 

Theresa; , 

Co.,/and The Larsen Co., Green Bay. 

Terry Kelly, meteorology specialist working with now-casting, said the 

Madison Gas & Electric Co. and the Madison Street Dept. will be likely clients when 

winter comes. Both, along with J. H. Findorff & Son, Inc., a local construction 

company, were involved in a three-month now-casting experiment last winter. 

"We possess information about forecasting that we haven't had in 

previous years, and we have the ability to go out and make better short-range 

: forecasts than ever before," Kelly said. 

7 He explained UW meteorologists have access to experimental equipment 

available nowhere else in the country, including the McIDAS (Man-Computer Inter- 

active Access System) computer, which was developed by the Space Science and 

Engineering Center here. Weather information is taken from teletype wires and a 

satellite, and put into a computer which comes up with television generated images 

only a few minutes old. Also used is radar from the National Weather Service Office 

in Madison and the meteorology department. 
- more -



~ - * Add one--now-casting 

In addition, Kelly said the meteorology department hopes to begin a now- 

casting program on a local radio station for the 1,700 dairy farmers in Grant 

county. He said a recent pilot project involving one Grant county farmer resulted 

in savings of between $3,000 and $4,000 because the farmer knew how to plan around 

the weather. 

Other UW meteorologists working on now-casting include Prof. Donald R. 

Johnson, principal investigator and chairman of the meteorology department, and 

graduate students Stephen Kachelhoffer, Madison; Wayne Kober, Kenosha; and Glenn 

Simonsen, Morton Grove, Ill. . 

HEE
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A COLUMN OF OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS 
hs | 

AND SIDELIGHTS BY JOURNAL STAFF 
. . MEMBERS AND OTHERS 

(et JACK BURKE, University of Wisconsin News Serv- Pe ice, Madison — In 1965, J. E. Boell, UW archivist, start- a a ed a search to find the origin of the widely used phrase: we "The boundaries of the campus te 
‘ r a " n mf 

eee are the boundaries of the BR ee Po) state." He did not havea long yd | ee search. The answer was sup- a i | Be plied by Robert H. Foss, assist- E i. o , as ant director of the UW News int eae Ga re Service. 
es ca a fa, Foss recalled that in 1930, 2 > f ao Fs ) i when he was a teaching assist- (oa ae os Ae ant in journalism, he was given F ear iS the summer job of cleaning upa Ps we eg ee. | Pe library-reading room in South f OT haa alee 74 | : Hall, then used in part by the oS oe te | d School of Journalism. 

ye "In the process," as Foss) Charles R. Van Hise G tells the story, "I found copies : 
: of speeches by Charles R. Van Hise, UW president from 
4 1903 to 1918. One was of his inaugural address, another 
‘ was a speech at a campus anniversary celebration, and 
2 one more was of a talk before a group of Wisconsin | newspapermen. 

2 "Tread all the speeches. In one, Van Hise stated: 'I ‘ shall never rest content until the beneficent influences 
of the university reach into every home in the common- | } wealth, and the boundaries of our campus are coexten- 
sive with the boundaries of the state.’ 

"I liked the statement — and began using it every 
chance possible — on letterheads, in speeches I wrote for others, any place where the public could see it. I 
believed it, and wanted everybody else to believe it."" 

From the widespread use given the phrase, the ef- forts of Foss, who will retire this year, have been highly 
successful. 

Poe 
MICHAEL O. ZAHN, Courthouse Reporter — Some-



| | Wisconsin Chapter | , l ) 
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cs The Measure ofa Man | 
| | We measure a man by the breadth of his concerns. - | , 

Industry marks for promotion the individual of broad interests and inquiring 

mind. This is the man who “grows in his job.” He is not shackled to narrow, immediate 

work pressures. He probes for solutions to benefit the employe, the company, and alt of | | 

society. | 

| A University uses the same yardstick. } 

a Today’s educator is no parochialist in an ivory tower. Teaching is his prime : 

interest. But he brings to the classroom more than a grasp of subject matter and the 

| | ability to make his topic come alive. | | 

He is sensitive to the need to keep current in his field of learning. He has a 

strong inner urge to seek new knowledge. His search is stimulated by the prodding | 

questions of students, demanding that education relate classroom lessons to the changing ; 

| world. | I a | 
| ' The teacher’s quest begins as a personal need to know. It winds up as an , 

exploration that yields benefits for persons far beyond the classroom _ citizens of the | | | | 

state, businessmen and industrialists, residents of distant nations. | : 

| | Joel R. Levin is such a man of broad concerns. | | | 

| He stepped to a platform a few weeks ago to exchange a handshake with | | | 

| | University Regent Gordon Walker and receive the $1,000 William H. Kiekhofer Award for 

excellence in undergraduate teaching. : 

, Professor Levin’s teaching in the Department of Educational Psychology was __ , 

rated by 85 per cent of his students as among the top five per cent of instructors they | 

had known. | | | 

“His enthusiasm is infectious. | never thought | would be so interested in | | 

_ Statistics,’’ a student commented. ° : 

a "To me, the ‘light’ has been turned on. His method and manner has been : 

| 7 inspirational,”” said another student. | | | ;
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Joe! Levin spends half of his time in research on children’s learning. - | 

‘WWe have done studies in the public schools of several Wisconsin communities 

) | on the tools of learning. We have attained what | would consider as dramatic results,” the = | 

teacher-researcher reports. | 
| 

, Four other faculty members received $1,000 awards on the same afternoon . | 

when Professor Levin. was honored. , | 

Richard S. Marleau is an electrical engineer. His Standard Oil Award cited | 

him for “enthusiasm, energy, and open-mindedness” in teaching undergraduate courses. 

| | Prof. Marleau also advises graduate research and is preparing a book, “Circuit Theory and 

Contro! Systems.” | | | | a i 

| Wayne D. Milestone, mechanical engineering, winner of the Emil H. Steiger | f 

Award, moves from classroom to laboratory with a ‘parade of students following him | a | 

: | around, in consultation with him, and in general, burdening him with all types of student | 

problems.” Prof. Milestone’s research is in the field of vibration and material fatigue. : 

| | Basic knowledge is the target of most University teacher-researchers. Another | 

Standard Oil Award winner, Stephen M. Stigler, hailed for his “innovative approach” in | 

7 teaching statistics, describes one of his research interests as “robust inference — the 

— investigation and discovery of statistical techniques that work despite departure from 

underlying assumptions.” 
| | 

| Wisdom to be gleaned from man’s past occupies John Cooper, Standard Oil | 

Award recipient for excellence in teaching history “with an enviable articulateness.”’ | 

Prof. Cooper explains, ‘I’m always doing research.’’ He has published a book on American 

a isolationism and the First World War, has written several articles for periodicals and is : 

preparing a biography of Walter Hines Page, U.S. ambassador to Great Britain during | 

| World War |}. | 

- What do the Joel Levins, the Marleaus and Milestones, the Stiglers and | 

Coopers, contribute to Wisconsin? 
| 

| oe a Their broad concerns are reflected in the lives of their students after they - 

, leave the campus. The young people have absorbed a regard for knowledge and an ability 

to find it that better equip them for service to family, community and society at large. 

The teacher-researchers also help Wisconsin solve its problems. University | 

knowledge is transmitted throughout the state. Directly and indirectly, this learning | 

| benefits individuals and their private and governmental enterprises. | |
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| | What are the dimensions of the contribution? - 

| | There is no comprehensive yardstick available. How much is it worth to cure | 

a an illness or extend a human life? How do you measure the gain in self-respect of an | 

| _ individual whose productivity has been expanded by an act of learning? How do you gauge 

| | the rise in property values in a community which has halted a social blight? 

| The dollar sign approach is sheer estimate. As a partial measurement, it offers a 

| ——. some rough indications. _ | | | | 

sO _, There is evidence that research relationships involving some of the UW-Madison 

work in agricultural, biological and physical sciences, and engineering has produced these | 

direct results in the adjacent community: | | | 

| ® A dozen industrial enterprises or research laboratories have been established; 

| e These enterprises employ about 900 people; : : 

| | © Their annual payroll is about $9 million: and | 

® The firms report gross sales or services in excess of $14.5 million a year. 

| Where do you stop counting? a | 

| | @ Another 10 enterprises have located in the areas substantially because of 

| campus research resources; 300 employes, $2 million payroll, $6 million . 

| | in sales. 

| @ At least another 20 companies have received noteworthy economic benefits 

| | from UW research. ) | | | . 

| How does Wisconsin industry value University research? 

The Ansul Company of Marinette said its decision to locate a new research | | 4 

center at Madison was based on two factors: 

(1) “Madison is the home of one of the world’s great universities . . . for : 

| research ... scientific resources important to Ansul .. . and graduate 

, production of scientists, the life-blood of any viable research effort .. .’’ a 

, (2) “. . . The Wisconsin Idea, the wedding of industry, government and 

| education, working together . . . which is very much a reality in | 

Wisconsin today.” . - | | 

| The University constitutes a major scientific and technical resource for | 

| business, industry and government throughout the state. The University-Industry Research 7 

| , program reports direct contacts in a year’s time with some 200 industries, businesses and |
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| associations in Wisconsin, plus about 50 state, local and federal government agencies. : | | 

: Some 100 research projects on industry-related problems were reviewed. Oo | 

| Some current research reports by UW-Madison campus faculty — 1970-1971: ~~ | 

| Recycling Tires — Prof. Norman R. Braton, mechanical engineering, developed new process | 

for recycling tires economically, via freezing and use of a hammermill — this 

| | producing a gravel-like material. | . | 

Cancer Viruses — Prof. Howard M. Temin, oncology, found that rules for transmittal of 

genetic information within the cell can be reversed by cancer viruses; if these 

| findings can be applied to cancer cell, the result could prove whether viruses _ 

| | are the main cause of the disease and could also lead to new methods of 

. | diagnosis and treatment. | | 

Probate Code — Prof. James B. MacDonald, law, designed and wrote 12 chapters of | | a 

___ state’s new probate code. | | | 

Cannery Pollution — Prof. Daryl 8. Lund, food science, devised unique food processing 

| technique — a blanching procedure, expected to cut river and stream pollution 

coming out of canning factories. a | | 

Cancer Induction — Drs. James A. and Elizabeth C. Miller, oncology, contributed to | | 

knowledge of chemical causes of cancer and provided leadership and direction | 

in the attainment of an understanding of cancer induction mechanisms in man. 

Speech Disabilities — Profs. Thomas Hixon and Ronald Netzell, communicative disorders | | 

| and rehabilitation medicine, uncovered new approaches to study the mechanics 

| | of normal and abnormal speech production and to develop treatments for | 

certain speech disabilities. | | 

. Mercury Damage — Profs. Henrik A. Hartmann and Alden W. Dudley, Jr., pathology, 

, discovered how mercury damages the human body, binding to membrane : | 

: structures and reducing cell’s amount of RNA. | oo 

: Cancer Chemicals — Dr. George T. Bryan, clinical oncology, found that bracken fern | 

| contains cancer-producing chemicals which cause the disease in cattle, mice, 

and guinea pigs. oo | : | | | 

- | | Milk Fever — Prof. Hector F. DeLuca, biochemistry, isolated, identified, and synthesized | 

| a new active form of Vitamin D and developed successful prophylactic |
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Earth Tremors — Profs. William E. Saul and Alain Peyrot, civil engineering, developed a | 

| series of equations designed to predict what effects an earthquake could 

| have on any multi-storied building. | | | 

Cancer Therapy — Prof. John J. Windheuser, clinical oncology, developed new research 

| techniques expected to maximize cancer therapy with the drug 5-Fluorouracil. | 

Computer Testing — Prof. Allen C. Kelley, economics, devised computer testing system, 

| | TIPS (teaching information processing system) which arranges for his 300 | 

- | students to “‘talk’’ with him weekly to eliminate weaknesses and capitalize | 

: on strengths. oe | | 

ye Hospital Feeding — Dr. Annette Gormican, nutrition education, devised method to | 

| tube-feed hospital patients unable to chew and swallow food normally. 

| Lake Profile — Profs. Leonidas C. Ocala and Robert P. Meyer, geophysics, found that a 

, : band of dense rock running down the center of the U.S. is actually an | | 

| | ancient rift-ridge system which, if geological history had gone differently, 

| | - | would have separated North America into two continents. Meyer also | 

| | developed techniques making it possible to profile lake bottom sediment in | 

more detail than previously possible. | 

SO Uterine Cancer — Dr. Judith Ladinsky, preventive medicine, developed new diagnostic | 

| tool expected to reduce deaths from uterine cancer. | 

| Tourist Dollars — Prof. William A. Strang, business, found that for every tourist dollar | 

| spent in Door County, $2.17 in sales is generated in the area. - : 

Newspaper Growth — Prof. Jon G. Udell, business, researched economic trends in the | | 

| | | newspaper business, 1946-70, noting growth in circulation, employment, | | 

| - advertising, and impact. | | | a | 

| 
| 

| 

| . :
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E mid-January state officials, UW faculty and staff got Research that the code “translates” both ways—from RNA 
copies of the biennial Report to the State from the Uni- to DNA as well as from DNA to RNA. This helps explain 

versity of Wisconsin. In 84 unadorned pages, the report certain hitherto mysterious properties of viruses; it will be | 
covers Madison campus activity for the past two years, of considerable significance if viruses are found to be the , 
ranging from statistical tables on enrollment and budget, cause of some human cancers. 
to a chronological blow-by-blow of student disruption in Other virus studies at the University in recent years 
the early part of the biennium, to an impressive 20-page include the discovery by biochemists Paul Kaesberg and | 
section on current research at the University. Leslie Lane of the existence of multiple genetic components , 

If it gets read by those who should read it, the research in an apparently homogeneous virus. Their findings give 
section ought to do more to prove the UW’s value to state promise in various areas of treatment of viruses in humans. 

and nation than any other section in the report. Tradition- Vitamin research is a field in which the University has 
ally regarded as something of a closet case by publicists long been a world leader. In 1924 the late Harry Steen- 
at tax-supported institutions, research understandably be- bock made a revolutionary discovery that created the food F 
comes the victim of snap judgement by taxpayer and legis- industry’s vitamin D fortification process. In the past two : 
lator alike. Unaware of its impact until after the fact, too years, biochemists under the direction of Hector DeLuca: | 

| often they imagine the researcher as a la-la in a lab coat, proved that the active principle is the form of vitamin D-3 ) 
playing with expensive toys behind closed doors. The rea- actually used by the body; isolated an “active” vitamin : 
sons for such confusion are many. In most cases the lay- D-2 which is thought to be the form used by the body; 
man and the scientist speak altogether different languages, proved the liver to be the major—possibly the sole—site of 

and the scientist doesn't bother to translate. Further, Te- conversion of regular vitamin D into its active forms in the 
search in any given field stretches to infinity. The public body; discovered how vitamin D directs body cells to ab- 

gets no quarterly production figures, and accomplishment sorb calcium; and isolated the enzyme responsible for | 
moves unheralded from the lab to the field with little transforming regular vitamin D into its active body form. 
awareness beyond the involved discipline. Only when a This same group synthesized and purified a presently | 
Khorana wins the Nobel Prize or an alert science reporter used drug into a compound nearly twice as effective in | 

patienty spells ont the public significance ic a research treatment of hypoparathyroidism. | 

lives, cos Bresp NS practical application nour Cancer research brought forth findings by George Bryan _ 
In the biennial report, not only are the University’s mul- which discouraged the use of cyclamates and saccharin in 

titude of research achievements and continuing projects foods due to their relationship to bladder cancer. Bryan 
clearly explained, but equal care is given to stress that and associates also showed a relationship between common 

they cost comparatively little in Wisconsin tax money. br acken fern and stomach cancer in cattle. Harry C, Hinze 
“While the University sought state support for a wide isolated -a virus that causes cancer in rabbits and closely 

range of research programs . . . ultimate appropriations resembles a virus that causes cancer in children. At Mc- | 

funded but three areas”, the section begins. It lists a $221- Ardle, a new treatment method for the drug 95-F U, which 
112 provision for agricultural research; $100,000 for the was developed at the Center earlier, was found to increase 

Institute for Environmental Studies; and a $200,000 match- the survival of cancer-of-the-bowel patients; a new and 

ing fund for the Federal Sea Grant. Other millions, it points faster method of diagnosing liver cancer Was developed; . 
out, came from federal and private grants and industry. and a simple, do-it-herself early detection diagnostic tool 

The broad scope of UW researchers must come as a for uterine cancer was developed by Judith Ladinsky. 

surprise to many, and page after page of the section lists Other progress announced from the Medical Center in- 
continuing projects too numerous and too intricate to cover cluded: initial success with common cold drug SKF 30097; 
here. However, even a listing of what is reported as accom- development by bioengineers of the use of computers in 
plished must dazzle when we realize that it is only a small clinical medicine and of the “cold boot” for amputations; 
part of what the UW promises in coming months and years. pioneer work in electronic monitoring of pregnant women; 

the first installation in any hospital of the automatic clin- 
Life and Health ical analyzer to test body fluids on emergency scheduling; 

With the discovery of the structure of DNA by Nobelists cove’ ment “ cectronic reading Clectrocardiograms 
Watson and Crick 19 years ago, scientists have made y computer; development of procedures to permit body 

; . electricity to activate prosthetic devices for the disabled; 
amazing progress in the understanding of genetics at the devel + of a simol £ forecast; trokes and 
molecular level. DNA is the genetic material guiding the vilite ment oF a simple means OF forecasting SiTOkes an 
cellular construction of RNA, which, in turn, forms the senuiity, 3 

template on which vital cellular proteins are built. UW The (Polluted) World Around Us | 3 
scientists have contributed to progress in this field in a a & 
number of ways. The detailed biochemical nature of the _In the fight to end man’s destruction of the elements, = 
DNA code was verified conclusively for the first time at | UW scientists achieved the following: the first direct evi- 
Wisconsin. More recently it has been shown by Howard dence that urban and agricultural runoff, even though 3% 
Temin at the McArdle Memorial Laboratory for Cancer greatly diluted, can contribute disease-causing Salmonella = 
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‘Bailing Out Fun City’ = - 
I am getting a little tired of hearing 

emotional adolescent bleating that the 

University of Wisconsin is discriminating 

against New York City Jews, because of 
legislative quotas on the number of non- al omn us 
Wisconsin residents eligible to enroll at 
Madison, and is thus anti-Semitic. I am 

an ex-New York Jew who came to Madi- Volume 73 March 1972 Number 5 
son in 1923 and subsequently received 
the BA and MA degrees. I have lived 
in Milwaukee for the past forty years, 4 Research at the UW 
happily married to a native Milwaukeean. . ; . 
One of my two sons received his law de- 8 Behind the Scenes in Sapporo 
gree in 1962 at our Law School. I am a . ‘ty N 

fairly substantial taxpayer and I resent 12 University News 
being pressured to subsidize an _ over- . 
abundant number of non-residents at Mad- a4 Student Standpoint | 
ison inasmuch as everyone knows that stu- 22 Camp Randall’s Histo 
dent fees do not pay the full costs of tui- P ry 
tion, whether students come from the Bronx 26 Class News ) 
or Coon Hollow or Quebec. Incidentally, if 
thousands of Quebecois decided to apply 
at Madison and ran up against the out- 
of-state quota would not they also be able 
to complain of. prejudice against French- | 

, Canadians? | 
Because there is a fashion in the Bronx 

| or Brooklyn or Queens or Manhattan to : 
head for the Midwest, e.g. Madison et al, . 
does not require me to encourage or ac- WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

) cept this fashion. Perhaps the New York- 
ers are finally realizing what Lewis Mum- OFFICERS 1971-72 
ford and other writers and critics have been 
saying for years, to-wit, “Fun City is no CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD: Robert Draper ’37, Hurst Perform- 

} longer Fun City, and it’s doomed to ance, Inc., 50 West Street Road, Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974 

strangle in congestion, crime, noise, gar- PRESIDENT: Robert Wilson ’51, Westgate Bank, 670 South Whit- 
bage and smog.” If so, why should Wis- ney Way, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 

| consin taxpayers do the bailing out? New 
Yorkers always know more than anyone FIRST VICE PRESIDENT: Fred R. Rehm ’43, Milwaukee County 

| else, so let them apply this know-how to Air Pollution Control Department, 9722 Watertown Plank Road, 

do their own bailing out in respect to Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53266 

: higher education—they have the schools SECOND VICE PRESIDENT: Ralph Voigt ’40, Mayor, City Hall, 
and the budget. I appreciate the compli- Merrill, Wisconsin 54452 
ment to Madison’s natural attractions, the : a , ; 
repute of our faculty, and the liberties of SECRETARY: Marcelle Glassow Gill ‘35, 830 Farwell Drive, Madi- 

our campus institutions (particularly the son, Wisconsin 53704 
Memorial Union Rathskeller, UGH!). I TREASURER: Harold Scales ’49, Anchor Savings and Loan, 25 

, refuse the compliment in view of the cost West Main Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53703 

(not merely money-wise). 
In 1924 I washed dishes at Delta Tau 

Delta fraternity. I knew that a couple of Staff 
the _brothers were not delighted that a Telephone (608) 262-2551 
Fewish boy was in their kitchen, but most . . 
of the brothers did not bother me and Arlie M. Mucks, Jr. ’43 Executive Director 

I did not bother them, which is about par Gayle Williams Langer '59 Associate Director 

| for anti-Semitism. I do not love every Elma Keating Haas Director of Alumni Programs 
race and every colour all the time—(right ; oo 
now I am particularly annoyed with the Thomas H. Murphy ’49 Director of Communications 

Pakistanis and their dictator-generals)— and Editor, “Wisconsin Alumnus” 

who does? But neither does everyone JoAnne Jaeger Schmitz ‘51 Assistant Editor 
like me all the time, despite the lip-service Martha M. Wright Office Manager 
given to brotherhood. On the campus for 
several years I took meals at the French ee 

House—La Maison Frangaise—and with THE WISCONSIN ALUMNUS is published ten times a year: Monthly 
the exception of one sycophant Southern in October, November, February, March, April, May, June and July; and : 

: bimonthly in December-January and August-September. Second-class postage 
faculty member (I do not know if he ever paid at Madison, Wis., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription price 
acquired the ribbon of the Legion D’Hon- (included in membership dues of the Wisconsin Alumni Association) is $10.00 
neur which he so obviously coveted) en- a year. Editorial and business offices at 650 N. Lake St., Madison, Wis. 53706. 

continued on page 27 
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organisms to recreational waters; development of aerial oped new “ cleanroom” techniques for spacecraft construc- 
photography techniques which promise easy time- and tion and application in hospitals; pre-stressed riveting tech- } 
money-saving detection of many water pollutants; the dis- niques for wide industrial applications; and new computer 
covery, by engineer Vinton Bacon, that sewage has produc- technology. 

tive uses; development of a nutrient-measuring test which Sharing space research significance are the University’s 
may play an important role in controlling unsightly algae meteorological projects utilizing NASA’s Applications Tech- 
growth in lakes and streams; and completion of a year- nology Satellites (ATS-1 and ATS-3) whose Spin Scan . 
long study of Lake Wingra, the first step in a four-year Cloud Cameras, designed by UW scientists and operating 
project to gain comprehensive understanding of the lake’s 23,000 miles from earth, are now providing more accurate 
systems, applicable to studies of management problems on long-range weather forecasting and meteorological data on 
other similar lakes. a global scale. 

Limnologist John Magnuson developed a periscope to The ATS satellites have provided the basis for many 
observe behavior patterns of fish beneath the ice as winter special studies, among them the most intensive investigation 
progresses, in his efforts to combat winter-kill. A team of ever made (covering an ocean area of 90,000 square miles) 
UW scientists described for the first time exactly how mer- to obtain significant understanding of sea and air interac- 

cury damages the body, perhaps opening an important tions which drive the atmospheric circulation and world 4 
door in finding the remedy for poisoning by mercury pol- weather systems. In this $18-million project which involved 4 
lution. Ecologist Warren Porter developed mathematical 15,000 men, 10 ships and 24 aircraft over a three-month 

equations which predict how animals behave and survive period, participating Wisconsin scientists developed a new . 
under various environmental conditions. His findings will wind direction device; conducted an aircraft-based program 
be useful in determining both the degree of thermal pollu- for solar measurements; and constructed a special radio a 
tion animals can tolerate (from atomic energy plants) and communications system for synchronizing aircraft routings a 

the most favorable environment for optimal annual produc- with real time cloud phenomena revealed by the satellites. S 
tion of food products such as milk. Aside from the scientific results obtained and their applica- | 

A new type of mathematical model useful in studying tion to improved weather prediction, other uses of the a 
urban air pollution was developed by Eric Shettle, a grad devices and techniques developed have application in pol- a 
student in meteorology. Shettle’s model cuts to 30 seconds lution monitoring and commercial aviation. : 
the time needed to measure how much incoming sunlight Among other meteorological studies, a major cause of . 
is reduced by polluted air layers, a process that formerly severe thunderstorms was identified for the first time, while a 
cost several hours of computer time. Three biochemists another project identified significant topographic factors 4 

found new information that may help in the search to dis- constituting two major tornado alleys in Wisconsin. | 

cover what selenium, an element sometimes found in pol- The Apollo missions which put man on the moon for the a 
luted waters, does to body cells. frst + . a. : 

. rst time had personal interest for several UW scientists. . 
The establishment of the Institute for Environmental A bone mineral analysis device, originally developed in the 4 

Studies on the campus produced an inter-disciplinary force University’s radiology department to detect minute varia- 
with a cohesive attack on such P rob lems as pollution abate- tions in bone mineral loss resulting from prolonged space : 
ment, population growth and distribution, ecosystem analy- ficht. h b ; Pe . : 

é ight, has now been put into production by a Wisconsin 
sis, and land and resource use and planning. Enrollment is Erm for . | h and dj — tain di 
40 graduate students. rm for use in research and diagnosis in certain diseases 

affecting bone conditions. And, from the moon rocks sent 
The new Sea Grant P rogram concerns itself with marine to the geology department, findings include “native” iron 

environment, primarily in the Great Lakes area. Its 75 crystals in the rocks (indicating an absence of oxygen); | 
~ faculty members devote much of their research time to , , 

. and evidence of a completely sterile environment on the 
problems of the coastal zone, the interface between land a 

moon—which should reduce the lengthy quarantine of 
and sea where both land and water-use problems are the f pos 
most severe. uture returning astronauts. 

Outer Space On the Farm 

One of the University’s most advanced, esoteric projects Ot particular note to the farmers and foresters Ls Wis- 1 
is the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. The largest and consin and the nation were accomplishments in agricultural 
most complex unmanned satellite ever launched, the OAO-2 research which brought the development of : varieties of 
has orbited nearly 500 miles above the earth for the past peas with increased resistance to powdery mildew disease | 
three years, still accumulating data that has brought new (The state’s annual pea crop is valued at $15 million.) ; 
concepts and discoveries about the universe and provided new methods of measurement of nitrate percolation into s 

| new interpretations about the nature of the cosmos. Spin- ground water; methods of preservation for storing high- 
offs of the OAO-2 include the fact that the resultant teach- moisture corn; ways of utilizing waste products from wood 
ing projects have made the University the leading graduate and paper industries as possible livestock feed; and devel- 
school in space astronomy, while research here has devel- opment of new techniques of land resource planning. 
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On the Table An experimental hydraulic system to store waste energy 

Tomorrow’s diet may be safer, better preserved and more ior we ak caobile ae venices proved feasible. 1 

palatable due to these recent accomplishments of UW food F d s 0 , th mle Sys fos can Help recuce pom 

researchers. They found ways to detect and isolate naturally ton and’ Increase EnICIENnCY OF ENngimes. 

occurring inhibitors of low temperature microorganisms; Improvements in combustion process of automotive en- 

potentially improved methods of evaluating the safety of gines were successful in laboratory models to reduce 

certain antioxidants in food; develbped a unique blanching polluting emissions. 

process for the state’s canning industry to reduce waste and A business study of franchising operations identified . 

pollution in vegetable processing. problems and factors for successful enterprise and pro- 
vided information for federal and state legislation for 

In the Classroom regulation and fair practice performance. The findings 

| The Research and Development Center for Cognitive are being published by the USS. Senate for distribution 

Learning, a part of the School of Education, appears to through the Small Business Administration. 

have started a revolution in the classroom with its new Engineers and medical scientists developed new plastic 

system called IGE—Individually Guided Education. The heart valves as part of major research efforts directed at 

plan takes a systematic approach to reorganizing instruc- cardio-vascular problems. Artificial bone implants made 

tion around individual learning needs of all children. The from powdered metal alloys are proving successful in 

system includes the multiunit elementary school organiza- animals and may soon be available for human application. 

tion, an instructional programming model, and new instruc- : ; 

tional programs in pre-reading, roading, mathematics and An lot erimental, ow Ce dosimeter for e hoto all ultra- 

science. Now on its way to statewide implementation in re se ated oi urthering researe ” photo-allergens 

Wisconsin by the Department of Public Instruction, the anc’ SUN-TErAeE SAIN CANCET. 

multiunit school promises to become one of the state's A new computer system was developed, linking visual 

major education exports as well. Successful implementation communication with data processing operations to pro- 

of the multiunit school in Wisconsin led to its choice for vide visual graphic outputs, applicable for architectural 
nationwide implementation by the U.S. Office of Educa- models, tool design and other three-dimensional models 

tion. In addition to Wisconsin’s 154 such schools, there are to provide visual perspectives from all angles. 

now some 450 more in 26 other states. : An experimental three-dimensional photography system 
demonstrated uses in automobile accident analysis and 

And Everywhere crime investigation. 

Additional University research achievements during the In conjunction with the Center for Consumer Affairs of 

biennium included this sampling: University Extension, Assoc. Prof. Calvin Huber, chem- 

Utilization of trash fish such as alewife for production istry, determined that the lead tube used for Crest tooth- 

of oil for paint and plastics industry, improved fish meal paste could cause lead poisoning if chewed by a child. 

protein concentrates for animal and human consumption; His“ Tesearch led to a warning that gained national 

Teaching computers to think (through the process of | 

pattern recognition) provided new computer technology Finally, in an area not normally considered research, 

and insight into the workings of the human mind; Prof. George Bunn, former alternate U.S. ambassador to the 

| Mathematical developments of non-linear programming Geneva Disarmament Conference and UW law professor, 
in systems analysis promise wide application in cost pointed out that if a recent scientific report is correct, 

analysis and manpower allocations in industry, research United States use of herbicides to destroy crops in Vietnam 

in pollution and other environmental problems and for violates international law. He noted that nearly all food 

other scientific and technological analysis involving large destroyed by American herbicides in Vietnam would have 
numbers of complex, interacting factors; been used by civilians. He pointed out that the Army Field 

a, Manual on the law of land warfare indicates that destroy- 
Solid waste milling for land-fill operations proved to be ing food crops intended for civilians violates a 1907 inter- 
practical and environmentally feasible. Other research in national treaty signed by the United States. @ 

| solid waste problems concerned potential recovery of fer- | 

rous content of municipal waste, and a new technique 
for recycling used automobile tires to produce new 
products. 

An ocular typewriter, operated by head movement, 

proved experimentally successful and may open new job | | 

opportunities for the physically handicapped. Similar 
controls can be applied to operate other types of office 
equipment. | 
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Walter Meives, who is director of In 1896 Baron de Coubertin made a The Japanese did a tremendous job 
the University Extension's department statement which still stands: that of public relations. There were 
of Photography and Cinema, has the idea of the Olympics is to about 1500 athletes and 4000 press 
been official photographer for the compete. The very fact that you’re people. The Sapporo planners threw 
U.S. Olympic team for the past good enough to get into competition a gigantic press party the day 
13 years. He is a member of the UW with other people who are in the before the games opened. It was 
class of 1943 and did graduate work same sport is a feat in itself. He held at the Royal Hotel, and | have 

in the motion-picture department of says that winning isn’t the most vital never attended a party with such 
UCLA. He has been on the Univer- thing. As you know, the Olympics a lavish table of food .. . fish and 

sity staff since 1947, are under tremendous pressure now meat of every kind and giant crabs! 
i > x from people who want to dilute 

Walter is a native of Price County, the games with more professionalism. 
Wisconsin, where his father was a But most people in these sports 
commercial photographer in the e0rly have ne place to go with their 

1900s. Wally himself was on the skills professionally. The gymnasts, 
commercial photography business for the runners, the shotputters, the 

2 short time after returning from archers, the canoeists . . . there is no 
the Air Force. other place for them to compete. 

He was first invited to be U.S. team They do it primarily for one reason— 
photographer in 1959 by Art Lenz, the pure love of the sport. If the 

former UW Sports News Director who Olympic games become a huge 
is now executive director of the super-bowl of professionalism, you 
U.S. Olympic Committee. (Rounding can count out the whole idea. 
out the Wisconsin contingent on 
the committee is Don Miller 42, Meives with bemedaled hat and favorite camera 

former UW boxer.) ae = , 
oe pa 

We talked with Wally when he got | : , ek 
back from Sapporo. Here are ete \ 
some of his experiences and thoughts i @ cs rab ak F | 
about the Olympics. a ‘ 
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From The University of Wisconsin-Madison / University News and Publications Service, Bascom Hall, Madison 53706 / Telephorig: (608) 262-3571 

Release: Immediately 3/17/75 meb/kp 

WLSCONSIN'S ECONOMY HEALTHIER THAN MOST OF COUNTRY, PROFESSORS SAY 

MADISON--Wisconsin is faring better than most of the country economically, 

but unemployment, stockpiles of unwanted consumer goods, and rising prices are 

problems here too. . 

About 20 Wisconsin newspaper editors attending a seminar on the economy at 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison heard three professors explain economic 

problems from the viewpoint of economics, business, and labor. The seminar last 

week was sponsored by the UW-Madison School of Journalism and UW-Extension. 

Economics Prof. Donald D. Hester told the editors unemployment will hit 8.8 

per cent nationally by the end of the year and will improve only slightly in 1976. 

Hester blames the economic downturn on declining government spending and the 

withdrawal of people from the labor force. 

"the labor force in this country fell by 580,000 people last month, Those 

are people who stopped looking for work," Hester said. 

Wisconsin's unemployment figure is 6.5 per cent, well below the national 

average of 8.2 per cent, and personal income here exceeds that in all neighboring 

states, according to Jon G. Udell, business professor. 

Udell credits a 1973 revision of the tax on industrial personal property, 

machinery and equipment, for the relatively high employment rate here. Befere 

1973, Wisconsin's tax on personal property in industry was 100 per cent higher than 

the second highest such tax in the country. Udell said that tax was causing 

industry to leave the state and phasing it out has stopped the exodus. 

- more -



Add one--Wiyeonsin economy 

Robert W. Ozanne, director of the School for Workers at UW-Madison, expects 

the position of labor in the state to change drastically since Wisconsin has a 

democratic governor and legislature for the first time since 1938. During the years 

when Republicans held control, he said, restrictive legislation including a law that 

made it difficult to establish a union shop, was passed. 

'Tt's very possible that the union shop law will be repealed this year," 

Ozanne predicted. "Surrounding states have never had such laws. In fact, this kind 

of legislation exists only in Wisconsin and in the South.” 

Collective bargaining procedures that require cities and municipal employees 

to submit to compulsory arbitration and adoption of cost-of-living indexes for some 

organized workers are other big changes in labor position, Ozanne said. 

Ozanne called for an end to "unnecessary unemployment" which harms the 

economy, hinders progress, and alienates young people who cannot find work. He 

said the federal government must act immediately to stimulate private industry 

through tax credits. 

| 
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From The University of Wisconsin-Madison / University News and Publications Service, Bascom Hall, Madison senna ten 262-3571 

Release: Immediately 1/23/75 jb 

MADISON--Engineering know-how developed through the years at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison now will work to help a technological institute in the Far East. 

Another example of the "Wisconsin Idea" in action, whereby the University's 

leadership role in educational development aids the economy and the individual, the 

project will be the first of its kind for the UW and for the Asian Development Bank 

vf Manilla, Philippines, as well. 

A contract for the Madison campus College of Engineering to conduct a 

feasibility study by Profs. Paul M. Berthouex, Max W. Carbon, Thomas W. Chapmén., 

vhillip S. Myers, and Alwyn C. Scott, and by James V. Edsall, director of campus 

planning and construction, to help outline a 10-year development plan for the 

institute of Technology at Surabaya, Indonesia, was approved recently by the UW 

System regents. 

Prof. Merton R. Barry, director of engineering foreign programs at Madison, 

said the bank has not previously dealt with a higher educational institution as its 

ccnsultant nor aided one in its region of operations, which ranges from Afghanistan 

to Western Samoa. 

"The bank appreciates the importance of engineering and technology to economic 

and social development among countries in its investment area," Prof. Barry noted. 

“it therefore looks on this project as a model for possible further assistance 

projects in higher technical educaticn." 

- more -



Add one--cengineering 

The project will be under the over-all supervision of Dean W. Robert Marshall 

of the College of Engineering, with Prof. Carbon as senior coordinator of the 

activities of the college faculty members acting as curriculum experts in chemical, 

electrical, and mechanical engineering, and the architectural planner for the 

Madison campus. 
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UW Economic Impacts Norb Hildebrand 

(UIR-263-2840) Auf L 

The University of Wisconsin might be described as an 

economic "tap-root" for the Madison area. For during | 

its 125 years of existence, the University has provided 

a substantial life-force in the physical development of | 

the city along with sustaining roots in the cultural, | 

intellectual and scientific growth marking UW's own rise 

to national prominence. | 

This symbolic relationship began even with the founding 

of the University--when a 50-acre site on the western edge 

of the village of Madison was purchased for the future 

campus. This was thought excessive and so a portion was 

subdivided into 174 village lots and 12 five-acre "outlots." 

| Receipts by 1854, when most of these had been sold, 

amounted to more than $12,000 giving the University a 

| profit of about $7,000. (This land was not part of the 

federal land-grant acquisition, which provided an initial 

allotment equivalent to two townships to be used for the | 

establishment and support of state universities). Over 

| a hundred years later the University was buying some of 

these lots back again at prices several times higher than 

the original cost of the entire tract--one example of UW's 

economic influence on Madison. - 

| (more)



Economic 2-2-2-2 
| 

While this kind of impact is obvious, there are many | 

facets of the University-Madison relationship not so | , 

apparent. | a | : 

| A study made in 1970 by the University's Bureau of a | 

Business Research and Service revealed some more recent . 

adie a) 
financial inputs on thé\area economy made by the University, | 

its students, employees, and UW visitors. Professor William 

A. Strong, who directed the study and has provided some | 

current updating, reports that direct expenditures by the 

University community provided $230 million in 1973 and 

stimulated an additional indirect dollar flow of $291 million, : 

as a result of multiplier effects on economic activities. 

Industries identified as major beneficiaries in this 

| financial flow were finance, insurance and real estate 

($61 million); food stores ($55 million); automobile sales 

and service ($41 million); general merchandise and other | | 

retail stores ($40 million) and transportation, communi- 

cation, and utilities ($39 million). | 

Another aspect brought out by the study showed that 

student and employee families make up 37 per cent of | 

Madison's total population (their growth in the decade | 

studied (1960-1970) accounted For 67 per cent of Madison's. . | 

population growth and 51 per cent of Dane county's increase) ; 

and their expenditures constitute about 17 per cent of | 

Madison's annual net cash income and 13 per cent of the | : 

county's. 

| | (more) |
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Economic 3-3-3-3 

~The details revealed by this study, establish clearly 

that the University makes significant contributions to | 

both city and county economic activities. | 

Not so readily assessed is the University's long 

history of interfacing with the agricultural, industrial 

and commercial interests of the community. Its role of 

providing assistance through education, research and public 

service to the State commonwealth is only partially docu- 

mented in the more dramatic instances--such as benefitted 

the dairy industry, food processing and other large a 

components of the State's industrial activities. | 

| In an effort to develop some of this historical | | 

perspective the University-Industry Research Program (an prsren 

agency of the UW-Madison Graduate School) began tracing 

the effects of some University research activities on Madison | 

industry. 

Beginning with the most likely research interests in 

agriculture, the biological and physical sciences and in 

engineering, UIR found about 25 industries and commercial 

laboratories in the city with substantial research relation- 

ships, past or present. About half of these came to 

Madison or were established here because of specific UW — 

research achievements or resources; many of these firms 

| begun by UW faculty or graduates. 

| (more) |



| Economic 4-4-4-4 | 

| | 

This group represented over 1,200 jobs, an annual payroll 

, of some $11 million and an annual business in excess of $20 

million. | 

| Another 20 industries, which located in Madison for | 

various reasons having little to do with the University's 

presence, were found to have had substantial economic 

benefits resulting from UW research contacts largely 

related to product/process improvements. Employment in 

these industries was about 5,000. | | 

Another economic aspect of UW research on the Madison 

community is the $40-$50 million spent annually in research 

funds from non-state wesources; such as the U.S. Department 

of Health, Education and Welfare and its various agencies, 

the National Science Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission, 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and others. | 

| (In 1972, for example, a total of almost $104 million was 

received in gifts, grants and government contracts by the 

whole UW System). 

But UIR still found many parts of the economic picture 

| yet to be assessed. Additional industrial interests for 

instance, were identified in other UW research and 

educational activities--such as the banking and insurance 

fields which have become major components of the Madison 

business community. UW's educational interests in business 

(more) | | 
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management, economic theory and practice date back to 1892 

with the organization of the School of Economics, Political | 
Science, and History under Dr. Richard Tl. Ely--who himself 

made history in the business community. (It was Dr. Ely 

who provoked the formulation of UW's famous "sifting and 

winnowing" quotation). Today's School of Business, now | 

considered among the top ranking in the nation, together | : 

with its Bureau of Business Research and Service provide | 

many links with Madison's industrial community. : 

Madison is also the home of 70 credit unions, serving t 

about 75,000 local area owner-members who are probably un- 

aware that UW faculty had an early role in the credit- | 

union movement of the 30's to meet financial problems of ™ 

those depression years. Nor that UW's Extension work in 

promoting farmer cooperatives was part of the same concern | . | 

for solving economic problems. 

While there is little farming left in Madison now 

(the current interest in gardening may alter that statement), 

the city is the market center of the richest agricultural 

county in the state--and home of some of the oldest farm- | 

related businesses, long associated with UW's agricultural | 

scientists. - on, , | 
agree _) | The University's first)résearch efferts=in-the area 

began in the 1880's with studies of livestock feeding, 

| construction Of farm facilities and equipment and the 

(more)
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| development of Wisconsin-adapted seed stocks, starting 

with corn, oats and potatoes. You can continue to get 

your "Wisconsin Certified" seed potatoes for example, 

from a Madison industrial pioneer--the L. L. Olds Seed 

Company, now 87 years-old. This certification process, | 

incidently, includes field and bin inspection by UW's 

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences working with the 

State Department of Agriculture. (And if you're really | 

interested in potatoes, the world's largest collection of 

potato varieties is maintained at UW for seed stock sources). 

A later pioneer in Madison industry--dating from 1914-- 

is Madison Silos, Division of Chromalloy--which began 

building concrete silos to meet the Wisconsin farm demand | 

| for the round design advocated by America's first professor 

of agricultural physics, UW's Franklin M. King. It was 

King's studies of silo construction in the 1890's which | 

established the round silo as a design standard. And in 

meeting the competition of wooden silos, the new firm 

benefitted from the concrete research of UW's then newly 

established Engineering Experiment Station research which 

still includes work with concrete, among hundreds of other 

projects. (If you think the market for concrete silos is 

past, the Madison firm reports it sold 2800 of them last | 

year for some $20 million. papous 60 per cent in Wisconsin). 

| | 

(more) 
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| Economic 7-7-7-7 
| 

Whenever Madison's economy is discussed, credit for the | 

city's long-term financial stability is givelto the high | 

: percentage of residents employed by state government | 

(including UW-Madison). Approximately 36 per cent of the 

127,700 nonagricultural employees in Dane county (47,100) 

work for the government. While the stability of such 

employment is historically true, since the response to | 

shifting economic conditions is not as sensitive as in 

private industry, this stability was not originally part of 

government employment. It came about through the Civil | 7 

Service System instituted in Wisconsin under the political 

and social reform legislation of Governor Robert M. La Follette. 

Playing an important advisory role to the governor on social pen 

: and labor legislation was a noted UW economist, Prof. John 

R. Commons. He is individually credited for writing the 

Industrial Commission Act and with a large influence on | 

the social-ethical concerns ef which marked this formative 

period in Wisconsin's legislative history. He also helped 

establish an important role in University State relation- 

ships--that of using the competence of faculty people to 

| serve government--a special aspect of the Wisconsin Idea 

which was to gain wider application and recognition over - 

the years. A survey made by UIR several years ago | | 

identified some 300 faculty members providing various kinds 

(more) 

a | 
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| Economic &-8-8-8 , | | 

| of advisory services to governmental agencies, commissions 

and special groups at local, state and national levels. | 

| Thus the UW tap root goes deep and the end of it is 

Still unknown. For, ina figurative sense, this root 

system is a living thing--growing and responding to the 

| needs of the University's own socio-economic environment 

and providing a vital force in the Madison community. As | 

the tap root thrives, so does the tree it nourishes. 

Madison has always been known as a city of treasured trees. 

| +t ¢ # # |
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From the University of Wisconsin-Madison / News Service, Bascom Hall, 500 Lincoln Drive, Madison 53706 / Telephone: 608/262-3571 

Release: Immediately 9/5/86 

BUSINESS/ FOUNDRY: 
A UW-Madison industrial engineer has helped a small Wisconsin foundry become a 

"preferred supplier" to two major engine manufacturers. 580 words. 

CONTACT: Harold Steudel (608) 262-9927 

UW-MADISON PROFESSOR HELPS FOUNDRY SUCCEED | 

By JEFF GREGORY 

UW Science Writer 

MADISON--American business priorities are changing, and by keeping its ear 

to the ground, a small Wisconsin metal casting firm seems to have discovered 

| the key to success. 

The Richland Center Foundry Company in Richland Center, with some 150 

workers, was certified at the end of July as a "preferred quality supplier" by 

Cummins Engine Company, a diesel engine manufacturer with thousands of 

employees worldwide. In August, Caterpillar Tractor Company also granted the 

firm certification. 

Harold Streudel, a University of Wisconsin-Madison engineering professor, 

has been helping the foundry upgrade its operations. He says certification 

means the two manufacturing firms have granted Richland Foundry favored status | 

me as a casting supplier. That almost guarantees that the foundry will get steady 

business from both Caterpillar and Cummins. The foundry's sales to Cummins, 

| Steudel said, have increased by over $1 million as a result of certification. 

| Steudel, an industrial engineer and associate director of the 

University-Industry Research Program, said the relatively new certification 

| -more- |



fscm™ Add 1--Foundry success | 

| 

process reflects American industries' heightened concern for quality. As 

industries set higher standards for autos, machines and other products, they 

also expect their parts suppliers to improve quality and provide more timely 

delivery. | . 

Cummins Engines, for example, dropped three-quarters of its suppliers in 

favor of those few that are certified. Suppliers to such industries either get | 

on the bandwagon or close their doors, said Steudel. 

"There are companies in Wisconsin that aren't clued into this at all, and 

they're not going to make it," he said. "Richland Center has put in the 

formula for success." 

- John Kemp, general manager at the Richland Center firm, is enthusiastic 

about university participation in Wisconsin business, saying that faculty 

members are tuned in to real-life business problems. 

"T' ve found university consultants to be more practical than many in 

industry," Kemp said. "They don't have the same inhibitions ~~ they aren't as 

conservative about making major changes. More industries should use people 

from the university." ) 

According to Kemp, the foundry worked for two years to meet the 20 

requirements set by Cummins. The old method of quality control -- checking the 

end product for defects -- won't suffice in today's environment of defect 

prevention, he said. 

Computerization of shop floor practices with constant quality checks and 

close worker-management involvement were just a few of the changes made in 

order to win certification. : 

"The productivity and employee gain sharing plans we put into effect 

actually had more impact on quality than on productivity, although that rose, 

| too,"' said Kemp. "There's a lot more worker interest in what's going on." 

Workers' initial concerns about the use of statistical analysis and 

productivity improvements to speed up production were soon calmed, he added. 

"We didn't lose anyone because of these changes," he said. "In fact, our 

employment is up." 

By ordering only those parts which will be used immediately, factories 

keep inventories low, reduce storage costs and thus reduce overhead. According. 

to Kemp, orders that once had lead times of months can now be requested in as 

little as two weeks. The foundry has to deliver, and it does, he. said. 

The new emphasis on quality is a direct response to the challenges posed 

by overseas competitors, especially the Japanese. Ironically, the current 

quality control practices employed so profitably by the Japanese were largely 

the brainchild of W. Edwards Deming, an American sent to help reconstruct the 

Japanese economy following World War II. | 
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MADISON--One out of every eight rural Wisconsin families is living near or 

below the poverty line. Of these 100,000 poor rural families, the very poorest are 

those who depend entirely on farming for their livelihood. 

These are major findings of a survey by the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Institute for Research on Poverty. It was directed by William E. Saupe, professor 

of agricultural economics. 

"Wisconsin is generally a prosperous state, but there are many rural families 

who haven't shared in that prosperity,'' Saupe said. 

The greatest incidence of rural poverty is among older people and families 

where farming is the sole source of income. When the head of the household or 

another member of the family holds a job in addition to farming, the family usually 

has a much higher income. 

"There was a pronounced inverse relationship between the percentage of total 

farm family income that came from farming and the level of well being. Net farm 

income provided 90 per cent of total income for the poorest farm families but only 

about 33 per cent for those that were best off." 

The poverty level for rural families is set by the Social Security 

Administration, taking into account the fact that farm families receive some food 

at cost from their own crops and livestock and that their houses usually are provided 

as part of the farm. For a farm family of five the poverty level would allow 25 

cents a meal and $1.50 a day for each person for all other living expenses--clothing, 

housing, auto, education, medical, dental, insurance, recreation, and retirement 

funds--or $3,431 a year. 
| - more ~
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The distribution o£ income among rural Wisconsin families is weighted 

heavily to the advantage of the families with higher incomes. Ten per cent of the 

families with the lowest incomes received only 2.4 per cent of the total income for 

all farm families. The 20 per cent of the families with the highest incomes 

received 22 per cent of the total income. 

Other findings from the survey were: 

--Average income for rural farm and non-farm families wasabout the same, 

$6,800. 

--Single earner families earned much less than families with more than one 

earner whether the family operated a farm or not. 

--About 33 per cent of the wives in both farm and non-farm families earned 

money and 49 per cent of the farm families had more than one earner. 

--Although farming was the biggest source of income for farm families, 

wages and non-farm business accounted for 42 per cent of their incomes. 

Saupe said his survey uncovered many rural people living in poverty who 

could qualify for Social Security benefits they were not receiving. 

The survey included information about families who live on farms and receive 

at least part of their incomes from farming, and from families who live in the 

country or in towns of less than 2,500 people but who are not engaged in farming. 

Copies of the report are available free from the Institute for Research on 

Poverty, 3412 Social Science Building, University of Wisconsin-Madison 53706. 
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UIR SCIENCE WRITING DIVISION | 
University-Industry Research Program (608-263-2876) 

Further Information: Udell (608-262-1550) 
Strang (608-262-1550) 

Part I of a two-part series 

By MARY ANN WEST 
UW Science Writer 

MADISON, Wis.--Wisconsin industries with the greatest potential for 

filling the need for 183,000 new jobs in Wisconsin's growing work force by 1980 

have been identified by a University of Wisconsin-Madison business economist. 

Prof. William A. Strang, researcher in the Bureau of Business Research and 

Service, has rated 185 state industries according to their ability to contribute to 

the state's future development. 

Also identified in studies by the research bureau are factors that make 

Wisconsin attractive to industry and encourage economic growth, 

"We came up with a list of industries Wisconsin's economic planners may 

want to promote," Strang explained. "As guidelines, we considered the desirability 

of an industry from a quality of life standpoint as well as the economic opportunity 

it offers the state." 

Sponsored by the State Planning Office, the study was aimed at encouraging 

economic expansion in Wisconsin by attracting desirable new industries and helping 

established ones grow. 

But at a time when citizens are painfully aware that economic growth often 

leads to a polluted environment, maintaining the quality of life in Wisconsin is 

just as important as economic expansion, according to Strang. 

- more -
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Industries were evaluated on two scales, Strang rated state industries 

desirable if they offered high employment potential, quality employment, and were 

rated low on such negative environmental factors as high water usage and high 

electricity consumption per job. 

The second scale used was an opportunity index based on economic factors. 

These included expected growth in employment and number of establishments and 

present number of establishments. 

Nonmanufacturing industries received the top five ratings, although most 

of the industries studied were in manufacturing. Miscellaneous services, business 

services, wholesaling and insurance and motor freight rated high in both 

desirability and opportunity. 

Highest rated manufacturing industries included electronics, commercial 

printing, communications equipment and industrial machinery and equipment. 

Among other industries rated highly in this study were plastic products, 

and motor vehicle production. 

Strang is aware of the subjectivity of this rating system. 

"Although other methods of evaluating industry desirability and 

opportunity might be developed with different ratings resulting, we feel that the 

highly rated industries according to this system are in fact beneficial," he said. 

"This report can serve best as a working study for economic planners to 

use in evaluating industries for economic expansion. They may want to attach 

different weights to the scales I used. 
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UIR SCIENCE WRITING DIVISION 

University~-Industry Research Program (608-263-2876) 

Further information: Udell (608-262-1550) 

Part II of a two-part series 

By MARY ANN WEST 

UW Science Writer 

MADISON, Wis.--In an article printed in the current issue of the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison's "UIR Research Newsletter," Jon G. Udell, director of the 

Bureau of Business Research and Service and associate director of the University- 

Industry Research Program, points out that it is not possible to achieve full employ- 

ment in Wisconsin in the years ahead without a considerable growth in manufacturing. 

Citing a study by the Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor, and Human 

Relations, Udell said that even with an assumed steady economic growth the state will 

fall 183,000 jobs short of a four per cent unemployment goal by 1980, 

"Agricultural employment has been declining for many years and will 

continue to do so. Mining employment has declined almost to the point where there 

is none left." 

He said growth in government employment is also halting. 

"This leaves only manufacturing and the service industries to meet the 

employment needs of our people--and manufacturing is our major economic sector and 

| our state's largest source of employment." 
Profs. .William 

Described also in the "UIR Newsletter" article is a study in which/Strang 

and Udell identify factors that make Wisconsin attractive to industry. | 

- more -



They interviewed 56 corporation presidents and other high-level executives 

and found that the quality of Wisconsin's labor force was the state's strongest 

industrial advantage. Sixty-three per cent of the executives cited Wisconsin's 

excellent supply of skilled labor as a decided plus. Other factors included 

proximity to major markets, excellent transportation system, the supply of raw 

agricultural materials, and quality of education and government. 

The state's environment, recreation, culture, and related features topped 

the list of favorable characteristics. Even though interviewing was conducted in 

the coldest months of the year almost a third of the executives said they liked the 

climate, | 

An Aware Public 

Industry, labor, and the general public are all acutely aware that the 

prosperity of Wisconsin's citizens is dependent upon expansion of the state economy, 

Udell writes, and they are united in their appeal for a more favorable environment 

for business and employment growth in the state. 

"In fact, labor executives were more vigorous in recommending industrial 

promotion than were business executives," Udell says. 

Five things would help Wisconsin maintain a healthy economy in the years 

ahead, according to Udell: 

--A favorable tax climate; 

--Enhanced industrial perception of the government attitude toward 

business; 

--Recognition that measures placing Wisconsin industry at a competitive 

disadvantage are harmful; 

--Enhanced growth of research and development in Wisconsin industries; 

--Greater cooperation between industry, labor, government, universities, 

a and the general public in efforts to solve the problems. 

- more -



"Wisconsin has many advantages to be capitalized,'"’ said Udell. "Included 

among them are its skilled labor force, honest government, an abundant supply of 

water and natural resources, excellent educational and recreational facilities, and 

good living conditions in an esthetically attractive environment." 

In the next few years, Wisconsin will be in vigorous competition with 49 

other states and scores of foreign countries, he added. 

If everyone will work together and capitalize on strengths, however, 

"Wisconsin can have a very favorable economic climate in the years ahead," Udell 

said. 
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By JEANNE RUDOLF WEBER 

“Y BELIEVE THAT IN SPITE OF THE RECENT TRIUMPHS OF SCIENCE, MEN HAVEN'T 

CHANGED MUCH IN THE IAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS, AND IN CONSEQUENCE, WE MUST STILL TRY 

TO LEARN FROM HISTORY, HISTORY IS OURSELVES." 

So said Sir Kenneth Clerk, creator of the highly acclaimed Civilisation" 

series for television, and in Wisconsin and 40 other states a nucleus of citizens 

have been taking heed of his injunction, 

Under the guidance of "visiting humanists" from the Midwest Center for 

the Humanities Series, they have been gathering in their respective areas to delve 

into history, literature, philosophy, ethics, and the arts, dialoguing as they 

progressed, 

Their aim--to gain knowledge and insights from the past applicable to the | 

present and potential problems of man... 

The Midwest Center is based in University of Wisconsin Extension under 

direction of Robert E. Najem, professor of French and popular Extension lecturer 

whose adult classes in literature have earned him a steady following. 

Still in its first year, the center has launched humanities programs in 

three Wisconsin communities--Boscobel, Elkhorn, and Wisconsin Rapids, and in 

Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan. 

- more -
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Like its counterparts elsewhere in the country, the center is funded by the 

National Foundation for the Humanities and the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation 

to provide informal adult education in the humanities at the grass roots level. 

‘The humanities are a reservoir of wisdom--the sum total of human exper- 

ience,"' Najem said. "They reveal man's triumphs and defeats, that which is constant 

and that which is ephemeral, demonstrating clearly the alternatives he has used to 

solve his problems." 

| Najem pointed out that during the Renaissance, one of the most glorious 

and productive periods of history, humane learning was the whole of intellectual 

experience (with the exception of religion), while science was considered a pasttime. 

"Certainly we are not recommending a return to the Renaissance viewpoint," 

he said, "but it is obvious that science alone cannot provide us with the answers 

contemporary society is seeking." 

The humanists, currently faculty members from the UW System, eschew the 

authoritarian, professorial stance, preferring, instead, an informal exchange with 

participants that allows for expression of individual reaction and ideas. 

‘We approach one another with mutual respect," Najem said, "realizing 

that though a professor may know more about history or literature, the audience may 

know more about life. We can learn from one another." 

In setting up a program schedule, the center selects towns that have no 

institutions of higher learning, are geographically isolated from one another and 

have different economic bases. | 

Each humanist visits one community three times for two days each time, 

meeting during the day with small, interested groups such as service clubs, senior 

citizens, homemakers, and high schools, then in the evening with a larger group 

drawn from the entire community and surrounding area, 

- more - 
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A topic of contemporary concern such as alienation, war, or religion is 

decided upon "and then we lay out a veritable feast of the humanities to show how 

great authors, historians, or artists have responded to or exemplified the topic" | 

Dick Lewis, assistant director of the Midwest Center and visiting humanist for the 

Boscobel program, said, 

For example, the first meeting in Boscobel on the topic, "The Worth of | 

Creativity," led to an examination of the art of primitive societies, where it 

played an important role, and to an exploration of why the historian, philosopher 

or artist chose to be what he or she is, and the significance of that choice to 

society. 

During the second session titled, "Religion: Past, Present and Future,” 

excerpts from the Greek Theogony and the Old Testament were read for a comparison 

of attitudes toward creation within different societies. Slides of medieval 

cathedrals in the 12th and 13th centuries, and recorded excerpts from "Jesus Christ 

Superstar" gave further contrast, 

The third session dealing with the idea of "self-realization" looked at 

children's poems and compared such works as Thoreau's "Walden," Eldridge Cleaver's 

"Soul on Ice," Carl Rogers’ "On Becoming a Person" and other items, 

John Murley and his wife were among the participants in Boscobel. Manager 

of a men's clothing store and president of the Chamber of Commerce, Murley welcomed 

the opportunity to read and discuss with the humanist. 

"Te was stimulating, such a change from everyday fare," he said, "and a 

great chance to get ideas for thinking in a philosophical vein. Many of the people 

were looking for something like this. My wife and I learned a great deal and will 

continue our reading." 

The programs have met with success in all of the communities where they 

have been held, 

- more -
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In Shenandoah, Iowa, a town of 6,500, more than 45 turned out despite rain 

and threats of a tornado the first night. Their topic, "Perception, Art and 

Environment," 

In Iron River, Mich., with a population of 3,000, the abstract-sounding 

subject "The Process of Becoming" attracted more than 60, and in Beardstown, I1l., 

81 persons came to discuss the topic, "We are Tomorrow." 

As community residents voiced their feelings, thoughts, and experiences, 

the humanists have profited, taking back to their university posts new views and 

understanding of the humanities and their practical application to daily living, 

according to Lewis. 

The interest shown at the grass roots level raises a question, 

If the humanities regained the place in society which they once held, 

might not men and women, addressing themselves to the lessons of history, avoid the 

errors of the past, thus gaining time to perfect themselves and their environment? 
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MADISON=-More and better day care for Dane County children is the goal of 

a new project at the University of Wisconsin=Madison School of Social Work. 

More than $21,000 federal and state funds will be used this year "to 

establish a new social work training program in the day care field," Prof. Martin B. 

Loeb, director of the school, reported. 

"In addition to training social workers, the project aims at meeting the 

day care needs of working and non-working mothers in this county, and in providing | 

day care and related social services to the poor. 

"Among the groups expected to be served by this project are AFDC mothers, 

non-welfare low-income groups, and University students and staff members." 

Social work Prof. Joanna M. Sherman, who was a research associate on the 

national day care project of the Canadian Welfare Council, will supervise and teach 

the 10 social work students assigned to the project and will serve as liaison with 

city and Dane County day care personnel. She emphasized that research is one of the 

major components of the project. 

Loeb said: "In essence, Dane County will become a laboratory for the 

study of day care. 

"Tn Madison about 17 per cent of all children under six and about 33 per 

cent of the children between six and 12 have mothers who work either full or part- 

time. Fewer than 10 per cent of these children are cared for in licensed day care 

facilities. 

- more ~
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"Children not in licensed facilities are cared for through a variety of 

informal arrangements. While there are no data to indicate that care received by 

children in these informal arrangements is poor, there is no assurance that care 

meets the minimum standards established in child care licensing laws." 

Another aspect of the project will be to investigate the feasibilities of 

alternative day care programs, such as "a system of satellite family day care 

around existing day care centers,"' Loeb said. 

The students will spend part of their time plamiing and developing 

services and part of their time giving direct social services at cooperating day 

care facilities. 

Prof. Sherman and the students will work with an advisory committee 

composed of representatives of various local groups, such as the regional office 

of the Wisconsin Division of Family Services, Dane County Social Planning Agency, 

the local Coordinating Council on Child Care, and the day care subcommittee of the 

UW-Madison Committee on the Status of Wamen. 

| 
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MADISON=-Two more Wisconsin motorcyclists died this month, and neither had 

received any formal motorcycle driver education. 

| Larry Kilkenny, 24, died Monday in a Milwaukee hospital after crashing his 

motorcycle Sunday night near his hometown of Delavan. Paul Effertz, 33, died 

instantly when he lost control of his newly-purchased motorcycle and hit a tree 

Aug. 13 near Barron. 

One reason neither man had received any formal driver education is that until 

now there were no instructional materials specifically designed for Wisconsin motor- 

cyclists. 

Recently driver education teachers and others involved in motor vehicle 

safety throughout the state received a new series of booklets designed by Prof. 

Frazier Damron of the University of Wisconsin=Madison Safety Research and Education 

Center, 

The five booklets, ranging from an introduction to motorcycle driving to 

maintenance and modification, were paid for by a $36,000 federal grant administered 

by the Wisconsin Division of Highway Safety Coordination. 

Robert Matson, motorcycle specialist for the division, explained that "an 

overwhelming number of accidents occur to early drivers. Anything that will bring 

these drivers through the early stages of learning will definitely help reduce the 

current motorcycle accident rate." | 

- - more -
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Kilkenny, as Wisconsin's most recent motorcycle fatality, had been driving a 

motorcycle for several years. But Effertz had just bought his cycle and was out 

learning how to drive it when his fatal accident occurred. 

Last year, 61 people died in motorcycle accidents-<20 more people than the 

year before, Last year there were more than 1,600 accidents involving motorcycles, 

the great majority of them involving personal injury of some type. 

Only 1,500 of the new series of booklets were printed, They were given to 

active driver education teachers at colleges, high schools, and private driving 

schools, and to selected federal and state safety personnel. 

Damron, who did extensive pretesting of the instructional materials, 

explained that more may be printed if demand for the materials is sufficient to 

warrant commercial production. 
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By TOM MENZEL 

MADISON--Move out of the cloistered walls to the action scene--that's 

the philosophy of the University of Wisconsin-Madison landscape architecture : 

department. 

Projects abound, and communities throughout the state are benefitting 

from student efforts. From Bayfield to Janesville, from Green Bay to Spooner, the 

landscape architects-to-be have proposed plans to improve man's environment. 

In 1966-67 a group of students analyzed possible sites for the Old World 

Wisconsin bi-cenntenial celebration. They researched ethnic backgrounds of early 

settlers--how they built their houses and barns, the type of land they preferred, 

and their general way of living. 

They decided on 500 acres in the Kettle Moraine Forest in Waukesha County 

because the landscape best resembled the land the settlers chose to live on. 

The students then drew up detailed plans for building locations, vegetation. 

and parking lots, and presented their findings to the State Historical Society. 

Three students made a more in-depth economic feasibility study the following year, 

and the State Department of Natural Resources and the society accepted the master 

plan. 

In 1969 Prof. William H. Tischler used the students’ suggestions in a 

presentation to two members of the German House of Representatives. They were in- 

terested in having Germany well-represented in the Old World Wisconsin project 

because Wisconsin is about one-third German. The result was a $35,000 donation : 

from the West German government for construction of German buildings. 

So ‘nore:
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- | A $100,000 anonymous donation got the project underway, and construction 

began this summer. 

Last year a graduate student, David Grant from Concord, N.C., surveyed 

historic log and stone buildings in Crawford County and found 81 still standing 

near Prairie du Chien. Grant drew up a plan and blueprints to preserve the 19th 

Century Irish, Norwegian, and Yankee structures. 

The site came to be known as Crossraods Village near Gays Mills. More 

than a dozen buildings, including log cabins, feed mills, and a restored church and 

school, have been dismantled, tagged and coded, and then rebuilt by hand at the site. 

The Crawford County Historical Society sponsored the project, and wants to make it : 

an ongoing effort. 

Up in Bayfield, Prof. Tischler directed a study to save the small Lake | 

Superior community's lumber, boat-building, shipping, and fishing history as the 

town builds up its tourist attractions. 

With the help of 21 professors of a variety of disciplines, 19 landscape 

architecture students, and countless Bayfield residents, an 80-page report was 

drawn up, which included plans for preserving and enhancing the town in three phases. 

The plan still is under consideration, but Tischler is optimistic: | 

"There is now talk of a sign park for the community which would eliminate the clutter 

of signs that plague so many communities. And they are considering replanning the _ 

community in a systematic fashion." 

In Madison, students of Prof. Tischler were instrumental in recognizing 

the historic value of the old Gates of Heaven synagogue in 1971. They stirred up 

action on the project, and the result was a seven-hour, one-mile trip through 

downtown Madison, moving the old building to a new site in James Madison Park. 

Built in the 1850s, the synagogue is now a national landmark. 

| 
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’ " Every elementary school in Madison has been studied for a possible 

rehabilitation project. 

The purpose is to supply the schools with miniature representations of 

natural surroundings, including trees and hedges, and letting the plants regenerate 

without any interference from man. The children can thus enjoy the natural setting 

on an everyday basis, instead of taking bus trips to the country. One such project 

resulted in the planting of 4,000 tree seedlings on the .schoolgrounds by the 

children themselves. 

It is up to the students to get cooperation from city and school officials, 

park superintendents, recreation directors, and community groups. 

Many of the students return to their home towns to implement their projects 

Tischler pointed out that it's good for the University to "get out of the ivory 

tower...It's good for the state, too, since we're trying to make the human environ- 

ment more livable and healthier. At the same time it is a live learning experience 

for the students." 

Other projects around the state include: 

A high school environment plan for Oshkosh by Gary T. Criter of Madison; 

an environmental/educational plan for a Sheboygan high school by Gerald G. Gabrielse, 

Oostburg; a recreational park plan for Green Bay by Donald W. Jorgensen, De Forest; 

a recreational development plan for New Glarus, by David E. Richert, New Glarus; 

and a development plan for the Rock River in downtown Janesville by Seishiro Tomioka 

of Japan, 
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MADISON=-Twenty University of Wisconsin-Madison students will spend the 

summer working for criminal justice agencies in the state. 

Under a new grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, they 

will work with police departments, court-administered detention and probation 

programs, State Bureau of Probation and Parole, the Oregon School for Girls, and 

other correctional agencies. 

The students, who will receive a stipend of $50 a week, have taken courses 

designed to lead to a career in the correctional field, the court system, or police 

agencies. The practical experience will supplement their academic work and also 

provide needed assistance to the agencies, 

Almost all the students are majoring in sociology. 

Mrs. G. W. Foster, coordinator of the University's law enforcement 

education program in the College of Letters and Science, is in charge of development © 

and administration of the internship progran, 

| The student participants include: 

Timothy L. Sullivan, Monona; James L. Selleck, Platteville; Raymond A, 

| - Lorberter, McFarland; and Susan Ann Boyle, Thomas G, Ebert, Carol A, R. Harris, 

Lorna I. S, Harriman, Debra C, Kubert, Michael J. McCaffry, and Kathleen J, Trotter, 

ali of Madison. 
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By MARK P, McELREATH 

MADISON--The political impact of the University of Wisconsin-Madison is 

significant in Dane County. There now are a number of faculty, staff, students, and 

alumni elected to official positions in Madison, Middleton, Monona, Stoughton, Sun 

Prairie, and Dane County. | 

These facts emerged. from Tuesday's election: 

| --Eight of the newly-elected Madison city aldermen are UW students or 

alumni. One of the aldermen is a professor. More than 70 per cent of the candidates 

who fought for the 11 contested city council positions are current or former UW 

students. | 

--Both Russell J. Mittelstadt and Archie E. Simonson, who competed for 

the Dane County judgeship, are UW Law School graduates. Judge-elect Simonson has 

been head fencing coach at UW-Madison since 1957. 

| --The two Madison school board members reelected Tuesday, Eugene 5S. | 

Calhoun and Douglas M. Onsager, are former UW students. 

--More than 30 per cent of the candidates who vied for the 41 positions 

on the Dane County Board of Supervisors are or were UW students; and 10 per cent of 

them were faculty or staff members of the University. Four of the newly ~e lected 

supervisors are UW faculty or staff members. 

--Of the 43 candidates who ran for different offices in Middleton, 

Monona, Stoughton, and Sun Prairie, 16 per cent were attending or had attended the 

University; and seven per cent worked for the UW in some capacity. 

-~ more - 
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Richard A. Lehmann, 31, elected alderman in Madison's sixth ward, and 

visiting professor of governmental affairs at University Extension, said the UW is 

lan intellectual resource for the community," and for this reason is a significant 

force in Dane County politics. 

"But, there is an appallingly low degree of UW faculty and staff 

involvement in city and county elected positions." 

A former member of the Dane County Board of Supervisors, Lehmann said as 

city alderman he would work to "research the needs of the local governments and try 

| to mobilize the University community to provide services to meet these needs," 

Judge-elect Simonson said the UW has a positive influence on county 

politics: "Both students and faculty have an important impact~--they are very aware 

of the issues ani more active in the campaigns." | 

| He said that one reason the UW affects local politics is because "it 

tends to be more liberal; and this liberal influence is felt in both the Republican 

and Democratic parties." 

Simonson, 47, who will resign as UW fencing coach once his term as 

judge begins, said he received a lot of support from the University community, 

"especially from the newly-franchised students." He said some of his supporters 

had "negative attitudes towards the county judicial system, and their votes for me 

were really votes against Judge Mittelstadt." | 

He explained, "The negative attitudes won't be removed immediately--I'1l 

have to prove myself in court first." 

Prof. Edward V. Schten, 41, director of University Extension's Institute 

of Governmental Affairs, and newly-elected county supervisor for District 21, said | 

that because the UW is a major economic force in Dane County, it is a major 

political force. 

- more -
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However, he noted, "Because the University is so complex, some parts of 

the local community are positively influenced, other parts are negatively influenced. 

- There is no necessary relationship between the politics of Dane County and the 

influence of the UW." 

Margaret C. Sadler, 30, elected county supervisor for District 10, and a 

secretary in the chancellor's office of University Extension, pointed out that any 

large state institution such as the UW with powers to build and expand has — : 

considerable influence in local politics. 

Agreeing with her comment, Mary Kay Baum, 24, newly-elected county 

supervisor for District 9, and a UW project assistant and first year law student, 

stated: 

"As the University expands, more and more students are being pushed 

further and further into the surrounding neighborhoods...our streets are more and 

more filled with cars going to the University. These housing and transportation 

issues are definitely political." 

She also said, "It does seem that the number of UW faculty and staff 

people running for local offices is definitely increasing with each election. We 
| 

probably have reached a representative proportion of students among elected officials; 

but there should be more faculty and staff elected to local offices." | 

Richard E. Ginnold, 34, professor of labor relations and labor education 

for University Extension, and elected county supervisor for District 20, said: "A 

lot of expertise at the UW has not been transferred to problem-solving efforts in 

local governments. The University and local governments should try to figure out 

problem-solving techniques which utilize UW experts." 

Ginnold said such cooperative efforts by local governments and the , 

University would be part of "the Wisconsin Idea of maintaining contact among all the 

social institutions of the state." 

+PHE 
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Release: Immediately 10/2/70 jb 

MADISON=--Robert L, Clodius, acting president of the University of 

Wisconsin, will keynote an invitational seminar at the Fond du Lac campus of the 

Wisconsin Stata Universities system Oct, 14, 

—«*His address, titled "Wisconsin's Economy in the 1970s,'' will set the 

seminar theme of "Development in the 1970s for Central Wisconsin." 

Madison campus Chancellor Edwin Young will be the luncheon speaker, and 

Walter F, Renk, Sun Prairie, vice president of the UW regents, will serve as chairman 

of the afternoon session, 

Chairman of the seminar is State Sen, Walter G, Hollander (R-Rosendale) 

who proposed the session to help business and agri-business of the area, The 

meeting will show what the UW has been doing in the fields of economics, banking, 

agriculture, engineering, and scientific research, including University Industry 

Research projects, 

Six other Wisconsin faculty members will make presentations. 

Profs. W. Donald Knight and J, Howard Westing, of the Graduate School of 

Business, will discuss "The Banking and Marketing Outlook for Central Wisconsin in 

| the 1970s"; Profs, Phil S, Myers and John G, Bollinger, College of Engineering, will 

| stress "New Concepts in Engineering Research"; and Dean Glenn S, Pound and Dr. Robert 

S. Bray, associate dean, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, will share the 

platform in speaking on the topic, "Agricultural Development for Central Wisconsin 

in the 1970s," 

HEF
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Release: Inmediately 5/27/70 

By PATTY NIGBOR 

MADISON--A group of University of Wisconsin students has joined forces 

with the staff at St. Mary's Hospital to help make a test for children with 

congenital heart defects a bit easier. 

The students are participating in a course called "Intermedia," designed 

by Profs, Lawrence Rosenfield of the speech department, John Sowaal, art, and Gerald 

F. McVey, director of the Multimedia Laboratory, to bring people with different 

talents together. The course provides an opportunity for art and technology to be 

| used jointly rather than at cross~purposes, 

The project chosen by the students answers the request of Mrs, Dorothy 

Abney, a therapist at St, Mary's, for additional material to divert children 

undergoing a test known as cardiac catheterization. 

Cardiac catheterization refers to a process in which a catheter, a tube- 

like instrument, is inserted into a vein or an artery and slowly moved through the 

circulatory system, The process, although it is tedious, taking from four to six 

hours, is not painful. During the test, pressure in the heart chambers is measured, 

as are oxygen content, output of the heart, and direction of blood flow, 

A physician orders the test when he suspects heart damage as indicated by 

other tests and wishes to locate the exact point of the defect, 

The problem faced by hospital staff members is how they can reduce the 

anxiety in a child undergoing the test, Mrs. Abney attempts to calm the child's 

pretest fears with use of a puppet stage which resemble,the cardiac laboratory. 

| - more - 
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The child plays with the puppets and acts out the roles of the doctor and patient. 

Older children are encouraged to talk out their fears, 

During the test, the child is mildly sedated and asked to sleep. However, 

he is not anesthetized, for to do so would change the rhythm of the heart, 

Younger children sleep most of the time. Older children, however, usually 

catnap for 15 minutes and then are awake for a period, It is during this time that 

diversional material is needed, 

Because the room is filled with medical staff and equipment and the child 

cannot move during the process, the class decided that an audio-visual combination 

of tapes and slides would be best for entertaining the children, 

Tapes and visual materials have been planned for five hours, although no 

one child is awake this long. ‘The excess material allows the child to skip things 

he doesn't like, 

The class has attempted to make the youngster feel that the material is 

just for him, This was done by gearing tapes to certain age levels and having the 

narrator address the child, saying such things as, "Now you've heard some music, so 

let's try something else." 

At present, only tapes are being used, Contributions to the library 

consist of play readings, book excerpts, and music, A "talk-improvisation" has 

been recorded which has a voice reading a part from a play followed by a space of 

silence for the child to ansver. 

The students and Mrs, Abney hope to add visual aids as well. This will 

be done by giving the child a "rear view mirror'' so he can see a screen placed | 

behind him, out of the way of the staff and equipment, 

When the visual part of the program is installed, it will include magazine 

and book readings coordinated with illustrations. 

The students from the University, working with cardiologists and Mrs, 

Abney, hope to make a child's stay in the hospital a bit more pleasant and reduce 

his fears. bet
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Release: Immediately 3/3/72 ksg 

MADISON--Dodgeville High School students taking a business course will 

hear a University of Wisconsin<Madison law student discussing problems in 

consumer law at the school March 9, 

John A, McCay, a first-year student from Pacific Grove, Calif., will 

address the students as part of a Law School speaker's program begun here in 1968. 

Madison campus law students speak to high schools around the state when 

invited on such topics as legal rights of women, environmental issues, welfare 

programs, and legal rights of minors. 

Mrg. Donna Sunby teaches the business law course. 

st
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MILWAUKEE=-I£ Wisconsin continues to be number one in the nation con- 

cerning personal income tax, it will be ‘the kiss of death so far as most economic 

development is concerned," declared Prof. Jon G. Udell of the University of Wiscon- 

sin-Madison Bureau of Business Research. 

Speaking before the Citizens' Governmental Association here Thursday, Udell 

said: ‘Wisconsin has so many advantages that we do not have to be a low-tax state 

to prosper; but the advantages are not so great that we can afford to be first in 

taxation," 

Pointing out that "well-to-do citizens are profitable for the state," he 

said many of Wisconsin's wealthiest residents are leaving the state because of the 

high personal income tag. 

"These eitizens seldom require public assistance. They pay relatively 

large property, sales, and income taxes and if they die as residents of Wisconsin, 

the state collects inheritance and estate taxes on their wealth. Therefore, from 

the state's point of view, they are low in cost and high in revenue. 

"By surveying lawyers, bankers, trust officers, and others active in 

inheritance and tax work, we found that many of these citizens have legally left 

Wisconsin. Transfer of residency were especially frequent among those with estates 

of $250,000 or more." 

ee
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Udell said he wholeheartedly concurred with Senate Bill 471, now before the 

governor, which proposes larger exemptions from the in eritance tax, but said, "the 

bill does increase the tax on large eetates and may induce more wealthy Wisconsinites 

to leave our state." . 

Udell said that "Wisconsin must become more competitive in its tax rates 

if we are to maintain our economic position among the states and, more important, 

if we are to provide sufficient employment for our citizens. 

"Recently, Gov. Lucey announced budget policies that recognize this need. 

I wish the governor every success in this area. All agencies of state and local 

government need to make a concerted effort to enable us to reduce tax rates." 
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Release: Immediately 4/20/72 | 

By MARK McELREATH 

MADISON--Here are some of the economic strengths and weaknesses of 

Wisconsin as detailed in the first report in a series of studies being conducted by 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison Bureau of Business Research: 

_ High corporate taxes...a decreasing manufacturing industry...an expanding 

government...plenty of skilled labor...good worker attitudes...an excellent 

educational system...fine recreational areas...high personal income taxes. 

According to the study paid for by The Milwaukee Journal Co., ‘Wisconsin 

has a relatively well-balanced economy...few states are blessed with three strong 

basic industries---farming, manufacturing and recreation. 

"Given the high quality of life in Wisconsin, the excellent supply of 

labor skills available, and an effort to work together to solve mutual problems, 

Wisconsin can have a very favorable economic future," 

The authors of the study, Profs. Jon G. Udell and William A. Strang, 

based their report on discussions with 56 top corporate executives in Wisconsin's 

manufacturing industry. Future studies will be based on discussions with labor 

leaders, average citizens, and other businessmen, and will analyze in more detail 

the state's economy, 

A key factor in economic welfare is the manufacturing industry. Accord- 

ing to the researchers: "As a basic industry and the largest industry, the growth 

of manufacturing is a primary determinant of Wisconsin's economic future. Directly 

or indirectly, most of the state's labor force is dependent upon manufacturing for 

employment and income. In 1970, manufacturing provided Wisconsin citizens $4.7 

billion of personal income (income received from participation in the labor force)." 

- more -
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The researchers found "the state's fastest growing industry during the 

past decade was a dependent industry--government. Income from participation in 

government rose 172 per cent in Wisconsin...an increase of 15 per cent greater than 

the percentage growth of government employment in the nation.” 

The researchers predicted "significant problems lie ahead for Wisconsin's 

economic development" because more than half the executives they talked to said their 

companies would not be expanding operations in the state. 

"One-third of the companies planning to expand elsewhere cited Wisconsin's 

high taxes, One executive went so far as to say that ‘taxes in Wisconsin have become 

almost confiscatory, ' 

"Forty-six per cent of the respondents felt that they would not relocate 

in Wisconsin if they were starting over, Assuming that these same firms once had 

good reasons for locating in Wisconsin, it seems that changing conditions have 

apparently altered the attractiveness of Wisconsin as @ location." 

Offsetting these findings, the researchers found that the majority of 

the executives liked Wisconsin and its communities. 

"Pifty-five per cent emphasized the excellent outdoor recreational 

resources and the attractiveness of the surroundings. Ease of access to recreational 

facilities, even for persons located in metropolitan Milwaukee, was cited as a 

great advantage. 

"Also mentioned were the cultural activities of Milwaukee and Madison 

and the easy access to these activities because of the transportation system." 

There were conflicting statements about worker attitudes. One company 

official said: "Wisconsin's most favorable characteristics are skilled labor, hard- 

working people, and intelligent labor leaders." 

However, a Milwaukee executive said: "Milwaukee labor is unsatisfactory. 

They have a bad attitude toward work--they are lazy--which makes them low-grade help 

at a high cost. This is not caused by unions or union leaders. It is within the 

workers themselves." 

ze
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Overall, the researchers found, "More firms mentioned labor attitudes 

as favorable rather than unfavorable. On balance, labor was far stronger as an 

advantage than a disadvantage." 

The researchers discovered: "High taxes were the most frequently 

mentioned disadvantage of Wisconsin, Not only do high taxes place Wisconsin 

industry at a cost disadvantage, but they are a barometer of government attitude 

so far as industrialists are concerned." They stated further: 

"Tt is readily apparent that the governor's office, state administra- 

tive agencies, state legislature, and the local units of government must convince 

industry that socially-conscious businesses are welcome and appreciated in 

Wisconsin. 

| "Tf Wisconsin is to enjoy the growth necessary to employ its expanding 

labor force and support its governmental institutions, a further growth of 

manufacturing is absolutely essential. 

hile some manufacturers are pleased with Wisconsin as an industrial 

location, others are not. Wisconsin receives high praise as a desirable place in 

which to live, but this alone is not sufficient to maintain and attract new 

industry to the state. 

"A business has to be competitive to survive, and Wisconsin's many 

recreational, educational, cultural, and esthetic advantages do not necessarily 

offset any cost disadvantage that might exist." 

THEE
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MADISON--For years, closer cooperation with community hospitals has been 

a continuing goal of University of Wisconsin-Madison Hospitals. Now that goal will 

be realized further through a unique administrator loan arrangement with a hospital 

in northeastern Wisconsin. 

| Oconto Falls, a city of 2,500 about 30 miles north of Green Bay, is 

emerging as an area health center. Its 52-bed Community Memorial Hospital is being 

replaced this spring with a new 106-bed facility and adjoining medical clinic. 

Late last year UW Hospitals Supt. James W. Varnum received a call from 

the board chairman of Oconto Falls' Hospital. The administrator there had resigned 

unexpectedly. They needed a trained administrator to supervise operation of the 

present hospital and also to coordinate final installation of equipment for the 

new hospital. Could UW Hospitals help? 

The opportunity, Varnum reasoned, fit in nicely with University Hospitals' 

outreach program to assist and support health care delivery at the local level. 

After Varnum and a hospital and health services administration program 

staff member visited the hospital and talked with its board, they were apprised of 

the serious situation, and Varnum formulated some solutions. 

If administrative tasks were doubled up, he decided, someone from UW = 

Hospitals might be able to assist Oconto Falls for several months. - 

A logical choice to serve as interim administrator at Community Memorial 

Hospital was Asst. Supt. Edward M. Stein jr. 

-more-
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A UW Hospitals administrative staff member since early 1970, Stein 

received his master's degree in hospital administration from Cornell University, 

had served an administrative residency at New York University Medical Center, and 

been a staff member on the Milwaukee Hospital Area Planning Committee for two years. 

A plus factor included the fact that Stein is a registered nurse. 

Community Memorial Hospital's board and UW Hospitals agreed that Stein 

would serve as acting administrator until Oconto Falls selected a permanent 

administrator. 

The arrangement allows UW Hospitals to gain firsthand contact with health 

care problems in a rural community. Varnum pointed out: 

"Tt will broaden Stein's experience, and be personnally rewarding, but 

more important, it will add to the overall effectiveness of the University Hospitals 

staff by providing a broader experience to more of its members. 

"Finally, it represents a mutually advantageous public service where 

University Hospitals resources can assist a community in our state. It is in 

keeping with our current and past cooperative efforts that have produced the 

sharing of laboratory facilities, remote electrocardiogram transmission and reading, 

hospital management surveys, and other programs over the years," 

| 
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The Measure of a Man 

We measure a man by the breadth of his concerns. | | 

| Industry marks for promotion the individual of broad interests and inquiring 

mind. This is the man who “‘grows in his job.” He is not shackled to narrow, immediate | 

| work pressures. He probes for solutions to benefit the employe, the company, and alt of 

society. | 

A University uses the same yardstick. 

| Today’s educator is no parochialist in an ivory tower. Teaching ts his prime 

interest. But he brings to the classroom more than a grasp of subject matter and the 

ability to make his topic come alive. 

He is sensitive to the need to keep current in his field of learning. He has a 

strong inner urge to seek new knowledge. His search is stimulated by the prodding | 

questions of students, demanding that education relate classroom lessons to the changing 

world. ‘ . 

The teacher’s quest begins as a personal need to know. It winds up as an . 

exploration that yields benefits for persons far beyond the classroom — citizens.of the | 

state, businessmen and industrialists, residents of distant nations. 

7 Joel R. Levin is such a man of broad concerns. 

| He stepped to a platform a few weeks ago to exchange a handshake with 

| University Regent Gordon Walker and receive the $1,000 William H. Kiekhofer Award for 

| excellence in undergraduate teaching. 

Professor Levin's teaching in the Department of Educational Psychology was | 

rated by 85 per cent of his students as among the top five per cent of instructors they 

had known. : 

“His enthusiasm is infectious. | never thought | would be so interested in 

Statistics,”’ a student commented. 7 

| “To me, the ‘light’ has been turned on. His method and manner has been 

: inspirational,’’ said another student.
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Joel Levin spends half of his time in research on children’s learning. 

| ‘We have done studies in the public schools of several Wisconsin communities 

on the tools of learning. We have attained what | would consider as dramatic results,” the 

teacher-researcher reports. 

Four other faculty members received $1,000 awards on the same afternoon : 

| when Professor Levin was honored. , 

Richard S. Marleau is an electrical engineer. His Standard Oil Award cited 

him for “enthusiasm, energy, and open-mindedness”’ in teaching undergraduate courses. 

| Prof. Marleau also advises graduate research and is preparing a book, ‘Circuit Theory and 

Control Systems.” | | | 

| Wayne D. Milestone, mechanical engineering, winner of the Emil H. Steiger | 

Award, moves from classroom to laboratory with a ‘parade of students following him | 

around, in consultation with him, and in general, burdening him with all types of student 

problems.” Prof. Milestone’s research is in the field of vibration and material fatigue. 

Basic knowledge is the target of most University teacher-researchers. Another 

Standard Oil Award winner, Stephen M. Stigler, hailed for his “innovative approach” in 

7 teaching statistics, describes one of his research interests as ‘‘robust inference — the 

| investigation and discovery of statistical techniques that work despite departure from 

underlying assumptions.” __ 

| Wisdom to be gleaned from man’s past occupies John Cooper, Standard Oil | 

Award recipient for excellence in teaching history “with an enviable articulateness."’ 

Prof. Cooper explains, ‘I’m always doing research.” He has published a book on American | 

isolationism and the First World War, has written several articles for periodicals and is 

preparing a biography of Walter Hines Page, U.S..ambassador to Great Britain during 

| World War I. | 

What do the Joel Levins, the Marleaus and Milestones, the Stiglers and | | 

Coopers, contribute to Wisconsin? | 

Their broad concerns are reflected in the lives of their students after they - 

a leave the campus. The young people have absorbed a regard for knowledge and an ability 

to find it that better equip them for service to family, community and society at large. 

The teacher-researchers also help Wisconsin solve its problems. University 

: knowledge is transmitted throughout the state. Directly and indirectly, this learning | 

benefits individuals and their private and governmental enterprises. 

- , |
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What are the dimensions of the contribution? | 

There is no comprehensive yardstick available. How much is it worth to cure 

an illness or extend a human life? How do you measure the gain in self-respect of an 

__ individual whose productivity has been expanded by an act of learning? How do you gauge 

| the rise in property values in a community which has halted a social blight? 

| The dollar sign approach is sheer estimate. As a partial measurement, it offers 

-  gome rough indications. | | 

| _ There is evidence that research relationships involving some of the UW-Madison 

work in agricultural, biological and physical sciences, and engineering has produced these | 

direct results in the adjacent community: | | 

| @ A dozen industrial enterprises or research laboratories have been established; 

@ These enterprises employ about 900 people; | 

| @ Their annual payroll is about $9 million; and | 

® The firms report gross sales or services in excess of $14.5 million a year. 

| Where do you stop counting? | 

@ Another 10 enterprises have located in the areas substantially because of 

campus research resources; 300 employes, $2 million payroll, $6 million 

| | in sales. 

a | ® At least another 20 companies have received noteworthy economic benefits _ 

. from UW research. | 

How does Wisconsin industry value University research? 

| | The Ansul Company of Marinette said its decision to locate a new research 

center at Madison was based on two factors: | 

| . (1) “Madison is the home of one of the world’s great universities . . . for 

| research . . . scientific resources important to Ansul . . . and graduate 

production of scientists, the life-blood of any viable research effort..." 

(2) “’. .. The Wisconsin Idea, the wedding of industry, government and 

education, working together . . . which is very much a reality in | 

Wisconsin today.” . 

| The University constitutes a major scientific and technical resource for 

business, industry and government throughout the state. The University-Industry Research 

program reports direct contacts in a year’s time with some 200 industries, businesses and
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associations in Wisconsin, plus about 50 state, local and federal government agencies. 

Some 100 research projects on industry-related problems were reviewed. : 

Some current research reports by UW-Madison campus faculty — 1970-1971: -_ 

Recycling Tires — Prof. Norman R. Braton, mechanical engineering, developed new process 

for recycling tires economically, via freezing and use of a hammermill — this 

| producing a gravel-like material. - . 

Cancer Viruses ~ Prof. Howard M. Temin, oncology, found that rules for transmittal of | 

| genetic information within the cell can be reversed by cancer viruses; if these 

findings can be applied to cancer cell, the result could prove whether viruses 

| are the main cause of the disease and could also lead to new methods of 

| | diagnosis and treatment. | 

Probate Code — Prof. James B. MacDonald, law, designed and wrote 12 chapters of | 

__ state’s new probate code. | 

Cannery Pollution — Prof. Daryl 8. Lund, food science, devised unique food processing | 

technique — a blanching procedure, expected to cut river and stream pollution 

coming out of canning factories. | | 

Cancer Induction — Drs. James A. and Elizabeth C. Miller, oncology, contributed to 

| knowledge of chemical causes of cancer and provided leadership and direction 

in the attainment of an understanding of cancer induction mechanisms in man. 

Speech Disabilities — Profs. Thomas Hixon and Ronald Netzell, communicative disorders 

and rehabilitation medicine, uncovered new approaches to study the mechanics 

of normal and abnormal speech production and to develop treatments for 

certain speech disabilities. | 

Mercury Damage — Profs. Henrik A. Hartmann and Alden W. Dudley, Jr., pathology, 

discovered how mercury damages the human body, binding to membrane , 

structures and reducing cell’s amount of RNA. | 

Cancer Chemicals — Dr. George T. Bryan, clinical oncology, found that bracken fern 

| | contains cancer-producing chemicals which cause the disease in cattle, mice, 

and guinea pigs. : 

Milk Fever — Prof. Hector F. DeLuca, biochemistry, isolated, identified, and synthesized 

a new active form of Vitamin D and developed successful prophylactic | 

| treatment of milk fever disease with the vitamin. | |
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Earth Tremors — Profs. William E. Saul and Alain Peyrot, civil engineering, developed a 

series of equations designed to predict what effects an earthquake could 

have on any multi-storied building. 

Cancer Therapy — Prof. John J. Windheuser, clinical oncology, developed new research 

— techniques expected to maximize cancer therapy with the drug 5-Fluorouracil. 

Computer Testing — Prof. Allen C. Kelley, economics, devised computer testing system, 

- TIPS (teaching information processing system) which arranges for his 300 | 

students to ‘‘talk’’ with him weekly to eliminate weaknesses and capitalize 

| on strengths. | Oo 

Hospital Feeding — Dr. Annette Gormican, nutrition education, devised method to 

| | tube-feed hospital patients unable to chew and swallow food normally. 

| Lake Profile — Profs. Leonidas C. Ocala and Robert P. Meyer, geophysics, found that a 

a band of dense rock running down the center of the U.S. is actually an 

| ancient rift-ridge system which, if geological history had gone differently, 

- | would have separated North America into two continents. Meyer also | 

developed techniques making it possible to profile lake bottom sediment in 

more detail than previously possible. | 

| Uterine Cancer — Dr. Judith Ladinsky, preventive medicine, developed new diagnostic 

tool expected to reduce deaths from uterine cancer. 

| Tourist Dollars — Prof. William A. Strang, business, found that for every tourist dollar 

spent in Door County, $2.17 in sales is generated in the area. 

Newspaper Growth — Prof. Jon G. Udell, business, researched economic trends in the 

| | newspaper business, 1946-70, noting growth in circulation, employment, 

advertising, and impact. |
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MADISON--The fourth in a series of development seminars between 

University of Wisconsin and business has been scheduled for noon on Tuesday, 

Dec. 14, at the Seven Seas Restaurant near Hartland. 

Speaking for the University will be Vice President Leonard Haas, 

Robert Marshall, dean of the Madison canpus College of Engineering, Philip H. 

Lewis, Jr., director of the Environmental Awareness Center, LeRoy E. Luberg, 

dean of University public services. The meeting will be chaired by Regent 

Ody Fish of Hartland. 

An opportunity for questions and discussion will be allowed at the 

end of each presentation. 

HT | 
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| BELMONT~-Mud-covered cornfields and a 2X6-inch plank driven neatly through 

two walls of a house convincingly testify to the power of storms which roared 

through southern Wisconsin the last week in June, 

A June 4 tornado in Lafayette County caused at least $285,000 damage to 

farm buildings and dwellings. A second tornado on June 29 added another $300,000 

to Lafayette County's bill. Crop damage hasn't been estimated yet, and damage 

figures from neighboring counties of Grant and Green will swell the total even more. 

For Charles Hartman, University Extension agricultural agent in Lafayette 

County, the storms have meant long days at farm homes advising on damage estimates, 

organizing clean-up crews, and helping farmers plan for rebuilding, 

Monday (July 7), Hartman and three University of Wisconsin Extension and 

agricultural professors toured the county for 6 first hand look at storm destruction. 

Accompanying the Extension agent were Robert Niedermeir, chairman of the dairy 

| science department; Edward Bruns, department of agricultural engineering; and Jesse 

Scholl, department of agronomy, 

Their primary purpose was to see how resources of University Extension and 

the UW College of Agricultural and Life Sciences could be made available to people 

needing help. Details of special assistance programs will be worked out later. 

- more - |
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Tour members first stopped at the Sherman Eustice farm, Rt. 1, Belmont, 

where the first tornado leveled barns and livestock sheds. Damage on his farm alone 

was $57,000. Bruns and Hartman advised on rebuilding plans, while Niedermeir 

assessed rations for the 100-cow dairy herd. 

Next, the group moved to a hailed-riddled soybean field on the Charles Van 

Bogaert farm, Rt. 1, Belmont. Van Bogaert dug a 2-inch diameter hail stone from his 

freezer to prove the ferocity of the storm, and discussed crop damage and 

| possibilities for corrective action with agronomist Scholl. | 

Finally, the specialists toured the farmstead of Arnold (Buck) Moore, Rt. 1, 

Shullsburg, There, the June 29 tornado leveled a hired worker's home, twisted beyond 

repair the farm home, blew the barn away, smashed a grain shed, and destroyed several 

other animal and machinery shelters, Twelve of Moore's cows were injured and had to 

be destroyed following the storm, 

Despite tremendous losses, Moore was ready to get the farm back in operation 

as quickly as possible, Bruns worked with him in developing a new farmstead plan, 

and Mrs, Moore outlined features she'd like in a new home, University Extension 

agricultural engineers will help develop plans that meet those needs. 

During the last three weeks, Extension agent Hartman has made nearly 40 

farm calls in response to questions about building and crop damage. He said: 

"Most people hit by the storms just didn't know where to begin. I try to 

let them know that we're here, and available if they need us,” 

A good bit of his work involved estimating storm damage, helping farmers 

salvage what they could from the storm, and showing them where they could go for 

assistance in rebuilding. About 40 farmsteads in Lafayette County need major 

rebuilding. | 

The University of Wisconsin, working through University Extension and 

Extension staffs in the counties, has provided special assistance following the 

Colfax tornado in 1958, during other major Wisconsin floods, and when droughts 

struck large sections of the state several years ago. 
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Release Sunday, October 20, 1968 10/17/68 

MADISON, Wis.--A Wisconsin-based effort to help overcome the nation's and 

the world's most distressing problems--war, poverty, civil violence, racism and the 

urban crisis--was announced Sunday by its organizers, the University of Wisconsin, 

the Johnson Foundation and The Milwaukee Journal. 

The speakers at conferences connected with the effort will include: 

Arthur J. Goldberg, attorney, former United States ambassador to the United 

Nations, former Secretary of Labor, former Supreme Court justice. 

Whitney M. Young, Jr., executive director of the National Urban League. 

Herbert T. Jenkins, chief of police of Atlanta, Ga., and a member of 

President Johnson's national advisory commission on civil disorders. 

Robert J. Lampman, University of Wisconsin professor of economics and a 

national figure in the war on poverty. 

David E. Bell, vice-president for international programs of the Ford 

Foundation, former director of the United States Budget Bureau and former 

administrator of the Agency for International Development. 

Henry J. Schmandt, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee professor of urban 

affairs and political science and a nationally recognized authority on urban 

problems, 

Paul N. Ylvisaker, commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Community 

Affairs and former Ford Foundation director of public affairs. 

The program will be called the Wisconsin Symposium on Rational Approaches 

to the Crises of Modern Society. Panels of distinguished University faculty members,
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Add one--Symposium 

University students and leading state citizens will work to devise practical methods 

of solving problems discussed at symposium sessions. 

They also will consider ways to fully incorporate the latest scientific 

discoveries into a stepped up war on human suffering, and examine the American 

political system to see whether it hampers full use of technological advances. 

"We are fully aware of the difficulties that will be encountered in 

attempting to achieve the extraordinary ambitious goals that the Wisconsin Symposium 

has established for itself," said Robert L. Clodius, University vice-president. 

"Nevertheless, the depth of suffering, discontent and division throughout 

| the world, and the strong evidence that conditions are growing worse, justify such 

an effort--indeed demand it,'' he emphasized. 

In a statement of purpose, Symposium organizers said that the United States, 

although a nation of unparalleled wealth and power, is uncertain about its global 

responsibilities, 

America, the statement said, is "wandering through an unfamiliar landscape 

of changing social and moral codes, youthful revolt, deep seated disagreement over 

the country's role as a world peacekeeper, riots, nuclear weapons, poverty in the 

midst of plenty, destruction of natural resources, a dehumanizing technological 

explosion and disillusionment over the failure of massive efforts in World Wars I 

and II to achieve lasting peace, 

"It is clear," the statement continued, "that despite past efforts of 

numerous groups, including a presidential commission on national goals, America is 

adrift, Its people are not engaged in any systematic attack on social evils that 

threaten to destroy the United States and the rest of civilization. 

"This is not because Americans have lost any of the spunk of their fore~ 

fathers," the statement said. "Given practical ideas, Americans can meet these 

tremendous challenges as they have in the past and, in doing so, help the rest of 

humanity."
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Add two--Symposium 

James L. McCamy, UW political science professor, who has been appointed 

the Symposium's executive director, said that after updating earlier efforts to 

define national goals, Symposium planners isolated eight key areas to achieve 

internal and international order, 

Each will be discussed publicly at separate conferences -- four at UW in 

Madison and UW-Milwaukee. Panels with 10 members will study each subject and remain 

active as long as necessary to refine their ideas into sound practical approaches, 

McCamy said. 

Dates, main speakers and places have been named for six of the topics: 

"Steps to Prevent Violence in America" -- Jenkins, Nov. 25, Milwaukee, 

UWM Fine Arts Theater. 

"Steps to Rid America of Poverty" -- Lampman, Jan. 13, Madison, Great Hall, 

UW Memorial Union. 

"Steps to Prevent Violence Among Nations" -- Goldberg, Feb. 10, Madison, 

UW Union Theater, 

"Steps to Improve Race Relations" -- Young, Feb. 17, Milwaukee, place to 

be announced, 

"Steps to Reduce World Poverty" -~ Bell, Mar. 17, Madison, Great Hall. 

"Steps to End the Urban Crisis" -- Schmandt, April 21, Milwaukee, place 

to be announced, 

All meetings will begin at 3:30 p.m. 

Ylvisaker will give the address on the "Rational Approach to the Solution 

of Social Crises,'' on a date yet to be set. 

Explaining the topic, McCamy said; "It is clear that science and 

technology have provided far more tools to conquer critical problems than society 

is using. The objective of this panel is to find ways to fully utilize all available 

knowledge." 

- more -
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Add three--Symposium 

In a conference entitled "Steps to Get Faster Social Adjustment to Change," 

the American political system will be examined to determine whether it dilutes 

programs that could improve conditions. The date and speaker have not been selected, 

According to the Symposium statement, Wisconsin has a “unique heritage 

justifying such an ambitiousundertaking." - 

As the 20th century began, the statement noted, "the nation watched as 

Wisconsin imaginatively and systematically attacked an inventory of social ills that 

had plagued it and the rest of the country for years." ! ; 

The reform movement <-- to become known as thel Wisconsin Idea /-- was the 

product of a close working relationship between the University of Wisconsin, under 

President Charles R. Van Hise, and the "Progressives," led by Gov. Robert M. 

La Follette. 

In a unique co-operative effort, University social scientists and 

legislators forced railroads and utilities to pay their just tax shares, devised 

the first workable state income tax, introduced state insurance on savings bank 

deposits, reformed the civil service system and child labor practices and initiated 

workmen's compensation laws. 

They expanded democratic principles through the direct primary, the 

initiative (direct legislation), the referendum, the recall, municipal home rule, 

corrupt election practices, laws and campaign expenditure regulation. 

An extraordinary concept in this effort was Van Hise's belief that the 

University's resources and talents of its distinguished faculty should serve not 

only scholars but all the people of the state. 

The Wisconsin Bdea showed other states what could be done and set a 

precedent for later federal legislation, 

HH



UW.NEWS 
From The University of Wisconsin News and Publications Service, Bascom Hall, Madison 53706 

Telephone (Area Code 608) 262-3571 Release: | 

2/3/66 jfn Immediately 

MADISON, Wis.--The broadening of the{ Wisconsin Taea jot University of 

Wisconsin service to people of the state into a University program of inter- 

national education and cooperation has been described in a new book, "The 

University Looks Abroad." 

‘"Tnternational activities are accepted at Wisconsin as part of the 

total university,” Pres. Fred Harvey Harrington was quoted in the book. "It : 

has taken us longer to get organized than at some universities but we believe that 

as a result of our approach our faculty members are as personally committed and 

the University is as genuinely involved as any in the United States." 

The Wisconsin international program was developed within the University's 

tradition of strong faculty participation in institutional policy-making, the 

volume related. Wisconsin was described as "the most faculty oriented" of the 

universities whose programs were reviewed, including also Michigan State, Indiana, 

Cornell, Stanford, and Tulane. 

Wisconsin conducts educational projects in India, the Far East, Latin 

America, Europe, and Africa. Language and area centers offer studies on numerous 

countries, Peace Corps volunteers are trained at UW-Milwaukee. 

The book (published by Walker and Company, New York) describes develop- 

ment of the Wisconsin program since a Board of Regent policy statement in 1961 

called for broadening the scope of the Wisconsin Idea to "the national and inter- 

national scene, in the public sphere as well as in research and instruction." 

dH
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WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

During 1960-61, W AA’s Centennial Y ear, we will be running a series 

of feature articles devoted to the present and future status of the 

| University of Wisconsin. This article, as well as the one on the Inter- 

national Soil Science Congress appearing on p. 24, shows how the 

University has entered a new dimension of world-wide service. 

, | 
e e / 

he Wisconsin Idea 

a by Fred Harvey Harrington  — 
| UW Vice President of Academic Affairs 

SY THERE IS NEED for a Wisconsin in planning economic revolutions and and the University in Roorkee, Pro- 
[dea for the whole world.” projects to raise living standards. Our fessor Young and I found that the © 

So said Grayson Kirk, President of first official stop was in Salzberg, University’s efforts have been much | 

Columbia University, when Conrad Austria, at the Seminar for American appreciated. Our contingent this fall 

Elvehjem was inaugurated as Presi- Studies. I am a Director of this Sem- at BEC includes James Van Vleet, 

dent of the University of Wisconsin. inar; and Ed Young (with William who heads Engineering at the UW- 

Elaborating, Dr. Kirk (Ph. D., Uni- Gorham Rice of our Law School) Milwaukee; and Gerald Pickett, Pro- 

versity of Wisconsin, 1930) recalled taught at the Seminar in its infancy, fessor of Mechanics, who thus begins 

that this State and its University had after World War II. In the Seminar, his second India assignment. Ameri- 

pioneered in the use of professors in Europeans interested in the United cans like these are helping India get 

government. The University had helped States work with a small, rotating the engineers and engineering research 

close the gap between research and American faculty. Professor Robert which she badly needs. 

action on both state and national lev- Hattery of Political Science-Extension We also saw Marshall Clinard in 

els) and had trained young people in Madison goes on leave this year India—and again in Hong Kong. 

for important public service. The new to live in Salzberg as the Seminar’s Professor Clinard, a sociologist, has 

| need was for activity on an even assistant director. been working for the Ford Founda- 

broader front, that of the entire globe. We spent more time in India. tion in Delhi, developing exceedingly 
. There we found Dr. Clifford Liddle, promising Neighborhood-Council ex- 

The Wisconsin Idea in Action Professor of Education at the Uni- periments in Indian slums. Here, as 
Those intrigued by this approach _ versity, serving as chief education of- elsewhere, one sees a close tie between 

will be glad to know that the Uni- ficer of the Technical Cooperation scholarly activities and practical im- 
versity has in fact extended its fron- Mission (the Point-Four program in provement programs. 
tiers far beyond the boundaries of the India). An old India hand, Cliff has After India, we went to Indonesia, 
United States. This became very clear mastered the difficult art of provid- where Professor Young’s department 

| to me this spring, when I went around ing help without giving offense. He — runs a substantial teaching and teach- 
the world with Edwin Young, our has worked closely with the Univer-  er-training program. Financed by the 
economics chairman. Everywhere we sity on our ICA-Engineering contracts, Ford Foundation, this program is lo- 
travelled we found Wisconsin profes- under which we supply specialists to cated at the University in Jogyjakarta, 

sors doing significant research or work- work with Indian institutions. In vis- in central Java. There we met Theo- 
ing with local educators and officials iting the Bengal Engineering College dore Morgan of our Economics De- 
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Regents Approve Budget for Major UW Improvements 

MWwOR IMPROVEMENTS in many | ——— 

’ key areas of the University of The University of Wisconsin Biennial Budget Request 
Wisconsin operations “to meet the chal- | 
lenges of the future’’\are provided in Current Budget, 1960-G1__----___--------_ $63,036,478 

the ucget request or he coming two 1961-62 Request 1962-63 Requesi 
years deve oped by the Regents at their Increase to meet fixed obligations _____.__ $ 618,591 $ 334,157 
September meeting. \ Increase for larger enrollments _.--______ $ 1,239,476 1 194,128 

. as. Increase for expanded services ~.-.-______ 521,184 153.045 
The budget anticipates tota ee of Increase for instructional improvement __- 1,414,160 575,382 

tures from all sources in 1964-62 of Increase for fine arts improvement ~_____- 150,000 70,000 
$72,213,181, and in 1962-63 of\ $76,- Increase for research improvement _______ 664,283 337.075 

700,858. These compare with the Rres- Increase for physical plant improvement _- 557,720 209,077 

ent year’s total budget of $63,036,478. Increase for library improvement -------- 234,000 105,200 
Ss Increase for extension and service improve- 

The Regents added, at the president’s, ment --------~-~-~-----~---~~-------- 150,218 
- fecommendation, $200,000 to $300,000 \ Increase for counseling and records im- 

ee > \ provement -~-~------~--~----~~-_---__- 52,650 58,504 : 
° to each year s budget to take care of un ‘ Increase for television  ~~__.-_---________ 200,000 50.000 , 

expected enrollment increases and edu- \. Increase for faculty salaries __-_.________ 3,600,000 1,350,000 
cational research. \ Decrease for Auxiliary Enterprises, etc. __ 225,579Dec. ) 

. ‘ \Increase for Auxiliary Enterprises __.______ 51.10 : 
In a separate action the Regents set Total 1961-62 Request __-________________ $72,213,181 B08 ) 

University Hospitals budget expenditure Total, 1962-63 Request ________- —_ 
estimates for 1961-62 at $6,289,574 \ OO $76,700,858 
and for 1962-63 at $6,435,728. These ~ 
compare with the current year estimate \ 
of $6,145,762. The total hospital bud- oS 
gets are expected to be met with rev- Sera . 
enue for patient care. | nate Se programs pansion of a number of extension and 

: . included in the budget call for remova ublic servi 
The University budget anticipates state f “th ‘or di . , Soci P eee roBrams; and general appropriations of $34.724.408 in 1961 O e major disadvantages associated improvement in student counseling and 

oP ad $38 o79.7 00 1962 63. These with wide reliance on graduate teach- record-keeping. 
a ; . — . . ‘ 

? more - ing assistants,’ strengthening of offer- Sal el 
compare. with the current year’s ap- .° . Ji.’ 5 alaty provisions include a 16 per 
pto er jation of $25,875, 073. The F ; ings in Milwaukee and the Genters, and cent faculty increase in 1961-62 a 
mainder of the revenue needed to meet the ui ization of television in teaching, an additional 6 per cent in 1962-63. 

the total budgets approved is expected fn oats as a bold new emphasis on “At the close of the fiscal year 1959- : 
to come from operational receipts, fees, © ane \ 60,” Pres. Elvehjem explained, ‘‘the 
balances, gifts, grants, and Federal Land — Research improvements budgeted are — University of Wisconsin ranked in the 
Grant appropriations. aimed at balance in the University ree lower half of the Big Ten and 19th out 

The theme of the budget, according  S¢atch programs between national de-- of 26 of the major degree-granting in- 
to the analysis supplied the Regents by mands and state needs, between applied stitutions of the nation in average 
Pres. Conrad A. Elvehjem, “is the and fundamental research, between in- academic salaries. In 1960-61, while 

desperate need of the University to dustry and agriculture, and among the — most of the Big Ten schools granted 8 
make progress in fulfilling its obliga- natural sciences, the social studies, and per tent raises, Wisconsin had only 4 
tions to the students, to the people of the humanities. The Regents added per cent to distribute and therefore lost 
Wisconsin, and to the nation.” $30,000 each year to the budget for  ground.”’. 

‘The budget originally provided for ectucational research after Pres. Elve- The budget analysis includes a break- 
anticipated enrollment increases through- jem outlined the needs for expansion. — down of funds earmarked for the Uni- 
out the University of 1,430 in 1961-62 Improvement in plant operation and versity of Wisconsin—Milwaukee and 
and an additional 1,370 in 1962-63 maintenance includes a maintenance for the Centers. Improvements specific- 
which University Budget Officer Wil- formula based on 1.25 per cent of the ally budgeted for the Milwaukee cam- 
liam Young pointed out “‘is equivalent building value. Other improvements pus total $738,199 in 1961-62, and an 
to adding a new college each year.’ budgeted include increase in staffing additional $260,090 in 1962-63, in- 
The Regents, on the basis of this fall’s and book buying in the libraries, par- cluding a laboratory for instruction by 
University enrollment experience, pro- ticularly at the University of Wiscon- television that would provide a link be- 
vided for an additional 400 students in sin—Milwaukee and at the Centers, but tween the Madison and Milwaukee 
1961-62 and an additional 200 in also in the Law Library and General campuses for possible exchange of tele- 
1962-63. Library at Madison; self-supporting ex- vised courses. 
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Prof. H. Edwin Young, of the UW economics department, is shown here with two Indonesian students on the 
island of Java. Prof. Young, who accompanied Vice. Pres. Harrington around the world, was among those 
educators from the University of Wisconsin who aided in the establishment of an economics department and 
trained a faculty for that department at the Gadjah Mada University, Jogjarkarta, Indonesia, under a program 
of international educational exchange co-sponsored by the Ford Foundation and the UW. ; 

partment, who has headed this project rice Iverson. Professor Iverson was concerned—individuals who came to 

on the ground this year and last; and trying to introduce audio-visual ma- Madison to develop new skills, or to’ 
Ted’s successor, Edward Werner of terials into the Korean educational broaden their knowledge, so that they 
our School of Commerce. In a coun- system; and, despite many difficulties, could help improve the educational 

try desperately in need of economic he was making real headway. and political structure, technology, 
development, and stort of Specia ists, Thus we found them, these Wis- economy and culture of their home- 

| rofessors are produc- . ae -. these wiscontin f ve hi, P ,  consin professors overseas—unwilling lands. Even though we could not visit 
nomi or teaching, researc , . 

ie econo i; f NeAe : 8 > to be discouraged by obstacles and alumni clubs, we ran into many of 
anning and management. ; ; oe .; .; 

P Al S Ind 8 Wi disappointments; realistic, practical, these graduates. We saw them in Ath- 
so in Indonesia we saw a Wis- ae — | 

th lovist. Prof Mil clear-headed, and yet enthusiastic, too; | ens, and Karachi; in Bombay and New 
consin anthropologist, Professor Mil- . 
ton Barnett P h Bie ‘al working with the people of the coun- Delhi and at Roorkee, near the head- 
on Barnett, who was on a specia . 

h and planni ; M £ try in a common-sense way, but never waters of the Ganges. We met them 
research an anning assignment for , ; ; 
the C r P E & A9s's d Cultural losing sight of the goals ahead. Here on Pan American flying from Istanbul | 

uncil on Economic and Cultura . . ; 
A 0 This foundati : we have the Wisconsin Idea in action. to Beirut, and on Air India on the 

airs. This foundation proposes to use 
-aterdiscipli i P to tackl run to Burma. We encountered them 
interdisciplinary approaches to tackle . ; 

panary app! se Alumni Abroad in Singapore and Java and Korea. 
problems of Indonesian communities— 

i. , And when we came back home, we 
paving the way, perhaps, for future self- This is only one part of the picture. ; ; . 

- . were met by Wisconsin alumni in our 
help programs. In addition, Milt was as- Because of the pressure of time, Ed , . 

. ; edese | fiftieth state, Hawaii. Everywhere it 
sessing the Asian possibilities for Far- | Young and I were unable to accept 

tas ; . . was the same—we were treated hand- 
rington Daniels’ Solar Energy project, invitations from Wisconsin Alumni 

. .; somely, and found our graduates anx- 
which is financed by the Rockefeller Clubs along our line of travel. Had. 

, | rer ious to hear news from Madison. And 
Foundation. Both activities illustrate we been able to make some of these 

: . . we found them laboring on projects 
the interest of Wisconsin professors in contracts, we would have seen another desiened to help their countrymen 
fundamental and significant research side of the Wisconsin effort overseas. 8 P uO 
that is at the same time tied to efforts For in each of the countries which we b and Foreien Stud 
to improve living standards in under- visited, there are Wisconsin graduates Research an oreign Students 

developed countries. at work. Some are Americans carry- Nor need the story be confined to 
Up in Seoul, after Ed Young had ing their training ‘overseas. Most, the countries on our itinerary. While 

headed back for home, I saw Mau- however, are citizens of the countries we were covering a bit of Europe, 
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and a few parts of Asia, other Wis- offerings in every aspect of global research and teaching dssistans. Most 
consin faculty members were working affairs. The University offers instruc- of our foreign students go ltéme, tak- 
elsewhere on the globe. Touching re- _ tion in fifteen foreign languages and ing with them a more understanding 
search alone in 1960, one finds that has a wealth of courses in interna- view of Americans. A few remain, or 
Wisconsin professors have been on tional relations, American foreign come back later to add strength to — 
important assignments in Labrador policy, the geography and anthropology Wisconsin and other American uni- 
and the Antarctic; in Latin America, of all the continents, international versity faculties. 
Africa and the Middle East; in Aus- trade and finance. Particularly inter- . 

tralia, Scandinavia and Germany, esting is the growth of offerings in A New Dimension | 

Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. Add comparative studies—in education, in Yes, it adds up on the positive side. 

international conferences attended, and the economics of development, in World affairs are a part of the state's 
special government assignments and education and sociology and history. task; hence it is proper and appropri- 
tours of scientific laboratories, and . World problems are stressed in such ate for the University to assign a part 
lectureships abroad, and travel for  all-University courses as Freshman _ of its legislative funds for teaching 
self-improvement, and the Extension Forum and Contemporary Trends. In- and related activities in the interna- 
Division’s directed educational tours. ternational Relations has a key spot tional field. It should be emphasized, 
Add the work of returned students, in the highly successful ILS (Inte- however, that much the larger part 

the Wisconsin-trained Latin Ameri- grated Liberal Studies) curriculum, of Wisconsin expenditures for these 
cans, Asians, Africans and Europeans and a non-Western Culture course is international programs comes from 
—and the picture becomes increasingly being prepared for the new Basic “outside sources’’—sources other than 
impressive. | Studies program (“second ILS,” a __ state tax funds. Support for Profes- 

Yet even that does not tell the freshman-sophomore curriculum for sor George Woollard’s Antarctic pro- 
whole story. We must notice also the science and pre-professional students). gram comes from the federal govern- 
work being done on our own cam- Ohne can major in Hispanic or Scandi- ment; and the Wisconsin side of this 
puses. The University of Wisconsin avian or Asian Studies at the Uni- project is now housed on the Britting- 
is one of the nation’s leading cen- versity, or in International Relations. ham property, which was given to the 
ters for the training of foreign stu- One can prepare for a career in the University by a prominent alumnus. 
dents. Some of these trainees are Foreign Service of the State Depart- Private foundations have provided 
already far advanced in their studies, ment, or for linguistic research or funds for national security and British 

| and come to Wisconsin for post- business or teaching or geological ex- Commonwealth studies (Carnegie); 
| doctoral work in such fields as bio- ploration or social service overseas. for solar energy and Indian studies 

| chemistry and oncology. Others come Is all of this worthwhile? Are we (Rockefeller); for international proj- 
| as regular graduate students (usually hypnotized by the romantic appeal ects in education, economics, law and 

| after careful screening in their home of those far-removed horizons? Are other fields (Ford). Grants from the 
lands), for training in engineering, we neglecting the job at home for Johnson Foundation in Racine have 

. agricultural sciences, American studies, this international teaching and for enabled the University to organize a 

mathematics and many other special- _ these research-and-service jaunts around World Affairs Center at the UW- 
ties. Some report for special short- the globe? Are we forgetting our Milwaukee, and to bring a distin- 
term training: Venezuelans for com- Wisconsin students in showering at- guished Spanish scholar to the Uni- 
parative law last summer, science tention on visitors from foreign lands? _versity’s new Institute for Research 
teachers from many countries for a Some may think so. Actually, how- in the Humanities. And these are ex- 
teacher-training program last winter, ever, our work continues to be mainly amples only. 

| Filipinos for community development with Wisconsin students. Most of We are pleased with this outside 
extension study this fall. Again, there these students will live and work in support, and trust we will continue 
are foreign visitors by the hundreds— __the United States. But they will, we to deserve it. We trust, too, that 
distinguished scholars, high-ranking hope, read about and travel to other support will come from other direc- 

officials, businessmen, interested citi- continents. We hope, too, that some tions. We should be delighted, for ex- 
zens. These, too, cover the spectrum Wisconsin graduates will want to live ample, to have private gifts earmarked 
as to interests and points of origin; and work abroad. This is important for scholarships for deserving foreign 
but the heaviest concentration is on in this one-world of the 20th century; students, or to help American stu- 
agricultural missions from the under- the future of the republic depends dents who would profit by studying 
developed nations. upon our having top-level representa- abroad. 

tion overseas, both for government This is no passing matter. As we 

F orel gn Studies and private jobs. all know, the United States is per- 
for Wisconsin Students As for the foreign visitors and stu- manently involved in world affairs. 

Even more important is the instruc- dents, they are assets as well as bur- So is the University of Wisconsin, in 
tion which the University provides for dens. They bring experience which line with its tradition of state and 
its American students. There are un- helps our Wisconsin faculty and stu- national service. And thus we have, 
dergraduate and graduate courses, dent body. Many carry their full load for now and for the future, a new 
correspondence and adult education and more by their contributions as dimension to the Wisconsin Idea. 
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U). W. NEWS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN NEWS SERVICE, MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 

: 3/14/56 dg RELEASE: — Immediately 

a - - ; MADISON--The ‘Wisconsin Idea, We dynamic program placing in the hands of 

Oo the people the resources of their state university, is saluted in the latest issue 

a of School and Society magazine. ; 7 oe a be OO 

_ | The article, MFifty Years of Wisconsin Extension," appears during the ae 

a | Golden Jubilee of the University of Wisconsin Extension Division, an organization a 

for carrying out the Wisconsin Idea. oe Oo oe Oo | | - a | 

a Author Clay Schoenfeld, UW professor of journalism, writes, “Here was. : ; a 

: being born a university pledged to the idea that higher le arning should be not | = 

| for the few, but for the many. - an | Oo - — oe 

| Oe [his great new Wisconsin Idea of partnership between people and the. 

7 7 university was to help directiy in lifting the life of Wisconsin to higher planes." 

| OO - Schoenfeld notes that 50 years after the first extension student applied : —_ 

| for a correspondence course in 1906, the annual program of the UW Extension looks | 

a like thiss 90,000 correspondence students; 13,000 special class students; 30,000 - 

participants at institutes; 2,400 Extension Center students, and 700 Wisconsin 7 | 

| : | communities reached by special services. - | Oo - 
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a ; a . | FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN NEWS SERVICE, MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 

> RELEASE: L. we 4. 
LA e. OP 

| 3/25/59 jb Wednesday, April 1 
| (Release date set by Ford 

J Foundation) 

MADISON-« (Advance for Wednesday, April 1)--The University of Wisconsin 

School of Education today announced receipt of a $625,000 educational research 

grant from the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of Education. 

| The grant--largest ever received by the University for educational research 

and experimentation--will cover a five year period beginning July 1, 1959. 

Prof. John Guy Fowlkes, former dean of the School of Education, was named 

as director of the project which will seek to develop more effective educational 

procedures in schools and to improve teacher training in the University. 

Eight selected school systems have indicated a desire to participate 

in the program and more are expected to be involved as research progresses, Those 

systems already planning to participate include: Madison, Racine, West Bend, Wausau, 

Aopleton, Sun Prairie, LaCrosse and Hales Corners, a new consolidated senior high 

.chool which will open in September. | 

School of Education officials listed several possible areas of study to 

| te included in the research. Examples: | ‘ 

| .. Development of an internship program for the training of teachers; 

2. Assignment of teachers according to level of competence and res- — 

ponsibility and designing programs to prepare teachers for newly defined levels 

' of professional practice; | 

3. Relating salary policy for teachers to level of individual respon- 

sibility and competence; 

| | 4. Experimentation with class size as related to effective learning; | 

-“more- 
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. zadd one--Ford grant 

5. Research concerning new attuctures of local school organization for 

administrative purposes; 

6. Testing the tape recorder as a teaching device with particular 

attention to its contribution to self-education and individual learning capacity; 

7. Use of "teacher teams;'' based on levels and kinds of competence, to 

“each students and to serve as basic training agents for prospective teachers; 

8. Greater participation of local school system staffs in pre-service and 

in-service prep’.e' ion of seachers both in the school and on the University campus; 

9. Use :t television, films and video tape in both pre-service and in- 

service trainins of teachers. 

Commenting on the award, University Pres. Conrad A. Elvehjem said, "The 

Ford Foundation grant makes possible pioneer educational research that will 

strengthen the quality of elementary and secondary education and lead to the 

revamping of our program for teacher education. Prof. Fowlkes, as project director, 

brings to this endeavor a lifetime of vital experience in education in Wisconsin 

and throughout the world. We are fortunate, indeed, to have him available to head 

this key project." 

The first step in the program will be taken early this summer when School 

of Education officials confer with faculty and staff members of the local school 

systems involved in the study. 

The project has the endorsement of the State Department of Public 

Instruction and is-regarded by the University as another step in the application of 

the Wisconsin Idea to os field of education. 
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66 99. THE “WISCONSIN IDEA” 

Underlying Principle at the University of Wisconsin 

When one thinks of a university lege there to form the University of 

such as the University of Wisconsin, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with an enroll- 

thoughts naturally turn to teachers and ment in excess of 5,000. 

students. And teaching is one of the Branch experiment stations for agri- 
main functions of the University of cultural research are maintained at 
Wisconsin, as evidenced by its 25,000 Ashland, Hancock, LaCrosse, Marsh- 
students and staff of more than 3,000 field, Spooner and Sturgeon Bay. 
educators. But teaching is only one of University research farms, in addi- 
three objectives; research and public tion to the principal farm 20 miles 
service are the remaining two. north of the main campus, include the 

To accomplish these three missions Emmons Blaine Research Farm near 

and to embody the principles under- Lake Mills, potato research farms near 

lying this three-part program is the (G0 0 
unique “Wisconsin Idea.” ——hmUmhrhlrt—ter—™—— =“ 

Since the University’s founding on 0 
February 5, 1849, Wisconsin has stood —.DLrmrmrm™—~—~—~—~—~—~—~—~—OOC—C—C—C—C—C 

. : : = i —~w”~—~—~—~”—”—~—~—~—C”—C—*" CW 
for educational service and academic ——h—rt—~—~é‘a‘ONOOsSsCs—SsS~S~S~—rmh™="sS<asheh . . a @§©§=—mhmeOtOtOtOtO™O—O—O—OCO 

freedom that is typified by the slogan [gO 0 
that “the boundaries of the campus are sg 

and child in the state. Pee Fl thCUL CC Cl ee, 

Although University headquarters [RMMAMMS 6 gM 0 Gis Wet < 
are located at Madison, just one mile ((QA@IRG "Sgt 4 ay ER os 
from the Capitol building, stretching fe am Ce SS , - i | 

along the southern shores of Lake jgglgail ee 
: oe Lhe lrrrr—i“‘“C(‘CRSCOCSC. 

Mendota and centering around two [3 "| Ag mnie) | ee 
commanding hills, there are eight ex- ae 

throughout the state—at Green Bay. Fie er EE 
Kenosha, Manitowoc, Marinette, Men- TH 339m, Me as 

a Err Ctts—‘<CSzNN ee 
asha, Racine, Sheboygan and sae Oe Oa ES 

The former Milwaukee center has been Carillon tower in picturesque winter 
merged with the Wisconsin State Col- — setting. 
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Rhinelander and Three Lakes and the zation of iron ore, improved railroad 
Pertrifying Springs Park Laboratory in _ bridges, irradiation of foodstuffs to pro- 
Kenosha County. duce vitamin D, penicillin production, 

In county seats, a University-spon- Wisconsin hybrid corn—to mention a 
sored county agent and county home representative few. 
agent work to keep farmers and home- In the field of public service, the 
makers abreast of the latest methods to University makes its resources in per- _ 
make their jobs easier and more profit- sonnel and facilities available to indi- 
able. vidual citizens and groups of citizens, 

The several campuses and proper- of all ages, in all walks of life. These 
ties of the University of Wisconsin services range from education through 
cover 6,580 acres of land, six miles of correspondence, radio or extension 
which are beautiful lakeshore prop- classes and institutes, to soils testing, 
erty. They hold nearly 600 buildings, geological surveys, health and hygienic 
over a mile of tunnels and 12 miles of laboratory testing, special medical serv- 
roads and drives. The constantly im- ices, home demonstrations, artists in 
proved physical plant is valued at ap- residence, and consulting services of 
proximately $70,000,000. many types. 

The University of Wisconsin serves Centered on the main Madison cam- 
as the state’s center for research di- pus, with its attractive setting and ivy- 
rected toward the improvement of the covered halls and striking new build- 
economic life, health, and general wel- ings, are the 10 major University sub- 
fare of its people; the conservation and_ divisions with 86 departments offering 
development of its resources; and the more than 1,350 different courses. 
beautification of its landscape. Down These departments have a strong and 
through the years. UW scientists have capable faculty as their core, under the 
made many important conrtibutions leadership of University President Con- 
and discoveries, such as the disulphuri- rad A. Elvehjem, noted scientist-edu- 
Er 

Bascom Hall at University of Wisconsin 
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cator who assumed his duties on July ment Station and the Agricultural Ex- 

1, 1958. tension Service. 

The basic role of the College of Let- The College of Engineering, under 

ters and Science is to provide liberal Dean Kurt Wendt, provides courses in 

education at the collegiate level. It gives biochemical, chemical, civil, electrical, 
instruction in humanities, in the funda- mechanical, metallurgical, mining and 
mental social studies, and in the basic nuclear engineering. Research is under 
natural sciences to undergraduate and an Engineering Experiment Station. 
graduate students. Under Dean Mark Notable services include the Electrical 
H. Ingraham, the college also provides Standards Laboratory and Gage Labo- 
professional instruction in music, li- ratory. 

brary science, journalism and social The School of Commerce, headed by 
work. About 60 per cent of the teach- Dean E. R. Gaumnitz, provides a basic 
ing load of the University is carried by education for positions of responsibil- 
this College, and more than three- ity in business, industry, and govern- 
quarters of the total students in the ment, and supervises the Bureau of 
freshman and sophomore years enroll Business Research and Service. 
here. Dean Lindley J. Stiles’ School of Ed- 

The College of Agriculture provides ucation trains teachers, supervisors, 
instruction to undergraduate and grad- and administrators for positions in the 

uate students in agriculture and home Schools of Wisconsin and the nation, 
economics. In addition, the Farm Short does research in many areas of educa- 
Course, the Winter Dairy Course, and on, and sends its professors to work 

many special short courses are held | directly with the schools on educational 
each year. Dean R. K. Froker also problems. 
administers an Agricultural Experi- The Graduate School is charged 
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with the specific function of graduate ren. The State Laboratory of Hygiene, 
study and research. Dean John E. Wil- the State Diagnostic Center, the Wis- 
lard is currently granting more Ph. consin Psychiatric Institute, and the 
D. degrees than most other graduate federal Veterans Administration Hos- 
deans in the country. The University of pital are among other services closely 
Wisconsin Press and the Institute for allied with the Medical School. 
Enzyme Research are under his super- The University Extension Division 
vision. Large annual fluid grants come provides regular University courses 
from the Wisconsin Alumni Research and many non-credit courses by cor- 
Foundation. respondence and in regular classes to 

The School of Pharmacy, under Wisconsin citizens in their communi- 
Dean Arthur H. Uhl, trains profes- ties. It operates eight extension Centers 
sional pharmacists and includes on its where students are able to complete a 
staff world-renowned experts in the year or more of basic college work 
field. Research and graduate study in without leaving their local areas. It 
the School of Pharmacy is an impor- also provides, under Dean Lorentz 
tant part of its teaching program. It is Adolfson, a wide variety of direct 
the pharmacological center (Ameri- services to individuals, schools, and 
can Institute of the History of Phar- organized groups, and to state and lo- 
macy) of the western world. cal government. 

Dean George H. Young and the Students also benefit from an active 
Wisconsin Law School are charged program of school athletics, and teams 
with training the future lawyers of the in various sports have captured many 
State of Wisconsin and the nation. high honors over a number of years. 

The Medical School, under Dean Most recently, the varsity football 
John Z. Bowers, trains physicians, team captured the Big Ten football 
nurses, and medical technicians. The crown and a bid to the Rose Bowl in 
major service functions of the Medi- 1960. 
cal School are carried out in the Uni- The academic reputation earned 
versity Hospitals which include the and traditions built by the University 
Student Infirmary, the State of Wis- for more than a century have resulted 
consin General Hospital, Mary Cor- in an institution whose name is known 
nelia Bradley Memorial Hospital, throughout the world. Underlying this 
McArdle Memorial Laboratory—the fame is application of the “Wisconsin 
cancer research center, and the Wis- Idea”—the belief that University Edu- 
consin Orthopedic Hospital for child- cation should have more than one role. 
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Uj W. NEWS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN NEWS SERVICE, MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 

11/21/57 ohk 335 RELEASE: Immediately 

MADISON, Wis.--The Wisconsin Idea in action is portrayed in a new 

documentary film from the camera of prize-winning cinematographer Walter Meives, 

which was introduced at a campus premiere at the University of Wisconsin Thursday 

night (Nov. 21). | 

Entitled "University of the People," the film illustrates the scope and 

flexibility of the University Extension Division in supplying the educational 

needs of Wisconsin citizens of all ages and from all walks of life. In color and 

sound, the movie demonstrates specifically how the State University reaches directly 

| into city and hamlet, entering the daily lives of citizens through the academic | 

| programs and public services of Extension. 

University Extension reaches so many people through so many ways that it 

is difficult to bring all of its activities under one literary "cover" yet Prof. 

Edward Kamarck of the)Wisconsin Idea Theatre fehieves such a description with his 

script for "University of the People." 

Meives' photography and Kamarck's script are supported by original music | 

composed by Frank Bencriscutto of Madison, played by the University Symphony | 

Orchestra. Narration is by Prof. Herman Brockhaus, chairman of the Extension speech 

department. 

The film, which runs for 28 minutes, was conceived last year as part of 

the golden jubilee of Extension Division, the 50th anniversary of the oldest and 

biggest gmeral extension program in the nation. Produced under the general 

supervision of Allan Ostar, director of Editorial and Communications Services, 

the film-making was handled by Kamarck and Meives, both of the Extension faculty. 

| -more-



_ _ Add one--Extension Film 

While Kamarck was casting about for a story angle, he overheard a chance 

remark, "There goes Tom Ringness. He travels 200 miles to Rhinelander every week 

to teach a class."" Ringness, an assistant professor of education, is one of many UW 

faculty members who teach classes arranged throughout the state by Extension. 

Kamarck and Meives looked in on Ringness' Rhinelander class in educational 

psychology for school teachers, and found the unifying element of the film. They 

discovered that Rhinelander represented a typical Wisconsin city in its use of | 

adult education facilities through University Extension. 

| In addition to the class taught by Ringness, they found that at least 

three women's clubs regularly used program material obtained through Extension; | 

that an Extension field representative called on educational leaders in Rhinelander 

weekly; that the county judge, district attorney, and newspaper editor had attended 

Extension institutes; and that a banker regularly participated in an economic trends 

study. These were in addition to correspondence study students in Rhinelander and 

the young women who took part in Badger Girls State. 

With Rhinelander as the focal point, the film swings back and forth to 

show Extension in action in the rest of the state through institutes which help 

professional people keep up in their fields, special classes which provide 

occupational or cultural knowledge for adults, experimental classes in teaching 

foreign languages to children in Madison, lectures and concerts provided by school 

assembly programs, training programs for business and labor, assistance in 

community economic development, correspondence study, and Extension Centers where 

young people attend the University while living at home. 

Throughout the film runs original music composed by Bencriscutto who was 

a graduate student in music. He now teaches instrumental music at East Junior High 

School in Madison and formerly taught in Lancaster and Fennimore. 

Pate
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August 13, 1956 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AND THE CITY OF MADISON 

For more than a century, the University of Wisconsin and the City of 
Madison have grown together, What each is today is due, in large measure, to the other and to the spirit of helpful cooperation with which they have solved mutual problems, 

| This cooperation is a "two-way street." The University's location in 
Madison has aided it in many ways, The beauty of the City, the attractive 
lakes, the excellent municipal services, and the cordial relationship which 
has always existed between the people of Madison and the University have con- 
tributed much to the progress of the University. 

| It is our sincere hope that this close relationship may continue and expand, In an attempt to show some of the things that the University contrib. 
utes to the City, the University News Service has drawn up the following out- 
line. Undoubtedly a similar outline of the things the City contributes to 

| the University also could be drawn, | 

We owe much to the City of Madison and wish to make it clear to the 
people of the City that we are eager to cooperate in every possible way. 

I, The University's greatest contribution to the City of Madison is in people: 

1. More than 15,000 students, | 
2. More than 5,500 faculty and staff members as citizens of the community. 
3. More than 12,000 graduates helping to develop Madison in almost every 

line of endeavor. (Madison employers have an opportunity to select 
the top graduates of each class, ) | 

4, Many thousands of visitors each year, 

If, The University contributes to the cultural life of the city: 
1, Drama and dance (professional and amateur) on at least 50 evenings 

each year, 
| 2. Three art galleries and three museums with continually changing shows, 

(Cooperative programming with the Madison Art Association, ) 
3. Concerts by at least twelve internationally known artists and orches-— 

tras, plus more than 70 free concerts each year, 
4, Educational radio and television programs averaging 15 hours per day, 5. Free lectures, discussions, and similar programs averaging four a 

week, | 
6, Astronomy opportunities at Washburn Observatory and the Planetarium, 
7e Participation by UW Band and ROTC in City parades and patriotic 

programs, 

iit, The University provides extensive recreational facilities which are avail. 
able for city residents: | : 

1, Iwelve different spectator sports of national interest. 
2, Picnic facilities, nature walks, and scenic drives on Picnic Point, 

Tent Colony, the Arboretum, etc, |
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3 The Willows swimming beach and University Boat House. 
4, Boat launching and shore storage space along Willow Drive for some 

175 boats. 
5. Tennis courts, 

6. Skating rink and ski jump. 

iV, The University provides special educational advantages for Madison resiv 
dents: 

1. Adult education night courses, (In the past year 2,765 residents 
registered in 102 courses,) 

Ze rary services at the University Library. (550 Madisonians have 
cards, 

3- Special institutes and short courses for professional people, (600 
attended the Madison Sales Clinic.) | 

4, Major public addresses by international authorities, national political 
candidates, etc, 

5 One of the nation's major educational film libraries. (Madison schools 
used 3,105 reels of UW film last year--clubs and meetings used thou- | 
sands more.) 

V, The University provides many special opportunities for Madison children: 

1. The opportunity to get highest quality education at a low cost, 
2. Wisconsin High School. 

| 3. The Speech and Hearing Clinic, Child Guidance Clinic, Crippled 
Children's Clinic, Cerebral Palsy Clinic, Muscular Dystrophy Clinic, 

4, Camp sites on Picnic Point for Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, 
5. Sites for high school athletic contests, 
6. Special instruction for children at Summer Laboratory School, Dancing 

and Physical Education Classes, the Nursery School, Music Clinic, etc, 

7 Use of the University counselling center, | 
| 8, Operation of Summer High School for Madison Schools, (440 students. ) 

9. Use of University Radio and TV programs to enrich the offerings in 
| Madison schools. (Every public school and every parochial school in 

Madison made use of WHA programs in the past year, More than 800 
public school children watched WHA-~TV programs in school last year, ) 

| VI. The University does research on specific Madison problems including: 

1. Lakes and fish management. (Fishing is Madison's No. 1 recreational 
interest according to a recent survey, ) 

2. Sewage disposal, | 
3. Business studies, 
4, Traffic surveys, 
5. The mosquito and rodent problems, 
6. Water resources. : 
7. Recreational surveys, 

VII, The University provides special services for Madison residents: 

1. Soil and seed testing for gardeners, 
2. Information services to answer all types of questions, including the 

Information Booth at the Memorial Union which served 3,653 Madisonians 
last year. 7 

| 
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3. Translation services, 
4, Consultant services, 
5- Free speakers for schools, clubs, meetings, 
6. Musicians and artists for city cultural and religious programs, 
7+ Pamphlet services, 

| 8, Life saving service on Lake Mendota, 
9. Medical and pharmaceutical services, 

10, Legal Aid Society. 
11. Membership advantages of the Memorial Union. (5,000 Madison families 

hold life memberships. ) 
lz, Free parking in the 1000-1300 blocks on Regent St, 
15. Area for playground in the Park, Brooks, Regent, Spring Streets area, 

VIII, The University provides many intangible benefits to the city: 

1. Focuses international attention on Madison through its world-wide 
reputation, its promotion, and its visitors, | 

2, Attracts to the city both public and private agencies such as 
a, The Forest Products Laboratory, 
b, The Veterans Administration Hospital, 
¢, The United States Armed Forces Institute, 
d. Private research laboratories, 
e, Experimental animal farms, 

3. Provides experts for city committees, boards, etc,, for example: 
a. Albert Gallistel, Board of Examiners and Appeals; Bruce Davidson, 

alderman; Erwin A, Gaumnitz, Board of Education; J. G. Woodburn, 
Metropolitan Sewerage Commission: Henry J, Duwe, Merit Award 

| Board; Glenn Koehler, Radio Licensing Board; Neil G, Cafferty, 
Board of Review; Lloyd F, Rader, Traffic Commission; M, Starr 
Nichols, Waterworks and Sewerage Board; Dr. Otto Mortensen and 
A. H. Uhl, Madison General Hospital Board; W. B, Sarles, Rivers 
and Lakes Committee; A, F, Ahearn, Committee on Municipal Service 
Garage; Jacob Beuscher, Metropolitan Development Committee; James 
MacDonald, Methodist Hospital Board; Charles Crumpton, Frank Lar- 
sen, Carlisle Runge, Robert Taylor, Madison National Guard Officers, 

| b. Numerous members of Community Welfare Council, United Givers, Red 
, Cross, and other civic, charitable, and welfare agencies, 

4, Supports city welfare and charitable enterprises, In addition to con- 
tributions at their homes and in other groups last year, University 
staff and students, for example: 
a. Gave $33,461.01 to the Community Chest, 
b. Gave $8,772.40 to Red Cross, 
ce. Donated 2,571 pints to the Blood Bank, (30 per cent of all the 

blood donated in Dane County this year.) 
d, Student groups gave innumerable parties, benefits, work-days, 

etc, for charitable causes and entertainment to hospitals and 
welfare institutions, 

d« Provides a large force of needed "part-time" workers for odd«jobs 
through the Student Employment Office. (5,001 jobs filled last year.) 

6. Provides student recreation leaders, and practice leaders without 
cost, to the mutual benefit of the City and University. 

IX, The University pays the city for all services it Legally can, and provides 
its own services to relieve city of expense wherever possible, 

1. Paid city $109,000 for water and sewer last year, 

.
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2. Makes its water resources available to the city for emergency use, 

and its testing equipment and practice areas available to city fire 
fighters, 

3. Provides life-saving service on Lake Mendota at an annual operating 
cost of $20,000 plus the capital investment, ($15,000 boat now in 
service, ) 

4, Provides campus police protection at a cost of $80,000 per year. 

X. The University benefits the City of Madison financially: 

1. In 1950 the Madison and Wisconsin Foundation estimated: 
"In various ways the University brings into this City each year more 
than $30,000,000." It added: "It publicizes Madison - most favorably - 
throughout the world more than do all other agencies combined, $1,000,000 
annually would not advertize the City of Madison as widely, as well -~ 
or as advantageously ~ as does the University of Wisconsin 'for free,'" 
--Madison and Wisconsin Foundation Bulletin, Vol. 33 No. 15, 

2. In 1951, City Plan Engineer Walter K, Johnson and Plan Assistant Lyle 
E, Schaller reported that the University's contribution to Madison's 
economy "might be defined in terms of 5,000 jobs--or $26,000,000 in- 
Cluding student and university expenditures" but excluding its opera- 
tion of University Hospitals, which that year had an operating budget 
of more than $2,500,000, 
~-Madison's Economy Through Depression and War, Johnson and Schaller. 

3. Although the University pays no real estate taxes on its land in 
Madison, it has been estimated that its location in Madison raises 
real estate valuation for taxation sufficient to more than equal the 
tax lost by its non-taxable status, In 1952, the City Plan Commission 
reported: 
"Despite the very large amount of tax exempt property, (in the Univer~ _ 
sity District) the valuation per acre is well above the city average," 
The Commission study indicated that although the total area in the | 
University District, including the University's tax-exempt property, 
is 6.7 per cent of the city's total area, this district contains 9.9 
per cent of the city's taxable property valuation, The Commission 
further reported; 
"One of the few residential areas in which per capita tax revenues | 
exceed the city average is the University Heights District." , 
-~-Madison's Land-~How it is Used, A City Plan Commission Report, 

4, In 1953 John W. Alexander in his "Economic Base Study of Madison, 
Wisconsin," reported that the University is "the most important single 
enterprise in Madison's economic base" accounting for about 18 per 
cent of its total basic economy, His computations indicated that its 
payroll then supported 3,900 jobs, its student expenditures the equiva- 
lent of 2,500 jobs, and its visitors 250 additional jobs, or in round 
numbers a total of 6,500 jobs, excluding University Hospitals which 
he reported then provided 850 jobs, He also credited the University 
with attracting to the city the U. S. Armed Forces Institute (350 
jobs), Veterans Hospital (525), U. S. Forest Products Laboratory (400). 
Thus the total basic jobs supported by the University and the agencies 
listed as attracted by it is 8,625 or more than 29 per cent of the 
city's total basic economy. 
--An_ Economic Base Study of Madison, Wisconsin, John W. Alexander, 
Wisconsin Commerce Papers, Vol. 1 No. 4,
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5+ In 1955, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, in a survey of the 
‘ | economic base of Madison reported: 

"The University of Wisconsin is now and is likely in the future to 
continue to be the most important single enterprise to the Madison 
economy, not only in terms of employment, but also in terms of the 
income its activities in Madison produce, Employment by the Univer- 
sity and sales by Madison businesses to the University itself and to 
students whose home is outside the metropolitan area together produce~~ , 

1/12 of the community's total income; 
1/7 of the community's "export" earnings; 
1/2 of the community's "export" earnings from government activities, 

"Even these figures understate the University's central importance to 
Madison, The University's presence in Madison has been the major draw. 
ing card for most of the other governmental agencies which have 
located in Madison over the years... 
"The University has been the most persistently growing major element 

in Madison's economy..." 
~-Growth and Prosperity in Five Midwest Cities, 1955 Annual Report of 

the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 
6. A rough estimate, in dollars, of the University's direct financial 

benefits last year to the city might be computed in this fashion: 
Payroll of University employes in Madison $20,000, 000 
University supplies bought from Madison firms 2,000, 000 
University building and maintenance by Madison 

firms 1,000, 000 
Expenditures in Madison commerce of non-Madison 

students | 10,200, 000 
Savings for Madison resident students 1,200,000 
Expenditures in Madison by UW visitors 2,000, 000 

Total direct financial benefit to Madison $36,400, 000



There was a notable lack of analysis and planning for ment generally on various aspects of the Atomic Revolution. 
the future. Even those of our grandfathers’ generation, who I do this merely in the interest of the common understand- 
were disturbed by the evidences of extreme social imbalance ing, so that we may evaluate some of the more obvious social 
in post Civil War America—the bloody strikes, the chronic and economic changes which are bound to follow. 
depressions, the slums, the agrarian distress—either resigned Only through the analysis of future problems and poten- 
themselves to a kind of economic-fatalism or followed the tials may we prepare to counteract the imbalance, the tur- 

lead of Herbert Spencer in borrowing and applying Darwin’s moil and the waste which characterized the Industrial Revo- 
evolutionary theories to justify “the survival of the fittest” lution. That kind of social and economic irresponsibility we 
in society. must avoid at all cost because we are dealing now with forces 

Although there were sporadic political protests and well so powerful that they stagger the imagination. 

meaning but highly theoretical analyses of the fast accumu- As John Jay Hopkins has stated so eloquently, “We live 

lating problems, nothing practical was advanced until the in an age of unfolding marvels—and of increasing anxieties. 

“Wisconsin Idea” gave birth to the Progressive movement. The world is uneasily balanced between the limitless oppor- 
I need not spell out in any detail the Progressive program, tunities of creative atomic energy on the one hand, and the 
nor attempt to enumerate its many specific accomplishments. fathomless destruction of atomic weapons on the other. It 

Suffice it to say that the “Wisconsin Idea’ was not only a behooves all of us, therefore, to think and act in the broad- 
positive and constructive force for its times but an enduring est possible context. Above all, we must as individual persons 
force for the future. Indeed much, if not all, of the social and as individual nations cultivate and develop a definitive 
and economic legislation of the 1930’s had its inception in sense of common understanding.” 
this remarkable joining of the University with government For purposes of defining the problem, let us compare 

and industry. briefly certain broad aspects of the United States in 1900 
In my opinion, the ‘“Wisconsin Idea’ was a logical analy- and in 1957: 

| sis of social problems, and a practical application of far Then, the Americas were at peace with the world and en- 
sighted remedial legislation. It was, in all respects, a sys- joyed geographic isolation as well as relative immunity from 
tematic plan for the future. military attack. Now, we are but a few hours removed by 

Those of us who were privileged to be graduates of such supersonic plane—or merely a few minutes by ballistic 
a great university could not help but be influenced by this missile—from a strong and implacable enemy. 

illustrious example of leadership. Educated as we were in Then, the American economy was geographically self- 
such a fine liberal tradition with its belief in social and eco- sufficient _—it had just begun to develop the complexity and 

nomic PLOBFESS, WE look again to the University for lead- interdependence of modern industrial society. Now the 
ership and understanding as we enter another era. economy is many times more complex, wholly interdependent 

For American society is again in the throes of transition as a national industrial organism and as a member of the 
brought on by another revolution—the Atomic Revolution international industrial society, very much dependent on the 
—which may well have an even greater impact than the In- outside world for key raw materials. 

dustrial Revolution. Then, there were sufficient fossil fuels to support a 1900 
What does this mean to us as individual Americans? kind of economy for thousands of years. Now, economically 
And especially, what does this mean to the University usable supplies of these vital resources are estimated, in 

whose past contributions did so much to bring order and terms of a 1957 economy, at not more than 100 years. 
meaning out of the chaos of the Industrial Revolution ? Then the United States had approximately 76,000,000 

These are two very difficult questions which deal with people; now it is rapidly approaching 200,000,000. 
futures and which will doubtless occupy some of our best Then the measure of our national economy, the gross 
minds in the years to come. But as an interested layman national product, was in the neighborhood of $20 billion. 
with some knowledge of nuclear energy gained from my ex- Now it is over 20 times that, and increasing rapidly. 
perience in government and industry, I should like to com- This provides some inkling of the changing social and 
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economic picture which will be profoundly altered by tional fuel in many other regions of the world. Therefore, : 
nuclear energy. But, as you can see, certain basic problems it seems the sheerest of folly to me for Americans to waste 
regarding the future are raised. These will call for a con- precious economic and military time in what are essentially | 
tinued logical analysis and the development of firm, yet —from a world standpoint—penny-wise arguments about 
adaptable, planning. . competitive costs of fossil and atomic fuels. 

The destructive aspects of nuclear energy are too well- Only an extremely provincial mind would restrict its think- 
known to require any review beyond the thought that world- ing to the power situation in America today. Geographically, 
wide nuclear war would in all probability not only destroy America is only a small part of this world. Utilizing the 
our civilization but make impossible the development of any world-wide [and, I might add, the only correct} frame of , 
future civilization. Harrison Brown has noted that the world reference, atomic power, even in the present, admittedly 
is NOW existing on resources which can be extracted from the crude state of reactor technology, is economically competitive 
earth only with intricate and powerful machines. If nuclear or better than competitive with all conventional forms of 

, wat destroys these machines or the facilities to build them, power. 
men will then be unable to reach the materials out of which This cost paradox could leave the United States, now the 
a new civilization would be built. Our arms would be too most advanced industrial state in the world, a laggard in 7 
short. the atomic era at a time when its coal and oil resources are 2 

It is obvious, then, that only through continued mainte- being seriously depleted. 
nance of our capacity for massive nuclear deterrence may the . 
world continue to enjoy a measure of present security and a , 

basic causes of war, purchasing for the world that security ... & 

piles. — =. rt ( i‘ ‘i:COCOC ), | 
fF WE CONSIDER nuclear energy as mer ely a new power i eee eee 

the Industrial Revolution, there is abundant evidence that U. S. Nautilus, first atomic submarine, built by General ( 
we are, indeed, living in a new and revolutionary age. For Dynamics. General Dynamics Photo | 
nuclear power, in which I include the probability within | 
this century of controlled nuclear fusion, is virtually inex- | | 
haustible. Most land areas of the world seem amply endowed COMMERCIAL POWER IS, however, only one aspect 
with thorium and uranium, and all the oceans are potential of the Atomic Revolution. Reactor-by-products, such as ; 
resources for the hydrogen—helium process. radio-isotopes or transmuted elements, have already achieved | 

Indeed, if the power from the fusion of hydrogen atoms consequences of revolutionary significance in agriculture, | 
to form helium can be controlled, the world will have a medicine, biology and in transportation and industry. 

| power source to last for a billion years. With controls of Perhaps the most striking advances have been made in the ! 
atomic fusion, a single gallon of sea water might provide study of two fundamental biologic processes, photosynthesis, 
the same energy as 300 gallons of gasoline, and ships—to the hitherto mysterious method whereby plants with the aid 
cite only one example—will draw limitless propulsive power of sunlight convert carbon dioxide (CO,) into sugar, and 
from the very oceans in which they travel. what might be properly termed protein-synthesis, or the 

This possibility alone may and should, I think, alter dras- equally mysterious method whereby tiny submicroscopic | 
tically the traditional economic and military concepts of living particles are formed from organic chemical com- ‘ 
national strength and wealth based on fossil fuel resources pounds. The unique properties of radio-isotopes have ; 
that are now dwindling under the tremendous energy de- accounted for great advancement in these areas, and in the | 
mands of a world which is as yet only one-fifth industrialized. investigation of basic cell processes. 
In fact, a striking paradox exists today where atomic util- These investigations promise to yield much in the even- | 
ization and technology is retarded in the United States tual control of cancer and other cell growth disorders, as 
simply because of our great wealth in coal and oil, fuels well as the ultimate synthesis of protein itself. 
which are irreplaceable and which in no way approach the Man-made photosynthesis and protein synthesis, of course, 
potentials of atomic energy. could also do much to improve the world’s food supplies. 

It is not inconceivable, then, that nations which have not Also of great significance is the employment of radiation : 
as yet developed industrial societies, because of non-existent to accelerate mutation in both plants and animals. Although 
or inadequate fuel sources, and whose foreign credit bal- most mutations are bad, or of no use, occasionally one is of 
ances cannot be exhausted on the luxuries of costly imported great value: the progenitor of a new and improved breed. 
coal or oil, will leap directly into the atomic age—while In plant breeding, more improved species have been devel- 
America and other coal—oil rich nations are still utilizing oped by exposure to radiation in the past decade than have 
conventional fuels for power. occurred over the past century. 

| Atomic energy is not, as yet, competitive throughout the In medical research, atomic radiation of tumors is fast | 
United States, but it is certainly competitive with conven- becoming one of the most effective agents in the battle 
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against cancer. As a measuring device, radioactive tracers are Of particular interest and importance is the research in proving of immense value in the petro-chemical, chemical, physics. The University has just completed an advanced machine tool and other manufacturing industries. electro-static generator which will be used in high-energy Nuclear energy has already proven technically feasible for research. The University’s first such machine, by the way, marine transportation with the successful operation of the was spirited away in the dead of night under great secrecy world’s first nuclear-powered vessel. the “U.S.S. Nautilus.” to Los Alamos by the AEC during the early days of the war. The Nautilus, as you may know, has now steamed over The new electro-static generator was designed and built by 55,000 miles before requiring new fuel. Recent studies in- a University group working under Dr. R. G. Herb. (See dicate that nuclear marine propulsion is at present econom- page 26, this issue.) 
ically feasible for bulk carrying of freight low in cost per Midwest Univetsities Research Association (MURA) unit of volume. And as marine reactor power plants become composed of eight midwestern universities, including the mote efficient with improved designs, we may expect that University of Wisconsin, is seeking to build in the midwest atomic powered merchant and passenger vessels will rapidly a multi-billion volt atom smasher costing millions of dollars. displace many oil and coal powered ships. From 1960, Dr. Farrington Daniels, chairman of the chemistry de- nuclear energy will power all U.S. Navy capital ships. partment at the University, received last year the William Air transportation, too, bids fair to being revolutionized Gibbs award for his atomic energy work during World War by nuclear power. An atomic-powered plane, which Gen- II. This year, Dr. Daniels was awarded the Priestly medal 

i ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

| o =F pilot in the U. S. Air Force; as an economic | te EB consuttant; as assistant secretary and undersecretary 
te”, as prestdent of the Air Transport Association, 

di Dynamics Corporation, a highly modern industry with 
ee products ranging from jet-aircraft to nuclear-powered 

submarines. 

eral Dynamics is currently developing, will be a reality. Prac- 
. _ tically limitless range, greater power and reliability, and of the American Chemical Society for distinguished service _ Independence from the atmosphere, are the vast improve- to chemistry. ments which atomic power will bring to air transport. Dr. David Bradley, a University of Wisconsin alumnus, 

wrote the famous book on atomic radiation effects, ‘‘No 
Place to Hide.” 

| Titsn univouves nae the mane and . einer Amer. | Dr. Edgard Chester Creutz, noted physicist now with Gen- 
these great advances. Although many major programs have etal Dynamics in Cirector of arch of the General Atomic been initiated and sustained by the government and by indus- pivision and director of the division 5 John Jay laboratory try, they have been catried out by university-trained scientists for pe and applied ne ae obtained his pA. <egree in and engineers and fre tly in university. y d lab . physics and mathematics from Wisconsin in 1936. He 6 quent y i) university-owned laboratories. remained at Wisconsin until 1941, for a year as a research Moreover, the university laboratory has acted as the pro- associate and later as an instructor in physics. He played a totype for all government laboratories and has been a power- leading role in the World War II development of the atomic ful force in determining the character of our vast national bomb and until recently was head of the Department of tesearch effort. While making outstanding contributions in Physics and Director of the Nuclear Research Center of the applied research and technology, the universities also con- Carnegie Institute of Technology. 
tinue to carry on, oftentimes without government or industry No one can specify what this peaceful atomic future holds. encouragement, those basic or pure tesearch efforts for which But of one thing we can be certain, it is permeating and no immediate application is visualized, but which form the will change in varying degrees the most intimate facets of | essential matrix for all future scientific and technical, and our lives—our social, economic, political and spiritual lives. | hence, social and economic progress. We may be entering an age of energy in plenty, ushered The University of Wisconsin, as it always has in the past, in by the almost unbelievably concentrated and versatile is playing a significant role in both the education and train. power of the atom. Abundance of energy means abundance ing of scientists and engineers and in nuclear research. of time for man to devote to creative, artistic and spiritual Twenty research groups involving 15 University departments values. 
ate studying, with the aid of radioactive isotopes, chemistry, In this period of transition, however, man will need : soils, plant pathology, biology, zoology, enzymes, botany, guidance and education as never before, not only to evalu- entomology, physics and several areas of medicine. ate the essential meaning of this new age and adjust him- 
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self to it, but also to bridge the mighty cultural gap which I am confident that the University of Wisconsin, together 

separates scientific and technical advance from our lagging with other American Universities, and in consort with far- 

social and economic institutions. sighted men of government and industry, will make timely 

analyses of the probable consequences of the atom and will 

, formulate new approaches to a changing social environment. | 

Wt ARE ALL F AMILIAR with the more obvious char- It is evident already that many areas of the American 

acteristics which distinguish m an from the lower or- scene deserve analysis in the light of nuclear energy. ! 

ders. But to me one of his most significant, though per haps For example, there is an urgent need for a much broader 

least recognized, differences is man’s inherent capability to understanding on the part of the public to the incteasingly 

anal yse and plan his future. And the more complex and important role of the scientist and the engineer in our society. 

interdep endent human society becomes, the more essential And, conversely, the scientist and the engineer must under- 

is this learned characteristic to progress and even survival. stand and appreciate more fully the society in which they 

For the degree to which he can P roject his plans into the live and which will be influenced by their work. Thus, there 

fu ture measures the worth of his planning and the order- must be more emphasis on research in social sciences and 

=“ of his soctety. + feel. 1 - deal of especially on the development and “pplication of systematic 

merican society, eel, has made a great deal of progress theories to assure commensurate social progress. 

in recognizing the importance of this peculiar human attri- Another problem which is rapidly hnaking itself mant- 

bute. Steps have been taken, particularly in the universities, fest is the mounting pressure on the universities from both 

to develop it on a wide scale. government and industry for the services of top academic 

But even in this atomic age, the vast majority of our people people, either for direct employment or for sponsored fe- 

still lack a firm grasp of individual planning and of their search programs. It 1s worth asserting that the traditional 

personal interdependence with the individual planning of principles of higher education must retain their vigor. This 

those millions of others who make up our nation. We have is an absolute necessity for scientific and social progress. For 

accepted to a certain extent the fact that none of us may if the teaching of the new generation 1s neglected or in any 

live alone, and that industry and government have a definite way weakened by the immediate material needs of the pres- 

social responsibility to guarantee the continued security, ent, the great scientific, technical and social promise of the 

health and well being of society. But on the whole we have atomic age could be dampened significantly. Surely, it would 

suddenly entered into the atomic age with little conscious be unwise to exploit the future merely to expedite the 

analysis of what impact this age will have on society and present. | 

thus scant realistic planning for the atomic future. In addition, modern over-emphasis on science and tech- 

We are in dire need of enlightened leadership. nology to the detriment of the liberal arts must also be 

. examined for its probable future consequences. 

. As true today as it was 2000 years ago 1s Paul s admont- A third aspect which bears directly on these incipient 

tion to the Corinthians, “For if the trumpet give an uncer problems is the possible neglect of the primary teaching 

tain sound, who shall prepare himself to the battle? function due to the incursive demands of research activities. 

The University of Wisconsin, now standing at the highest 

point yet of its illustrious career, cai and must provide the F THE UNIVERSITY of Wisconsin is to provide this 

thought and the impetus for a realistic realignment of the I d d education in th ; d inspired 

eq: >» ; guidance and education in the same eminent and inspire 

Wisconsin Idea” to embrace a new plan of action for the fashion it has in the past, it must possess the same freedoms 

atomic age. as are reserved for our citizens by the Constitution. In such 

This task will be far more difficult than that which faced an atmosphere it can continue to serve as a market place for 

President Van Hise and his colleagues in 1900. For they new ideas and thus train men and women for the future. 

were confronted with a situation which was the obvious result Only in this way will the University produce the free, analy- 

of three decades of accumulated neglect. Essentially they tical, imaginative minds that will lead mankind to higher 

were dealing after the fact with specific causes and specific and higher material and spiritual levels in this fascinating, 

effects which pointed to tangible solutions. Moreover, Theo- limitless, new atomic world. 

dore Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot and other notable figures, Arthur O'Shaughnessy, that poet scientist of the industrial 

together with popular writers such as Frank Norris and revolution, wrote: 

Upton Sinclair and popular magazines such as McClure’s We, in the ages lying in the buried past of t he earth, 

and Cosmopolitan made reform not O aly resp ectable but Built Nineveh with our sighing, and Babel itself with 

awakened the public conscience. American society was fipe our mirth; 

for t he acce prance of the kind of program embodied in the And o’erthrew them with prophesying to the old of the 

“Wisconsin Idea. new world's worth; 

Now, however, the evidence is not in; the public is For each age is a dream that is dying or one that is 

largely unaware of any need; and the impact of the atom coming to birth. 

is just beginning to make an impress. The analysis, there- 

fore, must deal mainly with expectations rather than with For the sake of our own and the unborn generations yet 

consequences. But this in no way lessens the urgent necessity to come, our University must lead the way in realizing the 

for such an undertaking nor mitigates the need for Jeader- full potential for good which the atomic ‘‘dream’’ that is 

ship now. coming to “birth” affords. 

10 
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In an atomic age 

an introduction 

by Lindley J. Stiles 

OX CHARACTERISTIC of the atomic age is already 
established: it places a high premium upon the dis- 

covery, development and use of intelligence. In a more dra- 
matic manner than perhaps has been true in the past, the 

. future belongs to the educated man; provided, it must be 
added, he belongs to a nation of educated men. For, in an 

. urgent sense, those nations which educate their people best 
will hold the strongest positions in the critical ideological 
conflict that now grips the world. 

Higher education, often viewed as a luxury for most and 
a necessity for only the few, is confronted with expanding 

| , horizons of responsibility and opportunity which have been 
illuminated by the bright atomic flashes of the past decade. 
Institutions of higher learning are already being challenged 
to develop the intellectual leadership required for national 

| | survival, in case of war, and the full utilization of atomic 
energy to improve man’s welfare and happiness, in times 

| of peace. The atomic age, whether it spawns war or peace, 
has its roots deeply planted where first it was germinated— 
in the laboratories, libraries and classrooms of our colleges 
and universities. 7



BOUT FIFTY YEARS AGO the University of Wis- 
consin, under the leadership of a small group of bril- 
liant men, set in motion a social experiment which 

was destined to have a profound effect upon the state and 
eventually upon the entire nation, 

9% This, as you all know, was the{ Wisconsin idea prod- 

By Earl D. John on, 28 uct of the combined thought and effort of Charles R. Van 
Hise, Richard T. Ely, John R. Commons of the University 
and Governor, later Senator Robert M. LaFollette. The “Wis- 
consin Idea’ expanded to encompass what amounted to a 
complete regeneration of a society which had long since 
proved itself unable to cope with the social and economic 

: problems of the Industrial Revolution. 
In a very brief period, the Industrial Revolution had built 

a complex, interdependent economy in a society which con- 
tinued to be governed by the principles and precepts of an 
earlier agrarian age. Yet few individuals of that day had 
any comprehension of the vast social implications which ( 
were flowing from the immense productivity of the machine. 

> Convair’s new delta-wing supersonic jet bomber 

e ° . , &. General Dynamics Photo 

Planning 1s essential >) 

as we stand on the threshold ‘& 

of an atomic future NCO 
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brought cogecher under the leader- The group of sciwetigm then as- as the Foundation is called, con- 
ship of Dean Witliam Arnon Heory sembled at the univ rity im Gaded tributes anaually many thousands 
the farmers of Wisconsit were suffer- Dean Henry, Hens, Po Armsby, of dollars for the conduce of what 
log severely from rhe resulis of single Stephen M. Babcouk, Franklin H promises to be research of s!znih- 

crop farraing aad its atrendant ills King, and Harry L. Russeil. To Sauce 
7 i ah e S } ; er Ts nit 

It was but natural, too, that under this able staif have been added over it was the pioneer Wisconsin 
the alert leadershin of some of the the years in Helis directly car ine educator and scientist. Heney who 
pioneers foremost ia the scate’s civic Jirectly related to Livestock produc- saw the need for bringing together, 
affairs Wisconsin farmers would turn tion such productive end dedicated (Continurd on pase 27) 
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Br a (Continued from page 75) 5 the deficiencs.. is corrain grains gad imporgance was his introduction into 
e hls aele Volunenalnehe apn deserming the aed for certain sub the scare of ai tuberculin test. This 
1 RAF Grate den healer: Pies stances in icwis to Take i asstitc iene helped co rid Wisconsin herds 

; ff iiale Haely Gaeae iy adequate nurritia, Those substances vf bovine tuberculosis fvhich at one 
‘ Oh een BOUTS omer Me ue Oe were termed Vitatoas) Thue did time threatened our entire dairy 

i and helpful Sports - the livestock Babcock and iijs asx cglates bere at ilustry. Collaborating with Russell 
eee 8 he aha y Wisconsin and in sueie of the other on projects affecting the health of 

° ' rece 8 institutions lav the joundation for our hérds was Hastings who served j which has eon anime to be the ac- the cpoch-making discuverics of Wisconsin stockmen through the 
‘ cepted NESTS eae for a Oe vitamin research am! the role of offices of the State Livestock Sani- 

4 oe ae mineral elements in thy nutrition of tay Board. It would be difficule " 
Hepieed. Bo Ebidk Bo Meet at iavhe animals and man, indeed to sum adequately in brief 

’ had previously joined Heacy as co- peice, the Denchits tinue f° tae : Tekan ; ; List Babcock High Among ing from these scientists’ work. 
: Wisconsin's “Greats’” i 
i Much Nutritional Research Because of his fundamental work King Developed System 
‘ Started Here in nutrition and in orher elds all of Ventilation 
4 It perhaps was bur parural that informed would ise this aame in Fraaklin Hi King this state 

ok Here 1h Wisconei niche modeen cesar w vuld be entitled tw high rank in furnished one of the most outstand- 
‘ nudeieiOnal tesenton! wroutd Have lite any dist of Wisconsin ““grears. ing egriculcural engineers of this 
i beginnings. Research, started here Babcock, Feanspl atte 1 here ia carly country. His contributions to better 

under the leadership of Henry and manhood from New _vurk Stite, dairying and improved farming were 
Bubcdie anil lack edecien con! by worked long to rush back the most generous and important. He 

{ Edwin B, Hare, Elmer ¥. McCollum, frontiers in learning. Working aeal- not only won national but inter- 
? Harty Steeabock, Conrad A. Elveh- ously at the University of Wisgonsin national recognition for his signifi- 

jem, and others, has made vase he, perhaps more tha anyone else, cant work as an agriculcural engineer 
contributions to oni) and human should be credited with laying the and physicist. ; j 

: putrition welfare throughout much foundations for ressecch ia the field While in no way discounting the 
‘at cheleonlk: = of nutrition resules of his other work perhaps 

; The original inguicy stemmed our Buc as Important i. were these many would rate as King’s greatest 
: of Babcock’s unwillingness to ac- inquiries perhaps Baboook Wits best contribution to the dairy industry 

3 cept the then prevalent norion that known to the genorat yalli¢ fur the the development of che King system 
: a fully balanced tarion could ix invention and perfection of the darcy of barn ventilation. This undoubtedly: 

made by combining fecds on che test which bears bis nam: and which did much to improve the health ot 
i Bare thai ichemicah daaleic. Tn has often heen ced re do with revolu- dairy animals. And upon his pioneer 
t these beginning’ nutritional experi neni “ng the date, induscry, Bt has work much of the later development 

j Pabaeel Babcnel vad his “dori leer: pec said that there is not a herd of in barn ventilation has been built. 
, fed equal lots of calves rarions de- eee cattle in the et which has 
: tived respectively from the entire nh ee improved by che fora hich, Contribute to Development of 

plants of wheat. wats and corn DL RES sane) raat rate iasey th Artificial Breeding 
4 The experimenters set themselves ae Ae tne PCUES Ey mean Although progress in artificial , the task of learning it eee anious of herds throughout the fairs world pete eet ae, aniale Hae eeea 

i. as wouig of equal outritive made by investigators in other states 
i value for growth and maintenince Russell and Rabeock and countries, Wisconsin scientists 7 ot vigor. They tound rhac at che end reamed Together have taken a prominent part in its of the first year the lots of calves fed Closely: associated \v irk ttabeock development. While this system has ‘ these various rations showed marked inca number of fruval investiga- been employed successfully with j differences The corn-fed Hae was tions which have favtted | the various types of livestock it likely : sleck and apparently . good con- agriculture of this and «rier sraices has been most used in the improve- by dition. The wheat-fed calves were was Harcy L,) Russell, far twa or ment of dairy cattle. And because 
i ae and otherwise in poor more decades the deaa et’ tie Wis- of its many advantages and its wide 
a condition, The oat-fed SHEED Mana cousin College of Apriculnate Secing use it is generally considered che 
: between the orhet two. Yer the the need tor holding cheese in storage most important breeding develop- oe a ce in . fir , chis pair of ipvescigutors worked out ment that has been made in many 

ene Cal analysis Was oncermed 1 “ - he ot F; ears 

i The Ue es had f Ae co EP a eens . eo Te aaly in the development of this 
; conclude that gross chemical anal- cheese, Because! ot 1G Ae ah i BP Geec Gen ete Mae : Sales Pee 8 rei value this iprocess has alten been method of breeding a limit in its 

ysis did nec supply the answers termed the foundation Aan which use was the pen to ing adi 
{ oe Seas f i the cheese industry hay hecn buile. semen except tor short periods. Thea ee Babcock Laid Foundations in Ir has made possible thy holding of Paul Phillips and Heney Lardy Vitamin Research quality ches.¢ co improve its flavor sought to find a means of keeping 

Tn their search for the causes of aed tO feed the murker as in needed the semen fresh for losiger peteisds 
the differences in che condition ct the prod, They found ic possible ty cic lose 

: the lots of calves scientists turned to Russell, ot (au rse, wae hing singly ant preserve the semen within cop 
: the feeding of smaller short-lived made many «ther conbribitecda ty yolk solution This tintieg has 

animals on purified food stuffs. In the well-being af ¥ nennsin agricul: been of great significance and bas 
this way they were able to pin down ture. To cite Tue aie of far teaching (Continued ont pase 7) 
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=> Continued jrom page 77) for calves oo limited milk plus to learn the cause of <atrle deaths 

aI made vossible the use of sires and starter and hay ‘rhe commun farm trom sweet clover disease. They 
dams cwnea st longer distances practice) and 13 pounds for calves pinned down a substaace in spoiled 
apart and das permtted the em- on a ration of witk replacers with sweet clover hay which thinned 
ployment of mech wider selection starter and bay. blood in animals that ace this moldy 
in breeding The 19 calves on whole milk ra- forage 

Discoveries made by the Wiscon- tions dressed our around 70%, while Our of chis experience and obser- 
q sin scientists formed the basic foun- the other rations produced calves vation Karl Paul Liak went on to 

dation for the artificial inseminacica with dressing percentages averagiuig develop dicumarol which surgeoas 

4 industry practited today and ap round 63% often use when operating and doc- 
essential step in the processing of a ie Taney : tors give when treacing certain types 
frozen ott sperm. p ' Te YN 2 Aad OP: Varieties to of heart disease. One ayliog ied 

Feed Livestock to apother. The scientists employed 
Concentrated Milk Paralleling the rescarch which the blood thinning property of di- 

4 Gives Promise Wisconsin scientists have done ia cumarol to develop a chemical cousin 

Scientists: at vehi laa shel cyr tae animal autricion iy, the work in called Warfarin, the most effective 

3 how. conducriie Me iood tesearch plane breeding done by Lawrence F. rat killer Kpown. : 
4 Stojacts. (Ol tase atl He ten have Graber, Alexander Krink and their _ One group of Wisconsin scientists 

ce toideswdth’ dai ying, One of them associates. This painstukiny research, have heen especially concerned with 
BODCEEAS GER teake aimed ar the more regular production the majatenance of the fertility of 

a concentrated (anil wich aives of better pasture and hay crops, has the soils of the state. They are the 
4 promise of being of much Ser UIEE paid dividends in the form of soils workers who are fully aware 

fo tbanv Mule Consdmertant an eid greatly increased yields of superior that even dairy farming, unless 
{ to dairymen Ub Wee, horn atte forage : i : supplemented removes from the soil 
i industry decburdencd ‘bya surplus Let us take f  cxample the results needed plant foods 

The fresh concentrated milk, when from the devclopment of a new Through the years these men have 
3 mixed with water, tastes like fresh Vv ariet) of alfatta This : variety, warned us that cerzain of the ele- 

‘4 Tile Unite eoncentracemenren Cah names Vernal, has repeatedly sprung ments can casily be exhausted result- 
: EWouthirds on thal waren peaaved mack after hard v tacers to produce 10g in lim ted crop production and 

the milk has very good keeping food rields Of quality ay ye u Tate See 

“ qualities y Ry anne pariceits have bik tian pote R yates apd his or 
Pel dbareagl ie de Clade ER leaving the soi! open to crosion an soctates have done much research 

+4 Mase area es jy sage ngs to the invasion of weeds and low laying a foundation for closer ac- 
1 Rycale \iveeaemuenitile eve fare webs tap quality grasses the extra acteage of counting of Wisconsin soil reserves 

4 This conenermed preeucricould: be alfalfa made possible by the develop- and a better understanding of Ways 
4 shipped to d bbe a Ree ae. a ment and introduction ot Vernal is to continue a desirable balance of 

ty Pelaeivey Gl laden umes very higaly important to Wiscon- the plaat food clements. 
Fh Mile amemiciared | milks chave sin’s livestock agriculture : Many more developments out of 

i been manufactured before, there has BONY scons Iii seiC Attar: have other che laboratories of the university 
a always been ous main drawback ean e Hoy ve at i is c. ae ee A is 7 the great 

: the high temperatures used to drive plants and animals. C an ue service al Lng as4n S_ scientists to 
: i off the water and obtain good keep- constin’s eric utural ee has dairying, but limited space will not 
} ing qualities have usually given a yieleted benetits not only to farm- permit. It muse suffice to sav it is 
ny Pcooked soe ehaleo”? Maver to the ecs but to many a long way from fot an overstatement to repeat that 

4 product. farnys whatever success Wisconsin has had 

ue Cooperating wich dairy equipment Dicumarol important in i eee oe ee oe te the 
: manufacturers, the Wisconsin scien- flospital Operations SHS NCR eee ore of needed 

tists think chey now have a process i fe natural ‘resources, tO an intelligent 
i which will be Commercially practical ; A good example of ee the he ee ae population, and to 
t aad HRC a) aeRO Goede: iis development of dicumarol, a chem the zeal of tts scientists, ever alerc 
} pine ihe ie ee By ai ical often used by surgeons to prevent to aid in the production, manufac- 

mete gests With $5 Madisin Pmiied clotting of blood. This development ture, and distribution of milk and 
i quate Pauipalie came when Wisconsin scientists tried milk products. ‘ 

t Whole Milk Tops for Br ee oe RS OR eee 
Calf Peed Shae e es) a Gia Boe ea, 

a Wi ae ne Cite ee teal 7 MIRC! <lieer = 8 ees Research workers int dairy hus- 2 aC eo eee ot eee vag zeke: CRY Vy igh ; 
bandry have found that veal calves oP tt At A Nw ; te Sue ne ae Ec a 
will gain faster, more cficiently, and paras is ea a 3 ; gle es 
will dress our better on whole milk Pee eae Pe SNS oe Ree re ae 
gations than on limited amounts o es aT yex pes SF SO aN ; ee % 
whole milk or milk replacers ond OR oct ees ee eee Seb Rae Se 

statrer Peper: * bey Bie wa eg eae Ae ne 
Holstein valves fed all che whoic Beet int PRE ar er EN a Os Tapeh oe ae 

milk they wanted gained an average per Ne Si Ree rag at g phy wees a Sere ¢ 
of 2.5 pounds daily until they were cht a SCs Sts ary +e Se oe, casa fei eae nee 
slaughtered at 6 weeks. That's com- iS Fars AAD RES So ake ER OS ERAS Sok SA aes eee 
pared to 2 daily gain of 1.5 pounds in the summer of 1951 the Dsiry and Food industigs Department moved inte Babcock Hail, 

ny
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We've Only Scratched the Surface 
é 
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After 50 Y U.W.E : 3 | 
er ears, U.W. xtension Still Loo ks Forward 

By ARTHUR BYSTROM , inal ard main function, specialjextension faculty members who; when the Wisconsin state Legis- 

(Associated Preto Writer) [cveesen extension center day|conduct them in some 30 con tang appropriatea %20,000 for 

} The world’s oldest and largest state-operated tnteliectual mail class jreiruction; institutes, andjmunities throughout the statelextemsion werk. 

‘order business has reacted the half-century mark eee ee sep ee nae Re eS Oe ee ee aan 

+O" i ci a F re i in Correspondence iyear atiendance at sueh classes {tional attention and President 

{| Mi As the University of Wisconsin extension division Who7 dele. wey the: 28 More than 7.000. Theodore Roosevelt added his 

jainee its establishment in 1308 has become the living emhodime. pes po maice shah 450) Institutes conducted hy the contribution, stating, “In ne ' 

lof the “Wisconsin idea’—that a) ng, res caching 275 that car- Pvision are held for the most{Sther state in the union has any 

‘state university should give it-ties of the State Univermty te all 2 val ‘sity credit. An enro} Part at Madison and are the university done the same work | 

iself to all citizens ‘Wisconsin chizens.” mont nt more Phan #.0N0 penpielschoal’s fastest growing adult sortie commnitisy ist Page 

it has fulfilled The distsion is planning pre: reveive and retura their reasons ese yp ae an Se er | 

‘ahis slogan: SER —2cams throughout the state and 6) o7!! jsehools for workers, retail sa grit Nerenaaetnl ‘ 

ge agg EE SS #2, ‘nation fais spring and surunrr 4 in é bana a iconferences, drama oneal The divisinn it 1! veart 

; é et Pp eevee sion also grades Pa" music clinics ~in faet every gnc stressed vocational irairing, ister 

aries nf the cam 3 PE in call attention lo the ‘pers tor about 80009 meMbETSo¢ » yoikshop in every profes- Switched to broader fields 

Sup are the houn- Sue Saige Of the Wisconsin idea in #0.jof the aimed services who take| a f oe bag is 

“@aries nf the state re me education. ‘They will he high-\sorrespondenre courses gong MORAL cultural, or educatiumal on, BP appeals < HOE ne 

Fae ee ene ay ea lighted with > celebration here|the United States Armed pee eh fer wich, tere ee need or eae ae ee 

come to the uni- ‘at the annual convention of thelinstitute (USAFI) whch hi tae request. ales today the University of 

ae Gee aa i a which has it8) about 30.806 persons partici- Wisconsin stands first, followea 

versity. the uni- i "National University Extension|jeadquarters bere and started! i by iversi i 

sexily wil) come & EPS Association next month ‘aut with the division's hel ipated in the 250 institutes om the Dv the universities of California 

io a se ‘convth Se av ee e division's help campus last yesr, and Pennsylvania. 

fe ie Soe e sini . | The correspondene courses The special services. reach ne eT 

ein ey OOK: 4 From a modest start with a were taken Jast year hy thov- about 700 communities annually, 

mug Eorward 200 42.500 appropriation in 1906 thejsands who sought nniversit) with the burean providing in 

seven greater ac gy " extension division has grown tojeredit as well 2s those who want-jformation, brief classes and help 

are ia : S , bureau with a 34% million dol-ied to complete high school work. or instructions on aimost any 

fu pay er : ‘ar atmual budget. a faculty and. In addition there were courses subject. 

“We Shave only ADOLFSON Pe of 507. field officestor aliens seeking ae Educational television is in the! 

f i 3 jin Viseonsin cammunsties. papers, for hospitaiized men and|planining stage hy the division, 

a oe cw are half dozen offices in Madi-!women, and for those in penaljthrongh use of the on 

See ae | divistinn fe oe Lo _ jinstitutions. new ultra high frequency expert 

ie allots ans eet | ‘This year H will extend serv-' Hundreds of teachers, Jibrar-)mental station. 

Pee ner ‘Noes, amd provide educational ans businessmen and techni-| The university first tried ex 

He describes the ~Wasconsin'needs to more than 150,000 per- cians also were served through tension work in the 1836s but i! 4 i 

idea" as “interplay between pro- sons throughout the werld. the ai} order educational busi-:got little support and Was 

ple and the University, between The university extension aivi- Ness |dropped. Tt was revived again 

‘Wife and learning. to release the sion has five core programs—| The special classes inelude jin January, 1906. 

resoutees, the skills and facili- correspondence study its orig- more than 250 courses. taught by| The real push came in 1907 

a it }
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Have you seen the cramped and crowded postwar campus? 

The campus at Madison isn’t like it was in “the good Street. Varsity and On Wisconsin still roll across Camp 
old days.” You can see that for yourself wherever you Randall . . . eager students still busy themselves in class- 
look. And these pictures dramatize the difference between rooms and laboratories . . . and boys and girls still walk 
Bascom Hall, built for more leisurely days . . . and the the willow-curtained lakeshore. 

sprawling quonset huts, jamming the Lower Campus and Wisconsin’s University has come a long, long way in 

serving added thousands of hurrying students. her first century . . . and has big plans for the years to 
But the basic spirit and purpose of this great University come. Here, for her alumni, her friends, and all who are 

has never changed. Lights still burn late in many a interested, is a brief look at the record. ..and a glimpse 
library and ‘laboratory . . . and at parties on Langdon into the future.



Completing 100 Great Years of PROGRESS 

IN EDUCATION, RESEARCH, 

PUBLIC SERVICE atta gt sia, 
ee A is lege tee a 

The people of the State, the University’s alumni and eee oe = mts fee ee 
its friends may well be proud of its progress in its first -t Peprtera| SR icoan A 4 i aah 5 5 eect 

one hundred years. Accomplishments have been many and a ee + Rpeeateatis 4 _ Aes eee ys 

al | Ses SCRE Lige eee oN 
The American Council on Education found the bes i 132 tat ERT Lae TES a aa ae ‘ 

University of Wisconsin qualified in thirty-one fields out 7 : erat a: th ae ah aap 

of thirty-five. In seventeen of those fields, the Council ae 

gave Wisconsin a “distinguished” rating — a record A view of the University of Wisconsin campus 

excelled by no other University. as it appeared in 1885. 

By personal instruction and by correspondence, the 

University directly teaches some 50,000 young people WHAT IS THE 

each year. Through publications, radio programs and 9 

other channels, its “student body” is vastly greater. WISCONSIN IDEA : 

i : i Early in its history, the University of Wisconsin began 

i Leading es te Work i to carry ideas and information to people not enrolled as 
Accomplishments in scientific, agricultural, medical students but needing help with their problems. 

and business research have also helped make the Univer- ie i : k 

sity of Wisconsin great. Men like Professors Harry Steen- La eo a ne : ise yr ean we 

bock and Conrad Elvehjem have contributed to America’s il yi up crc eae Gets ie isconsin s 

health and Wisconsin’s fame. Leading scientists on the Ca. a LSet: aati gk il research 
4 : i ucation activities of suc eat men as 

campus are constantly working on atomic research, cancer ae a Vase UE ae Wi 

research, treatments for such diseases as pernicious ane- ena oe ee Ae S- 

mia, and on medicines such as the drug dicoumarol (used ee toe Oat) Mag ae OUD Ee Way. 

to prevent blood clotting after operations) . eran 
; ae As a result of such experiences, the University and its 

mie ae See Roieasie Saat fone Beatie faculty became consciously and fully dedicated to the 

ets DOH cones oy is oe Deere Sc service of the people, not only in practical concerns of 

BO ea ee adie ce eae e living, but also in cultural development. The University 

cae aia a gee an oi et ate of Wisconsin became the University of the people. Today 

Be ee Oe Ti ECGE sulaeeliiais twenty-six divisions of the University are devoted to 

; Serving Humanity serving the people of the State and Nation. Serving the 

The University of Wisconsin also benefits humanity people is the Wisconsin Idea. 
through its work in public service. Here experimental j | " 4 : A | Tp 

work, projects and instructive meetings have contributed 4H ss | fe 3g a. | A ih “ 

to the progress of many industrial, agricultural and ge a r is Pd 30 = (@ 

scientific groups. Such activities as short courses, agri- iy io pee 3: aa 
cultural testing laboratories, electrical standards labora- NX bo al €) bo 

tory, central hygienic laboratory, psychiatric institute, % a - >i 4 \ 
bureau of business research, and other occupational and eT Ve % 

business services bring constant and countless benefits g P 
to the people of the state and nation. a : 1 

All this.means much to the continued welfare of the ea (ty Jy ee F 

nation and its citizens. It means, too, that we must make ee ve ee 

sure that the University of Wisconsin’s progress will Stephen Moulton Babcock — Vital research work goes on in 
continue without restriction in the years to come. one of many great professors. University laboratories today.
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Beginning a Second Century of SERVICE 
Na Pe ames) RESEARCH AND SERVICE 
ai Pets w/a «CC THREATENED WITH 
aR e LW a ote FINANCIAL MALNUTRITION 
ee ie jad a a b ee Pe Se As Wisconsin’s enrollment climbs to unprecedented 

| =| Ate ie ae 4 Te hiv, eo highs and its dollars shrink in purchasing power, it is 
J wm bles ce Ae ie rf iy ; | ae? ae ee easy to see why the University’s problems are tremendous. 

¥ fi bal in ha a * i J Pegs i 4 The State Legislature gives — as it should — prior ’ f fg eae en" §) 8 P 
% Py ee fe ea ae <==." attention to the task of providing faculty members, 
‘ b= he | eS aia teaching equipment and academic buildings to meet the 

e ee pp Saraggesnaeno. Poet a ss icin needs of the student body. If all these needs alone were 

Di immediately met, the budget figure would be astound- 

Today students crowd the campus. What ing. It is necessarily going to take a number of years to 

will it be like tomorrow? meet these academic requirements. 

The State Legislature has already granted the Univer- 
HOW U ° W. SPECIAL NEEDS sity the largest appropriation in its history for the 
HAVE BEEN MET BEFORE 1947-49 biennium — 2.4 times the last pre-war budget 

of 1939-41. 

Precedent abundantly justifies special gifts to the Although the Legislature wants to help the University 
University of Wisconsin, such as: all it can, State funds are not unlimited. The problems 

One of the great cancer research laboratories of the of finance am remain for the University. Then what of the 
world was built with funds left by M. W. McArdle, an research activities, the adult-education and off-campus 

alumnus living in Chicago. programs which are so valuable to the people, and which 

i K F they so urgently want? 
The Bradley Memorial Hospital was erected in Ceitai i : Mie 

3 i ertainly, public-service and research activities cannot 
memory of a little girl, Mary Cornelia Bradley, through he redbouel minal icuniintecd Dy the vecy chamectes 

the generosity of Dr. Harold C. Bradley, Thomas E. Seren 6 ' y Y 
tee of the University—by its President, Faculty and Regents, 

Brittingham and Carl A. Johnson. 
to whom the call to serve represents the call of oppor- 

Kemper K. Knapp, John M. Olin and William F. tunity. The continued progress of research and service 
Vilas are also among those who have given large gifts can also be guaranteed by the friends of the University 
to the University. who have been befriended by it. 

u The Memorial Union was built with private donations, The University of Wisconsin, a public institution, is 
large and small, many of them pledged for future pay- “our University” to the people of the State. It is “our 
ment by undergraduate students. Without private sup- University” to alumni, no-matter where they live. In a 
port, this indispensable unit could not have been built very real sense it should be “our University” to the mil- 

till much later, if at all. lions who have benefited from its services. 

WHAT OTHER UNIVERSITIES DO TO MEET CRITICAL DEMANDS... 
Other state universities are continually receiving University of (Pexas 0002/30.) .\. 170,505,750 

voluntary gifts from alumni and friends. Although University of California .............. 35,394,702 
all pursue somewhat similar aims, there is a certain University of Minnesota .............. 27,155,126 

amount of competition — for talented men, for rare University of Michigan'.’... 0/80: 7.4... 17,258,715 

and valuable instruments. By receiving gifts and University of Virginia ................ 12,884,450 

building up substantial endowments, many univer- University of Alabama ............... 5,200,000 

sities (both state and private) are enabled to com- University of Delaware (00...) n0. 35) 4,019,198 
pete advantageously. The endowments of ten state University of Wyoming ............... 4,202,606 
universities (varying greatly in academic stature and University (of Idaho inva.) can DSO 20) 
public service) make interesting reading: University of Wisconsin .............. 4,991,032
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HOW THE UNIVERSITY FS HR gi 
CAN HELP YOU Pe cats UN son cies: . = ott pe re 3 

ao ‘ A ie ‘Sy €% lee ee. ' | Pt 
The solution to many of the University of Wisconsin’s ~ oe 3. ee ae bs 

problems lies with you and other friends and alumni. ee CK eo id ‘ 

At the same time, the solution to many problems affect. (@a ee = Nellie vs es: 

ing you lies with the University. age Pe ar. $ > ee ca Ss 
, 4a “ e a 9 Tae, 

Your future is immediately concerned with such things § 5 Ne ae “,. ss ate fi? ‘ 

as atomic power, problems in medicine such as cancer, ie F ; 3 4 oe 4 6 & - 

and with the specialized demands on industry, labor, ees Skee 3 ‘> oe 

agriculture and other groups. As the years pass the Uni- B i fe Pa eae, ree | . 
: : ue Py wt KP cae ee 

versity of Wisconsin will help you more and more. Can ko ot * ba ime 1 i 

it depend upon you to help it now? , : eens CG . 
When you look upon the University of Wisconsin, you can 

HOW YOU CAN HELP NOW see in it opportunies it has to help the state, the nation 
and mankind. You can also see in the University a great 

ate : ‘ ‘i i opportunity to help it in time of need. Wisconsin has a 
The University of Wisconsin Foundation is a per- share in your future — you have a share in its future. 

manent organization of friends and alumni of the : : i 

University. Its objectives are to inform the people about = = o gs e Lage | ; 

conditions facing the University and to help them help hae Vy a se aN Gn 

the University with its public-service and cultural acti- <= ae > ee. 

vities. The Foundation fully realizes that it must think ee ie ee = Ree IP 33 

in terms of many years .. . and that its activities must Bes ary seg VB 

always fit into a large pattern and the even larger scheme ; Sa Bt +f = =a + ee 

of the University as a living whole. cS vr ee fy Fi il eet, 
ei Bt A sults 

But certain things need doing now. For them, the ag © il | fea pastes 
es : ; . : Yip ee | tte nee tee 

Foundation is carrying on its Centennial Campaign. One GUE: ——— Hs == Re - 

major aim of this Campaign is the building and equip- Sm en EEF oie pe eae SS 

ment of an adult education (or “applied research’) _——— 
\ i SE eee 

center,. . . to accommodate institutes, short courses, and ————~—‘= Dr 

‘conferences for the benefit of agriculture, industry, busi- —————— oe 

—: ies and other public Brent (Money raised in A preliminary drawing of the proposed Adult Education 
the Centennial Campaign is not intended to be applied Building. One of the objectives of the University of Wis- 
to other buildings or to real estate purchases unless the consin’s Foundation's Centennial Campaign is to raise 
donors specifically so direct.) funds necessary to erect this building. 

Your aid — in the form of gifts to the Foundation for 

the University — will help carry on the cultural and ‘ 

public service work of the University. Through the 
Foundation, you can help provide for special equipment, GIFTS ARE ALREADY COMING 

scholarships, fellowships, and other needs essential to the Gifts to the University of Wisconsin Foundation 

University’s future. (The Foundation has already ap- are coming from many people who have the vision 

propriated money for the Frederick Jackson Turner to see the unlimited potentialities of this great in- 

chair of history — a research professorship in the field of stitution . . . people who are grateful for what the 
; hy University has done for them personally or for the 

American history.) 3 é suis 
é ‘* . general welfare. (Gifts are deductible up to the limit 

Officers of the University of Wisconsin Foundation oes LEO taxes.) i 

Centennial Campaign, whom you may contact, are: _ One alumnus spoke for many friends of the Univer- 
Hecberey ehlcn, Chaamnan, Kokler wa i sity when he said, ““The Foundation gives me a chance 
Cees See ty Wigeinaribahicr nates wd to pay part of my debt for the past — to take part in a 

F. J. Sensenbrenner, Vice Chairman, Neenah, Wisconsin vital activity of the present — and to make a gilt-edged 
Howard I. Potter, Vice Chairman, Chicago, Illinois investment in the future. I’m both eager and proud to 
Harry A..Bullis, Vice Chairman, Minneapolis, Minnesota participate.” : 

L. L. Smith, Executive Secretary, Kohler, Wisconsin Your participation, too, is invited.
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2 0 a OR. University of Wisconsin 
Business executives discuss their problems at one of the Industrial Management Institutes on Graduates Are Assets 

the Campus. The University has its problem here too—a need for more physical facilities. . > ° 

to Nation’s Business 
The University of Wisconsin is 

proud of its human product—and 
the human product has contributed 

SILENT PARTNER IN I 0,000 FIRMS richly to all business enterprises. 
, ( i It is impressive to look at just a 

University Personnel, Projects and few of the business positions and pro- 
. 5 : fessions for which Wisconsin offers 

Services Contribute to Business training to today’s youth. Adminis- 
trators, accountants, salesmen, exec- 

“The University of Wisconsin is valuable personnel. In addition, we utives, market analysts, industrial 
really a ‘silent partner’ in our can trace important improvements relations experts, engineers, chem- 

business.” in our plant operations to work done ists, geologists, physicists, biologists, 
This statement was made recently in University laboratories.” journalists, statisticians and other 

by Mr. H. T. Burrow, President of ‘ Y specialists enter private industry in 
the Malleable Iron Range Company University Serves in Many Ways a steady stream from the Badger 
of Beaver Dam. These experiences are typical. Just campus. 

“Every year I attend Executive as the University serves as a silent Yes, the University is proud of its 
Management Seminars on the cam- partner for these business men, so products—of its men and women who 
pus,” said another Wisconsin execu- it serves 10,000 others. And, the have entered business and who have 
tive, “and I keep abreast of the latest University serves in many, many contributed abundantly to industrial 

developments in my field. Hardly a ways—as a producer of thousands of advancement. Likewise, Wisconsin’s 

month passes without some of our well-trained young men and women, alumni and friends can be immensely 

company officials or supervisors going as a center of constant research, and proud of their University. Certainly 
to Madison for Special Industrial as a willing helper in constructive they can be depended upon to sup- 
Institutes. And, of course, each year’s projects for the improvement of port the program of aid to business 
crop of Wisconsin graduates gives us business and industry. which the University is undertaking.



ae iM } ma Wee |) Re WISCONSIN Leads the Way en | = eRe 
; . das f —- (eee C 
Toward Scientific Progress are | meee ice eat As the University of Wisconsin’s work in scientific research. They have Bea ¥ a y ‘nie 

president, Edwin B. Fred, has pointed _ called upon the University for infor- ce e | sauces 
out, modern society is largely based mation, guidance and assistance. At- y .k 4 
on scientific progress. New processes tendance at meetings held by the Uni- - ‘a [ , Ch 
and new techniques—in basic or ap- versity show quick acceptance of the a f 3 

plied science—enhance man’s ability Wisconsin Idea of service. Also, many —¥ ; a, 
to produce more efficiently, more industries have already contributed fi- 2 vl Be. , i 
economically and in greater volume. nancially through grants and fellow- A oo a 

Mechanicalengineeringresearchers, ships. , Secs 
studying the causes of metal fatigue, Such contributions have frequently ra al 
are making practical contributions to meant the difference between success he a 
industry today. So are University and standstill on projects of impor- rigs 
chemists and physicists now pursuing tance to industry as well as mankind, q a rs 

the secrets of the atom—laying the and have been welcomed and appre- ; mn ea 
foundation for future industrial ad- ciated. With continuing contributions © = —_ \ 
vancements. and increasing response from indus- nae . 

try, the University’s future as a help- The precise measurements of a diesel engine’s 

Present Projects Benefit Many ful silent partner to business and in- eoiiaue tae: cS ia a 

Already Wisconsin scientists have dustry is assured. 
developed new processes and tech- we puck Ws i segs 
niques that have made the University ee ; = ie ear a 
an invaluable silent partner for busi- SOME Bee ent " A os ‘ Ges 

ness men. They have derived new REORER i g ae, : [ Be ae 
methods of measuring the exact tem- ‘ poe ; e ! : po 
peratures and pressures during the Tees : ee eee 
combustion cycle of a gas engine. ug h ae ees 
They have added much to the store i "i : a ae 
of information on heating and ven- 4 Bo Bi, A ihe . 
tilating. They have made advances in * BM a fRRIRERE | Pet 
the field of industrial chemistry. They a | es | T 
have developed an efficient and inex- ’ pe 2 j : 1 ‘pee e Didi 

: . aes ‘ i pe Wess a Pigg eae 
pensive method of producing nitric | es fae Pye" 
oxide for fertilizer and explosives. ee ae Geol} hae AlN te? 

University research men have con- \ mT Wit bk! ‘i ze H pie - 

tributed to the improvement of ma- i ll : Sass F_. lmam ee |, | 
sonry and concrete structures. They Nag lt \ a a a ee 7 | Pega 
have aided steel mills and foundries «X A et ee i ie 
through research on blast furnace *% ‘ os | 8 oe i 

slags and foundry practices. They professors J. H. Mathews (standing) and V. W. Meloche inspect the University’s new infrared 
have been responsible for many ad- spectrophotometer—one of modern research’s most useful tools for organic analysis. This 
vances in the fields of communica- instrument was given to the University by the University of Wisconsin Foundation, through 

tion, electronics, electrical lighting donations by Walter Olen and H. F. Johnson, Jr. 

and others. feel AT STC bh ARUN Rane Skee a ote ie nO AURAL NERS ATLA On EAI Sea LAO 

Distinguished Scientists at Work Examples of Direct Service Through Scientific Developments 
Scientific studies go on day after 

day on the University of Wisconsin INSTRUMENT SERVICE—permits use sumption, not in competition with 

campus. Contributing to these proj- of special instruments by industries, the work of private concerns. 
ects are men who are nationally and such as recording infrared spectro- CHECKING AND STANDARDIZING 
internationally famous for their photometer and electron microscopes, | MEASURING DEvicES—is done in the 

knowledge and ability. Day in and already available. Other valuable in- University’s Ordnance Precision 
day out Wisconsin scientists are at | struments like the gas liquid‘interfer- | Gauge Laboratory. 
work on developments and projects | ometer and mass spectrometer, will ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STA- 
that will aid business and industry. be obtained when additional funds  ;joN—renders public service by co- 

are provided. operating with industries, manufac- 
How Industry Has Responded SpeciaL TEsTING—includes accu- turers and engineers in the solution 

Many industries have already rec- racy tests on electrical power con- of fundamental problems. 

ognized the value of the University’s aera ae ee



MMMM OTe a os jh enn DENG PO ara) vamdustrial held: followed) (by.ian ine 
formal discussion among the mem- MANAGEMENT AND LABOR etna 

f The speakers at these sessions are 

selected for their proved technical 
Aided by UN. i VERSITY INSTITUTES abilities and their skill as effective 

leaders of the mature management 
Business management and labor by the fact that each trade associa- personnel who attend the institute 

come face to face with University tion which has worked with us has programs. Thus all persons who at- 
experts in dozens of institutes held asked for repeat meetings. It will be tend are sure to benefit. 

on and off the campus each year. a great pleasure to continue working The Industrial Management Insti- 
Most notable among these are the with them, and we will be happy to tutes are under the direction of Rus- 

Industrial Management Institutes, cooperate with such other groups as _ sell L. Moberly. Since their beginning 

conducted by the School of Com- may desire our services.” in 1944, they have proved to be an 
merce and the Extension Division, in i i effective link in the chain of coopera- 

cooperation with the Wisconsin Man- How Institutes Function tion between the University and the 
ufacturers’ Association. Up to March, Most of the business-aid meetings people who support them. Crowded 
1948, 2,064 representatives from 313 consist of a series of one-week courses. | working conditions and lack of facili- 
companies in 81 communities have As to method, each management in- ties now hamper expansion of some 
attended the Industrial Management __ stitute ‘‘classroom session’? combines _ of this activity. Additional support 
Institutes—thereby gaining a better a talk by an expert in the particular _ is urgently needed. 
understanding of their duties and of 23 : een 4 
our free enterprise system in general. a | og a aoe | 

ee 2) ia OU 
Improving Labor Relations & S - * a 7 = tts . f 

The University’s Industrial Man- Ye Ox .- ¥ wey oy Xe eh i fee : ee th 5 Die fi ot 
agement Institutes are bringing about | ‘ W fe i 
a marked improvement in relations ‘e Ai bs 
between management and labor. The . iY 2 Ac] if ae | 
institutes cover a wide range of sub- m9 > i 3A 7 Sf by , 

jects. As an example of their scope, A 4 5 ‘te * » eee ce 
there is a series of one-week courses if . ay y Na i 5 
for supervisors and foremen. Other 3 i ba 3 ar eee 

courses cover such subjects as func- @ 4 y s bh H 
tions of an executive, human relations i = le ys 1 | 

in industry, costs and budgeting, sal- | A. ale a | 
ary and wage administration, produc- Ss wn if é = eg | 
tion and planning control, office man- es coe l A 4. | : 
agement techniques, contract nego- . { if f fen j ri ar 

tiations, sales administration and ra od ‘ A bert a ._ 

quality control. One of these insti- 41,1, factory foremen and college professors talk shop at one of the famous Industrial Management 
_ tutes, varying from one to several {stitutes on the Wisconsin campus. School of Commerce Dean Fay Elwell sits at the head 

days in length, is held practically of the table, with Director Russetl Moberly at his right. 

every week during the current aca- 

demic year. Aes TN AA Sata PAS) Ng ea ea wee sO EE ee shi 
The institutes encourage a mature 

approach to daily personnel problems . . . ° 

and to an open-minded attitude on Special Services by the University 
the part of supervisors—which prove ° 

of real value in plant operations. Also Prove Valuable to Business 
Retailers, Others Also pone Bureau or Business RESEARCH Bureau OF INDUSTRIAL AND AP- 

In addition to the Industrial Man- 4p Sprvice—significant investiga.  PLIED PsycHoLocy —organized by the 
agement Institutes, the School of tions, conducted by the School of Extension Division to contact insti- 
Commerce holds conferences for such — Commerce that benefit businessmen __ tutes in cities throughout the state on 
groups as grocers, resort and hotel everywhere—analyzing economic and __ the application of modern psychologi- 
operators, retail merchants, manufac- market conditions, accounting pro- cal techniques to problems of human 
turers, accountants, insurance agents —_ cedures, executive training, incentive _ nature in industry. 
and bankers. The School of Banking, regres: anal ob hers. D 

for instance, attracted 300 bankers in 2s i Bureau oF Community DEVELOP- 
1947, from 19 states, for a two-week BUREAU OF BUSINESS INFORMATION MENT—provides information and 

session. Top authorities from all over ~~ Serves as a central clearing house counsel on economic and social prob- 

the nation lecture at these gatherings. for inquiries on all phases of business. lems to Wisconsin Communities, by 
“The value of our conferences to Conducted by the University Exten- request to the University of Wisconsin 

the businessmen,” says Commerce sion Division. Extension Division. 

Dean Fay Elwell, “may be judged uy
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accommodate institutes, short courses, 
. $ clinics, and conferences—includin 

How Bus iness and Industry Will Benefit the Industrial Management Tete 
. . 2 and other business meetings. Through Advancing The Wisconsin Idea * ee ee ie A ang will 

take these meetings out of the already 
The story of service to business and ments are fully met. For example, , crowded Memorial Union—not to 

industry by the University of Wis- new buildings for Commerce, Chem- _ speak of Quonset huts and classrooms 
consin is impressive. istry and Engineering are urgently scattered all over the campus. The 

With the seeds of The Wisconsin needed now. University will thus be able to expand 
Idea—service to the state and nation The needs go beyond the reach of | its adult education program—and 
—well planted, the University’s har- state revenues. And the lack of suffi: The Wisconsin Idea—far beyond 
vest promises to be abundant. cient revenue has a serious effect on | what is now feasible in makeshift 

This sound and beneficial idea of the advancement of The Wisconsin quarters. 
service is one which can grow toeven Idea—that idea of service which can Also, scholarships, fellowships, pro- 
greater stature. It can bring increas- so tremendously help business and fessorships, the purchase of special 
ing benefits to every branch of busi- industry. instruments and establishment of spe- 
ness and industry—small and large, a i cial services are among the objectives 
manufacturer and retailer, professional How the University of of the Centennial Campaign. 
and trade, labor and management. Wisconsin Foundation Businessmen, industrialists, friends 

Men of foresight already see the Pl 3 to Hi and alumni who support the Centen- 
University of Wisconsin offering every ans to {1elp nial Campaign can look upon their 
imaginable service to business and \ Into this picture of a great educa- support as an aid to themselves. The 

industry. They see research on every tional institution striving to expand University has already established 

phase of business activity, continuing its services to the state and nation, itself as a silent partner to business 

studies on marketing, banking, retail- has come the University of Wisconsin and industry. The University’s ser- 
ing, accounting, labor relations, and Foundation. : vices are already recognized as note- 
literally scores of other subjects. An The University of Wisconsin Foun- _—- worthy and valuable. Certainly addi- 
expansion of the Institute program dation is a permanent organization tional support for this great purpose 
can some day become virtually a uni- of friends and alumni of the Univer- can only serve to improve and per- 

versity in itself—a university for the sity. Its objectives are to inform the fect those services. 
advanced training of business men people about conditions facing the Your support will help thousands 
to help them solve problems vital to University and to help them help the of people throughout the state and 
their operations. University advance its service facili- nation. ns 

baie ties. The Foundation fully réalizes Your support will help you, indi- 
Is Tiere yi Limit? that it must think in terms of many _ vidually. 

There is no limit from the stand- years — that its activities must always Your support is needed, without 
point of value, but unfortunately fit into a large pattern and even the question. Will you help? 
there is a limit from the standpoint larger scheme of the University as a ——————— eo —___ 
of resources for undertaking such living whole. Officers of the University of Wis- 

projects. But certain things must be done eonsin Foundation, Centennial Cam- 

Actually, the existing limits are now. To help meet immediate needs,  paign, whom you may contact, are: 
strict. It is remarkable that with the the Foundation is carrying on its Cen- Hersert V. Konver, Chairman, 
limited resources in personnel, physi- tennial Campaign. One of the cam- Kohler, Wisconsin. 
cal equipment and finances so much paign’s major objectives is the erec- F. J. SENSENBRENNER, Vice Chair- 
has been done. The University is hard tion of a ““Wisconsin Idea” Building. man, Neenah, Wisconsin. 
pressed because of the unprecedented This building, otherwise known as Howarp I. Porrer, Vice Chair- 
demands for educational facilities. a center for continuation study, or a man, Chicago, Illinois. 
State legislative appropriations can center for applied research, will con- Harry A. Buus, Vice Chairman, 
be expected to provide for the Univer- sist of assembly rooms, lecture halls, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
sity’s basic needs, but even so, it will laboratory facilities, seminar space, L. L. Smiru, Executive Secretary, 
take years before all basic require- and dining space. The building will | Kohler, Wisconsin. 

——_______WHAT OTHER UNIVERSITIES DO TO MEET THE CRITICAL DEMAND. 

Other state universities are continually receiving University. of Texas.©) 3/0). '.405' 2 2 UNO,b6a-7b0. 
voluntary gifts from alumni and friends. Although University of California............... 85,394,702 
all pursue somewhat similar aims, there is a certain University of Minnesota.............. 27,155,126 

amount of competition—for talented men, for rare University of Michigan............... 17,258,715 
and valuable instruments. By receiving gifts and University of Virginia................ 12,884,450 
building up substantial endowments, many univer- University of Alabama............... 5,200,000 
sities (both state and private) are enabled to com- University of Delaware............... 4,619,198 
pete advantageously. The endowments of ten state University of Wyoming............... 4,202,606 
universities (varying greatly in academic stature and University: of Idaho ss. isis). dee.) By D865201 
public service) make interesting reading: University of Wisconsin.............. 4,991,032 
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’ $20,000,000 A YEAR ‘nas the extra income to wis AMERICA’S DAIRYLAND tow aia it get that way? 
consin farmers from new oat strains, introduced to them by the University Why did the dairyman replace the lumberjack? What kept Wisconsin 

College of Agriculture. For this and other “success stories,” see Page Two. - out of the Gulf of Mexico? For the “inside story,” turn to Page Three. 

vide more and better food and fiber 
A FRIEND INDEED i for himself and others—with a mini- 

mum of soil depletion. 
-- 00 every one who It is difficult to realize the extent 

° ° to which agricultural research, car- GROWS food::.or PROCESSES if..:o7r EATS it ‘2am ty do Unwewt of Wien, 
sin and other institutions, has affected 

Better farms and better food—for haps receive more direct benefits from not only farming, but the health and 
healthier, happier Americans. their University than does any other welfare of the entire country. Most of 

That, in brief, is a large part of the group except students actually attend- the modern methods and equipment 
story of the University of Wisconsin’s ing classes on the campus. which today we take for granted are 
College of Agriculture, a great insti- It didn’t just happen this way; it’s the products of such research. 
tution which has had a big influence the result of planning to fill a need. As you read through this folder, 
on the prosperity of the farmer and The farmer cannot do his own experi- you'll learn of specific jobs the Col- 
the welfare of his customers. menting; he must provide food, shel- lege of Agriculture has tackled. Nat- 

This folder, published by the Uni- ter, clothing for himself, his family, urally, the stories told here are of 
versity of Wisconsin Foundation, will and the rest of the population. He tasks completed—objectives attained. 
outline the work of the College of cannot jeopardize this supply by tak- But there are many more problems 
Agriculture. It will attempt to show ing unnecessary chances. The weather, to be solved. With their solution will 
why the College is important, and insects, disease furnish enough risk, come greater prosperity, health and 
how it serves the growers, processors, without his growing hundreds of new’ welfare for millions of people. To help 
and consumers of food. crops on the off-chance that one may in this work, the University of Wis- 

His University is as close to the be better than any he grew before. consin Foundation has been organ- 
average Wisconsin farmer as his tele- Thus the University has done the ized. For information about this Foun- 
phone, his radio, his mailbox or his experimenting, and taken the results dation, be sure to read Page Four 
county agent. Wisconsin farmers per- back to the farmer, that he may pro- of this folder.



BALANCED RATIONS oe ee =H 
The Wisconsin farmer today feeds A Ee ee eee pn sad 

inielivestock “balanood matigns® which ee a ee + kee pee ae 
include protein, carbohydrate, fat, a 1 eee Ea Og ae ee 
vitamins and minerals. Why? ee vane nee. OYE ae SMR edits nc ames: it 
Among other things it was a gene- e J ree i. aaa” Seam uae tae at a4 

ration ago that Dr. Stephen M. Bab- 5 SE eek ice ay aE EPS Sie oS eee a 
cock, working with other scientists at Es et TY Rls ais Pe lor vere Ley 
the University, proved that protein, } “ag FP _ pS 4 yee ° F 2a, tof | 
carbohydrate and fat alone cannot j NS Ae Bye 4s a A 
make a good ration. This experiment Kae - RAE Be as se DE Soe 
led to the discovery of vitamins which oa ee ea ier mete vA cae tees oo) 
today are so important in the diets of WES oe ¥ : 5 . ee pee. a ey 
animals and of human beings. NN ee oy Ce. Pee exc cta Pte 

Years of subsequent research on aS. Ee i ec oe , Narita 
rations for livestock by scientists at 4 ower eer ke Gee a ee 
the University proved that alfalfa or “h ASP ¥ os : are vast eee ee: os 
clover hay, corn silage, farm-grown Ree ee mY) Vy ees iS ee ne 
grains and a minimum of high-cost Ca Ses See Va WN ‘ i his PR Po ae at 
protein supplement can make good a . ane SS SPE 
rations. 

Thus, when the Wisconsin farmer ! N TH E F ! E L DS 
nse his a he Pos a direct 

and practical use of agricultural re- Mamonstrations bi . aos . § f yy crews from the doing—work that pays dividends in 
ee — [deen University’s College of Agriculture the form of better crops and better 
benehblof theleahatince Go draw big. crowds of farmers—men stock. 

: who know their jobs, and want to do Thousands of Wisconsin farm 
VI Cc LAND O AT Ss them better. For the smart farmer youth, of course, attend the Univer- 

knows that the “cow college’” men— sity, where they are trained to be 
The Wisconsin farmer, the past in the fields, as in classrooms and better citizens, to have a broader 

three years, has sown more than laboratories—are working out new view of life, and to enjoy a fuller life. 
2,000,000 acres of Vicland and Forvic mewn that mean money in his They Pati Chae for Loe a: work 
earn Ganga ae 2 pocket. ! y —perhaps to become x farmers 
Plant pois ieee nea And in many Wisconsin farm- and homemakers, perhaps to teach 

strains because superior oats were houses, the radio shares the work of others, or perhaps to become research 
needed. Experimenters at the Univer- the farm papers and magazines. For workers and delve into the basic facts 
sity found that in Wisconsin these over the air, Wisconsin’s professors of better farming and homemaking. 
oats yielded from 15 to 25 bushels explain and discuss the work they’re Or the sons and daughters of rural 

more an acre than varieties previously 

CC Pe apne oo —__—— BETTER FARMERS FOR BETTER FARMS ——__—_. 
bushel (and oats have cost more than The University, in its Short Course, tists and economists at the College of 
that during most of the past three offers a special service to the farm Agriculture inquired into the ways 
years), that would mean $20,000,000 people of Wisconsin—college educa- of producing a more abundant and 
a year to the farmers of Wisconsin tion geared to the farming year, taught satisfying rural life in Wisconsin. The 
and more feed and food for Wisconsin during the mid-November to March University has long been a leader 
and the world. slack season. among the institutions of the nation 

The University inaugurated the studying the organization and opera- 
| Short Course in 1885, and since then tion of farmer co-operatives. 

I" Mi thousands of farmers have attended. Three and four. decades ago the 
Ths | r The Short Course students are in College of Agriculture at the Univer- 

| dead earnest about their schooling— sity pioneered in the study of Wis- 
Ns tee they know it’s training for their life consin’s rural people and their. mode 
NS | Pa ff work. The percentage of Short Course of living. Subsequent and continuing 
cae | ve Ay) graduates among the state’s top farm- studies have been an important source 
og b we ers is high. of material in such state and local 

/-— is > ; Although technical agriculture is activities as land zoning, planning, 
—_ eS the primary aim of the Short Course, reforestation, and the encouragement. 

y~ ; i it serves other important functions. of industries. 
dA A. > a Farmers and farm boys attending the Thus the farmer knows that the 

: a. e. fee Short Course learn something about University offers him more than tech- 
j ‘ IR? | sae music, literature, business, the man- nical improvements in agriculture, 

- 5 yy = agement of farm co-operatives, and more than methods which can reduce 
fee Neo. other things that make for a broader his work-week and increase his profits, 

q \ cs and more useful existence in their while saving his soil. 
j ‘a rural communities. Through its extension service the 

f a at = The University has served agricul- University offers the farmer a broader 
- d oi ture not — by Dare oe teach- bi life, ee, as it does his me 

3 ing improved methods of farming, rother, right at home on his farm. 

The otal Bebe rete Prgvided 42 ut by" improvement of the family Through state-owned radio stations eLtan or oul ake Ania. arm as a mode of life. e University brings him the bes 
ing a TREY Te wae poy Just as the agronomists have in- in literature, music and programming, 
by Professor Stephen M. Babcock, whose quired into the ways of producing as well as the latest information on 
portrait is seen Here: better crops, so have the social scien- farming.



ee RESEARCH FOR HEALTH 
is Ri ae \ iif bi - While most of the benefits of the 

a a - Experiment Station are of foremost 
Penis? d ne a . interest to agriculture, they extend 
i via oO to every walk of life. ; 
a \ t \ | , Wisconsin research discovered vita- 
a y al Ay df mins A and B, and showed that yel- 

| roa . i low corn has a higher feeding value 
oes s = * pe than white corn because it contains 

oe : j a j a Kh, ee vitamin A. The value of that discov- 
ee 4 Pe ery to stockmen can hardly be over- 

, Lm ar ao e meant we) ie estimated. Its value in human health 
os ee ee ie es and nutrition is even greater. 

‘ Bsc EN me erst a I Along with the discoveries of vita- 
‘ en. a“ CEL NES mins A and B Wisconsin developed 

oe Pe @ aes RC Ss 2 the meatlood of dyes eh oe to 
Pa ee OS prevent rickets in children. College 

‘ et ue e es of Agriculture scientists discovered 
s nicotinic acid—which prevents pel- 

ae lagra, one of the most destructive of 
ay all human diseases. 

A N D O N T H E A | R It was College of Agriculture scien- 
——— tists who discovered a method of dou- 

bling American penicillin production. 
Wisconsin may elect to become doc- even elaborate schools. If they do not Increased, economical production of 
tors, physicists, lawyers, musicians, attend college, or even if they must the miracle drug brought the price 
or to follow any of the livelihoods drop formal education during their down, and the supply up—even to 
outside agriculture. The University high school years or before, the School the point where it can be used in 
offers the opportunity, guidance, and of the Air has brought them a broad- treating animal diseases. i 
training. ened outlook. Wisconsin scientists found dicu- 

And when the farmer’s sons and The Wisconsin farmer knows that marol in sweet clover while searching 
daughters do go to the University, the University is dedicated to a bet- for the cause of cattle deaths from 
they’re not suddenly projected into ter life for him and his family. It has bleeding. They discovered, too, that 
entirely strange surroundings. Many brought him, and all people, more Vitamin K restored blood coagula- 
of Wisconsin’s rural children have and better food, a better life. The tion. Result: dicumarol can be used 
“attended” the University through Wisconsin farmer knows it is his Col- in treating human patients to prevent 
the Wisconsin School of the Air. It lege of Agriculture, his University, post-operative blood clots, since an 
has brought them education not avail- that its pee is to serve him and cece e and safe antidote is avail- 

i -) —or i ily. able. able in one-room, one teacher—o: his family Whether Tsao corn hybri aie 

scab-resistant potato, tter dairy 
——_—— WHERE THE COW IS QUEEN— AND WHY _____ cattle housing, or the control of undu- 

Wisconsin is known throughout the New methods of caring for the soil hi gr =e bisgfit nto ote spe 
nation—and the world—as America’s —liming and fertilizing—as well as Romane 

ee Her Steen Eval high ey pe ee ery S70 bs : 
quality dairy products and breeding liscovel and foste: y the Uni- 
stock is unparalleled. Why? versity. A mixture of alfalfa, brome- P EAS an d TOMA TOES 

Wisconsin started as a lumbering, grass and ladino clover, the research Wisconsin leads the nation in can- 
and then a grain-producing state. But men found, would make a high-yield- ning crops. Why? 
Wisconsin’s soil and climate were not ing, drought-resistant crop high in The soil, climate and growers of 
suited to grain production—it could protein. Wisconsin are responsible—with help 
not compete profitably in wheat and Grassland farming was only the from scientists, who: have developed 
corn production with other states. beginning. Wisconsin had not only higher quality, better yielding and 
The attempt was mining Wisconsin’s to save her soil, but live from it. Grass more trouble-free varieties. Wiscon- 
major resource at an alarming rate. is saving the soil; dairying is furnish- sin is particularly well known for the 

‘Thus it was that the state’s agri- ing the means for living. high quality of her canning peas. The 
cultural leaders turned to grassland There again the University was cooperation between the Wisconsin 
farming. With the progressive farm- called upon to foster and originate grower and the University scientist 
ers and other leaders in this move better methods. Geneticists, animal is in large measure responsible. 
was the University of Wisconsin. The husbandrymen, veterinarians and The reputation the University has 
University could not, and did not, try dairy industry specialists . . . they all built over the years is indicated by 
to force a “‘system’’ of farming upon work with dairymen and manufac- such things as the Wisconsin No. 55 
the farmers of the state. But it could, turers to improve dairy products. tomato. A few years ago it was non- 
and did, experiment to find what type While dairying is Wisconsin’s major existent. As soon as the new tomato 
of farming best suited the soil and industry, there are many other farm variety was bred and released by the 
climate of Wisconsin, and how that enterprises which are important and experiment station, it was accepted 
type of farming could profit farmer which are not being neglected by the by growers and its popularity is 
and consumer most. University. Research projects in agri- snow-balling remarkably. 

Beginning with the soil, the scien- culture range from the control of leaf Back of this situation is the con- 
tists determined that grassland farm- blight on the sour cherries of Door fidence of the grower in his Univer- 
ing was the answer. Grass, with its county ... through methods for the sity. He knows the University’s inter- 
permanent or semi-permanent cover, fur farmer to determine a muskrat’s ests are his interests, and that the 
could do much toward keeping the age ...to how the farm housewife College of Agriculture has nothing to 
top six inches of Wisconsin out of the can remodel her kitchen—and what sell him except better farming and 
Gulf of Mexico. it will cost to do the job. better rural living.
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Beginning a Second Century of SERVICE 
NT PS CRESEARCH AND SERVICE 

ms et UE. Sie aR etek ie Be: Agee SCTHREATENED WITH 
BBs By [Bai FINANCIAL MALNUTRITION 

ia Se ' ia. er Ape 8 SS As Wisconsin’s enrollment climbs to unprecedented 
| a : re 4 "es = highs and its dollars shrink in purchasing power, it is 

ed i | ee ile {| é F pie): pa easy to see why the University’s problems are tremendous. 

| i Di aan pe sy eg Ke The State Legislature gives — as it should — prior 
by ye mre] y MA re = attention to the task of providing faculty members, 

be 2 ye | tape Wooo - ee teaching equipment and academic buildings to meet the 
ee ee =e RT .., needs of the student body. If all these needs alone were 

" immediately met, the budget figure would be astound- 
Today students crowd the campus. What ing. It is necessarily going to take a number of years to 

will it be like tomorrow? meet these academic requirements. 

The State Legislature has already granted the Univer- 
HOW U. W. SPECIAL NEEDS sity the largest appropriation in its history for the 

HAVE BEEN MET BEFORE 1947-49 biennium — 2.4 times the last pre-war budget 

of 1939-41. 

Precedent abundantly justifies special gifts to the Although the Legislature wants to help the University 
University of Wisconsin, such as: all it can, State funds are not unlimited. The problems 

One of the great cancer research laboratories of the eae aul remain fans Doyeraey Monnet ortle 
world was built with funds left by M. W. McArdle, an research activities, the adult-education and off-campus 

alumnus living in Chicago. programs which are so valuable to the people, and which 

f i they so urgently want? 

en eee ee peenis | epi aa as epccred, 10 Certainly, public-service and research activities cannot 
memory of a little girl, Mary Cornelia Bradley, through b d DE, This i A ea h 

the generosity of Dr. Harold C. Bradley, Thomas E. Sor nese @uniirita ce tine wart) ian noes acre oO of the University—by its President, Faculty and Regents, 
Brittingham and Carl A. Johnson. 

to whom the call to serve represents the call of oppor- 

Kemper K. Knapp, John M. Olin and William F. tunity. The continued progress of research and service 
Vilas are also among those who have given large gifts can also be guaranteed by the friends of the University 
to the University. who have been befriended by it. 

x The Memorial Union was built with private donations, The University of Wisconsin, a public institution, is 

large and small, many of them pledged for future pay- “our University” to the people of the State. It is “our 
ment by undergraduate students. Without private sup- University” to alumni, no-matter where they live. In a 

port, this indispensable unit could not have been built very real sense it should be “our University” to the mil- 

till much later, if at all. lions who have benefited from its services. 

WHAT OTHER UNIVERSITIES DO TO MEET CRITICAL DEMANDS... 
Other state universities are continually receiving University of Wexasiuised. is. 870;565)750) 

voluntary gifts from alumni and friends. Although University of California .............. 35,394,702 
all pursue somewhat similar aims, there is a certain University of Minnesota .............. 27,155,126 
amount of competition — for talented men, for rare University of Michigan ......:........ 17,258,715 
and valuable instruments. By receiving gifts and University of Virginia ................ 12,384,450 
building up substantial endowments, many univer- University of Alabama ............... 5,200,000 
sities (both state and private) are enabled to com- University of Delaware ............... 4,619,198 
pete advantageously. The endowments of ten state University of Wyoming ............... 4,202,606 
universities (varying greatly in academic stature and University of Idaho) jes... 6 .ssie «aes |. Bj/086,201 

public service) make interesting reading: University of Wisconsin .............. 4,991,032



WISCONSIN’S SHARE IN YOUR FUTURE 
HOW THE UNIVERSITY a cay ‘Siete 

CAN HELP YOU pee ae a et 
¥ apie Sos Ge OF Ts Ker Si | i 

The solution to many of the University of Wisconsin’s Ri TS SS cana: ed 
problems lies with you and other friends and alumni. omg | oo 5 Cw eo ry 

At the same time, the solution to many problems affect- i sf boa Sh f Be / : ba 8 itt rf 

ing you lies with the University. iaeae <" pt ot s > pe te pe: 

Your future is immediately concerned with such things § be a, 2 et + ee : — . 4 

as atomic power, problems in medicine such as cancer, wo hee 1 % ¥ - he a? 2 ry = 

and with the specialized demands on industry, labor, nro. | ar yy Sn : es bas“ 

agriculture and other groups. As the years pass the Uni- Be i f of Oe a Sree 

versity of Wisconsin will help you more and more. Can RE aa 5 ba a “a ae 4 b 

it depend upon you to help it now? rT - or — ; 
When you look upon the University of Wisconsin, you can 

HOW YOU CAN HELP NOW see in if opportunies it has fo help the state, ‘the nation 
and mankind. You can also see in the University a great 
opportunity to help it in time of need. Wisconsin has a 

The University of Wisconsin Foundation is a per- share in your future — you have a share in its future. 
manent organization of friends and alumni of the 

University. Its objectives are to inform the people about Ey Rees eae A. oo { 

conditions facing the University and to help them help ae wel ae at Ns oe 

the University with its public-service and cultural acti- a a = See i 

vities. The Foundation fully realizes that it must think = <a Ee ae eee = ee ge 
i its activiti Se SCO 
in terms of many years . . . and that its activities must See Ze Vee 

always fit into a large pattern and the even larger scheme : Sah ee i Fao tobe ne me. 

of the University as a living whole. A si ae ii fi f Be, a ee 

But certain things need doing now. For them, the _ ae ef = reise ee ee Gee AN! part t= Neale Foundation is carrying on its Centennial Campaign. One 4B = iy ha Pee e 

major aim of this Campaign is the building and equip- es weet ae | EF Fe ep eee 

ment of an adult education (or “applied research’) ae ee : 

center,. . . to accommodate institutes, short courses, and —————— a a Rem 

‘conferences for the benefit of agriculture, industry, busi- 2 

ness, labor, and other public groups. (Money raised in A preliminary drawing of the proposed Adult Education 
the Centennial Campaign is not intended to be applied Building. One of the objectives of the University of Wis- 
to other buildings or to real estate purchases unless the consin’s Foundation’s Centennial Campaign is to raise 

donors specifically so direct.) funds necessary to erect this building. 

Your aid — in the form of gifts to the Foundation for 
the University — will help carry on the cultural and 
ublic service work of the University. Through the 

Founclation, you can help provide for special ae GIFTS ARE ALREADY COMING 

scholarships, fellowships, and other needs essential to the Gifts to the University of Wisconsin Foundation 
University’s future. (The Foundation has already ap- are coming from many people who have the vision 
propriated money for the Frederick Jackson Turner to see the unlimited potentialities of this great in- 
chair of history — a research professorship in the field of stitution . . . people who are grateful for what the 
ince history) University has done for them personally or for the 

“ s ‘ general welfare. (Gifts are deductible up to the limit 

Officers of the University of Wisconsin Foundation pon aby ay uncom ana as ee ao ‘ 

Centennial Campaign, whom you may contact, are: _ One alumnus spoke for many friends of the Univer- 
Heche eehler, Ghaimiany Kohler wisconsin sity when he said, ‘“The Foundation gives me a chance 

q Spee eo ; U \ to pay part of my debt for the past — to take part in a 
F. J. Sensenbrenner, Vice Chairman, Neenah, Wisconsin vital activity of the present — and to make a gilt-edged 

Howard I. Potter, Vice Chairman, Chicago, Illinois investment in the future. I’m both eager and proud to 
Harry A..Bullis, Vice Chairman, Minneapolis, Minnesota participate.” ? 

L. L. Smith, Executive Secretary, Kohler, Wisconsin Your participation, too, is invited.
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_ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MIDYEAR CONVOCATION oN 
. 2 p.m. Saturday Jan. 10, 1959--MUSIC HALL AUDITORIUM \. 

Greetings from the State by Lt. Gov. Philleo Nash | \ 

Do not publish be€ore 2 p.m. 
Saturday Jan. 10, 1959 

Mr. President, Members of the Graduating Class and Guests. 

It is a special satisfaction to me to bring the greetings of the State 
Government to you today. For, I, too, was a mid-year graduate of this University, 
although in the depression year of 1932, there was not, to my recollection, 
a mid-year convocation. on 

As a representative of a new administration which will guide the affairs 
of our State for the next-two years, I bring you official greetings and the 
assurance of our intense interest in the welfare of the University and all who 
are connected with it. | 

| thé ae ate administration comes into office committed to revitalizing 
thd WISCONSIN DEA. | Fundamentally the WISCONSIN IDEA expresses the thought that 
the campus of this University should be as big as the State itself. Thus, the 
WISCONSIN IDEA unites the goals of teaching, of research, of extension, and of 
service to the State government. | 

To many of us, the high point of the WISCONSIN IDEA, indeed the high 
‘soint in the relationship between the University and the State government, was 
developed during the years when Charles Van Hise was president of the University and 
Robert LaFollette, Sr., was Governor of Wisconsin. For a time, the school house 
and the State house were almost one. 

Some educators and some legislators thought they were too nearly ome, and 
disapproved of the relationship. But from the perspective of history it is clear 
that many innovations that first made the University and the State government of 
Wisconsin world famous were evolved in the short span of years that began with the 
inauguration of Robert M. La Follette as governor and ended with the death of 
Charles Van Hise. 

But this was half a century ago. We learn from the past, but, if we are 
wise, we do not imitate it. We mst, like La Follette and Van Hise, reach out to 
take again our destiny into our own hands. Our age is one of expanding horizons, 
but they will not open before us if we are timid and hesitant. Today, too much 
of the direction that we take is determined for us by others. 

As Government has succeeded the foundations and industry as the chief 
sponsor of research, the direction of important inquiries is determined less by us 
than by the condition of the cold war. | | 

As the Soviet rocket goes into orbit around the sun, we re-act with 
bewilderment and anxiety to the unpleasant truth that we are not automatically first 
and best in science and technology. Characteristically, we Americans react to shock 
with a crash program, to turn out quickly more engineers, more physicists, more 
chemists, more mathematicians.
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. add one--Nash 

This we must do, We are already too late with too little. But, it is 
not enough. For a few short years we lived under the security of atomic monopoly. 
We must now learn to live with the very relative security of atomic stalemate. 

This is not an engineering problem or a nuclear problem; it is a problem 
in human relations. To solve it we need wisdom and forbearance, virtues which 
ought to be the product of education. In the American dream, they are believed 
to be associated with education in the liberal arts. 

I am pleading, of course, for a reassertion of the humanistic values of 
education as the best universities conducted it when this University was young, 
It is the business of our State government to see thet the University has the 
means to provide our people with the fruits of applied knowledge. But we also have 
a duty to the people of our State to improve our knowledge and their understanding | 
of human relationships. 

What I am attempting to say in modern language has already been said in 
the style of an earlier day. President Bascom, who fathered the WISCONSIN IDEA and | 
was the teacher of both Van Hise and the Senior La Follette, in one of his 
famous baccalaureate sermons said; 

"The University of Wisconsin will be permanently great in 
the degree in which it understands the conditions of the 
prosperity and peace of the people, and helps to provide them; 
in the degree in which it enters into the revelation of 
truth, the law of righteousness, and the love of man, all 
gathered up and held firm in the constitution of the human 

| soul and the counsel of God concerning it." 

Hit
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| In 1948, it granted more degrees than funds. About $60,000,000 would bring the 
On, Wisconsin the total enrollment 40 years ago, a fabu- university up to par physically. 

ous growth. Alumni include such diverse ‘But whatever the university may lack in 
Around Madison, they say that you can names as Don Ameche, the architect Frank modern buildings, what goes on inside the 

easily tell a University of Wisconsin girl Lloyd Wright, Austin S. Ingleheart, presi- old ones is highly commendable. During 
by the muscles in her legs. Toiling up the dent of General Foods Corp., and Robert » the war, Wisconsin was picked as the 
steep grade of “The Hill” to Bascom Hall La Follette Jr. Its extension centers dot center for the United States Armed: Forces 
and classes on the main campus, most of the state in sixteen cities, where it can Institute. From U.W. laboratories have 
the girls as well as the boys overdevelop serve the people of the whole common- come such important achievements as Dr. 
their calves, especially when fighting a bit- wealth. Although its endowment.’ is Stephen M. Bab- 

ter wind off Lake Mendota. But then, the — small for a state university—under $5,000,- ee «= —~Stécoccks’s tester too dle 
lake does have its compensations in warm 000—the physical plant is valued at = gM 4 termine accurately 

weather, when co-eds gather at the lake- $36,000,000. | @ = |. the butter-fat con- 
front fraternity houses for “beer on the Wisconsin’s 1948-49 budget totals some |_| . eS tent of milk, Prof. 
pier” or wander back of the lake willows, $26,000,000, of which almost 40 per cent A We Harry Steenbock’s 

hoping to wangle a fraternity pin. has been voted by the state legislature. NSS process of ultra-vio- 
At sorority and fraternity houses and in Right there is where the stormy side of {Ss let ray treatment 

the dormitories, the Badger boys and girls the university’s life comes:in, for Wiscon- | NS of foods—including | 

were in a whirl last week preparing for the sin has unhappily found itself too often / aN so-called “vitamin 
earliest dance that the university had ever trapped in political imbroglios and legis- - D  milk’—Vicland 
held. Memorial Union, the student center, lative penny-pinching. Its eleven _presi- oats, which yield 15 
was being decked out in new lighting and dents averaged only’ about nine years in to 25 bushels more 
fancy dress for the occasion. The ball office-apiece. \ . President Fred _per acre than previ- 
scheduled for Oct. 9 broke a precedent to rhe Wiscons Ideny The twelfth, ous varieties, and 
celebrate the first hundred years of Wis- Dr. Edwin Broun Fred, who took over in the nutrition tests of Prof. Conrad A. 
consin’s existence. 1945, has had a comfortable tenure. He Elvehjem, probably the world’s leading 

Actually, the centennial festivities had is popular with students and faculty, as nutritionist. 
started in April with learned-society meet- he has been on the campus since 1913 as Back of U.W. and all of its projects is 
ings and symposiums, and would continue _ bacteriology professor and later as dean of _ the “Wisconsin Idea” of serving the people 
through June 1949. But the Centennial the College of Agriculture. A modest and throughout the state and bringing knowl- 
Ball—complete with six campus beauties pleasant Virginian, he smilingly tells peo- edge to them as well as those enrolled at 

oe oo yumm a a | the university. A housewife who wants the 
> —  .§... AMAA a family’s drinking water tested ma d 

mime = 8 Ae NS > -_ ; y ing wa y sen 
se hl Ul ee or \s od it to the Hygienic Laboratory. Seed test- 

—~ a )8«=3—hl(#C—sF ee a ” _—aaae | oe Wee, ings help farmers who have little time for 
ee. i(téi‘(‘“‘“ RM RR experimentation. A 14-year-old boy with a 

Mee RSS Fame § = crippled leg can come to the U.W. Ortho- 
| MO es Ce | a + eae crit pedic Hospital for care and healing. At 

ee ete eonan tet tage ee Nt aren eat) ysis g. , 
as llr ee O—=EeeS eases =—sPresent, more than 1,500 individual U.W. 

aie ME Se ee oR are me f. _—« research projects are going on which may 
Ota lo t—t—<‘“‘<‘<‘<‘zm RE ER Cstltimately benefit everyone in the state. 

er oO Shee... a Le i ee of the first century also feel a part of this 
oe pee 7 oo rey f | —_ service, as research extends down into the 

a x a 4 Lal. a et 4 7 ° . es | cone? oa v ae & student laboratories. They agree with one 
a er | a | von fre! ey - observer who remarked that “the ratio of 

as (. i ne a ce | wa | work to marble is higher at Wisconsin than 

Eke MOE . ne ee Hi 

es ai ee, a 7 ee 

It’s milk on the terrace of Memorial Union, but “beer on the pier” 

in a court of honor—and a National Edu- ple that his mother’s family raised a horse 
cation Conference on higher education named Traveler, who ultimately belonged , : 
Oct. 8 to 10 marked the official opening. to Gen. Robert E. Lee. A Confederate flag 

Century: As it paused for breath be- hangs in his home, and he doesn’t even 
fore beginning its second century, Wis- own a dress suit. . 
consin could look back on a brilliant if It is up to President Fred to alleviate 
often stormy first. When John W. Sterling — the frightful shortage of facilities. Thou- 
assembled its initial class of seventeen on sands of married students live or study in 
Feb. 5, 1849, he taught them—single- trailers, Quonset huts, and temporary 
handed—in a room borrowed from the buildings knocked together to meet swol- Reprinted from 
Female Academy. Whatever his dreams of len ranks. Three new buildings are sched- October 11, 1948 issue. 
a great state university, they have been  uled for this year at a cost of $7,000,000, 
more than fulfilled. Wisconsin today has a but they will not be nearly enough. So 
resident enrollment of 17,000, with some the University of Wisconsin Foundation 
34,000 taking extension courses. is holding a centennial campaign for 
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szawyers Know Their Contracts 
| A Message From The 

State Medical Society 

of Wisconsin 

| A health insurance policy is an im- 

portant contract. The State Bar of 
Wisconsin, the organization of all 

Wisconsin lawyers, recently went 

| shopping for a group health insur- 
: ance plan for its own members. 

oo ios ututtueevstiuiesupupuimnresumerwmuasnmuamuummenmens, vue State Bar chose the WPS-Blue 

rE RSQ (sé€CT_#sareeddicall insurance, developed by the 

| | fF . usual charges of physicians and their 
| \S ‘G Ui ev. —___ assistants and consultants up to 

y 7 ff ee ,......__._ These services include surgery, in- 
J i L— o\'! = ~~ mrt~—~—O—O hospital medical care, radiation 

4 \ 7\ —™— - or maternity. There is no restrictive 

| 5 1 / } Z i oo. x. > community, as a companion to the 
. 0 , ‘ZZ Zz > SPECIAL SERVICE plan. 

¢ Ae : BEL OO _«4 Write or call for complete informa- 
yO Spe _«@é tion about WPS-Blue Shield plans. 

le wit ol “ WPS Contract S-101. 

| | THE BLUE SHIELD PLAN OF THE STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN 

| oe ° A 

WISCONSIN PHYSICIANS SERVICE 

. 330 E. LAKESIDE MADISON 5. WISCONSIN | ALPINE 6-3101
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN EXTENSION 

A man trying to explain What University of Wis- 

consin Extension is could give a different lecture each | 

week and be right every time, It changes that fast. 

The year 1906 is significant in the life story 
| of what has come to be known as the Wisconsin Idea. Its 

Significance is worldwide in the field of adult education 

and led such men as Theodore Roosevelt to say: "The 

- University of Wisconsin o¢cupies a position entirely | 

unique, not merely in this country but in the world, as 

- an institution which, beyond all others, has come nearest 

to recognizing the ideals of using the instrumentalities of 

higher education for rendering the greatest possible service." 

True at the turn of the centry, that statement 

is even more true today as means of communication are in- 

creased, aS more persons seek an education and as more per-~ 

sons :are qualified to teach adults as well as the campus-age 

students. 

The year 1906 marks the formal birth of the 

famous "Wisconsin Ideatt because it was in that year that 

professors and legislators laid the foundations for the 

University of Wisconsin Extension Division. This was the 

vehicle that was to take the university into every home in | 

the state through its correspondence study courses, off-campus 

classes, lectures, institutes, special services, and research. 

(More) |
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Extension Division--2 | 

: Wisconsints Extension Division was the first organi- 

gation of its kind in the country and today (1961) remains one 

of the largest and most respected. In 1906 the University 

faculty and regents had approved a correspondence study | 

program. In 1907 the Legislature granted $20,000 to estab- 

lish the Extension Division as a major segment of the total — | 

University. 

A year later the division had students in every 

corner of the state and had begun to reach its influence 

beyond the "boundaries of the state, as the boundaries of 

the campus have been defined. 

A man named Paul H. Nystrom, a Wisconsin farm boy, 

was the first Extension student. He went on from his corres- 

pondence study courses and others to become professor of mar- | 

keting at Columbia University. Since that time millions 

have followed him in either home-study courses, credit classes 

at one of the eight UW centers, institutes, special classes on 

and off campus and in summer workshops. 

The growth of such a revolutionary and dramatic 

form of education has not been without its striie. Depart-~ 

ments have been scattered throughout the campus buildings 

in Madison with a resulting communications problem that 

required a maximum of patience. 

And as fast as plans were made for bringing the 

many departments and services under one roof, administratively 

speaking, plans had to be be revised for the expanding Exten- 

Sion progranming. | 

| (More)
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| Extension Division--~-3 

From a staff of one in 1907 and a single office in 

Bascom Hall, Ul! Extension has srown to 39 departments and 

will soon move into its own eight-story office building, the 

first of a University lower campus development, Its fulltime 

and tad hoc" staff run into the hundreds and its students are 

literally located throughout the world. 

Its dean, L.H. Adolfson, not only has the duties of 

directing this ever-changing division but is called upon to 

utilize the Extension philosophy and services in such areas 

as the current Ford Foundation urban redevelopment study being 

conducted in conjunction with the University's Cooperative 

(Agriculture) Extension services. 

Extension departments in various subject matters - | 

provide instructors at the eight centers in the state and pro- 

vide staff for special classes wherever there is sufficient 

demand. 

This is why it is impossible to put into detail the 

functions of UW Extension. A new class may begin immediately 

after you have explained what one department does --- or a 

new institute may be in the making --- and more than 40,600 

participate annually in its institutes. 

The freshman-sophomore centers had a total enroll- 

- ment of 2,176 in the fall of 1960 but this total is expected 

to be closer to 7,000 within a decade. 

Of the eight centers --- Green Bay, Manitowoc, 

Marinette, Wausau, Menasha, Sheboygan, Racine, and Kenosha -- 

all but one are in brand new buildings or will be within 

two years, paid for by the cities and counties they serve. 

(More)
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Extension Division--4 

| The nearly 100,000 correspondence study students 

include approximately 80,000 served through the United 

States Armed Forces Institute which has a close relationship 

with University Extension. 

| Lectures and concerts, workshops for small busi- 

nesses or recreational arcas, theater projects, special 

classes for those not interested in degree credit, and 

guidance for communities are a few of the ramifications of 

this thing called the "Wisconsin Idea." 

While Madison is still the hub of Extension activi- 

ties, the Milwaukee area becomes increasingly important. 

Beginning July 1, 1961, all evening classes and off-campus 

| operations of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee are 

under the administration of University Extension. An asso- 

ciate dean, located in Milwaukee, coordinates these activi- 

ties with the statewide program. 

Income for the Extension programming comes from 

state aids, fees from students and those attending institutes, 

and through arrangements with the U.S. government such as 

the USAFI correspondence study program. In the past Lxtension 

has been about 60 per cent self-supporting. 

Cooperation with various agencies also is a part 

of the Extension philosophy so Extension finds itself in- 

volved with such diversified things as Badgers Girls State, 

state music and forensic contests, and summer and fall festi- 

vals in the statets picturesque Door penisula. 

(More)



Extension Division--5 

As international events affect every man, so do 

international events affect Extension. In the more than half- 

century of adult education, University Extension has spread 

its influence around the world --- particularly though its 

correspondence study programs, its study-tours to such areas 

as Europe and Russia, and the loan of its scholars to other _ 

nations in an advisory capacity. 

If Extension has one single purpose, it would be to 

provide better educational services to as many persons as 

possible. This is one reason why another aspect of adult edu- 

cation is emerging --- the growing cooperation between the 

University Extension division and the Cooperative, or Agricul- 

tural, Extension division. Already, there are many joint ap- 

pointments within subject matters, and the two divisions con- 

stantly plan joint programs. 

As the rural people become more involved in urban 

problems and urban people find mutual interests with their 

rural neighbors through the growth of suburbias, the rapid 

communications of the day, and the overlapping of municipali- 

ties, the closer ties between University Extension and Coop- 

erative Extension are inevitable. 

This is being exemplified at present in the Ford 

Foundation's urban redevelopment study in \.isconsin. 

Bn



“The boundaries of the campus are | oe THE 

the boundaries of the state.” : | WIS C O NSI N 

_ —The Wisconsin Idea | | - IDE 

Wausau  \\¢ 

“'WI., Week 7/13/88 = © BS ey oe In Waus¢ " 

For many years, the Wisconsin Idea was viewed as the | This relatively flat, glaciated countryside is noted for ; many students on to UW-Madison as any other UW 

movement of knowledge and experience outward from dairy farms (Marathon County has more cows than any Center campus. : | 

ison: Over ti at . -. other county in the nation) and ginseng (i’salsothe °° gu : , 

Madison, Overtime, that concept has changed. The Tatons top ainseng producer). gersamo se "Another important institution in Marathon County is 
at eT « italé n ‘hips_interacti | | Co . Wausau Hospital Center, a 300-bed acute care facility 

schoo s and hospitals are now partnerships—interactive == ‘The Wausau area's biggest business enterprise ts serving 12 counties. Co oy 

and mutually beneficial. _ Wausau Insurance, one of the largest insurance compa: ., , | . | | 

Evidence of UW-Madison as a statewide resource can - pjesinthe world. © 9°» ©. eo :!’ In the stories that follow, we describe. how UW- 

_ be seen in almost any Wisconsin community. We've = ~*~ a , | “. “""" Madison faculty and staff work together with these and 

selected one area in the very heart of the state—Wausau: . The UW Marathon Center draws, more than half of the’ “' other businesses and institutions to serve the local com- 

and its surrounding counties—to illustrate how the — “~ county’s freshmen who elect to attend a UW System... munity and to improve the quality of education in 

Wisconsin Idea is expressed today. school. UW Marathon Center sends.more than twice as ' "'Madison. & > — te 

NT nn een
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Marathon Center makes move to UW-Madison a smooth one — 
\ : 

. * 

WI. Week 7/13/88 _ 7 | } | — 

By Elizabeth McBride a peor Lo cepa ON me,” said Hessert. “He sent me his course 

| | -_— ei FrhT}s —— syllabus and a list of textbooks. He went 

SH Maen eae gg EL ‘Y Madison psychologist Carl Rogers. “The 

Wausau for the summer working at a Ss ee ee a —Cs«very helpful over the years,’ Barrington 

ME re ee tovestliveina tA 0 2 Said. “We're some at aectve 
city the size of Wausau after graduation. | fo a oo . , a NO igs § —they help us keep professionally active 

_ Although-it may not have Madison's . a CU | to ee = and provide stimulation we wouldn't get 

bright lights and bustling campus, the 21- 0 scant TE eg . Oo a - - ya f otherwise.” SO 

“It’s a good place to grow up and to aes PO GCL ae | ee open to the faculty at all UW Centers. 

Yr aise a family,” she sai d. | es ORE ace ee once e ee SP ER ae Rs es eee Barrington noted the relationship 

For students like Kluever, who come Michelle Kluever : George Newtown | between UWMC and UW-Madison is 

from small cities or rural areas, spending | _ | | - mutually beneficial. “Much of the politi- 

two years at the local center before trans- Foundation was the final incentive. merger, as UW System administrators cal support Madison has in the Wausau 

ferring to the large UW-Madison campus Kluever's experience isa common one, _—_ worked to promote a sense of equality community comes from the existence of 

is an ideal arrangement, said George said Newtown. In fact, about twice as and unity among the campuses, said - this center.” he says. “And the perception 

Newtown, dean of the UW—Marathon many UWMC students transfer to Madi- Newtown. oe of our institution as a high quality institu- 

Center. son than to any other UW System But, Barrington noted, “UWMC kept a tion is based on our ties with Madison.” 

And because of historical ties between =|‘ Campus. | sense of loyalty to Madison and main- According to Newtown, those ties will 

UWMC and UW-Madison, the transition “There is a long and rich relationship ° tained a similar pattern. of academic : be strengthened in the near future. 

is a smooth one. a between UW-Madison and UWMC,’ New- ~ administration” | - Beginning in 1989, students will be able . 

By attending UWMC and living at town said. “We're not that geographically To allow students to transfer easily to apply for joint admission to UWMC 

home, Kluever, for.example, was able to close, but spiritually we think of our- ~ between the two schools, UWMC honors — and to UW—Madison. That means pro- 

save money and remain close to her fam- selves as having close ties.” | programs were run according to Madison gram admission requirements for trans- 

ily. Moreover, she could continue to play Before the creation of the UW System, - guidelines, and many.UWMC courses _ferring UWMC students will be the same 

the same kind of leadership role in stu- UWMC was one of UW—Madison’s Exten- — were identified by the same numbers as as those for students who start out at | 

dent government at UWMC that she sion outposts. In 1947, the taxpayers of . their counterparts at Madison. — | UW-Madison. | | 

played in highschool. = a Marathon County funded the first facility . Professors took students to UW-. - Currently, some programs requirea 

, “It was so easy to get involved and in the state designed specifically for hous- — Madison libraries to do.research with pri- higher grade point average for transfer | 

meet people and feel important,’ Kluever _ing UW-Madison Extension classes. — = mary sources and encouraged their stu- students than for others, a policy some 

said. “The classes were small and{ got to | —- Byron Barrington recalled that he was __ dents to participate in UW-Madison believe has been unfair to UW Centers 

know my professors.” hired in 1960 as an assistant professor of competitions. | students. 

At UW-Madison, she misses those psychology for UWMC by UW-Madison — “Faculty tried to maintain academic The change also may help Madison 

opportunities. Professors on the Madison and was listed for many years as a UW- standards equivalent to Madison's,’ said meet its freshmen enrollment reduction 

. campus are more impersonal anu leader- Madison professor in its campus Barrington. goals. “We can prepare students at | 

ship positions more difficult to obtain, she directory. : The close ties maintained by UW- - UWMC, and then they can come in to 

said. | Over time, the two schools developed = Madison and UWMC also enbled UWMC Madison in their junior year, when there 

4 - But she chose to finish her degree at separate administrations. but even at the faculty to grow professionally. When is more room” due to the number of stu- 

Madison because she wanted to pursue time of merger in 1972, most Center Sys- UWMC Spanish Professor Nancy Hessert dents who drop out in the first two years, 

her marketing studies at what she calls tem departments were chaired by | was awarded a grant to develop a course Newtown said. . 

. “the school. Her father and cousin, both Madison faculty. on Spanish culture and civilization, she *” In the future, UWMC faculty also may 

- UW-Madison alumni, and her professors The maintenance of a special relation- turned to a colleague at UW-Madison for serve as mentors for UW-Madison teach- 

” all urged her to transfer. A scholarship _ ship between the two campuses was | advice. ing assistants teaching introductory level 

- from Wausau Insurance and the UWMC frowned upon in the years following : “I was so pleased with the help he gave-'. classes, Newtown said. |
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to area’s business climate 
WI! Week 7/13/88 | Ss | 
By Jeff Iseminger a _ Since consortium members manufac- Another believer in UW . . 

“ mS a ture motors and motor controls, they're 1“ nother believer in UW-Madison is 

Mn‘ sen ee . ; | a: po , ugh Reardon. Marathon Electric's vie 
_ Wausau and UW-Madison are “in busi- ‘anxious to use UW-Madison research to ~ president for quality i " feet * . ce 

. - - . . - gg ‘ | " assurance. araa 
ness” together—and both partners profit build more efficient—and more saleable— 44, ded tl Me te. REAFCOTL 

-in little-known ways. oO | products OT attended the Business School's four-week 
tle-known co | ; oe executive program two years ago | 

You. can see that relationship through Gary Schurter, vice president for engi- later sert several of his st ff mm Ho ane to 
- . .) _ : . . : e 4 « . at MOVE Ie S Sk rs ) 

two of Wausau’s major employers: Mara- neering at Marathon Electric, appreciates |. -\\_\tadison seminare or, Se 01 was “ae 4 ee” a ‘M—Madison seminars on quality and 
thon Electric (1,500 employees), and - - ~ the pragmatism Novotny shows. “Don . productivity improvement | 
Wausau Insurance (2,000 employees). _ isn’t happy until he reduces what he’s __, He also invited three busin sss facult - 

- . a . . oy pg 7 als Wited ¢ siness faculty 
Those firms consider the university a pos- | working on to actual practice,” he said. | embers to visit his compan und TI mee . ° : ‘ eo - : . . : - af . - * ‘ . < e r 

itive influence on their own ledgerbooks Marathon Electric manufactures elec- ; Idea Exchange—an eff Wit te strenethe . . . : . . . A 2 anve—. ( oO strenethen 
as well as the state’s business climate. _ tric motors and sells them to firms like | ties between the Business S Hel 

ee - . : | . fies Detween the Business School and 
Marathon Electric, for instance, is a ‘Trane and Carrier. Because of UW- state businesses. “Lean't speak high! ° : ° . - . . ‘ : ao. -b. SDean waatay 

member of the Wisconsin Electric . ++:Madison research, Schurter said, “Were wyoush about Business S ‘ ' ft people” . . . . + sil s : SS ACHO CODIC, 
Machines and Power Electronics Consor- _ n.aking better motors and giving better Reardon said. “Thev've be ‘n truth ne ° _ ge . . . ; + .. oa ; . Na . ’ ¥e? : 

tium, directed by UW-Madison engineer- guidance to customers who want to use helpful” a _ 

ing Professors Don Novotny and Thomas electronic controls.” nt The chairman of Marathon Electric : : . a — ‘ ‘ . ACL “ACCTFIC IS 
Lipo, . Novotny talks to Schurter frequently - “ wer se es . ce san Orr or. whe earned a bac “Ss . | , . . . . : JT.. earned a bachelor’s 
Noyotny established the consortium in __and gives seminars to his staff on topics” degree and law dearee from LW. 

s : . e wee ° y « 7 s & * ¢ - — 

1981.-It includes 25 member companies, like the future of motors. He began advis- - _ 

12 of them Wisconsin firms. Their mem- ~~ ing Marathon Electric in the 1960s as _ 
_ bership fees fund research by faculty and. - associate director of the University- . . “We look to UW-Madison as a 

students at UW-—Madison’s College of ~~ ~—XiIndustry Research Institute. (Marathon G 0 | 
Engineering. _ Bo was the first company to participate ina | Supplier of future talent. We 
According to Novotny, the consortium’s _ UIR project.) 7 7 also want to attract the best 

name comes from its central research In addition to funding research,Mara- _— talent from outside the state, 
problem: how to incorporate electronic thon Electric has helped the College of - and the university helps make 
controls with electric motors used in Engineering in other ways. The company Wi -¢ ° l 
industry. = made prototype parts for research and isconsin an attractive place — 

. . “8 ° . 7 4 ew s 99 “Until a few years ago, almost all tested university equipment in its lab; to live and work. 
motors used non-electronic on-off and one of its engineers, Keith'Tang, _ - —Leon Weinberger 

switches and ran at constant speed,” he helped write a consortium report. Mara- President, Wausau Insurance Companies 
° es «© : ° 2 ° , ° + . 

said. But Novotny says the energy crisis thon employs five electrical engineers - | 

of the 1970s fueled a hard look at elec- who are UW-Madison graduates.-- .. - , 
. . . . . ” . ’ Yo a 

tronic controls that ran motors at varying te a > Co 

speeds and thereby saved energy. — | - 
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Madison in 1963 and 1966. Orr chairs the ~. He continues to serve his alma mater have been born. In 1908 he proposed a 
School of Business Board ot Visitors. an =. for good reason: “We look to UW- state workers compensation system that advisory group to Business School Dean Madison as a supplier of future talent. in ISI was passed by the Wisconsin Leg- James Hickman. Also sitting on that Weinberger said. “We also want to attract —_ islature. Commons urged that the new 
board is Leon Weinberger. president of ‘the best talent from outside the state.and system be underwritten by private and 
Wausau Insurance Companies. ..-°-- 7 ~~ | the university helps make Wisconsin an =——s mutual insurance companies. © --: . 

“It means a lot to have people like San attractive place to live and Work” > | _ The “Wausau Group” of Wausau-area wo. ~ ‘he : , . * Le mo, . « . : ° *. . 
1 , Orr and Lee Weiftberger on our board” =» ~~ His firm’s payroll includes 10 CW- | employers formed a mutual insurance 

Hickman said. “Thev’re willing to contrib- —. Madison alumni. 46 from the Business = ——s company Sept. I. 1911. the day the Wis- 
ute their most valuable resource: time. School. Wausau Insurance regularly = consin Workers Compensation Act 
That's an enormous compliment tothe = invites groups of risk management and became law. And the same day the com- 
school and an enormous contribution” = insurance students at the Business School pany wrote the nation’s first constitution- 

~ Weinberger, a 1957 UW-Madison gradu- to visit its headquarters and each year ally valid workers compensation policy 
ate who was named a Distinguished Busi- otfers internships to UW-Madison — ' - for the Mosinee Paper Corp. 7 
ness Alumnus last spring, took the reins students. — - From that single policy Wausau Insur- 
of Wausau Insurance in 1985. He is presi According to public relations director ance has grown into one of the country” dent and chief executive officer of Roger Drayna. the company funds two biggest businesses in risk management. It 

Wausau Insurance and vice president of $5.000 scholarships anaually for the Busi employs 5.500 people across the United 
property and casualty subsidiaries tor ness School's Risk Management and =~ Mates with a total payroll of $145 million. the Nationwide Insurance Group of | Insurance Department and contributes Last vear it posted premium revenues of 
Columbus, Ohio. _ oo 35.000 to the annual Joho R. Commons $1.3 billion, oe 

After beginning his career i account- Lecture at the university. given by a0” _ And Weinberger—like Orr across 
amg. Weinberger took a position with the national expert on workers com- ° town—knows that vigor for his compa- 
Sentry Insurance Group and discovered | pensation, , - mys future will flow from a partnership 
that “the whole world of business is the Without Commons, 2 UW political with UW-Madison, not listed in his 
baniwick of insurance.” | economist. Wausau Insurance may never annuai report but profoundly felt. 
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Leon Weinberger, president of Wausau Insurance Comapnies, continues to serve _ 
his alma mater as a member of the UW-Madison School of Business Board of Visi-
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Marshfield station has come up with CO | : | pe 

* e : . . . ‘ at . . , - 7 

interesting solutions that havé attracted Milk °. . . , | : oo, 
1S | ers work in a cement-lined pit at UW-Madison’s Agricultural R h Stati Marshfield 

national attention. - } st | | ! adison's ricultural Research Station near Marshfield. wo ; 

. ~ ‘ ‘ . e : 

Short-season corn usually doesnt have... . 
e . e - 

time to mature and dry properly, soit |



tends to spoil in conventional silo storage. in the fields, barns and office. The station Knoll. a dairy farmer who has attended ernment in the Marshfield area have con- 

But the station made a virtue of that vice includes 325 acres of cropland and sev- several of the station's field days. tributed $170,000 for the construction of 

by showing how airtight silos can eral modern barns. sheds. silos, a labora- Drendel said the station also uses “the the station's buildings as well as the sta- 

produce high-moisture feed that cows = story, an auditorium and the “ideal farm- multiplier effect” in giving seminars for “tion's land. The most recent donation was 

actually prefer over drier grain. | ' house of 1958" that Drendel calls home. agricultural vo-tech instructors and area $30.000 for the milk parlor, which cov- 

“In fact. I get calls from places like ~ One-third of the annual $300,000 budget extension agents. mo | ered a third of the facility's cost. 

Pennsylvania and Nebraska on how to * comes from the sale of milk produced by Tod Planer, the extension agent for That investment is a good one, accord- 

handle high-moisture corn.” Drendel said, _ the station's 60 cows. cS Wood County where the station is ing to Marshfield Mayor David Koepke. 
‘Cows need more than corn for health =——_—sResearch is only half of the stations located, said his major challenge as an “It's important to-educate the farmers,’ 

and high milk pfoduction. Alfalfa is a ~ charge. The other is getting the word out agent is to “channel research findings to he said. “Their prosperity affects 

great high-protein boost for their diet, but _ to farmers about better ways to feed and the farmers. so having a station in the Marshfield’s prosperity. | 
it doesn't like the soggy soil of northern manage cows. county is a great resource.” Planer said ~The annual Mayor's Breakfast of 

Wisconsin. The station devised systems “There are a lot of reasons why a some farmers go to the station for help Marshfield which typically draws 3.000 

of surface drainage that have helped farmer would come here.” Drendel said. _ instead of to him. but added the station people is held each vear at the station. 

make altalta the state's No. 1 crop. The station attracts fartners from as far has given him hands-on research experi- and community groups—from gun clubs 

Studies at the station are done by UW- away as Janesville to a Dairy Day. a For- ence and the chance to speak at field _ to varn spinners—use the station's 120- 

Madison researchers like Craig Grau, age Dav and a Corn or Soil Fertility Day | days. | seat auditorium nearly every night during 

professor of plant pathology. : every vear, featuring speakers on every- The Marshtield station. established in - the winter. | 

| We re currently trying to improve the thing from silage to soil to sovbeans. 1912. is one of 12 agricultural research sta- So this university station does more 

resistance of alfalfa to root rot’ Grau said. “The station tells me what hasn't tions in Wisconsin and one of four dairy than wed cows to computers. It brings 

1 hat will lead to the development of worked in their trials on things like seed stations. But Drendel savs Marshfield is the fruits of research to Wisconsin 

varieties better adapted to wet soils. varieties and chemical applications. sol unique because of “the way the commu- farms—and knits together the people 

Faculty research is supported by Dren- don't have to spend a vear or two experi- nity gets behind us.” : - who build and sustain their com- 
dels staff of 12 full-time people who work INenting on my own farm’ said Jerry Individuals. businesses and local gov- munities, @ 

WI. Week 7/13/88 — : . ; ; ae 
Recent UW-Madison research and - chromosome and how trisomy mice can continue to have speech intelligibility serious danger of infection and disease. __ 

early intervention strategies related to be used to study developmental . ‘problems. One promising early intervention tech- 

Down syndrome will be discussed at a problems. Survey results also will be presented nique, Harris said, is “turn taking,’ in 

three-day conference at the Waisman Other first-day presenters will touch on Thursday of parental opinions on such _which parents in effect Switch roles with 

Center Thursday. through Saturday, — language, speech, cognitive, hearing, and issues as whether or not they would favor __ the child. 

‘July 14-16. _ motor development of infants and chil- surgery to change the appearance of “Instead of the parents trying to get the 

The conference, intended for profes- dren with Down syndrome. Peg Rosin Down syndrome children and attitudes baby to imitate them, the parents imitate 

. and Edi Swift will present the preliminary —_ about the use of prenatal diagnosis for what the baby does in order to draw out 
sionals and parents, will feature a num- wey as 

; «oes results of one such study. subsequent pregnancies. and expand the behavior,’ Harris said. 
ber of UW-Madison and visiting faculty 0 ; , . “ns . 

on topi i ) The Down syndrome children in the . Some controversial therapies for Down This has been shown to increase the fre- 
pics ranging from the motor devel- ot ; ; ; .; ve tgs ge oe 

‘ study were similar to the other children -— syndrome will be discussed on Friday and —_ quency of babies initiating activity and 
opment of children with Down syndrome ; ; . oe , anos 

! when it came to single word understand- — Saturday, such as megadoses of vitamins developing play skills. 
to controversial treatment approaches. ov pL. oa vege "as " , : 

| I ing,’ Rosin said, “but they had difficulty or “sicca cell therapy.” in which lamb The conference is presented by the . 

The first day of the conference will when more words were strung together-’ brain cells are injected into muscles. Not School of Allied Health Professions in 

, focus on Waisman Center research, This and other findings from their | only have these therapies been shown to _— cooperation with the Waisman Center. 

including a discussion of two basic study may have treatment implications, be of no help, said Susan Harris of the For additional information on the confer- 

research topics: how all organ systems  __ Rosin said, and take on added impor- School of Allied Health Professions, but ence, contact Sarah Aslakson, Allied 

, are affected by the presence of the extra tance since adults with Down syndrome in the case of sicca cell therapy, there isa Health, at 263-2856. @



Scientists tryto | 
cot ae © . Bn ener 

_ WI. Week . 7/13/88 . * | | 

By Jeff Iseminger |  __ aa i jC eee 

A fork-tailed root grown in Wisconsin— . SMe rr rr i, 
and coveted by millions of Orientals asa s/s FM a 4 ie Ss 

terrific tonic—desperately needs a cure > i ia ois 

Madison scientists trying to doctor a root Fw eS os ae wee 

that’s sucked, chewed, drunk, eaten and se se LUN ee oe Vee 

smoked in the Orient: American ginseng. Se OF yA ~~ a ee i 

“Wild” ginseng grows. from Kentucky 2 ere eS ee 
to northern Canada. But it’s cultivated by ee (2st Wis a 

the acre in Wisconsin's Marathon County, | a oo og te ee eee = tits 

where buyers from Hong Kong flock each mW Mn I oe 

of the ginseng sold in the United States ( 2 2a ae 6a .. Cs. se 

But there's trouble brewing in the gin- |, game) SAQA ee Re 
seng gardens inthe form of fungi. Dis- | ANG gM lec a ltt 
ease has always been a problem, but last _ 7 ft = | Fy Pa yo “r-”l”lU™t™w™ 

before, root rot claimed around a third of | i “#3 oe ee té‘—™ CU a 
the expected harvest and destroyed many ©] a? AM a ef = 6©—eets—‘_CSOS/Ch—h—((—(/ ee 

immature gardens. © . Wee ge eg ee re 
The growers are getting a helping hand 4 a : yi " . | fe a | ae 

- from a UW-Madison team headed by gooey oe Pm, | — ae rr re 

plant pathologist Jennifer Parke. oe | fF __ | is | | i | a 
_ “Ginseng growers have very serious dis- Si — —— in ae Ea 

ease problems,” Parke said, “and we're Ginseng, shown above, is a fork-tailed root that is sucked, chewed, drunk, eaten —_ 

approaching those problems from differ- and smoked. - | . . Oe ee 

ent angles” oo | . | 

Parke negotiated a battery of grants to - | 

support this year’s work on ginseng dis- tion and increases moisture-loving Lemmers have to harvest after three 

ease: $65,000 from the Ginseng Board of pathogens on the leaves, stems and roots. years of growth, instead of the preferred 

Wisconsin through the Wisconsin Gin- Another problem.is the straw mulch four years, because of disease problems. 

- seng Growers Association, $15,000 from that growers use, which provides a patho- The Lemmers are among 1,500 ginseng 

the UW System Applied Research Pro- gen haven that sprays can't reach. Other growers in Wisconsin, according to Ron | 

gram and $10,000 from the State Depart- mulches provide a healthier environ- Krautkramer of Hamburg, president of 

ment of Agriculture’s Sustainable Agricul- |= ment: “Research shows that a mulch of the Ginseng Board of Wisconsin. Beyond 

ture Program. } leaves or composted manure contains | the number of growers, however, figures 

Parke hired Karen Shotwell to do field micro-oroganisms that can suppress the on ginseng production are hard to come 
work on the effectiveness of different fungi,’ Shotwell said. | by. | | 
fungicides. Her data have helped UW- Parke and colleague Jo Handelsman “Only God and the growers know 
Madison scientists get approval from the are conducting research that could bring what’s going on, and none of them are 
Environmental Protection Agency forthe — permanent, non-chemical relief to gin- talking,” said Leo Martin, Marathon 

use of certain fungicides on ginseng. _ seng growers. They've found a strain of County extension agent. Lo ) 

Shotwell does her work on a plot near bacteria from alfalfa roots that kills fungal Martin says the growers in his county 
Marathon City which is provided, planted —_ spores infecting ginseng roots. If the are usually friends or relatives who share 
and maintained by the growers associa- strain passes its field tests in the next few equipment and seed with each other but 
tion. She also writes articles for the grow- _—years, ginseng growers may be able to don't divulge information on 

ers’ newsletters, speaks at their annual use it on their crops. Lo production and profits to non-growers. He 

meetings and runs workshops for them. Among the growers who would wel- guesses their tight-knit group wants to 
Though the UW-Madison team is try- . come a better idea on growing healthy maintain a delicate balance between sup- 

ing to find a chemical cure, Parke ginseng are Shirley and Lyle Lemmer, ‘ply and demand in the world market for 
believes growers should take a new tack: dairy farmers near Marathon City. They American ginseng. 
biocultural methods. - | and their son, Eugene, tend about an But—like a high-wire performer using a 

One such method is spacing plants far- acre of ginseng. | frayed cable—growers know that balance 

ther apart. Growers now pack them “We spray a fungicide every seven days is precarious when their crop is ravaged _ 

together in the planting bed much closer and we change shoes each time we enter by lethal spores. And that’s why they're 

than woodland ginseng. That cuts the a different garden to avoid spreading dis- asking UW-Madison to concoct a cure for 

need for land but also reduces air circula- ease;” Lyle Lemmer said. Even so, the their very sick roots. @
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Northern Wisconsin ginseng growers work small plots that are subject to the blight of disease. UW-Madison plant experts have lent them a helping hand. — . - 7 | 

al dener S - es . Some farmers negotiate directl oo. from a relative or fellow grower) in with Chinese buyers from Hong y | | beds 5 feet wide. It takes the seeds . Spr outing a year and a half to germinate Kong while others sell their crop ° | y tt . h ‘lent " through brokerage firms in Wausau profits . Alter sprouting, t hor fee like Ginseng U.S.A. Marlowe Do to a maximum height of 2 feet. , WI. Week 7/13/68 They have to be weeded and Embree, assistant to Ginseng U.S.A. wpe are - President John Rastl, says their firm Wish | had a penny for anery sprayed for three or four years | helped growers sell 375,000 pounds body who stops and asks me what before their roots are dug up and of ginseng last year, most of it at I'm growing. _ dried for several days. — - their fal auction. > | 
The ean with the mysterious _ Ginseng growing can be profit- Once shipped to Hong Kong. the crop is Shirley vemmer, who helps able in the long run, but it’s very ginseng is distributed throughout her husband and OTe a acre expensive in the short run.’ said the Orient as a tonic. It appears on of ginseng (they call it “sheng”) on Leo Martin, extension agent for the market as whole roots or in 

their 200-acre dairy farm near Mar- Marathon County. Counting equip- products like toothpaste, pop, tea athon City. Someti mes people ment, seed, posts, slats and labor, crystals, extract powder capsules | think we have a mink ranch or : the per-acre investment can hit candy an d cigarettes , 
en berry patch,” she said with a $50,000. | _ Embree says Ginseng U.S.A. sells smile. re- JLS.A. 
A ginseng garden often makes a So a grower who plans an ac some tea and powder to growers, “sg 8 gar sized bed each year and harvests but most of it goes to Americans of passing motorist do a double take. his first crop in the fourth year Oriental background and health Shading the entire plot is a lattice invests $200,000 in his gardens — food enthusiasts. Some growers use of wooden slats atop a forest of before he sees a dollar of profit. their own roots to make a tea, but posts. Rimming the outside posts is Cultivated Jinseng generally sells few like to chew the bitter root as netting or more slats to protect the for about $30 a pound but ranges Orientals do plants from sun and marauding from $15 to $75, depending on “Basically growers don't think 

aa int of it all is to duplicat quality and the current market. people who use ginseng are weird, © poin 8 £0 Cuplicate (Wild ginseng brings up to $250 a but they aren't growing it because the deep-woods environment of pound.) Since a good yield from an aren ; wild ¢j > : they like it,’ Embree said. & ginseng. acre of ginseng is 2,000 pounds, a . A grower starts a garden by grower may gross $60,000 or more —By Jeff Iseminger planting seeds (probably bought per acre.
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Health cz ins critical in rural z €alith Care remains critical in rural areas _ WI. Week 7/13/88 oe | | 
-. By Elizabeth McBride | | eo a ence at the clinic, the residents rotate would work with us and not around us” 

| | eo we through specialties at the Wausau Another reason for selecting UW Hos- In many rural communities in Wiston- PS pe, Hospital Center and Marshfield Clinic. pital was its expertise in certain specialty _ sin, the need for better health care if gt fer ode er Po. The program is part of a statewide fam- —_ areas, Sibery said. | 
critical. | | oP pee ily practice residency program run bythe —Currently, the radiology departments of 
might have to travel many miles to the ae a — Medicine with sites in Appleton and Eau cally for quick consultation. UW radiolo- nearest clinic. Cardiac care or cancér Ba 1S Bh ks Claire, as well as Wausau. gists also provide on-site consultation __ treatment could entail a drive of hours ee if Po a we “Our intention was to have a decentra- _—_under the direction of UW physician and an overnight stay in an unfamiliar a hel ay i y lized statewide program to meet the Joseph F. Sackett. 

The crux of the problem, accordingto #2 MP fe Pruessing, associate superintendent for ___administrators are consulting with their Fred Moskol, director of the UW-Madison ie oO ee regional affairs at UW Hospital and counterparts at UW Hospital about estab- Office of Rural Health, is that retiring \ a oes Clinics, lishing a smoke-free environment and family physicians with an established | Se Peterson reports that 80 percent of the about AIDS and infection control policies. rural practice are not being replaced by ee oc residents trained at Wausau have stayed “It makes a lot of our managers more new doctors. Instead, primary care physi- ~~ ~~ " ee in the state and most are practicing in cit- comfortable if they have access to poll- cians are migrating to big cities, where ee | YY les and towns with fewer than 25,000 cies that are tested,’ said Ann Bolles, the pay is better and consultants close by. T_T ) people. director of government relations. At least 85 Wisconsin communities Dr. The Peterson | But while good primary care is essen- In the near future, UW physicians will need physicians, Moskol said. The State re Mommas , tial, it is sometimes not enough. be establishing clinics for patients in Medical Society Task Force on Rural That's why Wausau Hospital Center is Wausau. 
Health in a recent report said recruiting gram in Wausau, believes by training in developing itself as a regional care facility Although the affiliation will reduce the those physicians is “difficult at best.” rural areas physicians can become - that can provide residents of northern need for some patients to travel out of Two UW-Madison efforts in Wausau are —_ acquainted with the positive aspects of a Wisconsin with primary, secondary and the area for specialized treatment, some aimed at remedying these problems. rural practice and confident about treat- selected tertiary care and a coordinated problems cannot realistically be cared for Since 1978, physicians at the Wausau ing patients while geographically referral system to a larger hospital forthe in Wausau, Sibery said. The cooperative — Family Practice Clinic have been training removed from specialty support. services they can't provide, like organ arrangement between the two hospitals residents in the Medical School's family “The immediacy of patient needs some- transplants. will make patient transfers easier. It does practice residency program to work in —_—_ times scares physicians off,’ Peterson When it came to choosing a compre- not, however, limit patients to receiving rural areas. And a new affiliation said. “We become so dependent on high hensive tertiary care hospital for affilia- specialized care only at UW Hospital. between UW Hospital and Clinics and technology we feel suddenly at a loss tion, the board of directors chose UW In addition to Wausau Hospital Center, 
Wausau Hospital Center extends the when we get out in rural America. But 95 Hospital and Clinics because of its com- UW Hospital and Clinics has established resources of the academic health center percent of the patients we see, a good mitment to maintaining local access to partnerships with Southwest Health Cen- to the regional hospital and provides con- family physician can handle in the office.’ health care, said Donald C. Sibery, ter in Platteville, Beloit Memorial Hospi- tinuity of care for residents of north’ The Wausau program has 15 residents, president of Wausau Hospital Center. tal, Vernon Memorial Hospital in Viroqua, central Wisconsin. | who each treat 10 to 15 patients a day, Noting the increasingly competitive _ Neillsville Memorial Hospital, Freeport Dr. Thomas Peterson, a faculty member _and three full-time faculty members.In _—_—sihealth care market, Sibery said, “We (Ill.) Memorial Hospital and St. Agnes and project director in the residency pro- addition to their family practice experi- wanted to link up with a hospital that Hospital in Fond du Lac. @
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f Publi ds—a wide variety of responsibili- Cee rr renee ee ae Pe 7 Te ne HE WISCONSIN Idea of Public Mands—— y P a FF see ; y a ae <8 es we <5 we ye a oe a Y oe 5 re Service has reached people of vir- ties in public service, more than most i eS rrt—“‘“OOOOOOOCOCOCOC‘CSCS 
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7 F we , 2 / om he ta moe . a cc a. 7 ‘ oe ee amnesia a ORB EERE EE ee 

TS | yA Es “yp " ve Phe) gs eet i" a a gt bee ho hs ‘a 5 7 a Ea i , a: oe p ro g ram with th e al d O f the Bureau O f Laborato ry of Hy giene, the State Geolo- . | a. ” ot _. os ke : ji ~~ : : a 

) OR zee Te" Ba = (oe i ar oe! kt | a aa 
 & : € a *, . ra s a ie Say ee a r % an S fous o4 e . ar AR 7 wy a In formation and Pro gram Services, to gist : these are examples of activities 4 2 7 | 7 , ; on ee , ge [| Vote Crees ll CC  lCUlCUL eel : - . tai [ oe fe ”..,.rhLU Cee iT ll 

aA m ao . P - , en gees ma — re P a? ee the 4-H boy or girl raising a prize only indirectly related to the educational 8 7 aes )6h CULE i j oe Aw s0lCtCO eee  ——o, lh Le ee eee Cr or ee 
: . oo ee ee ee ee | errr 

FRSS w#« nr ra ee hl ee ee le 27 3 ar heifer program of the University. But, as the i a: eS Trlr \ «af 
»  j§* * Seas ec oe rDUDUCOOU.!.”.UCUCECUCUCtr™™hLU™UC~C , . : . : ' ¢ — :_ =” = =3=—ha—r,rr—“—._—C<tr;si‘( ‘ae..L.LULULCL.LCUCUCU8.lLCUCUNFrCi<C<C“ ;*;«=SC;:*S:SCi‘(C‘C‘“ 
-. ARR oe. = = — hme a -.. fF. 7s. oe ee . . . Legislative Council committee said, “Ex- ae —-— «rr = ..==§##==§|.._ 

Bee i Re gee ic A eee ee ee a eee ee re oe PE 2 vad 1 a not ust a . . . oe Se lc AS Et ee cs 
. att £ rr So fh. (e. reliance on the Univer sity as J is qualified and equipped to administer — SS rrrrr—— EE = 

i . Nf % fo _  — F- Fr a woe 3 : ae a ae g Ma place, but as an 1nstrument—an instr u- them »” SF rr”~—“=“Or—...CsiCsaiC krstsrsistsatrertsi( ‘(OOCOCitrsisa te —r—“‘“_S—~sSs—s—“‘“C—irWOSSCCOCCOCtw«S.«Sisi—i‘“CO™OCOCOCOCOCONCOCCiCiCSiCCC ee m. ee ee  rrt—t—“‘—CSOSC~—OCi Lo oe ment to help people to help them- bl 
Be ee ee ae ee Co ee ae en 

. . ’ :  —  r———“—™NO—OO—NOCCs—SsFsFSésFa sSrhrlrrhrlmUUC - © fa ee ae ee - Much of the University s public serv- 
ce -— | 2 £#+;+»= Fe ae. lULU Th UR Ue selves. ee me 
oo.  #....,. 2a (a 2, | Mw Oe A 8 ee oe | _ cc _oO Oa Seo ge oe ee Ce | | This is how the Wisconsin Legislative ice—and that ae usually includes a a @ . } fa. ie we oS ll CE _ fa . . . . {0on— ect relation- re )h6UwgellCU IP hal a CF. 
gies foe Ee . a (ow 066A oe a ; Council committee studying the Univer- adult education as a dir ect 4 os ~ F 2 fo, we Bao | Bo a a a... | —,. . |. = ey >.  ##._=£ Ff oo = veo . fj ship with four main divisions of the | wave 8 6h6UrmrmCUCL |. ie (ee :. | f=. 
i ee rr eetCiiCi‘Clayg | CC sit began one chapter of its 1955 re- . . . a ort lL ee were OO SUD. ee 

ee es eS a ee a ee eee i ae ee OE y “ . . Unive rs it . the A gricultural Extension | —  rrrrre—_ rn =. a i pi ee Oe So 
ot Oy Sian) ot We TU nF Oe port. Similar testimony could be gath- é . G | University Exte ant” rr ee Se 
ms ee ee en he OR ered by the basketful; several years ago Service, the Uy, ne host ls, and |. /fY ae ae, “ae 00CO CC 

es aeelhlU.hUh;W)hlrmrm—~<“—~sr—s—~s—s—SsS—S—“ i‘ it . . : { ‘pi an | 24 _ bt... -_ «es lh !UlUlUlUC NS 
le OE ee Ee OD | 2 +s = 6h6hcClLUrhr magazine carried a year-long series sion Division, University hosp ess <a a Se eee. UCU 

ic. . —. Sec AO ae elhUlc lr UDGlLUCUCU rrC~<“‘<ieSC rT UL llC this § y tadio station WHA and allied State — & . oe OF ro le 
—— —srl( (<r. — et ££ . eC eee ee i Po “1 . 24. ... ee eS ell CU Cl oa ellie = Ss . _ describing the services rendered by the Broadcasti d Televisi Stations fe rtrti‘(Cé@s 7... . a ue 
ew ee 7 . we elevision Sta , | ar ——hUmUmUmUmUm—M— a. *_.  *. =——— 9... 
ee ®  . e. oS oie i! Bale a my . ae oe : ee i U f h t t _—_— d roadcas Ing an ae a Se oes ee Re r 

ee a ee ee es ee niver sit to citizens O t € state an 
: ° Ree sey as oo 3 eee ee , _— ee  eet~i‘CsOC—C™C=CWO*C*=CsC~tsC ee ee | mer ely skimmed the surface, at that. h h th h Is j closely asso se a FF FFF oii J ES a re errr TU lll le ici. “are! through these channels is - CM we el TTC he iF +.  § ..  . 4 i -§| niversity has become ; | | | ~_«<¢ i i. SlhlUmUmUmlmUC itr Ff 2 ao =. f/f lr Ci“ i’ Much as the U y ; | ciated with both teaching and research.  &£ = eOUmUmUmUmUCA — «|, |, £€ ee eee SS! lhc rlrmrmC~<“~*~*s~swr*~C~™CSCOC~CSS TS charged with a number of varied te- . os ~~ Nh hUA lh Best ldUlC Gye CU ee ee —“_O—tsNSN “Losey: , | f In addition. all of the Univers ity’s OO FNt—~*é“‘_O—issCits a «+, Se . f 

~~ |. ., a ee llrmrrrr—~—“—i—OsO——r—CiSCSCSsSCSCSzsSS sponsibilities as the state's center o ool PN Ear Ss a es OCC Sr ee —“_™OOOOOOCNCOCOCisCOCsCsSsSsiaerSsSrsSs—SsiC‘i‘i(iWC rT , ss © €s oa 2  —- Fs -...LlUmUCrC CC UO UL | «=. research, the institution has also ac- professional schools carry on programs TC l—F*Bees > args 4 ._ >... rrti“CéiCOCOCidSSrC—C=C=C«sCi‘“C irs | eee.....6@=©—C—6—6™6€émséem=™é=™U . oy insti , st- ini  .-—- |. Ss i =e eS hmhU a S | te OE ge — =. quired—because of citizens’ demands, of institutes and post-gr aduate training Fr ft @ oe , 9 Pp. Cl , ; —-. =. a ees i 4 BB§©. ii.i...4.4)8= = together with their faith and reliance in ' in various fields, including medicine, i \ > =e oe : ;  ¢€ r. gee, Se rrrr—teC w.”:si trw.Ct«swr”wrw——~—SS—< rss the University’s ability to meet these de- commerce, law and education. 1 4  . re, Lae ae Ue a ee Fe 

a e..|©F©=§©=™=™=«= —)—h—h.h) 2. ...#.|... ‘Most of the programming for Wisconsin's famous statewide FM radio network === -____ Much public service attivity is directed at Wisconsin's farm population, not only Proie G ee ch os WH ce. Ane, iy cGasle o eleca __ through the network of county agricultural agents and through many publications, the Electrical Stondards Lok, where meleq and instuments ore tated 0” A yg yy a MQrAntel: Bape oo: OG  CICCirick 2POnGaIgs: 43 ee TN ASES OAS SEN ES MRE RTT Meee ee One meme meme ne 
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By Wayne Rogers, °-59 would be paying for a greater part of instructional costs 
va as et than they have in the past few years. 

a de In 1955 the Legislative Council's University Policies com- 
| we mittee noted: “This committee feels that the students them- 

2 ws selves are now paying as much in fees, proportionate to the 

ar CS am US aSSroom a % State’s contribution, as they should be expected to pay. Fees 
fe % . . . . 
s " at Wisconsin are now as high as those of any other state 

e S | university in this region, and much higher than many.” 

r &. If this meant that the student-fee-to-total-cost ratio was 
hy ; ideal at that time, then an increase in student fees at this 

CS rrr——“ 8, % time, to help take care of the proposed salary increase, would 

se | | | ee e.hrrrr—~—“‘—™OC—C—C—r”Sr—itstsC<=Sé ‘a<scési*éO#C*;;ész<;é;#C;¥;COO;CdC.CCW “hy, * appear to have some justification. 

a | | ee es Me : Some suggest that fees might be increased and equality | 
rr | oy lon ae : i : of opportunity still be preserved, or even increased, by set- 

.. | aS I 2 ting up an expanded scholarship program with the funds 
SS lmlmlrtrm—t—~—sOSS | i ee ee ? “saved” in increasing the proportion of cost borne by fees. 

rr -_ ... | = rr—“C®COCOCiC*C*sCsésCsisCsCsis=C<i(i;i;‘“CrC”C;C*C*C:*itéCiéC;C;C”C”C#C “oe oo i As the Legislative Council Committee remarked: ‘‘Some- 

| 3 Og, . Zé tween a higher education and none for some industrious 
re % a oe a | a = = @. young person.” — 

eC. Coe. eee Oo eee ee ee 2 coe ae ; . . . 
Se Ol LL . ee ee coke ah he ct and you may concludé’ that our Badger teachers are vastly O. Wh y not make all publ 1C Service functions O f the Uni- 

————————— . oo ee Ce ot ee ee overpaid. However, oor e Univer sity of Wisconsin sala- versity § elf-s up porting ? i.  .... i+ I+ (i =. i° #.. i... ».. Se —r—S—S—..C«.=:«C:«szaCOSw C rrC—CSsCss . . er . . “a: 
ao a ere Ea: lhULChmULlUmlmrtCt~O eee ries with those pai# by competin top-ranking universities . _. . . . 

Tl —_— rLrrrr—e OS ae. eerrr—C—C—C ae ae P ae y P 8 P . & A. The Univers ity Policies Committee of the Legislative 
ee ee —“ Ee rrt—~—<‘tisOSSCOrsrzszestCCéazstiCORserSCisSsCt (such as those inthe Bi g Ten and California) and you ob- : we a 
 —r—“‘—“‘OOOCs—s—<—Cs—s—s~—~™~—™m—™—/‘ ee eee ———C—“ eC . ah . ; . Council reported in 1955 that “not all activities can be made 
—C—rti“—O™OCO®ODC—COC,.C—C—C,...—~—hX§hrhr(CieeseseseseNSs—SsSseseese eee tsst—‘“‘“i‘OCOCOC*C*CO*C*C*—*—*C*C~*# tain a more realtstic figur e. Wisconsin has not kept pace 1n , - a: | h 

-—rti‘COéwWCOC—O—O—~—O—C—O—O..CSCr*:ttisti‘C (‘‘l‘CSC(#®SRRSNR ss—~< A ee —  @e - -  @ . ; edi! ose totally sel f-supporting. Restriction of programs to those 
=. , . *« i i °° & °°», ee rr salaries with Cie her these comparable first-class institutions, . . . . 

| ieee... i = © = &. rr—“__OCOCOCOCOCOCsSCON . Bl . . “ie which can be self -supporting would largely result in limit- 
..lLhLmrrr~t~—OCC =... oe i —Er—=éteFNROCCi‘iaCi‘C ‘CQO... nor with the ;gener al increase in the cost of living 1 d 

— .rrrrr—~—“i—Oi—O—iO—iOwOONS—s—SCS<SAC ee ee  — rrr—iCSC ee ay , , ing adult education to those with the least need. 
i = —retstis—s~s~S=S~—i‘ORiOCSsSseeesss—~—~=<( a — —“‘=‘“‘“A‘“RORONRN i i ei... -. The A/ UBENUS editor rf ecently entered Pres. Fred’s office . . 
cE rrer—“_—”~—”~—~—~—‘“‘“aia<a<i<‘“‘C i CSS —  trrr—r—CisSOCCSC and saw #Y able ouns faculty member on his wav out Presently the General Extension program of the Univer- 

ge rt—<“—~—C—SS i.e. ee i. i .. | > rt—‘“_——esS LC ce , i . youn Y ce y sity is on the average 59.3 per cent self -supporting; this BERR eure oe RO rn ea SAS Seg TESS Ss he wots LCE IE SUSIE OEE SSS Se a OEE one gee AT Se ae Roe ct nraueaeicantnneana acuity acai tanut ieee aorta sila aa oe es RA UR A SORE ESE, W ] d d D F d b h y FE lS i —O—~—~—~—~—~O~”~*”S”SOSOSOSCi‘ ec er rtrs—~<S—sti‘“‘“‘OwirsOsisOsOOOtitSs*SsSstrstS=<i‘i‘COsOOOOOOSCisCiSCstisC—sCisCistiésrétsC:=C € rd osing a good Man, Sat r. red, ut another . . 
ss. LUrt~—~——C—C—CC i ie SE — *- i. universi cd has offered him better than $3,000 a year more percentage 1s scheduled to be somewhat higher by 1959, de- 

ef 4 ~~ ee y spite salary increases. On the other hand Agricultural Ex- 
os. § } } }} } }— ge CS * 28, >UDULULUCFULULUm™UC—C—~—O™OCOCOC than wécan. . . 
—rr——e—“tste ee OT ,r——t—“=*é#ti‘‘C(SRCOR¥ROOODDUDUDUC™OOCOC™Ow™”™*~C~O™OC~C—~—~—C—C‘C«®C f f . ws | . oo tension services are free to a large extent, as are those of the 

i i} ~— .  *  — ® 8 lt , 4A. #8} }8§=§=§=§=] 2) =—h—heMW Andfo coutse other universities are not the Univer sity S . ‘ { ei tl iS ef ee Uh r—SSCiCC lv & ; f 1 ‘cularly wh h Hygiene Lab or the r adio service (WHA). 
a 2 Ue .mlUlC ee - | — = CC ux . . Since General Extension has a relatively hig egree oO a §§ UU eS cs Ce Se oer ——~—i‘Oe™sésésnsaSN™SCséisiéCi«s;s’NCtC__ttitsCOCN for témorrow are concerned. The teaching pt ofession must If t r-all increase in self-support would a —“‘“‘“(_O‘“‘O“‘(CO(“‘;ROO;””WOUOODDDUOCOrO;OCO s—‘“‘! oe lO rr “fy . . : SE lT- or any over- I- SS CC i wt be siade more attractive, compared with other lines of en- aera eee! Pe | a  ll.!mhmDmlrDmUrmrmrr—t—O”—~—~—”:Ci‘C ‘ls Re SC lll eee deayor, so that capable people keep coming into it. Present ptobably require a change in the Agricultural Extension pol- 

OSE RE Sg OS Se eee Sea SS aE er SCE EEE ee SS oh Se eee Soe ee ea 1: . 3 . ° l W 1C 1S etermine ar t its t r ee Ww a nancin Se mC”mCmrrtm—“‘i—<“‘“iae™*”*Ss*s*wsw””SS””C—CO*C*C*wsi*C‘(C;:C:Csti‘(‘“C(‘(‘(‘(<‘C(‘(<‘“‘C RS ls days society S emphasis On earning power as a measure of CY P y vy y 8 
rrhrrrrr—=FEEE””—s—=ti—it;wsistitsisS<St;s;swrsCS—S—s—A®$tr—=“‘(CRNRNRANR. ._ — — “a ieee stsi‘(twrmnrrtrcClCcrrsdrlC CU Gr wd . “1: from state county and federal funds. 

r—“‘#R$RCitCC..DhUCtCtCtOC®@w.UCiC < rrrs—S~< §Cri rerrrLrC(iCORRRRRR.C«dSCwWiywWrs—ds—=wéez’réNCriaNisCzelri‘ pefsonal SUCCESS certainly beckons many brilliant young ‘ .1 . : 
 r—~—“‘OC—t—tswsw~OCi—~”~—S—=“‘<‘ié‘iCOWNWSCCs=C(a(‘(CRECSNRSSCNSNC‘C ‘CO ‘(OOC:CiaCNO( ((’YOCiCiCk;SCONOCN(C(i:CsCsr—rst—~—S—~tr<SCreg@#z a«;sCNrsC;ré«=C,;éés;«séis,®,,CiC «Ggss—d—sC's§«#é«dfrti i‘ ‘ltl ss wea: fiel 1 - h hi Yet the Legislative Council committee report said of the 

Cs ee a t—“‘“—s—OOeeeSSeeseeseee le CULL minds into fields more lucrative than teac ing. . . “Ch fere 
se i ar agricultural extension program: Short courses, conferences 

Oe 0 ee . ea Should d d ve L ] h and field days are offered to all who will take advantage of 
ee i. S rt—“‘a—S—eS Pe ettst—“_eO_SSi‘CrOCOCOCOCi:iCzCNC_iC_C_CCNCsC—C_C_CC ao Ould Siuaent i ceS and 1uilion bear a larger spare of h he th that i d farm production and better —— ii... .—  ... .. - . -£ i @ # 7 7; =——C—h—hme aN : : ta D them on t e theor y at increase a Pp 

ee err—“‘“OiOiOsSCtwstwrwsts—s~tstswswsSsS:*=*~«*<‘COSCtétwO™CO*ws—s—sSwS”*s*s*sC~—sws~sCsistsi‘C(CsCOtétC—s—t—~w*S*sOsisOSONSCNCSCétstswsréstC esi<i*Ssr”r;wsOCCszsCsrsYC=CisrzsONCizséCYC”isiNCisCiC_OCCOCW “estructional costs at the Universit y: . 7 . ff all citi f the stat ] ee es OR Be re Le we livin g conditions will pay off all citizens of the state—rura 

— @=8—~— x ee ., A. Hi gher fees probably have a deterrent effect on the or urban. The growth of Wisconsin’s prosperity as a state 
Se eS er fee GEER A BOLO PROT OE ER ENT SS RCO NCO OR SOR OM ORO ENERO OSTEO equal opportunity for hj gher educ ation. On the other hand, would seem to bear this out.’ This Same point could be made 

This view illustrates the usability of the big building for many different ‘under the proposed 1957-59 budget, state appropriations for many non-agricultural adult education activities. 
athletic activities at the same time. In the foreground, the track ' 
team works out while baseball infield practice goes on behind the 2 
nets. Farther back, basketball and tennis players practice and fencers * 
are to the far right out of camera range. It’s a very busy place! % 

, | " The Alumnus answers some pertinent 
Pictures ON THESE pages of the giant indoor sports from the fieldhouse was moved to the Memorial site to , 4 

arena of the University of Wisconsin represent an ath- enable the freshmen team to work out in the afternoons ' os ‘ di ‘ oy 
lete’s dream and an architect's marvel. At the present time at the same time as the varsity. There is a 220-yard track, | Eh questions regar ing the University S 
the $114, million building, called Camp Randall Memorial, all clay, as is the entire floor of the building. Plenty of 2 2 ) 3 y hey 

provides practice area for five Badger teams and drill area area inside the track is available for the hurdles, high jump, “ fund vequest fe or 1957 1959 for the ROTC military department’s drill teams and drill broad jump, shot put, and pole vault and sprints. q 
classes. In the south end of the building, there are two The baseball team also practices both batting and fielding i) | 

tennis courts, and a basketball court. The old basketball floor in the “big room’. An oval-shaped steel framework was 
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jrees © lstaimue | Olas The Reaccreditation Project, 
an 4,000 degree-earners : “yy Const Ned sey A series examining UW-Madison‘s once-a-decade self-evaluation 
-nter this weekend. Cerer Tex, Fen (24% y = a 

2s (see box). Two Nobel laureates, a leader 1n tne r ‘. = 

ig, an innovator in patient care, an expert on glob- Wh a T S t h e b i g i d e a 2? | 

tural economist will receive honorary degrees at } : 
‘s. Recipients will be: - . | | 

| | Jeff Iseminger The 40 faculty members associated with 
- Paul D. Boyer TT" modern image of the Wisconsin Idea IRRI do research on an array of daily-life 

emeritus professor — the belief that the boundaries of | workplace dilemmas, from assessment of 
ee of molec ular biology and UW-Madison are the boundaries of the employee performance to gender harass- 
kee chemistry at the University of | state and beyond — is often tied to scien- —_ ment to conflict resolution. 

sac _ California-Los Angeles. tific discovery and technology transfer. But “We do research on employment rela- 
Bes A graduate of the what’s missing in this picture? tionships in all their aspects from a plural 

> ¢ UW Department of Some exceptionally important things, say —_ perspective that considers both the welfare 
Paul ae Biochemistry, Boyer members of the Social and Behavioral of employees and the competitiveness of 

received the Nobel Prize for Sciences Subcommittee in the New employers,” says Paula Voos, IRRI director. 
Chemistry last year. His career has included dis- Directions Reaccreditation Project. The | “When you consider that more people work 
covering the first known function for potassium subcommittee, chaired by General Library _ than vote, go to church, or have children in 
as a graduate student and stabilizing blood plas- System Director Ken Frazier, recently issued school, you can see how important it is to 
ma without refrigeration, a technique used on a progress report urging the university to _— study industrial relations.” 
battlefields during World War II. pay attention to the social as well as scien- IRRI is only one of a spate of programs in | 

ie. Nobel laureate | tific sides of the Wisconsin Idea. _ the social sciences that reaches out, 4 la the 

x» Tenzin Gyatso And there’s plenty to pay attention.to, |§ Wisconsin Idea. For example, just a few | 
; i. the 14th Dalai Lama, says subcommittee member Jonathan yards away from IRRI in the Social Science 

Eg oe, spiritual leader of the Tibetan Zeitlin, professor of history and sociology Building is the Center on Wisconsin 
oe iy people. | with a joint appointment in the Industrial Strategy. COWS provides technical advice 

4 —— The Dalai Lama has been | Relations Research Institute (IRRI). to such outreach projects as a Milwaukee 

% B) aN recognized internationally i have a strong tradition ar na jobs inicianive, 7 training program for the 
a. al is for his scholarship and lead- | Ma ison of functioning as a public state's metalworking industry, and a Dane 

aa ership; in addition to his intelligence to solve social problems of ordi- | County “career ladders” program that works 
1989 Nobel Peace Prize, he has received the nary people,” he says. A perfect example is with businesses, unions and educators to 
highest honors from the Philippines, Mongolia, the man whose image is hung on the wall —_ develop “jobs with a future” for residents. 
Germany and Switzerland, as well as the U.S. of IRRI, which he helped found: economist Flushing out the fact that there's more to 

ee . | Edwin Witte, drafter of the first social-secu- the Wisconsin Idea than science and tech- 

,- 8uhUO6CUW Raymon Damadian rity legislation in the 1930s. nology has been one effect of the New 
| mentor of magn ae Witte's legacy has been honored, says Directions self-study, which although 

| oe, president S de i ir of the , Zeitlin: “The core elements of policy-relat- required once every | O years for reaccredita- 
: eG | | ed research, public service and training of __ tion of the university has proved valuable | 

| | board of a ef ONAK Corp future leaders in business and government _for creating road maps for the future. 
| ~~ . Damadi an has distin- are alive and well in the social sciences at “The last reaccreditation report made 
| Fi guished himself as both a UW-Madison.” | specific reference to the excellence of the 

7 Paver eT business leader and medical A case in point is IRRI itself. Founded in social sciences at UW-Madison, in part | 
_ fesearcher. | 1947, IRRI provides an interdisciplinary because of interdisciplinary programs like 

2S Jean E. Johnson. education for graduate students interested § IRRI,” says Frazier. “Our subcommittee is 

io |? rofessor emerita, | in government, labor or industry. It is. exploring ideas that will continue this : 

4 —-— University of Rochester ranked among the top three programsinthe _ tradition of UW-Madison using research to | 

: eT School of Nursing. nation, and its graduates include Madison. support public interests in the next 

wa Johnson’s advances have Mayor Sue Bauman. century.” ll ) | 

es changed the wy care is _ <2 5 eT emcee 

MEMRAM of accurate sensory informa- | ____ Most Colleges and universitics conduct) ae 
tion asthe basis of patient |, Baltof the process ca be teaceedited by theit regional accrediting agency UW- 

education have become standard procedure | Man M@BM OB UA sees SG PY NCE 60 0 
chroughout the eld of nursing. _- The project is seeking commenc from students, stalf and faculty. Interested per~ 
a "sons can respond to the New Directions office by phane at 263-9233; Gixar 263-9255, __ 

ga, | Alejandro Portes | e-mail at pewdirections@mail bascom wisc.edu; via tie Internet at www.wisc, 

SS = | __ The causes and conse- __ project. He can be reached at the New Directions office number listed above, 

un .» | immigration patterns are 
Se see y- 5) ° aT Co



For additional information about the Wisconsin Idea, 
please see: 

The Wisconsin Idea A Tribute to Carlisle P. Runge, 

Proceedings of the Colloquium, March 28, 1981. 

and 

The Wisconsin Idea: Yesterday & Tomorrow, 1986. 

on the bookshelf in the Main Room. 
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The Wisconsin Idea 
$e 

A Tribute to Carlisle P. Runge 
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‘The University of Wisconsin-Madison in Partnership with the Community March 1998, Number 3 

Part in Reduci 
d th i Hunger, Poverty, and the Economic Gap 

Project addresses food-system issues through partnerships 

One out of every seven Wisconsin children WFSP is administered by the College of Agricul- groups, state agencies, and the university to 
lives in poverty, according to the 1995 edition of tural and Life Sciences on behalf of the whole develop strategies to improve economic and living 
“Wiskids Count.” These statistics are worse in campus and with participationt from other System conditions for migrant workers in Wisconsin, 
many rural areas and inner cities. Among ethnic schools. The program will continue for at least 
minorities, the figure is close to one out of two. three more years. “We welcome inquiries from —— 
Family farms are struggling to survive, while at individuals who wish to participate in ongoing 
the same time, over 32,000, Wisconsin children go projects or propose new ones,” said WFSP Together, we can develop 
hungry. $ director Kenneth Shapiro. programs that address the 

These are some of the reasons why Momeni root of problems. 
UW faculty, staff and students have Feciesanenes ee 4 
joined with citizens from around the ' hee “ 
state to shape a $1.7 million grant i Lam pe is he 
from the Kellogg Foundation into the ili pa caldytbacnheao a AM i i “Individually, these groups have developed 
Wiscbivsit Fodd System Parenership Fe a ye programs that address the symptoms of 
(WESP) with its goal of “a more food Mie T° pease problems,” said David Duran, project director 

secure world...with less poverty and me and Hispanic and Migrant Service Coordinator 

a plentiful food supply.” i at the Wisconsin Department of Health and 
acditial “Saat Social Services. “We hope that by bringing these 

AVESF fait Of the effore ts update Meee | o groups together, we can develop programs that 
ihe Wiseshialiies EV eneuarasine ’ : ‘i address the root of these problems faced by 
luhiversity-community pattnerships Aaa He migrant workers.” continued on page 2... 

to meet the challenges of the 21st be Mae = 
century. CRESS 

eee : ce ry 
WESP provides grants to community Bae ot ; owe : Nae oe 

groups and university personnel who Migrant farm workers play an important role in the food bnside ee a eae cla 
work together on a wide range of system and yet many often go hungry. Sora pet ee Tees Diyas eee 

issues: urban food systems, Native " “As we approach the next century, we need 
American diets, land use at the to bale toe Ukiversity nick aanithe role soiree 
suburban fringe, K-12 science education, safer One of the sponsored projects is “Migrant Farm plasty, bed laeseesinply es at Gbarational 
pesticide use, integrating community service into Workers in the Wisconsin Food System.” It brings 7% . i" 8 

university education, and more. together migrant-service organizations, religious partner with a variety of public and private 
institutions, including businesses and indus- 
ies” David Ward, Ch im bie? PFik 

se MUR lets PY Re tae a 8 a Eo 
Projects target “food security” in urban 

i Communities ecsonsssesetsneenesstsnnier 
Inserts tell stories about outreach Hieesser pasta betmapeer de tall 

This is the third of 12 inserts that will appear in Future inserts will focus on: K-12 education; the ey liisacr oof anulisd bekoes 
Wisconsin Week during the next several years on criminal justice system; and health care. If you eee 
the topic of “Updating the Wisconsin Idea.” are engaged in partnerships in any of these areas, a bill becomes a law ssessssssssnnesinnd 

. . f please share your experiences with us. Job training helps people support their 
The inserts tell stories of faculty and staff who are BH 4 
working in partnerships with civic organizations, “Updating the Wisconsin Idea” inserts are a arn aici pase id 
businesses, government agencies, schools, and joint effort between the UW-Madison’s Office + Others working to reduce hunger” 
other community-based groups, to improve our of Outreach Development in the Office of ie dad poreny bi Naa 4 

state, nation, and world. We hope that their work the Provost and the Wisconsin Food System : i om 
will motivate other UW-Madison faculty and staff Partnership, funded by the Kellogg Foundation Inserts are posted electronically at: 
to seek partners in the community and create and administered by the College of Agricultural  bttp://www.cals.wisc.edulwfsp 
knowledge to benefit society in the 21st century. and Life Sciences. if tin 
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Urban food systems 
Projects target “food security” in urban communities 

‘Two University of Wisconsin professors are providing economic benefit,” said Michael Kaufman has enlisted the help of many commu- 
determined that hunger will not be a given for Salinas, advocacy director of the Hunger Task nity organizations such as the Community Action 
low-income people in Milwaukee and Madison. Force of Milwaukee. “The market should include Coalition, the Madison Community Garden 

a kitchen incubator, a place where people who Coalition, and the Hunger Prevention Council 
Welford Sanders, a UW-Milwaukee urban planning are starting a catering business or one that sells of Dane County. 
instructor, and Jerry Kaufman, a UW-Madison processed foods such as dressings or soups could 
professor of urban and regional planning, are prepare their products.” Kaufman is also working closely with a commu- 
directing projects that address issues of hunger nity/university coalition to create an innovative 
and food security (the assurance that everyone “In the past, urban planners haven’t paid much urban agro-ecology district on Madison’s north 
has access to enough food each day at affordable attention to food issues,” said Sanders, By side. Together with the REAP Food Coalition, 
prices for a healthy diet) in their respective cities. involving students in this project and getting Kaufman hopes to create a forum for discussion 

them to think about the importance of food in about the food system in Dane County. 
The Milwaukee Urban Food Systems project, commercial development, he hopes to 
directed by Sanders, is a collaborative effort raise the visibility of food issues. t 
between UW-Milwaukee and local food distribu- sl BA Me 
tion agencies, including the Hunger Task Force of The Madison Food Systems project, 1 Ee ls Ht 
Milwaukee, a nonprofit organization that has directed by Kaufman, began by study- reo Ate + 
worked to prevent hunger and promote food ing how the Madison food system Sa es SSL a | 
security in low-income communities for over 20 works and how to improve the food ry bf ys, WF or 
years. The project aims to improve distribution security of low-income residents. : oF Pee ok De al 
of food in the inner city while at the same time “Madison is a threshold community —~{ 
creating new business opportunities for residents. ~ that is becoming more diversified 

racially and economically,” said , 
Ce ee ee ne ge Kaufman. “Unlike Milwaukee, we f 

have a better opportunity to address | 
We have the opportunity to food-security issues before they over- ‘ Y ) / 
address food-security issues whelm the community.” B a a 

before they overwhelm the Kaufman has also involved students in Ee ry > oe 
community. his project. Last spring Kaufman and . 

: Kami Pothukuchi, a visiting professor UW-Madison visiting professor Pothukuchi (front left) takes 
Se in urban and regional plenning, held a students out of the classroom to learn about urban food systems. 

planning workshop in which graduate 8aghte “Ar Eph EEE 
Sanders points out that most major supermarkets students prepared 13 different studies of Sanders and Kaufman are working together to 
have left Milwaukee’s inner city, even though the Madison/Dane County food system. explore the possibility of creating centers for 
nearly half the city’s population lives there. The urban and regional food systems on both the 
corner stores where many inner city residents buy These studies examined how food insecurity Milwaukee and Madison campuses. 
their groceries are usually more expensive and impacts the local economy and the environment. 
most lack fresh produce. Much of their business Students interviewed focus groups of low-income Both projects are a part of the Wisconsin Food 
comes from alcohol, tobacco and junk food, said adults and youths to gauge their food access and System Partnership, which brings together people 
Sanders. consumption patterns. They did a comparative from the ‘university and the community 

study on how much food costs in supermarkets to develop ways to increase food security. 
The Milwaukee project is working with the serving low- and high-income areas. They also 
Hunger Task Force to bring a year-round indoor interviewed people to find out who uses food _ For more information about these. 
farmer’s market to the inner city. “This would be pantries and why, and looked at the status of projects, see the website: 
‘one way to increase access to quality food while Madison’s community gardens. http://wwr.cals.wisc.edulwfsp 

\ 
Se aaa OE A i ig te gs NI 

i i : Agriculture (CSA) farms with low-income and “Everyone benefits: the farmer gets extra labor, 
Partnership project comine.. special-needs households. CSA farmers grow the assistance fund gets money for low-income 
Duran hopes the project will raise awareness of the food directly for consumer-members, who households, and the students learn about 
migrant community’s important role in the food receive a portion of the harvest each week. sustainable agriculture,” said Sharon Lezberg, the 

system. UW students help buy membership shares for project director. 
low-income households by working in “farm-a- ; 

The project is currently looking into developing a thons,” special work days onCSA farms. “We have found that individuals in the 
migrant and seasonal farmworker institute or university and in the community are eager to 
center that will encourage research into migrant work together, but they often lack information 
issues and serve as a central repository of informa- about each other and can be deterred by the 
tion about Wisconsin’s migrant community. logistical costs of simply making connections,” 

. 2 WESP goals are to connect said Shapiro, “The Wisconsin Food System 
“Another important goal of WFSPis to connect students with the community, Partnership staff and small-grants program 
students with the community, educate them educate them about food can help potential partners overcome these 
about the food system and integrate service into Sa barriers.” 
thetslearning experience "sald Joh erick: systems, and add service to 
WFSPassociate project director. their learning . For more information contact: 

Jobn Ferrick, phone: 265-3705 
Students are a valuable part of “Partner Shares,” email: jferrick@ facstaff.wisc.edu 
aproject that links Community Supported btip:/hwww.cals.wisc.edu/ufsp 
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Professor works to improve child welfare a. , | P| [_ 
Ce mag, 

Most children who enter the foster-care system In the study on long-term foster care, Courtney Lal ll ' a a] | 
come from low-income families. They enter an found that while most children who leave the si nae Ye 4 | 
overtaxed system that, until recently, has spent child-welfare system upon reaching adulthood i Pa] : 
little time evaluating what works and for whom. fare reasonably well, many former foster children y as i | 
Mark Courtney, a professor of social work at the encounter significant problems making the i ’ a 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, is working transition to independence. . y q 
with public and private agencies to improve the - 4 
lives of these children both while they are in the For example, within a year after leaving foster acm a 
foster-care system and after they leave.it. care, about 24 percent of the boys have been QS. 

. incarcerated at least once and 22 percent of the 
— girls have been sexually assaulted. According to 

Courtney, the study shows that the current system Human Service administrators from Dane, Rock, 

University researchers havea needs to help kids maintain productive contact and Sauk counties work with Courtney (standing) 
opp. ‘ with their biological families since many will live 0 develop training for human service workers. responsibility to share their : 7 : : with family members after reaching adulthood. 

knowledge and ideas. “We need to figure out a way to help kids develop “There has been more discussion of welfare 
a healthy relationship with someone in their reform’s potential impact on the child-welfare 
family so that they have social support once they system since its passage than in the two years 
leave the foster-care system,” he said. spent designing it,” Courtney noted. He has given 

Courtney, who believes that researchers at public tall in. Wisconsin and Washington, DC about the 
universities have a responsibility to share their Recently, Courtney has become involved in the enormous impact of welfare reform not only on 
knowledge and ideas, has been helping child state’s welfare-to-work debate. He is currently adults looking for work but also on children. 
welfare agencies since coming to Madison in conducting a study with the Dane County Depart- “Educating the public on how W-2 will affect 
1993. Among other work, he has put together ment of Human Services that will look at the children has led some people to think of ways for 
reports on trends in caseloads and rates of reentry impact of W-2 on families: Are people finding child-welfare agencies and W-2 to work together,” 
for the Wisconsin Department of Health and jobs? Do they have safe places for their children said Courtney. 
Family Services, served as a consultant in the Bisa} allie Mette ac work? How andy 
state's takeover of the Milwaukee County child- children still live with their families? “We hope For more information, contact: 
welfare system, and conducted a study on to identify the differences between those who are Mark Courtney, phone: 263-3669 
long-term foster care in Wisconsin. doing well and those who are not,” said Courtney. email: courtney ssc.twisc.edu 

. ° 
Public Policy 
Seminars assess impact on families before a bill becomes a law 

Before legislators vote on a new law, they routinely __ was cosponsored by UW-Madison’s Institute for state representatives could attend. “In keeping 
consider the economic or environmental impact Research on Poverty, and one on ensuring the with the Wisconsin Idea, one of the goals of this 
of that law. An innovative program sponsored by well-being of children in welfare reform. One project is to extend the boundaries of the Univer- 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Center for state legislator reported that the welfare reform sity to the state legislature,” said Bogenschneider. 

Family Studies is trying to ensure that legislators seminar helped him decide how to vote on the “We are trying to build connections between the 
routinely examine the family impact of new laws. issue, said Bogenschneider. two ends of State Street.” 

“Public and private policy in Wisconsin lacked a The seminars aim to provide a range of policy a 
family focus,” said Karen Bogenschneider, profes- alternatives rather than lobbying for a particular 
sor of child and family studies at UW-Madison policy option. “To maintain our effectiveness A project goal is to extend the 
a a family policy specialist in Cooperative over time regardless of which Party is in control, botndaries 6 f the University 
xtension. “We began the Wisconsin Family we have consciously avoided promoting specific ‘ ; 

Impact Seminars to provide an ongoing forum policies,” said Bogenschneider. The seminars to the state legislature. 
for addressing issues from a family perspective.” receive high ratings for objectivity and are well 

attended by members of Te eee hoe a yA 
Based on a national model, 3 both parties. “Some of 
the Wiscorain Bamily ‘ (ies tative libesel anal The connections can work both ways, she noted: 
Impact Seminars provide . @ gy conservative legislators “Not only have we been able to share research 
state-of-the-art research on a ig es “A at Gar gure aed results with the legislature, the legislature has also 
Sicrent fanily Seven Go PS AT if: he Baaliaes* sald influenced the research agenda of the University.” 
policy makers, governor’s 3 fé ¥; Bogenschneider. “We After a seminar on teen pregnancy prevention, a ‘ 
office staff, agency repre- ye ao) want the seminars to legislator requested a study of a local program 
sentatives, members of f Veo provide a neutral setting for teen parents. A faculty member is currently 
the legislature’s support A P| J where these legislators can conducting this evaluation. 
bureaus, and University PA be seek common ground.” 
and Excedgon ectliy, J L “Although the seminars are not a panacea, they 
Seminars consist of a Bogenschneider (left) meets with Wisconsin The organization and are a beginning for promoting a family perspec- 

two-hour forum and enereertgi vey Veena oes ee pea content of the seminars tive in policymaking and for establishing linkages 
briefing report. State om ee have received high marks between the University and the legislature,” 
legislators can also set up individual appointments from attendees. “These seminars have been one said Bogenschneider. 
with the speakers. of the better uses of my time since I’ve been in j 

the state legislature,” said one legislator. When For more information, contact: 
Since 1993, ten seminars have been held, includ- the seminars have been held on session days, the Karen Bogenschneider, phone: 262-4070, 
ing one on moving families out of poverty, which Wisconsin Assembly delayed its starting time so email: kpbogens@facstaff.wisc.edu 
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Career Tracks 
Job training helps people support their families 3 — " 

‘i Cae e ] 

Joel Rogers wants Wisconsin workers to find, not challenges that the metalworking ~~ a 4 ‘ | 
just any jobs, but jobs that will take them out of industry faced in the early 1990s, é ¥ a est “= | 
poverty and at the same time make businesses the partnership is now the largest. eo | 
stronger. training consortium in the country. [ia a tN oy y | 

It includes more than 30 firms and = VA Ly 5 | 
As director of the Center on Wisconsin Strategy, 40,000 workers. A me ssi fi 
a University of Wisconsin-Madison research and a By 4 : 
policy group dedicated to improving living Several factors contributed to the ga \ | | 
standards in the state, Rogers works with commu- partnership's success, said Rogers. re) i : | 
nity business and labor organizations to develop First, the program is sector based: eam , oe) 
“high road” economic development strategies. firms in a common industry work : 
Rogers explains that companies that follow the together to specify skill sets and 

high road provide high-wage jobs, have a better figure out future employment and ae 
environmental record and are community minded. training needs for that industry. aS AES BESS boi as NE 

Secon wes kes su! trait 98 jobs The Milwaukee Jobs Initiative helps people find jobs in printing, 
that exist, and training is designed manufacturing and constrection. 

to help people build careers and not 

This training initiative seeks to Sap enon ey: leva) jobs: . 
x > RN irst year has recently been completed and people 

provide family-supporting jobs “This ensures efficient use of training dollars and are starting to get jobs, said Rogers. 
for inner-city residents. wide buy-in to the program,” said Rogers. The 

Center is currently working with the U.S. Depart- Rogers is concerned that when communities or 
See ment of Labor to replicate the program in other the state fail to consider training in welfare-to- 

parts of the country. work programs, successful job placement can be 
“While traveling the low road is easier for many ies . difficult. 
Gurblovers,” sald! Rageet!itthe' high road tequit’s The Center on Wisconsin Strategy also provides he 
an organized community and higher initial costs, the lead technical assistance for the Milwaukee “We seem to have moved from thinking that 
bat bas beter ionarcrail einen 6 aetna Jobs Initiative, a seven-year project that began in training solved all problems to thinking it solves 
fudsinges and labs leittie Gorotitncethe ee 1997. This initiative, funded by the Annie E. none,” said Rogers. “Both views are a mistake. 
can CoRR ee ge Casey Foundation, seeks to provide “family- ' Training itself only creates jobs for trainers. But 

Nainponriae jabs" for innev-cieatestdents training is often a prerequisite to finding a job, 
Cooperation among business and labor leaders ig especially for those who have been out of work 
the basis of the Wisconsin Regional Training’ ~ During the first three years the jobs initiative will for awhile. Successful training should always be 

Partnership, designed and organized by the center focus on training and finding people jobs in linked to real opportunities in the economy.” 
in 1991, Founded in response to human resource manufacturing, construction and printing. The 

For more information about COWS: 
Phone: 263-3889 

Web: http:/www.cows.org 

Others working to reduce hunger and poverty : 

Institute for Research on Poverty conducts La Follette Institute supports research related to Crd, Age 
research on the causes and consequences of public policy in areas such as economic develop- : 
poverty and social inequality in the U. S., ment, social and welfare policy, education and "Thanks tevecyGhe whi conuibuted to 
develops and evaluates social policy alternatives, health care. Through outreach programs, the this issues We hope otheti Will eharé their 
and analyzes trends in poverty and economic Institute shares its research findings with policy projects by cuaiertie 

well being! makers, scholars, practitioners and the public. Judy Res, phones 162-5421 

Phone: 262-635) Phone: 262-3581 ee cee meee 
Webs htapiiucren <se.wiscedulirp Web: https/tiewrlafollette.wisc.edu 

Center for Demography and Ecology conducts University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives nee MOREE eee ae 
studies of population issues. Areas of research studies and promotes cooperative action as a iehad ; 
4 : a ei : fisconsin Food System Partnership. include labor force and education, race and means of meeting people’s economic and social 
ethnicity, migration and population redistribu- needs. It develops and coordinates educational Bojer Dusters Mansirex Goale? 
tion, and social stratification. programs, technical assistance and research on 3 § 

' ie and Kenneth Shapiro the cooperative form of business. 
Phone: 262-218 Writing: Vicki Aken 

Webs butps//rewn sse.rvisccdieed Phone: 262-3981 Editing: Judy Reed, Alex Hancock, and 
Web: bttp://towre.rvise.edu/tavec ‘Al Abramson 

Community Scholars Program is an academic j 
progestn, for Lniyerity seadente thak@ceares Center on Education and Work, undertakes Design and Layout: Lesa Langan | 
opportunities for hands-on learning about food- research; development, and capacity-building Photos: | 
system issues in Wisconsin. This program technical assistance activities to strengthen the Paul Calhoun, Partnership project, p1 
promotes partnerships among undergraduate connections among educational institutions, MFS project, Food systems, p2 | 
students, faculty and staff, and community-based workplaces, communities and families. Jay Salvo, Child welfare, p3 | a Jay Salvo, Public policy, p3 | organizations. Res ja Babed Lights, Carcce racks, ba 

Phone: 263-23 Web: hitpziiterere.cew.wisc.edu | 
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Student debt | [ss The Reaccreditation Project 
S ti | | oO n ri se ey Xj ih Aseries examining UW-Madison’s once-a-decade self-evaluation 

Erik Christianson s J 

Geeta Thinking boldly about human resources 
their education, a new report says. 
‘The average debt for students graduating | Erik Christianson providing meaningful carcer development yas npreperemmrers mney 

from Wisconsin public universities with Miaizzts our human resources — _ opportunities for its employees. ; ‘This story is the fourth in a series of six 

bachelor's degrees in the 1996-97 academ- defined as fostering the potential of A major challenge facing UW-Madison is outlining the 1998 UW-Madison teac- 

ic year was $13,332, 29.4 percent increase | all students and employees, and increasing improving student and workforce diversity, agredit tion proves. 

over 1995-96, according to a UW System | campus diversity — was identified in 1995- agree Vincent and Deborah Brandt, profes- fi) ei /New. Directions Reac- 

report on financial aid. as one of UW-Madison's top priorities for sor of English and subcommittee member. cereditation Proj ject : is composed of a 

The average debt figure for students | the next decade. Specifically, the subcommittee will examine “eet Peoinmittee atid tix subcom- 

receiving a bachelor’s degree from UW- A group of campus leaders is using the __ the state's employment guidelines, which — > micteed examining stues related to the 

Madison in 1996-97 was $15,813, a9 | 1998 reaccreditation process to build on while designed to protect workers — also hina ties, scl al and behavioral éci- 

percent increase over 1995-96. that priority. prohibie quick personnel decisions, Brande fences biologieal sclenices, phys : 

Overall, 51 percent of UW System stu- “We are at a stage where we recognize says. The group will also discuss how the sient hima resis an d diversi- 

dents received some sort of financial aid last | that we have to intensify our efforts con- university can help departments broaden oy, aad [ seadént lssiies, This story 

year, with the majority in the form ofloans, | cerning human resources and diversity,” their candidate pools when searching for fo ch te bie etourced aiid 

Jays the report, which was published last | “says Greg Vincent, assistant vice chancellor new faculty diversity Isues ubcomimittes. | 
sayeth antl discussed at the Board of | and director of the Equity and Diversity Vincents group is conducting brown-bag = Most glleged ai iver ia eo. 

Regents meeting March 5-6. Resource Center. “We have spent the last lunches this month that feature speakers fedluct alt extensive eelfatudy every 10 

‘The financial aid received by 75,666 | three years diagnosing the problems, and who will address the history and the furure Phat is part of the p to be reac- 

UW students in 1996-97 totaled $404,9 | now we are designing initiatives to address. of human redources and diversity on cam- Peal dhelr regional acctediting 

million, 70 percent of which was loans. | the gaps in the process. pus. In March the subcommittee will — fhageney As ini 1988, the it time ft was © 

Grants made up 27 percent, and work- “Reaccreditation is another opportunity convene focus groups, followed by two fe feaccrédited by. the North Central 

study aid comprised 3 percent, the report | think boldly.” he adds. “Ir lets us look at town-hall meetings to gather ideas related to Piso pti, UW-Madison is vat 

says. Of every financial aid dollar, 84 cents | what the public and private sectors are human resources and diversity. } process both'to demobistrace that it 

came onthe federal gosetament. doing well and consider what we can take ‘The human resources group is one of six “meetd the requirements set forth by 

The number of UW students receiving | back to our culture.” subcommittees that are coordinating the | NCA ahd td set priorities for the Future. 

financial aid has grown each year since One example of the type of change far-reaching self-study of academic, person- ‘The project’is seeking comment 

1988, when 57.124 students obtaining | Vincent foresees is already underway: the nel and student issues. Their work will from students, staff and faculty. 

Some forra of financial asistance to offset | creation of equity and diversity committees evaluate learning within four areas: recon-_j Respond to the New Directions office 

their educational costs, the report says. in schools, colleges and major units, which _ceptualizing undergraduate education, _& by _phone at 263-9233, fax at 

Tn other action, the regents forwarded | was approved last spring by the Faculty. maintaining research preeminence, joining 263-9253, e-mail at newdirections 

to the Legislature revisions in state rules to | Senate and Academic Staff Assembly. the global community and updating the [| @rmail,bascom.wisc.edu, via the web at 

allow UW police to issue citations and fines. | _ Vincent says the committees will improve Wisconsin Idea. | www.wisc.edu/newditections/ or by 

for eninor faftactions committed on cam- | diversity and human resources by provid- Although the subcommittee is not exam- sending written comments co 

puses. Regents delayed approving the | ing guidance on hiring and information on ining a defined academic area, ‘the |. 273N Bascom: 

revisions for a month after students com- | how to enhance the workplace. reaccreditation project's focus on learning fits | Joseph Wiesenfarch, an English pro- 

plained they didn't have enough Vincent points to two other initiatives as perfectly into the group's work, Brandt says. © fessor on loan, is directing the New 

participation in the process. examples to follow: fitst, the establishment “Learning is about the development of |_|, Directions project. He ean be reached 

‘The board also approved anew masters | ofa leadership insticute through his office, human potential,” she says. “Weneed a ys- 4. at the office numbet listed above. 

of engincering degree at UW-Madison and | ‘and, second, the addition of more staff in tem where everybody — students, staff and be ‘Neda ait of the Huimin Resources 

axed $110,000 in gift Funds to the budget | the Human Resource Development Office. faculty —contributes to it and is enabled to and Diversity Issues Suibcommictee is 

for the student affairs remodeling project | The leadership instituce will provide train-__perform at their utmost capacity, to explore Greg Vincent, assistant vice chancellor 

in Agriculture Hall. Bur regents delayed | ing for current managers and supervisors and learn and question themselves.” “and director of the Equity and 

approving a $3.5 million remodeling pro- | and for other staff who are interested in Adds Vincent: “The best lesson we can “Diversity Resource Center. He can be 

ject in the Eagle Heights Apartments for | moving into positions of leadership, he says. cach each other isto create an environment | teached at 263-2378. m 

vine month to farther study the cost of ren- | And the additional staff, Vincent says, sig- of mutual respect and equity — which will 5... guia |g ; 

ovating individual apartments. a nifies that the university is committed to facilitate learning,” @ We RRO a et 
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Ideas in bloom | Wise. tee 
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Spring bus trip proves fertile for connecting state, campus 

Erik Christianson from across the university. Nominations will “Having visited  « Se j j 7. 

B uilding relationships between people of — be accepted through March 11 (for more their home commu- | US a 

different ethnic groups is one of the — details, see For the Record, page 11). nities, I know that | of the central and northeast parts of the state 

goals Gail Coover has set for the students Coover says she wouldn't have come up —_— some students from Se during its five-day tour. Highlights include: 

enrolled in her inter-echnic communica- with the idea for the listserv had she not rural and inner- ese | 

tions course. taken part in mpeenecnr 
As Coover pondered how to help her scu-- last year’s semi- Suara its ip eas —_ 

semester’ course, her thoughts drifed back would give her UMMC eM 
to a dreary spring day in May 1997, when students and ig Rs) ae aa ll l lk§$GlLlUlllU 
she visited Milwaukee's South Division those at Souh [JU jj = Avisittothe = = Adiscussion 

aye (O 4 a o . FR PO eee oe ra2Ot:t‘(éiCOlumbla OU and a tour of and a tour of 

says Coover, an assistant professor of com- and challenges LE pee. SS ee §=§=— Correctional. «—=——sBHdt Construction in Miller Brewery 

serv e-mail.” versity with 2 rr and dinner with ee "Milwaukee Public 

Coover traces the conception ot this fluid relatively few Aido Leopold's Portage shack is an annual favorite UW-Stevens: Be A veslats the Schools 

form of communication between her class = minority stu- ibd cheh cca eneaAMiA Point faculty. e _ Malslature and a Superintendent Alan 

and the mostly low-income, Hispanic stu- — dents. And it ldo Leopold Brown, a tour of 

dents of South Division to the Wisconsin — would dovetail nicely into her research on __ city areas are not prepared for So Shack. Se ston cn with 

Idea Seminar. identity development, she adds. the inevitable transition they will = Howard Fuller of 
Now in its 14th year, the seminar ts a five- She hopes to have it running by mid- have to make yo a predominantly ee Marquette University. 

day excursion across Wisconsin designed to semester. “Should the upper-middle class, 

acquaint new faculty and staff with the peo- listserv project pan our, (OR ge tS research-oriented uni- but we need to work harder to relate better 
ple and traditions of the Badger state. And this will be really fruitful _ a. ° _* 7 [ versity,” he says. to citizens,” Maclean says. 

in the spirit of the concept for which the research ~=for me,” gf lg ker ro. Attending the semi- Along with the seminar’s emphasis on 
trip is named, the seminar encourages par- — Coover says. “The pay- yt pal 2 _ nar last year motivated __ learning about Wisconsin and developing 

ticipants to incorporate outreach and public — off will really be in the J | | of” a . Roger Maclean, director __ better relationships between the state and 

. service into their work at UW-Madison. other direction.” y & i. Sof outreach for the the university is an internal focus: spanning 
“The trip was a way for me to recognize For Greg Medina, |. ha _ “ Bes. Lj School of Education, to the gaps that exist between schools, colleges 

| that I am expected to reach out beyond — director of the Cross ee on , reach out more to the —_ and major units. 

campus and take advantage of the resources College Advising a BS eae ~ m agencies in the state that “It afforded me the opportunity to meet a 

the state offers, while at the same time offer- Service, the Wisconsin _- | * provide professional _— disparate range of university community 

ing the resources we have here,” says Idea Seminar gave him oa wT ee = development for teach- = members who I normally wouldn't have met 

Coover, who has taught at UW-Madison for — insight into the back- — a eee ers. He has also devoted — otherwise,” says Medina. It even led to 
two years. nae grounds of students who em. ad ee more time to working Medina joining Maclean and his family for 

This year’s trip, set for May 18-22, will = come to UW-Madison q oe aa (a ; with the academic units — dinner over the holidays. 

begin with a visit to the Legislature and from urban and rural : Be“ whey | within the School of While taking a week to tour the state 

includes stops at a dairy farm, a prison, rural _ areas, particularly § 2 ems = Education. immediately after spring commencement 

and inner-city high schools, a construction through che visits last [SRAM Atl Te eee Maclean, Medina may seem like a steep commitment, past 

company, a brewery and a nature preserve. vear to South Division feeds aaa wa ane visit and Coover all say they _ participants emphasize that the benefits of 

. Participants are nominated by co-work- —_ and a dairy farm outside have a clearer idea of — going on the seminar outweigh the sacrifice 

ers, department chairs and directors of Ripon. That insight further qualifies his | how UW-Madison is perceived within of time away from the office. 

through their dean's office. The Office of approach to advising new and transfer stu- _—the state as a result of participating in “How often do you get a chance to do 

Outreach Development, which sponsors the — dents struggling with their transition to _ the seminar. something like this in your life?” asks 

seminar, will select around 30 participants —_ university life at a place like Madison. ' “In Wisconsin, we are looked at favorably, | Maclean. @ 

, 
|
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The Evolut f Id 
Gradually and painstakingly—down through the 100 —_and its founder as the first one in the country. Mc- 

years—an idea developed at Wisconsin which in its Carthy also championed a new system of vocational 
| totality became a unique contribution of the Univer- adult education. Both his “dreams” became realities 

sity to the world. Because it is unique, jt is fitting to that have furthered the cause of public service in 
examine the roots of the Wisconsin Ideatpe the time of — Wisconsin. 
a centennial observance. This group of men of similar beliefs personified what 

was soon called “the Wiscnsin Idea,” meaning that 
THe WISCONSIN IDEA is an open road that all the state, through the resources of its University, 

may travel with Freedom in search of Truth. For should be served by its best minds in planning remedial 
over half a momentous century it has animated the laws and administering them through boards, commis- 
progress of the State and the University, working to- sions and bureaus. Its theory bloomed from the phi- 
gether for better legislation and extending the borders _—_losophy of Gov. Robert M. LaFollette, who filled the 
of a land-grant college to the entire world. state house with the best “resource people” he could 

With devoted pride, Prof. William H. Kiekhofer, find at the University. ° 
University economist, said at the Wisconsin Centennial University authorities were soon connected in an ad- 
Jubilee in 1948: visory way with almost every department of the gov- 

Unafraid of new ideas, Wisconsin has been a pio- | em™mment. They set to work on railway, taxation and 
neer of social progress. Theodore Roosevelt de- industrial problems, as well as matters related to | 

scribed Wisconsin as “a great political laboratory.” _ 48riculture. . | 
It is the function of a new idea to leaven the whole As Prof. Kiekhofer wrote: Whether one agreed or 
lump of accepted ideology. Wisconsin has long not with their political philosophies, they were intel- 

been in a ferment of ideas, which indicates growth. lectual and political giants who helped to make Wis- 
Education deals with new ideas and old ones. One —-Consin a rich testing ground for fresh viewpoints. 

- idea may conquer another, but ideas are really Wisconsin was first in taxation of incomes, a pioneer 
imperishable, Men have burned books and torn in statutory workmen's compensation insurance, a trail- 

down the temples of learning, but the ideas blazer in unemployment compensation. 
survived. Direct primary election laws were passed. Other pro- 

visions by these legislatures included direct nomination 
| Taking an advanced stand, the University of Wiscon- of United States senators, a presidential primary, the 

sin conceived the idea that a land-grant college should control of corrupt practices in campaigns. The railway 
serve the everyday needs of the people in the state that and utility control] laws were called models and copied 
gave it birth and made its continuing existence possible. by other states. 

Side by side, the State Government and the Univer- Unsanitary factory conditions were outlawed. Child 
sity have faced the fat years and the lean. Together, labor terms and practices were regulated and a state 
they have met the issues of war and peace. Together, life insurance system was set up by the state for citi- 
they have provided for the security and enlightenment zens. It developed a forestry policy with help from 
of the people whose servants they are. | Gifford Pinchot and others and laid the ground work 

Yet the real keystone of the Wisconsin Idea refers to for a state program in conservation. Vocational lessons 
the historic alliance between the peoples’ legislature for out-of-school adults was highly popular legislation, 
and the faculty of the University in the areas of politi- | as well as more funds for the state free traveling 
cal economy and public affairs. This occurred at the _ libraries and the Farm Short Course. 
turn of the century. It laid down a challenge in juris- These intellectual giants built well. Most of the insti- 
prudence to all other progressive commonwealths. tutions and services voted in by the Wisconsin Idea 

_ The leaders in the movement included President — legislatures have continued in modified form as evi- 
Charles R. Van Hise; Richard T. Ely and John R.Com- dence of their sound and democratic character, 
mons, brilliant, world-renowned economists; Dr. Paul S. The early alliances between legislators and educators 
Reinsch, political scientist; and Dr. Charles E. Mc- also brought forth two agencies of the University most 
Carthy, advocate of the legislative reference library | concerned with carrying the campus out to the people. 
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_ Wisconsin, of pioneer stock, he took up geology, mining and metallurgy at - | 
\. the University and by 1890 was a full professor. He had served under on \ 

Bascom, Chamberlin and Adams and knew current problems well. He Oe * 
| emphasized the relation of the University and the state at a time of popu- | . 

lar awakening in conservation, social science and competent government. 
| He once said: “If we could only fully utilize our latent talent there would iil 

be no limit to our progress.” His name stands for academic courage and ; = 

Mi a ee | 

| President Edward A. Birge had been acting president after Adams re- | Se 
signed. He was named president in 1918 after Van Hise died. He had ey 

studied under Bascom at Williams College and joined the Wisconsin fac- er 

ulty in 1874, where he. served as Dean of Letters and Science. As president, Vo 
Birge officiated splendidly during years of great University growth and , 
achievement. Of Birge one University historian says: “He was a faculty " 
leader of unusual powers of analysis, balanced judgment and keenness of CS 
reasoning. . | oS ea 

President Glenn Frank held office from 1925 to 1937. He was a Mis- - . 7 
: sourian and edited the Century magazine when he was chosen as Univer- a 

and wrote a syndicated newspaper column while president. ig oe 

He was in constant demand as a'speaker. Frank is best known for — wat " g 
launching the much-debated Experimental College with its background of a. 2s 
ancient classical life and work. In the last” year of his administration, he a 
was placed on trial by the Regents. | fa area 

Upon leaving the University in 1937, Dr. Frank entered politics and oo : 
was killed in an automobile accident while campaigning for U.S. senator. 4 | | 

: President Clarence A. Dykstra came to the University from work as 8 on y 
city manager at Cincinnati, Ohio. His term began late in 1937 and | oe 7 | 

ended in 1945. His administration faced'a hard task with.World War II | | | 

problems and defensive preparations. The times required a vast array of . 
adjustments, new enterprises and assignments for the head of a liberal in- | A 

/ stitution to solve. As the war ended President Dykstra resigned to become a 7 
provost of the University of California, Los Angeles. ee ee 

President Edwin Broun Fred came to the University of Wisconsin ona i “ee 
from Virginia in 1912 as a legume bacteriologist with E. G. Hastings, Col- — 

. lege of Agriculture. As president of the University from 1945 to 1958, he ro a i; Co 

showed great insight and ability as a quiet and effective leader. In the | pd 0 he 
early war years, Dr. Fred did defense work for the federal government. He ae” 8 
was chosen Dean of Agriculture in that period. Although fundamental and ee | | 
applied physical science held his constant interest, Dr. Fred was friendly al 
and appreciative toward the social sciences as well. After 13 years that id 

brought further gains in making the Wisconsin campus world-wide in 
scope, Dr. Fred resigned. As President Emeritus, his desk in Bascom Hall ,hCUC . 
is near the office of his former agricultural associate, President Elvehjem. fe ON 

President Conrad A. Elvehjem was chosen University president in ee 4) 
1958, after serving as head of the University Graduate School. His parental \ oe 

i home farm is only a few miles from the campus where he presides. A i 
i notable biological scientist of international standing, Dr. Elvehjem was — / . 
i associated with Dr. E. B. Hart, E. V. McCollum and Harry Steenbock in 1S A 
i fundamental vitamin discoveries made in the nutrition laboratories of the Pi 
: Department of Biochemistry. His official outlook in the past four years is 

| marked by a clear understanding of the world-wide scope of teaching and rs 
discovery inherent in a great University’s service to mankind. | , oe |
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_ Full official recognition of the University Extension Di- Ce srsrs«sésérétcéréletC(tét(i«“a 
¢ , vision in 1906 led to tremendous teaching programs (f “WHATEVER M AY BE THE \ 

¢ and correspondence courses. The Agricultura] Exten- . LIMITATIONS WHICH ‘TRAMMEL | 
, sion Service of 1912 established a three-way procedural PAN COL UES GiB 53 7) 8 BETO) a Og ee 3 

A agreement between federal, state and county govern- _ eee ESCM Rte TB 
ments. This took the College of Agriculture into the | ea ee yen 

" ° THAT CONTINUAL AND PEAR | 
The University broadened in the process of making | LESS SIFTING AND Engel 

greater outside contacts. It offered courses to workers | BY WHICH ALONE THE TRUTH | 
with grade school education. It went in for the humani- oie BT i eo ee 
ties—especially in University Extension. There, music, Saale a eee ries ee aa ay 
art, poetry, history, and literature were used to meet oa ay ee 

the needs of many more citizens than the resident stu- | *iddibgareeenl ce ae any 
dents c omprise d. Tod ay Universi ty Extension embraces | ree 

40 basic subjects. 

| Likewise, the Cooperative Extension Service has 
grown in influence. Counting the 4-H club members The achievements of Wisconsin came through 

and leaders and the home economics volunteer workers freedom in thought as well as in action. There 
as well as the adult groups at work with the county was an end of fear. Men dared stand for ideas. 
agent, the total reaches several hundred thousand. It Freedom of speech and research was preserved at 

is noteworthy that family and neighborhood groups the University of Wisconsin. 

a ae vp He econ of pablic It had been charged by some critics that the people 

affairs, upholding free speech and searching for the would not stand for generous expenditures to maintain 

truth. big ideas. yisconsin proved that they wo From 

. . . . to the annual appropriations ror the Univer- 
Back in 1905, President Van Hise had something to os n 

| say about the University reaching out to meet the an. sity increased from $550,000 to $1,700,000. 

ee creizens: ould be al, Some Facts About the Present 
state University should not be above meeting | ; ; , 

| the needs of the people, however elementary the The University of Wisconsin now aa wide net- 
teaching needed to accomplish it. It is projecting work of international relations and obligations, as | 

the University into the most distant townships, graduate students from abroad come to test the Wis- 

even into the factories, mills and lumber camps of = C°U5"™ Idea. | d college 
| the state. Education then becomes a lifelong pur- To service them are 9 separate schools an ‘all oy : 

_ suit. There are already more students enrolled out- with 1600 courses in 140 fields of human sx 7] “bl 
side of Madison for University courses. knowledge. The students all flock to the two available 

“day and night” libraries that have over two million 

| Few if any charges are heard today about the lec- books to study. 
tures and group discussions at the University being Of the 20,000 students on the Madison campus, | 

subversive. Maintaining freedom of teaching and pub- ¢Very county In the state and every state in the nation 
lic expression against prejudice is also recognized as _is represented, as well as 75 foreign countries and two 
part of the Wisconsin Idea. U. 5, territories. 4 . 

In the summer of 1894, Dr. Richard T. Ely, advanced One of the best tributes to the guiding spirit of the 
in thought as a pioneer economist, was charged by an- Wisconsin Idea s the Wisconsin Center for cuit Ed " 
other educator as teaching radical and seditious ideas. cation, located in Macison zt is a splen ¢ 500.000. 
After a formal trial by the Board of Regents, the able building, erected in 1955 at a cost 0 $2,500,000. 
accuser was routed and Ely fully vindicated. Most Contributions from the alumni and friends through the 
everyone has read the last part of the Regents’ state- University of Wisconsin Foundation made it possible. 
ment, which was placed on Bascom Hall in bronze by Here, hundreds of special bodies of study and inquiry 
the Class of 1910: meet and utilize the fine resources afforded. Scores of 

| active organizations in all walks of life and work go 
Whatever be the limitations which trammel in- there to confer under favorable conditions, helped in 

_ quiry elsewhere, we believe that the great State | most cases by faculty personnel. 
University of Wisconsin should ever encourage One more proof that the Wisconsin Idea still lives in 
that continual sifting and winnowing by which — the educational annals of the world: After visiting the 
alone the truth may be found. Madison campus, Max Freedman, news analyst of The 

Manchester Guardian, wrote that this visit was a major 
Shortly after the Regents made their statement, a — event, because “this University has always been hon- 
well known lecturer in political science at Madison,  ored for its devotion to personal rights and the noblest 
Frederick C. Howe, stated: values of the academic tradition.” 
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[ENY-CRANT COLLEGES and universities are in | | 

the vortex of an era off research f Scholars of the ’ 
University of Wisconsin cdftribute in many ways to , moN 
the céaseless quest for truth wherever it is found. \ 

Such dedicated scientists work through days and . 
nights. Their tools include the most complex of docu- | 
ments, theorems and formulas. They labor so that man 
may better know himself, his environment, and the RESE ARCH 
meaning of life. Cooperation in research within the . 
University and with other institutions and foundations | 
speeds the allied attack on the unknown. Wisconsin 
research teams have demonstrated that basic science and the S Car ch for 
is a fountainhead of new discoveries in applied or prac- 
tical research. f | 

It was here that the butterfat test of milk was de- 
veloped in 1890 by Dr. S. M. Babcock. This set in mo- | 
tion a long list of major advances in nutrition, grain 
breeding, soil culture, silos and barn ventilation, cow 
testing technique, conquering animal diseases, and 
higher living standards on farms. — 

One of the major advances was the development by 
Dr. Harry Steenbock of irradiation to increase the vita- 
min D content of milk. That and the work in biologi- Wisconsin scientists are testing sun power and energy... 

cal chemistry of Profs. E, B. Hart, E. V, McCollum, eS 
and C. A. Elvehjem meant as much to health and wel- i 
fare as any other great advances in nutritional science. ae Oe yy. CTU(ULUL 

The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation was or- =" gl MMMM 

at the University. That was in 1928. Ten years later, EE, 
the annual grant to the University for research totaled Be Taf fot lw 

: WAR F’s grant has been a dependable core of sup- CMM ais” “QMS 

ceived annually from other varied sources. Today gifts i —————r  j.- |. . “Gr 

Research specialists at Wisconsin have achieved ———  ,  -F 
notable triumphs in safeguarding health and welfare: ee | +. = 

| ciple in liver extract was nicotinic acid, which was S—ehClrc,lté“‘ ttt 
proved to be effective in treatment of pellagra, a child- ae —_ |... 
hood disease once 40 per cent fatal in America. a —_—: i... 

A Wisconsin scientist seeking the cause of sweet —————  «.  .. 

: drug was found valuable in treating heart disease and ae) —l tit tC SCULLY CLC 

A Wisconsin scientist wondering why direct sunlight 7 re 6U6fll 
cured rickets, discovered the activating power of ultra- amy Ss CUCL 
violet light . . . A Wisconsin bacteriologist studying _—_  -trti‘“_a‘“‘iVY (O/H 

in 1958, by discovery of inheritance in bacteria. Wis- me ee 
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The Wisconsin Idea of service is a hardy for the effective use of the Wisconsin Idea 
one—a concept that has survived wars and are tremendous. But these opportunities are 

OTe There have been times when the greater than the resources which are available. 
niversity’s services to the people have pro- To help create new resources, the University 

duced magnificent fruit. There have been of Wisconsin Foundation has been organized. 
other times when, with financial support The questions and answers which follow tell 
diminished, it has seemed that this Idea the Foundation’s story—and indicate how 
might die on the vine. this organization can help perpetuate the 

Today, more than ever, the opportunities Wisconsin Idea. 

What does the University of Will the U.W.F. give special equipment? 
Wisconsin do? Yes. The Foundation has a list of more 

It teaches, encourages thinking, stimulates than a thousand items urgently needed— 
social and cultural interests, carries on re- ranging from small microscopes to complete 
search, and offers what it learns to the people laboratories and special-purpose buildings. 

f the st id nation. ; 
UE Ube ebaterane 2aun Who controls its funds? 

What is the Wisconsin Idea? The — of = — of —— 
= 5 = i tion. The procedure will be to That the University should freely offer its Coney cease Pp : A 

services to the people; that the boundaries 2 = atthe — oe 8 
of its campus are the boundaries of'the state. BSD WILE Specie” IMSLEUCHONE sa =10 

Bee in SS with the wishes of 
. : the donors. Money given without specific 

Who suppor ts the Univer: sity? 2 instructions will be applied to Foundation 
Approximately one half of its support is projects in the order of importance to the 

appropriated by the state legislature. The University, but each transfer to the Board 
balance comes from earnings, gifts, endow- of Regents will carry with it a specific appli- 
ments, or fees for services rendered. cation of the funds by the Regents. 

Is this support adequate? Can givers specify use of gifts? 
No, the University has long needed added Yes, within the broad limits of what the 

support for many of its functions, which Regents and the University recognize as 
have been hampered by one of funds. ve appropriate. 
is especially true now that student enroll- 
ment has outgrown the physical capacity of What do the Regents say? 
the University. Today the University is serv- Charles D. Gelatt, President of the Regents, 
ing over 17,000 students on the Madison says: “Alumni and friends of the University 
campus alone—with very little more “‘plant”’ can keep the Wisconsin Idea strong and 
than it had when enrollment was 10,000. growing with gifts through the University of 

Wisconsin Foundation. By their gifts, con- 
Will present needs continue? tributors to the Foundation take an active 

Yes, in the opinion of Regents and Univer- part in the continuing progress of the Univer- 
sity officials. sity of Wisconsin. 

How will these needs be met? What does the faculty say? z 
The State Legislature is responsible for the U President SS Broun eed agus ‘The 

University’s academic needs. The Legislature plversity ae i Beets lic. a aster 
can be expected to help in providing more eEleeeL to 4 See he et itie 
faculty, more teaching equipment and addi- cultura ee oe ery Ta t ‘ ON 
tional academic buildings. But to carry on implicit in the Wisconsin Idea. Its purpose 
the Wisconsin Idea, the University greatly ~~ 18 to strengthen the University by, increasing 

needs help from its other friends. the basis of its financial support. 

What is the University of Wisconsin lode Os eeiateateciod 
ion? ome 7, an uests have already 

Foundation? 2 = : 5 been received and acknowledged by the 
The University of Wisconsin Foundation Foundation. These gifts come from individu- 

was organized to inform the people about als, from families, from corporations and from 
conditions facing the University and to ask other organizations. 
for help in supporting its public service and 
cultural activities. What do they get out of giving? 

= Individual donors will gain the priceless 
Is the U.W.F. connected with the satisfaction of becoming a part of the Wis- 
Alumni Research Foundation? consin Idea. Families can gain lasting memo- 

No. The University of Wisconsin Founda- rials. Organizations can gain the assurance 
tion has no connection with the Wisconsin of continued research, analysis and study 
Alumni Research Foundation. The Research in various fields. 
Foundation manages inventions, collects if . 
royalties, and appropriates funds to support Are gi ts tax-exempt? : 
and encourage further research. Yes, gifts made to the Foundation for the 

benefit of the University are tax-exempt. 
What does the University of Wi: i ; 

: BIDET SUEY. OL WESCOTT How does this perpetuate the 
Foundation plan to do for the University? Wisconsin idea? 

It plans to raise funds for purposes other Gifts to the University of Wisconsin 
than purely academic. In brief, it intends to Foundation will support and extend the 
foster the Wisconsin Idea of service to the cultural and_public-service activities of the 
people and to help Wisconsin maintain its University. "They will help this great insti- 
high rating among other universities. tution in its service to the people. This 

pe grew j fl i i in tl = 
Will it give professorships, scholarships, oan pir Ss ee 
fellowships? = TE : 

Yes. It has already endowed the Frederick Where can further detailed information 
Jackson Turner chair of history. Projects be obtained? : 
like this will help the University attract and If you’d like to ask specific questions—or 
hold outstanding men of learning. Scholar- if you wish to sit down with a representative 
ships given by the Foundation will help of the Foundation—we suggest you address 
support students of special ability; some Mr. Robert B. Rennebohm, executive direc- 
such scholarships and fellowships have al- tor. The Foundation’s office is at 905 Univer- 
ready been created and assigned. sity Avenue, Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

The UNIVERSITY CREED 

We feel that we would be unworthy lead. Whatever may be the limitations 
the position we hold if we did not which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we 
believe in progress in all departments believe the great State University of 
of knowledge. In all lines of academic Wisconsin should ever encourage that 
investigation, it is of the utmost im- continual and fearless sifting and 
portance that the investigator should winnowing by which alone the truth 
be absolutely free to follow the indica- can be found. 
tions of the truth wherever they may From a report of the Board of Regents, 1894



° 
... What it means today 

It is often said that Wisconsin men and words, day or night, men and women of the 
women are tremendously proud of our University. Casey, are ep aguCanE come. oap er ncnts 

L dee d quiet : at Madison an roughout the state. ey are 
Sa fe “Univemiiy Gal ae. tis sevond looking for new ideas and better ways to help 

century, we find ourselves taking stock—count- the students and to serve the people of the state. 

ing up the many contributions it has made to Yesterday the Wisconsin Idea advanced vita- 
alumni, students, and people in every walk of mins and penicillin—miracles then, common 
life throughout the state and nation. See a poy ee conine 

- te 15 cloay fromiany Hpprpisal that the Univer- fields as cancer and atomic energy. Tomorrow, 
sity of Wisconsin is today a truly great institu- we shall all benefit from the work now going 
tion of education, research and pence: forward under the impetus of the Wisconsin Saas 

From the outset, the University taught that 
the past is pee i pe worshiped and perpetuated, 

ut to be studied for improvement of the future. * < S 
From the outset it sought great teachers, philos- —,<it,,i8 BO wonder, that Wisconsin men and 
chiseonbers aad echoloel soueke (act Ree, the Wisconsin Creed guarantees the integrity of 

A a its education and research, while the Wisconsin consin where encouragement was given to search ; . A : . . + 

st dssvers aaa abd Spon nda” ES Pome cnt ee 
—and deere, waacsnread popular support. 

z i oe As a state university, Wisconsin receives a sub- 
And this University originated and developed stantial part of its income from appropriations 

a unique idea of usefulness. Not content to help by the state legislature. The danger is that the 
only the students who could attend its classes, Wisconsin Idea—which is Service to the People, 
the University began long ago to take useful above and beyond the educational functions of 
information and new ideas to all the people in the University—will suffer seriously from mal- 
their homes and at their places of work. nutrition unless outside aid comes to the rescue. 

This was called the Wisconsin Idea. There x 
have pen a thousand eee of it, all boiling 
own to Service to the People. In 1905, Charles Richard Van Hise, one of 

the University’s great presidents, foresaw the 
e need for such outside aid—and that the aid 

The Wisconsin Idea is expressed in many ways. “OH Be Bees Nee pee eed 
There are short courses for farmers, tradesmen, In addition to the certain support by the state 
business men and professional people; there is of productive scholarship, the state universities 
the Agricultural Extension Service; the Exten- in the future have at least an equal right with 
sion Division, helping thousands andy by mail; private institutions to expect assistance from 
the State Department of Hygiene, the Orthopedic their alumni. Finally, the state university may 
Hospital, the Peycliaing Institute, the Wis- reasonably expect funds from wealthy men, 
consin General Hospital, radio station WHA, not alumni, inspired by ethical and educa- 
and many others. tional motives. 
_ This Idea is visionary in that it sees ahead ae To encourage such aid from friends of the 
in that it never loses sight. of the great ultimate University, the University of Wisconsin Foun- 
goals of mankind. And this Idea is practical in dation was organized. The Foundation has 
that it serves the people now .. . helping men made a survey of what Wisconsin is doing and 
and women do their jobs better . . . helping to what it needs to carry on its services. It invites 
build a strong, productive society. Wisconsin’s the support of all those who love and admire the 
scientists, in the laboratories and pastures and University, and who will contribute to its further 
woodlands of the state, are part of this Idea. Wis- progress. And the Foundation expects and wel- 
consin’s geologists and social scientists and teach- comes additional unsolicited gifts—knowing from 
ers are part of it. And Wisconsin’s Besple are valued experience that many generous friends 
the first and chief beneficiaries of this Idea. of the University will, unasked, make important 

The Wisconsin Idea is itself the yeast of contributions to the life and growth and strength 
vigorous mental curiosity. As you read these of the Wisconsin Idea.



@ This Foundation’s chief aims are 
the support of the public-service and 
cultural activities of the University. 
It is not tax-supported; it is tax- 
exempt. It will be happy to work with 
you in the arrangement of gifts or be- 
quests to the University of Wisconsin. 
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* The University of Wisconsin is 100 years 
old this year. On February 5, 1849, instruction 
commenced for 20 preparatory students in a 
borrowed room. Today over 75,000 UW de- 
grees have been granted, the University is 
housed in $36,000,000 worth of buildings on 
a 2,600 acre central campus and 16 extension 
centers around the state, and the fame of 
Wisconsin as a great state institution of 
higher education is world-wide. 

This is a pocket edition of the 100-year story 
of the University of Wisconsin. In an account 
so abridged as this, it is difficult to present 
much more than a chronicle of the comings 
and goings of professors and presidents, 
courses and curricula. But we have tried 
to add those brief touches of sidelight and 
interpretation which give flesh to a skele- 
ton of dates. We are vastly indebted to the 
late J. F. A. Pyre, professor of English, for 
material from his A History of the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin (1920); to Merle Curti, 

Frederick Jackson Turner Professor of History, 
and Vernon Carstensen, assistant professor of 
history, for material from their The Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin (1949) and for personal 
assistance in the preparation of this article; 
and to Prof. Robert Pooley, chairman of the 
department of integrated liberal studies, Dr. 
Clifford Lord, director of the State Historical 
Society, John Berge, executive secretary of 
the Wisconsin Alumni Association, and the 
President's office for comments and criticisms. 
—CLAY SCHOENFELD, editor of the Wiscon- 
sin Alumnus and executive secretary of the 
University of Wisconsin Centennial. 
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The University of Wisconsin 

A History Digest 

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO higher education in America 
meant primarily the small academy or college, with its classical 
curriculum, sex segregation, and dormitory residence, founded 
by private donations and swayed by denominational interests. 

Today American higher education features the sprawling 
state university, with its strongly vocational courses, minimum 
costs, co-education, non-sectarianism, and vast research and 
public service programs, supported by public tax moneys. 

In this transition the University of Wisconsin has played a 
major role. Here in the heart of the Middlewest have developed 
cultural forces which have 
helped to shape the course of  tiations between Congress and the 
American history. Ohio Land Company, Congress 

: agreed that two townships of the 
How has this story come to public domain should be set aside 

pass? for the endowment of seminaries of 
learning. When Ohio was admitted 

woeene to statehood these grants were con- 
Small Beginnings pe and the lands ere trans- 

_ % s erred to the state. Thereafter, the 
_ The University of Wisconsin may dedication of a fixed portion of the 
in a sense be said to have opened ublic domain to the encouragement in the Autumn of 1850. At least it Pav’ nOmait vation became one of 
was then that a designated fresh- iy, atereot ed inducements offered man class assembled for instruction bathe Sanit Hoe PekaReDtOGT ats 
in the first year of a four-year col- See fea landecth ti a 
lege curriculum. pCO AS = arenes eOy- 

i ernment had thus entered upon a 
But the antecedents of Wiscon- ¢ourse of action which, combining 

sin’s State University go back much with other conditions of the fron- 
further than 1850, and, indeed, its tier, was to produce a new type of 
official Founders Day is marked as educational institution—the Ameri- 
February 5, 1849. can state university. 

The history of American state Steps toward acquiring the na- 
universities in general is usually tional endowment of land were 
held to begin with the Ordinance of taken by Wisconsin’s Territorial 
1787, that celebrated instrument in Legislature in 1837, and the Leg- 
which were formulated the princi-  islature of the following year pro- 
ples that should regulate relations vided for the establishment of a uni- 
between the Old Northwest Terri- versity “at or near Madison,” the 
tory and the original federation of newly created “seat of government.” 
states. Among its assurances was The customary grant of two town- 
that contained in the oft-quoted ships of public land within the 
clause respecting education: “Reli- territory, “for the use and support 
gion, morality, and knowledge being of a university,” was voted by Con- 
necessary to good government and | gress and approved by President 
the happiness of mankind, schools Van Buren in 1888, and the location 
and the means of education shall of these lands was begun the follow- 
forever be encouraged.” True, there ing year. 
is here no explicit reference to In 1848 Wisconsin became a state. 
higher education. But in the nego- The new constitution provided for 

[2]



The Regents met at Madison in 
October, 1848, and organized with 
Eleazer Root of Waukesha as tem- 
porary president of the Board. There 

Ue were as yet no funds, provision hav- 
———— ing been made for the appraisal, 
= | but not for the sale of the Univer- 
Ce sity lands. Nor were the schools of a the state sufficiently advanced to fit 
— = students for entrance to the Uni- 
 s fe versity. Nevertheless, the Board 
aN 4 determined to begin operations at 

3 once by establishing a preparatory 
Boo department. John W. Sterling, a 
7. graduate of the College of New Jer- 

es 3 sey (Princeton), was elected to the 
A professorship of mathematics in the 

ally li University and invited to take 
charge of the preparatory school. 

_ r The school opened in borrowed quar- 
Se ters in the Madison Female Aca- 

a Rae demy Building on Monday, Feb- 
. ruary 5, 1849. Seventeen pupils ap- 

i 4 peared the first day. Three more en- 
se rolled later to bring the first class 

poe to 20. 
JOHN HIRAM LATHROP John H. Lathrop, a graduate of 

1849-1858 Yale College, was called from the 
presidency of the University of Mis- 

“The Ameri ee, souri to become, in the autumn of 
A ne dase geal a 1849, the first Chancellor of the 

graspedat hat fe pe eae University and president of the 
Jet at ake ; Ge Les ieee Board of Regents. He was inaugu- 

te eee eee i Gel eral a ag rated with much ceremony January 
Holden: miBlotti te: aha occa 16, 1850, in the presence of the Leg- 

Nee islature and the state officers. trust of providing for the educa- 4 
tion of every child in the state.” The Regents had acquired by Pure 

chase about a quarter section of 
land on the edge of the village of 
Madison, about one mile from the 

“the establishment of a state uni- Capitol building. A portion of this 
versity at or near the seat of state tract was reserved for the college 
government,” and the first State campus, a portion was exchanged 
Legislature specified with consider- for other lots that were wanted to able definiteness the scope and fill out the site, and a considerable 
character of the projected institu- part was laid out in village lots 
tion. This act, creating “an institu- and five-acre tracts and sold for the tion of learning under the name and benefit of the University. By these style of the University of Wiscon- Processes the University secured a 
sin,” became effective upon receiv- building site of something less than 
ing the signature of Governor Nel- 50 acres and was enriched by a son Dewey on July 26, 1848. The profit of about $7,500 from its land 
government of the University was transactions. 
vested in a Board of Regents to be Plans for the University, at this 
elected by the Legislature. But the  tirne, contemplated a “main edifice” 
Legislature failed to perform this on the crest of the Hill, where Bas- 
duty, and a bill was rushed through com Hall now stands, an avenue 240 
in the last moments of a crowded feet wide from the building to the 
session empowering the governor to east line of the grounds, and four 
fill vacancies. Governor Dewey thus dormitories lower down the hill, two 
appointed the first board. on each side of the avenue. Of the 
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five buildings here contemplated 
three were eventually built: North ane ; 
Hall, completed in 1851, South Hall ee 
in 1855, and old Main Hall, nucleus <a oe 

of the present Bascom Hall, in 1860.  —_— h(i! : 
The three buildings erected by on — = aA. 

1860 were constructed on loans .s C—O 
authorized by the Legislature ee 
against the security of the lands 4 as 
held in trust for the support of the oe y has Poe 
University. It was the intention that ae te . i 
these loans, amounting to about ae i Kee 

$100,000, should be returned out of 3 te 
the income of the University fund; ae __ (ion a 
but that income proved insufficient to * sei: 
achieve this purpose in addition to as a 
supporting the University, even in a : : eo 

its small beginnings. Eventually 3 [oo 

(1862), the Legislature authorized 3 

their payment out of the principal 2 

of the fund. The effect of this act <_— . 
was equivalent to constructing build- ee ltt 

ings out of the capital funds of the ae ONS 
University. ae ee 

The University lands were origi- a 2 1 
nally appraised (1849) at an aver- a - : 
age of less than $3 an acre. Lathrop ee 3 
and the Regents protested that this oe eas 
was altogether too low, and the Leg- Ae 
islature of 1850 was induced to set a . pees ee 2 
me aad of $10 an ae upon ee 
the lands. Contrary to expectations, 
however, the land did not sell rap- HENRY BARNARD 
idly at these prices. In 1852, a 1859-1860 
minimum of $3 an acre was again & : 
established and most of the lands I am to be at liberty to co- 
were soon disposed of at this price. operate with the Board of 
By the end of 1854 the fund Regents of Normal Schools, as 
amounted to $161,000 with only their agent, and with the teach- 
6,000 acres remaining unsold. In the ers and friends of common 
meantime, on the petition of the schools, in their efforts to de- 
Legislature of 1851, the federal gov- velop all the means and insti- 
ernment had duplicated this endow- tutions of education intended for 

ment, granting the state, “for the the great masses of the people.” 
benefit and in aid of the University,” 
72 sections of land in lieu of an 
equal amount of salt springs land of 1857 was at hand, to be followed 
previously granted for general state directly by the Civil War, so that 
purposes. By the end of 1856 most new troubles were in store. 
of the second grant had been con- Although its charter unfolded 
tracted for, and the land fund then larger plans, the University, as it 
amounted to $310,000. existed under Chancellor Lathrop, 

During the first few years, the was virtually a small classical aca- 
University had paid its running ex- demy and college of the old fash- 
penses almost entirely out of stu- ioned New England type. Most of 
dent fees, the profits on its land pur- _ the students lived in the dormitories, 
chase, and the remnants of its first North and South Halls. When_the 
building loan. In 1852 it had been first college class, consisting of Levi 
compelled to borrow $5,000 to defray Booth and Charles T. Wakeley, 
current expenses, but it seemed graduated in 1854, there were 41 
about to enter upon an era of rela- students in attendance, exclusive of 
tive prosperity. Unhappily, the panic 15 in the preparatory course. The 
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5 faculty consisted of Chancellor fairs of the institution until 1867. A 
Lathrop, professor of ethics, civil large proportion of the students vol- 

polity, Aint political economy; John unteered for military duty, so that 
W. Sterling, professor of mathe- in 1864 no Commencement was held, 
matics, natural philosophy, and all but one of the senior class having 
astronomy; Obadiah M. Conover, joined the army. Finances were in 
professor of ancient languages and a pitiable condition. Professors were 
literature; and Stephen H. Carpen- practically on half pay. Still the in- 
ter, tutor. Daniel Read, professor stitution was kept alive. 
of philosophy and English litera- 
ture, John P. Fuchs, professor of Reorganization, Rebirth 
modern languages, and Ezra S. 
Carr, professor of natural history, The close of the war brought a 
were added in the two years follow- new inspiration and growth to the 
ing. Professors Read and Carr were University of Wisconsin. The return- 
expected, in addition to their regu- ing soldiers took up their studies, 
lar duties, to give instruction in the and by 1870 there were nearly 500 
art of teaching and in agriculture, students in residence. In 1866 a com- 
respectively. Modern tendencies in plete reorganization was effected and 
education were further recognized Dr. Paul A. Chadbourne of Williams 
by the establishment of the degree College was called to the presidency 
of bachelor of philosophy, first con- the next year. To his vigorous and 
ferred in 1858. intelligent labors as executive and é 

These mild readjustments and a_ teacher, the University owned very 
moderate growth in attendance were largely its firm progress during the 
not sufficient to appease critics of next few years. The Legislature of 
the University. There was hostility 1867, conceding that an injustice 
to the preparatory department; and had been done to the University in 
it was held that the University was permitting its capital fund to be 
not rendering that large and prac- impaired for the erection of build- 
tical service to education which the ings, voted that the amount thus 
state expected. A reorganization in lost be made good by annually re- 
1858 led to the resignation of Chan- storing the sum of $7,303.76 to the 
cellor Lathrop and the election, in University fund. Three years later, 
his place, of Henry Barnard, a grad- just at the close of President Chad- 
uate of Yale and an educator of bourne’s administration, the Legis- 
very great reputation. Chancellor lature made its first direct gift, an 
Barnard was destined, however, not appropriation of $50,000 for the 
to occupy that conspicuous place in erection of a separate building for 
the annals of the University of Wis- women students. This building, the 
consin which he achieved in the his- nucleus of what now is known as 
tory of American education at large. Chadbourne Hall, was dedicated in 
On account of ill health, he spent 1871, after the arrival of President 
but a few months in Wisconsin and Twombly. It was an early and sig- 
during this time employed his ener- nificant event in the nation-wide 
gies chiefly in the conduct of insti- movement of those years toward co- 
tutes for teachers, with the aim of education and the higher education 
improving general educational con- of women, — 
ditions in the state. With respect to Another important event of Presi- 
the University he presented to the dent Chadbourne’s administration 
Board of Regents a number of was the founding (1868) of the Col- 
recommendations, but these were lege of Law, which immediately en- 
not followed. joyed a rapid growth. The same 

With the departure and subse- year (1868) a professor of agricul- 
quent resignation of Chancellor Bar- ture, W. W. Daniells, was added to 
nard in 1860, the immediate govern- the faculty, thus putting into active 
ment of the University lapsed into operation the agricultural depart- 
the hands of the faculty with Pro- ment which had been ordained in 
fessor Sterling as executive officer. 1866 to take advantage of the Mor- 
As dean of the faculty and after- rill Act granting to the state 240,- 
ward as vice chancellor, Professor 000 acres of public land for the en- 
Sterling continued to direct the af- couragement of agriculture and the 
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i= ir ios ian] Was traucht. with iwnpottant conse- 
5 quences for the University and the 

tee a state. 
Lo “ Dr. Chadbourne was succeeded in 
A Se the presidency by Dr. John H. 
i Twombly, a Methodist minister from 
oF =e New England. Twombly was elected 

a in June, 1871, and was forced to 
’ be wO resign in January, 1874, on the 

a, ee aay li ground of unfitness. Perhaps the 
e oe ed . most significant event of his short 
go ge a > : and unhappy administration was the 

dedication of Ladies’ Hall already 
PVs vee , mentioned. A normal course for 

ffi & women had been conducted during 
se dhs ee the war; the reorganization of 1866 
ie. : had explicitly provided for co-educa- 

: ae i. um ig tion; but for some years the work of 
‘ [cae ty the women was kept ostensibly sep- 

eee ie 3 arate from that of the men, in what 
3 wea gs was known as the Female College. 

f oti During Dr. Twombly’s administra- 
eid tion there was a gradual approach 
igs to actual co-education, which was 

4 openly recognized upon the advent 
7 A of President Bascom. 
Tl . On the side of finance there was 
a = a distinct change of policy when the 

aU mer noetest : Legislature in 1872 voted an annual 
PAUL A. CHADBOURNE tax of $10,000, to be levied and col- 

1867-1870 lected for the benefit of the Univer- 
sity. ae was any, ieee aet eee 

x ; with this new departure to be de- 
teas et AES ae ces tected in the state. On the contrary, 

posed superiority of the so-called phe sew epeuers of wae Pacnate an 
learned professions by securing ey aoe gn ue en ee 
euler thats Taeticanert their tone toward the _ University. 
Bac Bat SaettoE dhebe Gus cHeore The establishment, at this time of a 

industrial pursuits, thus lifting system of free tuition to graduates 
agriculture and mechanic arts of high schools who passed the oe 
fomiivatelane rai mere rontiie trance requirements of the Univer- 
feneriin ther digditmel lecriod sity foreshadowed closer relations 

professions founded upon scien- Peween oe Srey ends the 
tific knowledge, and allied to, or eee ay aoe paella ? 
connected with, those branches TROVE D nyc Ueno tei O ob lecmning esaenual tia broad cea had inaugurated several 

and generous culture of the years before. 
whole man.” 

The Bascom Era 
Competent students of University 

mechanic arts. The institution of the history have generally united in as- 
departments of agriculture and _ signing peculiar importance to the 
engineering as integral parts of the administration of President Bascom. 
University was a departure from John Bascom came from a profes- 
the policy of most other states of sorship at Williams College to the 
the Middlewest, which had, up to presidency in the spring of 1874; 
this time, founded colleges of agri- he retired at the close of the aca- 
culture and engineering apart from demic year 1886-87. The length of 
the state university. It was a feature his incumbency, the vigor and dis- 
of organization which, while its in- tinction of his personal character, 
fluence was not felt immediately, and the ripeness for progress of 
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state and University combined to 
make the years of his leadership a 
period of unusual solidarity and sig- 
nificance. Dr. Bascom clearly saw ” 
and resolutely attacked the most gr 
pressing problems of the University: Sepia 
the ambiguity concerning co-educa- — =" 
tion, the imperfections of the pre- _ = 
paratory system in the state, and a i 
the insufficiency of means in every . oe 
respect. | en oo 

During the first year the young _——_ | é 
women were “put in all respects on Z_06)—hCltcrtltltCr 
precisely the same footing in the - . 
University with the young men.” In sO - e 
1875 the Legislature appropriated a | 
$80,000 for the construction and a‘. 
equipment of “Old Science Hall,” ot 
and the following year the scientific \ ue 
collection of I. A. Lapham was pur- _— 
chased at a cost of $10,000. All told, 
$112,400.22 had been expended for 
material improvements by 1877. In 
1876, Wisconsin followed the lead 
of Michigan in granting the first 
mill tax in favor of the University, 
one-tenth mill on each dollar of the ‘ 
property valuation of the state. The | = 
mill tax was micteased voropeeenth ? 
mill in 1883. Assembly Hall, later 
Library Hall, and now Music Hall, ee oe 
the first building of the nuversity ae 
to be erected out of the savings 0: " : 4 
its current income, was completed a Or sutyeving they peried oF 
in 1879. For nearly a quarter of a ie Tiina Rhein Ree Leen fait 
century this building housed the falot Wenia coptlig ie tha ae 
University Library, Washburn Se: stitution, mie requirements for servatory, the first University build- eee 5 5 a 
ing erected by private munificence, admission have heen increased, 

had ben bull in 1878 ata cost of | the Sender atlas $45,000. 5 Serealieg a 
The next building era came at the Hong mnultiabed..@ generous ice: 

close of Peccinegh Hiecotte admin- dition made to the funds, the 
istration when, after the burning favor of the public assured, and 
(1884) of “Old Science Hall” with the important connection estab- 

the scientific collections housed in lished between the University 
it, the Legislatures of 1885-87 and the public schools. If the 

voted a total of nearly $400,000 for University was Cee 
the erection and equipment of ‘high school,’ it is not so now. 

Science Hall, the old Chemical Lab- 
oratory, the Machine Shops, and a 
power and heating plant for this phasis upon the necessity for an 

group of buildings. The rapid de- articulated system of public educa- 
velopment in laboratory science and tion leading to the University. 

the expansion of the engineering There was, throughout this year, a 
department which came toward the wide agitation among educational 

end of this period are well exempli- leaders for improvement of inter- 

fied in this relatively lavish expen- mediate instruction in the state. 
diture for buildings and apparatus. The next Legislature (1875) passed 

The opening paragraph of Presi- the imvortant “act to aid in the 

dent Bascom’s first address to the maintenance of free high schools. 

Board of Regents had thrown em- This action paved the way for the 
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gradual elimination of the prepara- 
tory department, which was finally 
dropped in 1880, and for the intro- 
duction of the accredited-schools 
system. In 1878 the state teacher’s A ™ 
certificate was extended to grad- ee = 
uates of the University. With the P 4 
improvement of the secondary a 3. 
schools it became possible to in- oe 
crease requirements for entrance to fe 
the University, and to raise the re Vo 
standards of instruction within it. . o 3 

The discontinuance of the pre- +. 
paratory department, the increase pe 
of the teaching force, and the sub- . fe 
division of fields of instruction - 6hUe ue 
tended more and more to make the rs & 
University “the home of the keen 4 He 
intellectual life.’ Thus, Professor CF Ce 
W. F. Allen, who had been elected | wey - 
in 1867 professor of ancient lan- 7. 
guages and history, became in 1870 iis oa 
professor of Latin and history, and 
in 1886 professor of history, a field - 
to which he had given himself with 
increasing singleness of interest. 
Though still more restricted fields 
of research and_ instruction were 
soon to prevail, Professor Allen is 
men uouey peeauee Berea e ce 
tinguished teacher and scholar o 
Parent eee earner JOHN BASCOM 
tion of its rate of nrogress toward 1874-1887 
specialization. cs : 

In the development of science in Honor abroad and a liberal 
the University, Professor Roland D. percentage of foreign students 
Irving had an important part. He enhance the estimate in which 
came to the department of geology @ university is held at home. 
in 1870, as a recent graduate of +». We cannot secure the force 
the Columbia School of Mines. He | of large life without large life 
brought to his subject enthusiasm, itself. .. . I beseech for the Uni- 
thorough training, and a scientific versity a generous method and 
temperament. The Wisconsin Geo- a large spirit, on the part of the 
logical Survey, which began in 1873, faculty who order it. on the part 
offered him large opportunity for of its governing board, and on 
research in the new and difficult the part of the people of the 
field of Lake Superior geology and Eicle. 
this work was later continued, until 
his death in 1888, under the United 

States Geological Survey. He became character and ideals. It was a time 
an acknowledged master in his of unusually rapid readjustment in 
own field, and, like Professor Allen, matters of belief. Possessed of a 

death. only a. year Inter thea Ing {sith at once intellectual and devout 
own, he founded one of the excep- University ee Wetniegl card pitta 

tionally strong departments of the Jjeadership of singular efficacy in 
University. this period of transition. The mate- 

Even a brief account of the Uni- rial progress of the University dur- 
versity of this period would be mis- ing the 13 years was not remark- 
leading if it conveyed no impression able. The increase in attendance 
of the UW’s influence as a school of was from about 300 to about 500 
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students in the college proper—a continued to be few in number, 

less impressive growth than that some of the most noteworthy scien- 

. of any later period. This period is tific discoveries made in the College 
noteworthy for an improvement, of Agriculture belong to this period. 
more difficult to estimate, in the The organization of the University 
quality of the moral and intellectual into the four Colleges: Letters and 
service rendered to the student and Science, Engineering, Agriculture, 
to the state. The central college had and Law, which was effected by an 
been refined and strengthened; ex- act of the Legislature in 1889, gave 
pansion would come in due time. a new prominence to the technical 
C. departments. apes nly, pou ane of 

i importance erected during this era 
one? of Age wee the Dairy Building, Hiram 

_ The scientific development which Smith Hall. Two other buildings, 
influenced the material additions to however, provided for by the same 
the University toward the close of legislature (1891), were completed 
President Bascom’s administration shortly after the arrival of Presi- 
was recognized in the appointment dent Adams, namely the Law Build- 
of his successor. The new president, ing and the Armory and Gymna- 
Thomas C. Chamberlin, a graduate sium. During the five years, the 
of Beloit College, was a geologist of number of students in the Univer- 
authority. He assumed the presi- sity had doubled and diversification 
dency in 1887 and resigned in 1892 of their pursuits had set in, not only 
to become head of the department of through a wider range of studies 

geology in the University of Chi- but through the introduction of 
cago. During these five years dis- jnter-collegiate rivalry in oratory 
tinct advances were made in the en- and athletic games, and through the 
largement of scientific and technical development of college journalism 

instruction, in agricultural research and other student activities. In the 
and extension, and in inducements  gocial life of the student as well as 
and facilities for graduate work. in the character and organization 
The first University fellowships of the academic work of this period 
were established and the University there was a marked transition from 
announced itself ready to confer the the college of former times to the 
degree of doctor of philosophy early modern university. 
in the new administration (the first Charles Kendall Adams had won 
such degree going to Charles R. a wide renutation as professor of 
Van Hise, later to be president); history at Ann Arbor and as presi- 
the seminar method of teaching was dent of Cornell University. He was 
introduced in several departments; president of the University of Wis- 

the faculty was strengthened by the consin from 1892 to 1901. His health 
addition of several young scholars failed toward the end of the time, 
who had been trained in modern and, except for a few weeks in the 
methods of research at Johns Hop- autumn of 1901, the administration 
kins University or in the universi- of the University, from 1900 to 
ties of Europe. The organization, in 1903, was in charge of Edward A. 
1892, of the School of Economics, Birge, dean of the College of Letters 
Political Science, and History under and Science, as acting president. The 
the directorship of Dr. Richard T. expansion of the University during 
Ely, marked a decisive stage of this these 11 years was exceedingly 

movement. rapid; the number of students nearly 
Toward the close of President trebled, the instructional force more 

Bascom’s administration there had than doubled in size, and the life 
been some agitation in the state for and organization of the University 
the removal of the agricultural de- became far more varied and com- 

partment and its organization as a plex. In svite of advances in valua- 
separate institution, and this stim- tion of taxable property and numer- 

ulated the University authorities to ous special anpropriations for build- 
a more vigorous development of this ings and maintenance, the resources 

department. Immediate progress was of the University were severely 
made, and although for a number taxed to provide room for its new 
of years the long-course students activities. 
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heartily sympathized. The great in- 

= | _ crease of sports enthusiasm which 
———rr—“‘—NrO—w™—~—~—‘C‘O“RR characterized the ’90’s was a spon- 

|. # =. taneous student growth. In the last 
— #., ~~ year of President Chamberlin’s ad- 
— jf. i i = == ministration the Boat House had 

=F | = been built, largely by student sub- 
——r—CO—”——C—~O*~*~=C*~“‘C*™ scriptions, and crew racing com- 
— *F.. fF i | menced; competitive football had 

I -° ee begun in 1890 and track and field 
FF sports developed shortly after. About 
We . the same time (1893) a special ap- 
tr” propriation was secured from the 

CC Legislature for the purchase of 
— 26 : cA — Camp Randall, of which a portion E 

LL Ct was laid out as an athletic field. 
= wa — The lighter phases of University 

4 | life, here touched upon, developed 
, 2 rapidly during the administration 
A ee 7 of President Adams, not without 
* : j : Sg encouragement from the president. 
3 i Ladies’ Hall was renovated and in- 

8 creased in capacity and fitted with 
ee Sst: 2 gymnasium for the young women. 
 @&§35— | Besides providing a drill hall and 

i ie an room of ae Armory af- 
orded a practicable scene for 

THOMAS C. CHAMBERLIN musical, intellectual, and social func- 
1887-1892 tions on an ample scale, and a rea- 

sonable indulgence in recreations 
“I conceive it to be a peculiar of this kind was not discouraged. 

function of public education to The formation of the Choral Union 
foster unbiased intellectual ac- was due directly to the personal in- 
tion and to promote intellectual fluence of the president. It was to 
rectitude and those noble at- endow the University with facilities 
tributes of the mind that spring for appropriate musical culture that 
from rising above the disturbed the organization of the School of 
atmosphere that envelops party Music was undertaken in 1894. The 
and sect and clique and clan Adams house had been enlarged to 
and individual.” receive the treasures with which 

the president and Mrs. Adams had 
surrounded themselves, and its doors 

The opening of a Law Building were liberally opened to both fac- 
on the campus in 1893 was a rec- ulty and students. The development 
ognition of the importance which of athletic recreation and of a live- 
has been attained by the oldest lier and more urbane social life in 
professional department of the this epoch widened the appeal of the 
University. University so as to embrace a class 

The Armory and Gymnasium was of students, increasing as the wealth 
first occupied in the autumn of 1894, of the state increased, which had 
It was, at the time, the most am- been tending to look with favor upon 
bitious building of its kind in the remoter institutions eastward. At 
country. In purpose, though not in the same time, the growing numbers 
situation, it ostensibly replaced a and activities of the student body 
shabby, wooden drill hall which had began to dictate the need of better 
been burned in the spring of 1891. plans for the regulation of their 
The attention given to its equipment recreations. In 1897, Miss Anne C. 
as a gymnasium was due to the Emery (PhD, Bryn Mawr) was ap- 
recently awakened interest in phys- pointed dean of women. Under her 
ical education and in athletic recrea- influence Wisconsin pioneered in de- 
tions with which President Adams _ veloping a self-government associa- 
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tion of the coeds. A little earlier the 
faculty had found it necessary to a 
exercise some degree of control over oo 
intercollegiate athletics, though for oa 
some years to come the management , :_ 
of these continued substantially in 4 
student hands. oe 

All of the educational movements LA 
which have been mentioned as begin- a 
ning under President Chamberlin 
continued with increasing momen- “al 
tum during this epoch and in addi- AS | 
tion special impetus was given to the 
improvement of library facilities and 
to the development of history and 
allied humanities. Research and grad- 
uate study developed to a volume and 
quality which warranted the form- ro 
ing of a Graduate School. For the ae > aS 
work of the School of Economics, al hf 
Political Science, and History the © 
collections of the State Historical 
Society afforded special advantages. 
The prestige of the historical de- 
partment was recognized by estab- 
lishing in 1900 a School of History 
unde ee directorship pe Professor 

. J. Turner. The establishment in 
1897 of a School of Education fol- CHARLES K. ADAMS 
lowed by the appointment in 1899 of 1892-1901 
a special inspector of high schools 
were necessary steps in a more for- ‘“‘We cannot for a moment 
mal organization of the relations of believe that knowledge has 
the University with the high schools reached its final goal, or that 
of the state. More and more, too, the present condition of society 
the University became a finishing is perfect. We must therefore 
school for the graduates of the nor- welcome from our teachers such 
mal schools of the state; an under- discussions as shall suggest the 
standing as to the terms of their means and prepare the way by |- 
admission had been arrived at in which knowledge may be ex- 
1895-96. It was chiefly to serve the tended, present evils be re- 
teachers of the state that a Summer moved and others prevented. 
School had been organized as early We feel that we would be un- 
as 1887; it scope was much enlarged worthy the position we hold if we 
by transforming it, in 1899, into a did not believe in progress in 
regular Summer Session of the Uni- all departments of knowledge. 
versity, of six weeks’ duration. In all lines of academic in- 

Education in the special applica- vestigation it is of the utmost 
tions of science to industry had been importance that the investigator 
developing gradually for a long should be absolutely free to fol- 
time. Just at the close of this admin- low the indications of the truth 
istration it took on a new pace which wherever they may lead. What- 
first appeared in an accelerated ever may be the limitations 
growth of the College of Engineer- which trammel inquiry else- 
ing. It was not until some years where, we believe that the great 
later that the impetus transferred State University of Wisconsin 
itself to the full course in scientific should ever encourage that con- 

agriculture, though, to watchful tinual and fearless sifting and 
eyes, the beginnings of the latter winnowing by which alone the 
movement were already perceptible truth can be found.” 
at the turn of the century, drama- 
tized by Prof. S. M. Babcock’s ine /-————_—__— 
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vention of the butterfat test. An of students the faculty had not only 
analogous application of knowledge been greatly increased in number; 
to the practical pursuits of life it had been much modified in charat- 
underlaid the last important project ter. Under President Bascom and 
which received the attention of Pres- even under President Chamberlin, 
ident Adams, namely, the School of it had been composed very largely 
Commerce, founded in 1900 under of professors; now it was composed 
the direction of Professor W. A. of departments, usually made up of 
Scott. This enterprise involved, if one or two professors of full rank 
not a new principle, at least a new with a considerable number of in- 
emphasis. It was a decisive step instructors of lower rank under their 
the introduction of the vocational direction. This was but one of 
conception into the activities of the many respects in which the Uni- 
college of liberal arts. versity was increasing in complex- 

i i ent. 
one Univerrity ne ae ro We ded ay Pawel oe exten 

toward the end of President Adams’ UAT: : ” administration, The south wing of The “Wisconsin Idea 
ascom Hall was first occupied in . ‘ 

the autumn of 1899, and ‘the Engi- Sent Chane Cea pee 

neering Buldiie a year latetoin’ crite toibe called to ite chief exec! 
1900, also, the library building of tive a raaitiatis Since his gradua- the State Historical Society, which tieh dn 1676 he had “beek cantina. 

had been nearly five years under cusiv asgociated with the institution 
construction, was made ready for aide had attained eminence in his occupancy. While not strictly a Uni- chosen science of geology. The Uni- 
versity building, it is like the His- versity made hig: installation the torical Library itself, substantially DecaniorieetieamcommleniGra tive: ccler 
one of the resources of the Univer- pration at the 50th anniversary of 

sity. Here for the first time the its first Commencement, June, 1904. humanities were given facilities Besides alumni, students, and 
er comparable with those which friends of the University, the “Jubi- 
had been provided for the natural fecvetinoehtatocether a ennilliant 
sciences in their laboratories and gathering oF representatives Rene 

apparatus. One of the last public large number of the most important 
appearances, of President Adams institutions of learning of this con- 
was at the dedication of this build- tinent and of Europe and the 

ing. It is the most impressive, as achievements of the University were doubtless it is the most significant qutrodated ‘ae never before to ihe 

monument of his administration, knowledge of the learned world. The 
unless that credit should go to the 8 Baa au 

> * * medal struck for this occasion bore 
Regents’ approval of his heroi¢ the inseription, “The University of 
statement that the University should Wisconsin commemorates 50 years 
ever encourage “that continual and of service to the Commonwealth.” 

. fearless sifting and winnowing by These words have become in a very 
which alone the truth may be special sense the keynote of the 
found.” University ever since. Not only to 

The expansion of the University pursue knowledge for its own sake 
continued unabated under the provi- and to widen its boundaries has been 
sional administration of Dean Birge. assumed to ibe the responsibility of 
The central building of the College the university, but to make more 
of Agriculture was completed and widely serviceable to humanity 
the Chemical Laboratory was pro- that which is already known. That 
jected. The number of students in is, the University has tended to 
attendance had passed 1,000 in 1891- throw stress upon the application of 
92; and had passed 2,000 in 1899- knowledge to affairs and to give as 
1900; a university of over 3,000 stu- much energy to the distribution of 
dents greeted President Van Hise in knowledge beyond its own boun- 
the autumn of 1903. In five years aries as is consistent with the main- 
there had been a gain of over 1,000 tenance of its efficacy as an institu- 
students. To meet the necessity of tion of teaching and research. This 
furnishing instruction to this body tendency was evident in all the state 
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that the agricultural department 
was “for the first time beginning to 
strike root a little and promise some 

» growth.” Yet for nearly 20 years 

q longer the work of the department 
was effective only in research and 
in its dissemination of scientific 

A knowledge by means of bulletins, 

ws farmers’ institutes, and short cour- 

ae ses in agriculture and dairying. A 

: & é full technical course in the subject 

= was maintained; but almost no one 
could be induced to take it. Finally, 
about 1900, there set in a gradual 

3 movement toward the long course. 
Beginning in 1908, when the in- 
crease in engineering came to a 
standstill, the annual increase in 

agriculture accelerated until in 1914 

it exceeded that in any other depart- 

CHARLES R. VAN HISE ment of the University. The atten- 
1903-1918 dance upon the College in 1914-15. 

exactly equalled that of the entire 

“I shall never rest content un- University in the last year of Presi- 

til the beneficent influences of dent Chamberlin’s regime. Even 
the University are made avail- more significant was the number of 

able to every home in the state. graduate students in the College, 

. .. IT hold that the state univer- which in 1914 exceeded the total 

sity, a university which is to number of graduate students in the 

serve the state, must see to it entire University 20 years before. 

that scbolarelip and research of The Idea is typified, too, by the 
sibl Z te i a not @ pos- fact that much of the historic social 

ible practical value can be legislation enacted by the state in 

poutee oe must be sustained. the Progressive era was drafted in 
privately endowed institution University seminars. The activity of 

ee pee Sonn part of knowl- John R. Commons, Richard T. Ely, 

setae ie ne: Leer or but and at least a score of other profes- 
Serie ae fea be ae ceees sors in this movement attracted the 
versity supported by the state attention of both the educational 
Beall a peo for all its sons world and progressive thought all 

Bea Se GHe with) their ee over the nation to Wisconsin. The 
aE Rann ran pee a Wisconsin Idea was widely publi- 

apentthe likes ofits Ga daccee cized, and, despite opposition both 

else the state is the irrepai ble wath ihe Un ery, ae ereEnG ae 
igen hee state, it gave the institution vitality 

er. eee : 
and distinction. 

Another striking feature of the 

Z ote progress of the University in the 
universities, but Wisconsin was Van Hise period was the develop- 
nevertheless both a pioneer and an ment of university extension. An ef- 
influential leader. fort in this direction began under 

This Wisconsin Idea is typified President Chamberlin and was con- 
by the history of efforts to awaken tinued under President. Adams. The 
interest in the scientific practice of older type of University extension: 
agriculture. “The history of agri- depended for instruction almost en- 
cultural schools in this country and tirely upon lectures by the regular 
in Europe shows that they are the staff of the University and, for 
most difficult to sustain,” President pecuniary support, entirely upon the 
Salamon of the Board of Regents communities that undertook the 
wrote in 1867. In 1881, 14 years work. It did not prove feasible, and 
later, President Bascom recorded was allowed to languish until special 
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means could be provided, when it 
was revived in a new form. This 
began in a small way in 1906-07. 
The new extension made profitable ea 
use of the experience of preceding ‘ 
years in the agricultural college and 
in part adapted to other branches - y 
of knowledge, the methods which Ge " 
had produced success in that depart- bs 
ment. Since 1907-08, when the pres- wa one 
ent organization was begun, the a 
Extension Division has operated a ~~ 4 
upon funds appropriated expressly eo. 
for this purpose. It receives expert ? E 
assistance from the general staff of S 
the University, but its work is 
mainlv carried on by a special staff. 
In this movement Wisconsin was * 
again an influence on other institu- ps 
tions, not only in the United States 
but in other countries as well. 

Another movement which gained 
great strength during President Van 
Hise’s administration was that in 
the cigeebOn of eyes 
tion in the various colleges, but 
particularly within the central Col- EDWARD A. BIRGE 
lege of Letters and Science. In this, 1918-1925 
the Wisconsin pattern differed from 
that of many other state universi- “The most obvious duty of the 
ties, which gave greater autonomy state university is to meet the 
and emphasis to the new pre-profes- needs of the community for tech- 
sional courses. Originally both the nical and professional training. 
College of Agriculture and the Col- . .. The second great task is the 
lege of Engineering sprang from providing of courses of liberal 
single departments of the Univer- education. . . . The third great 
sity, manned by a single instructor. duty lies in research and in 
Near the end of the administration training for research. If the state 
of President Adams there came, as university fully recognizes these 
we have seen, the organization of three duties and recognizes 
the School of Commerce within the them as growing equally out of 
College of Letters and Science. This her obligations to the state, all 
was soon followed by other courses else is matter of arrangement 
organized within the College in a and of detail. If she is quick to 
somewhat analogous manner; that is, feel and to supply the needs of 
by a combination of certain tech- the people for professional and 
nical studies with a selection of technical instruction, broad and 
studies already given in the regular clear in her courses of liberal 
curriculum, the whole leading to education, faithful in guiding 
some particular occupation in prac- the chosen minds of the state to 
tical life. fruitful research and in drawing 

One of the most important so far thence the inspiration of her 
as the central College was concerned teaching—if she accomplish 
was the course for the training of these duties, she is worthy of 
teachers, which was reorganized as the name of a state university.” 
a School of Education in recogni- 
tion of a pronounced movement to- 5 3 
ward a more definite preparation the past was that of journalism. 
for the profession of teaching. These are only examples of the more 
Another field in which a more sys- ample as well as the more specific 
tematic preparation came to be equipment that became requisite for 
demanded than had been required in many callings. 
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Through beginning to minister to lette axis had begun to deteriorate 
these requirements, the University even before 1917, and it deteriorated 
experienced, during the Van Hise further when an_internationalist- 
days, a dazzling swiftness of growth. minded faculty signed a round-robin 
The rush toward engineering had no letter condemning the elder La Fol- 
sooner slackened, in 1908, than the lette for his opposition to American 
surge toward agriculture began. entry into the war. The scars of this 
Then a new drift toward commerce fracture were in abundant evidence 
began. under the Capitol dome in the early 

There is no room in an article of 1920s. Despite a surge in enrollment 
this scope for a detailed account of which carried registration past the 
the material growth of the Univer- 7,000 mark, two successive Legisla- 
sity during those years. A mere list tures were disinclined either to in- 
of the buildings erected and the crease the University’s operating 
lands acquired would occupy pages. budget or to provide for new build- 
The period of most rapid construc- ings. 
tional development was the five President Birge fell heir to un- 
years between 1908 and 1913. The timely criticism from diverse quar- 
growth in attendance continued at an _ ters. The student Social Science Club 
accelerating pace until interrupted attacked him for his refusal to 
by American entrance into World grant the use of a University hall 
War I. There is likewise no room in for a public address by Scott Near- 
this article for a delineation of the ing, famous Socialist of his day. An 
sharp conflicts, both personal andin- alumnus attacked him for his “un- 
stitutional, which marked the Van Christian” attitude on evolution. A 
Hise administration. prominent assemblyman criticized 

World War I brought about a expensive social functions on the 
relative slowing down of University campus. A Milwaukee temperance 
momentum. With the end of the war league charged that the student 
came the end of a great chapter in body was engaging in excessive 
the history of the institution. The drinking. And even the governor of 
rejoicings that followed the Armis- the state complained publicly that 
tice were stilled by the announce- the number of faculty members had 
ment of the unexpected death of been increasing far more rapidly 
President Van Hise. Dr. Edward A. than the number of students. 
Birge, since 1891 dean of the Col- These controversies were but fore- 
lege of Letters and Science and runners of the stresses which were 
often acting president of the Uni- to mark University history during 
versity, was shortly installed in the the coming decade. They inclined to 
presidency. place in the shadow the University’s 

contra Biee ress in the Mere 
ea tradition, exemplified by the 

Interregnum opening of the pte of Wisconsin 
Dr. Birge was to remain in the eneral Hospital. 

chair eer mid-1925, For the Uni- By January, 1925, matters reached 
versity it was a slack-water period. 4 stage which Theodore Kronshage, 
President Birge, in the full knowl- Jr., president of the Regents, could 
edge that his was only a temporary only call “an emergency the like of 
appointment, was reluctant to com- which has not confronted the Uni- 
mit the school to long-range policies. versity since the far-off days of the 
For the University it was also a Civil War.” Birge had asked for a 
period of being caught in the back- sizeable increase in the University 

wash of post-war socio-economic operating budget and a building 
strains to which the only result could fund of $3,000,000, pointing out that 
be a lessening of public support and the state had exnended no money 
a decline in the distinctive leadership for academic buildings since Ster- 
Wisconsin had enjoyed among other ling Hall had been erected in 1913. 
universities. The State Board of Public Affairs 

The close cooperation which had elected instead to cut the University 
marked the relationship between the appropriation by $300,000 and 
two ends of State Street during the recommended a building fund of 
early days of the Van Hise—La Fol- only some $591,000. 
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In the face of this critical situa- 
tion, the University mustered popu- 
lar support such as had not been i 
recruited since the turn of the cen- 
tury. Faculty, students, Regents, 
alumni, and friends pitched in. Pres- ED 
ident George I. Haight of the Wis- = 
consin Alumni Association published 2 
at his own expense a booklet which t 
carried broadside around the state * 
the message that “if financial meas- 
ures now before the Legislature are A 
enacted into law, they will not only 
prevent the development of the Uni- 
versity, but they will cripple it 
beyond all recognition.” A Janes- 
ville superintendent of schools, 
Frank 0. Holt, who was later to 
serve the University as registrar, 
dean of the Extension Division, and 
director of public service, presented 
the University’s requests to the Leg- 
islature. In the middle of the fight _—- 

the Board of Regents annonunced im od 

that it had finally picked a new Seige 
University president, Glenn Frank, 
the young editor of Century Maga- 
zine. 

Almost over night in the Spring 
of 1925 the University grass turned 
green. The Legislature appropriated 
a respectable, though still inade- 
quate, operating budget and a $1,- 
500,000 building fund. Dr. Frank 
arrived. Prof, Harry Steenbock an- 
nounced ern a lochemstey labora- 
tory that he had discovered a way 
to irradiate foodstuffs artificially GLENN FRANK 
with vitamin D, spelling the end of 1925-1937 
rickets. The University granted, 1,- 
870 diplomas to its largest grad- “The educator must be more 

uating class. Ground was broken for than a teacher of accumulated 

two new men’s dormitories, Tripp knowledge. He must be keenly 

and Adams Halls, and for the Mem- alive to the character and de- 

orial Union Building, after long mands of his time; for today the 
campaigns for each project. And street cuts squarely across the 

1,000 concrete seats were being campus, the classroom opens 

3 added at Camp Randall Stadium. into the market place, and the 

Little wonder that the editor of the slum is next door to the sem- 
Wisconsin Alumni Magazine pro- inary. The university is an 
claimed with confidence that ‘“Wis- anachronism that puts its grad- 
consin’s golden age is here!” uates into the modern world 

with the information and outlook 
Frank and Depression of the medieval world.” 

The first five years of Dr. Frank’s 
regime were verily to seem a gilded came to 157 Bascom bursting with 
era. Indeed, the University could ideas. He was not long in trying 
hardly have escaped sharing in the them out. By June of 1926 he was 
haleyon prosperity of the time. attracting national attention with a 
Whatever he may have lacked as an Baccalaureate address on “The Six 
administrator, President Frank Lamps of Liberal Learning.” By 
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October of 1926 he set up an “all- NYA funds into the campus for 
university” extension system headed student part-time jobs and sent the 
by Chester D. Snell. By December 1935 enrollment back up to over 
of 1926 he had rescued Alexander 9,000 again. 
Meiklejohn from Amherst and com- Not only did the student body 
missioned him to set up an experi- grow smaller, it grew more critical. 
mental college. By January of 1927 It took anew interest in the econom- 
he had asked for a whopping budget ic system that had led 76 out of 
by declaring that “I am willing to 91 fraternities into bankruptey. It 
make a sporting proposition to the inveighed against the status quo. 
people of Wisconsin”—and got it. And Dr. Frank was a part of that 
By June of 1927 he was entertain- status quo. 
ing Baron Ago von Maltzan, the The depression brought a sharp 
German ambassador, the first of decline in University appropriations 
many distinguished Frank guests. from the state. A system of salary 
By September of 1927 he was wel- waivers was instituted which re- 
coming a record registration of duced faculty pay checks from 3 to 
nearly 9,000 students. By October 13 per cent. President Frank was 
of 1927 he was dedicating a size- reluctant to pare his own. The Uni- 
able addition to Bascom Hail, in- versity Teachers Union criticized 
cluding a theater and a reading the Frank “key man” policy by which 
room. By January of 1928 he was “a few eminent men are retained at 
writing Thunder and Dawn. By salaries the University cannot af- 
December of 1928 he had helped ford,” resulting in a “a tendency to 
the Phi Gamma Delta boys house- starve the whole University to keep 
warm their new $90,000 mansion, one a few stars.” 
of many fraternity and sorority A combination of the tenor of 
houses to go up along the Langdon the times and Dr, Frank’s own vacil- 
Street “gold coast.” By June of 1930 lations in administration produced 
he had encouraged a liberalization of during this period a series of 
the Letters and Science curriculum. campus thunderstorms which fol- 
By October of 1930 he had trimmed lowed each other in breathless suc- 
the powers of his deans of men and cession and which were finally to 
women, following a series of inci- e “trumped up,” as Dr. Frank put 
dents in which ‘Prof. William Ellery it, into a “tempest of hysteria” which 
Leonard had accused Scott H. Good- was to blow him out of office in 
night of “snooping tactics.” By No- January of 1987. 
vember of 1930. he had called for a Criticisms, charges, investigations, 
revival of responsible student gov- threats, and muckraking came from 
ernment. all sides. So early as 1928 the lib- 

But Glenn Frank was not to be erals had jumped on Frank for his 
allowed to play out his University barring the use of a University 
career in an era of sweetness and auditorium to Dora Russell. They 
light. Three factors were to operate cried again when he sided with the 
tu make his final six years in office Regents who in 1930 revoked a 
as strongly marked by controversy Board ruling prohibiting the ac- 
as his opening five-year honeymoon. ceptance by the University of sub- 
was with calm. They were the onset  sidies from incorporated educational 
of the depression, a relative decline foundations. 
in the confidence which the Univer- The conservatives looked askance 
sity family was able to place in the at Frank’s authorization of Prof. 
man personally, and political tur- Max Otto’s “atheistic” philosophy 
moil within the state. courses, his espousal of the National 
University enrollment hadin- Mooney-Billings Committee and the 

creased steadily since World War I, Victor L. Berger Foundation, and 
but in September of 1930 camea fall- his failure to censor the Daily Car- 
ing off which the registrar attrib- dinal when it printed a communica- 
uted to “the general business and tion which scoffed at the idea that 
industrial depression.” This brought free sexual relations among stu- 
a decrease in student fee income dents were necessarily bad. 
which was not to be reversed until There was the John B. Chapple 
the New Deal funnelled FERA and _ charge that Dr. Frank was a “Red.” 
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There was the Capital Times com- 
plaint that “education is being cor- 
rupted by the eternal quest of Uni- 7 
versity presidents and regents for 
big endowments and bequests from ¢ 
those who have the money.” Free = 
love, football, liquor, fraternity haz- ce 
ing, administration, the Memorial . 
Union, the dormitories, and a dozen , 
other phases of college life came in i : 
for goings-over. There were minor Ls 
tempests like Prof. F. H. Elwell’s \ 3 
disagreement with Rey. Alfred W. “| 
Swan over the campus minister’s él , 
liberalism. And there were major es 
ones like the firing of Football Coach v Ee 
Clarence Spears and Athletic Di- ‘ Pe 
rector Walter Meanwell (who dis- % 
agreed about who should run the y , 
show), and Trainer William Fallon oA 
(who reportedly gave the team va 
blackberry brandy between halves). 

Frank labeled the whole series of CLARENCE A. DYKSTRA 
controversies “nagging criticism by 1937-1945 
a band of connivers and a few news- 
papers.” But it was more than that. “We must safeguard and de- 
It was an almost complete break- fend the inescapable implica- 
down of public confidence in the in- tions of the democratic way. We 
tegrity of the institution which had must realize that our choice is 
been so painstakingly built up 20 not between liberty and safety; 
and 30 years before. As the Wiscon- that the time does not come 
sin Journal of Education put it: when freedom becomes an out- 
“During these years when the Uni- worn shibboleth to be cast aside 
versity is kicked and pummelled as a luxury with which we can 
there is nothing with the remotest dispense; that liberty is rather 
resemblance to organized protection a weapon to be used than just 
or expression of faith.” a theory to be defended; that 

Philip F. La Follette, in his inau- we defend freedom by using it, 
gural address as governor in 1931, and that it is as important to 
had made official the schism when he have democracy fight for the 
declared that “we cannot afford in- country as to have the country 
creasingly large expenditures with fight for democracy.” 
increasingly diminishing returns.” 

Six years later Frank was sum- 
marily called before a meeting of . z 
the Regents, charged with misman- had several sound posts with which 
agement of finances, weak execution to work. All the fury of Dr. Frank’s 
of administrative affairs, failure to latter days had somewhat obscured 

’ devote sufficient time to the Univer- the fact that the University had con- 
sity, and lack of backing from those tinued to make progress, at least so 
with whom he had to deal. He was far as progress can be measured by 
dismissed by a vote of 8 to 7. By national boards and rating sheets. 
May his successor was on the H. G. Wells had recently labeled 
campus—Clarence A. Dykstra, city Mastonety Hous of the Be ree 

incinnati. ions of learning in the Unite 
ESSE CEN States.” The Atlantic Monthly had 
World War II » just rated Wisconsin 10th nationally 

among colleges and universities, al- 
Dykstra set about mending the though admitting that “it has lost 

University fences which alumnus _ some of the distinction it held dur- 
Richard Lloyd Jones said were “as ing the great days of Van Hise.” 
full of holes as a Swiss cheese.” He And an educational board had given 
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approval to 31 Wisconsin depart- As it did on all campuses, war 
ments, a record exceeded by no _ came to the University with breath- 
other American university. taking See on the afternoon 

0 ec, . Probably no single 

pu itetra sie set about todo some Grent in the history of the inate 
money for more dormitories and for eens nee euch at pedi and : 
a Wisconsin Union ‘Theater, but *Uy> 0 “At seaching elect. 2 
Wisconsin was still far, far down Instead of hibernating, the Uni- 
the roster of American colleges in Verity accelerated its tempo. The 
its number of PWA-financed build- 20¥™al enrollment went down, but fies the total registration went up, due 

Tae already experienced at ee peers pad eel an i , Vv a 
politics, patched University rela- alecheenes Bere asd Sis training. 
wane ner He Sani cones pen The Army set up its correspondence 

hanburieeated Philip La Follette in Sn Madison. ape ey 
I went into a year-round calendar. 

University, that “something is freséed, an, Emergency, Inventions ty, ; pment Council. e 

rmouldering gomewhre and tim gr; which had become omputeory. 
out this cancerous growth or kill the 1923, ee BH cacollaeninee 2,500 
patient.’ ae ae He puaned cadets. Enlistment programs, civil- 
out the old Board of Regen t his ian pilot training, special research, 
replaced it with nine ra cia 1S a cooks and bakers school, war bond 
own choice, Governor Hei 4 said no drives, civilian defense organiza- 
more about budget cuts and campus tions, home nursing, a student War 
Communists. é : Council, scrap drives, blood dona- 
f ee lee tee ne om HO at eubllce tions ee 
ents and “big Dyke” and hi e Arme orces, and other 

became familiar and popular figures projects marked the war years. They 
Be tere aur ie Beene Geen ol Heine pela tte Ereruee of 

ut President Dykstra, lil e University to the point where 
predecessor, was not to be accorded the 1945 Lepialatirer! not only 
a tranquil tenure. Almost from the granted a thumping operating bud- 
moment he took office, even though get but also an $8,000,000 building 
the sun was shining in Madison fund, And they also helped to give 
ea theres coud, be aaa cae the DuTpOr 2 a sree Body wich Bye 

zon, as_he put i ears before een at odds an 
Hediine hanes of approaching eae. 
storm.” So early as 1938, Wiscon- The close of World War II, as did 
sin physicists were fussing around the end of World War I, corres- 
in the basement of the Chemistry ponded with a change in University 
Building with something called an command. Dr. Dykstra resigned to 
electrostatic generator, a machine become provost of the University of 

which was later to be shipped to Los California at Los Angeles, and his 
Alamos, New Mexico, and play a title passed to Edwin Broun Fred, 
role in the development of the who had been on the campus since 
atomic HOMEY the fall of a30 ae peg aleae Sr: oS 
the national defense program was _ 0: e Graduate School and dean o: 
ata nie inroads in the hospital, the College of Agriculture. 
physies, chemistry, and engineering 
staffs. President Dykstra himself Fred and the Future 
was borrowed by Washington to 
serve as civilian ha a the Ppa areas So anare 

ft and then as a member 0: e seen the University cope wi e 
SH defense mediation board. staggering problem of an enroll- 
He Ee a) jesmip us an ae ment bulge OE aan students. They 

ber of 1941 to find his facu were housed in trailer camps, army 
hddled by the loss of over 100 scien- barracks, an ordnance plant village 
tists and technicians. The student 385 miles away, and a new men’s 
body, likewise, was evaporating. dormitory. They were taught in 
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Qnonsetishuts.jands more. barracks.-. | sumssaso ERIE one Ee. 
They were handled by an increased 
faculty. They were financed by a acy 
biennial state appropriation of $18,- 
236,100. They were accommodated a 
not only at Madison but at over 20 ee _- 3 
extension centers around the state. | ff 4 

By September of 1948 the bulge ._. _ 
in enrollment had tapered down but 5” aS , 
the sense of educational urgency in 7°) 3 
an atomic world had not. q ‘ 8 

University of Wisconsin life today ~~ Ff 
is typical of the three great 20th Ne 
century trends which have come to _ «@ 
mark the institution. we 

The first is the teaching of an f 
ever-increasing number of students 
on a budget which the University 
maintains is not sufficient for maxi- 
mum effectiveness and in a physical 
plant which is grossly over-crowded 
and out-moded. 

The total University enrollment EDWIN BROUN FRED 
passed 5,000, as we have seen, 1945— 
before the United States entered 
World War I. It dropped about a 2 
thousand during the war but imme- We stand at the threshold 
diately afterwards reached 7,000. of a new era in American edu- 
Within a decade enrollment exceeded cation. We are beginning what 
10,000 and although that number some observers call ‘America’s 
was reduced during the early days cultural renaissance.’ More and 
of the Depression it rose again in more people are using the serv- 

Voge lato eee By the ame the ices of the University. What then 
nite! ates enveres ie secon! are the responsibilities of the 

World War, over 12,000 students Gutveratly int suit Nan bere: 
ee Pepisierea ae the Unsere sponsibilities are mainly two. 

again rose rapidly, stimulated by Tae cane cabice alae te 
some 12,000 veterans returning teach. The second responsibility 
under federal subsidies. The Univer- is to learn. To teach means to 
sity was called upon in 1947 to pro- participate in the building of 
vide instruction for a student body excellent citizens—citizens who 
almost twice as large as it had ever are competent to do their share 
had before. Indeed, in 1948 the num- of the world’s work; who are 
ber of degrees granted by the Uni- understanding and tolerant of 

versity exceeded the total enrollment people who may differ from 
in the institution only 40 years ear- themselves; who appreciate the 

lier. peauty of the uninerne wae 

When President Van Hise as- ave respect for the dignity o: 
sumed office in 1903 the University man and some vision of his 
had outgrown its physical plant. In possibilities. And if the Univer- 

the years that followed, Van Hise sity is to teach effectively, it 

worked successfully to win from the must continue to learn. It must 

state funds sufficient to build needed keep on learning how to unlock 
classrooms, laboratories, and other the mysteries of disease; it must 

University facilities. But the period delve for the answers to prob- 
of rapid expansion of the University lems of superstition and preju- 
plant came to a close in 1914. The dice; it must search for the keys 

state has been slow to take up again to understandings between eco- 

the responsibility for providing suffi- nomic and political groups.” 
cient permanent classrooms, labora- 

tories, and other facilities for re- 
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search and instruction. Major con- of bio-scientific inquiry has been the 
struction activities since 1919 have funds supplied by the Wisconsin 
included the Wisconsin General Hos- Alumni Research Foundation. 
pital, the Mechanical Engineering The Foundation was set up in 
Building, the Biochemistry Building, 1925 to handle patents on the Steen- 
the student dormitories, the Memo- _ bock process of vitamin D irradia- 
rial Union, the Field House, and a _ tion. Since 1928 it has turned over 
new faculty apartment project. Of to a faculty research committee a 

these, only the ME and biochem total of $3,889,919 and is now pre- 
buildines, 1929 projects, were state’ pared to endow University research 
financed. Practically no extra addi- in the natural sciences to the extent 
tional space has been provided for of at least $400,000 a year. During 
the College of Letters and Science. the depression years, particularly, 
The University Library: has become it was emergency WARF grants 
perhaps the most overcrowded of which held the Wisconsin research 
any part of the University. It shares program together. Besides grants- 
with the State Historical Society in-aid, the WARF provides for 

a building which was completed in scholars and fellows, full-time pro- 
1900. In 1908 Van Hise had de-  fessorial summer research, lecture- 
clared that the building was already ships and symposia, a department of 
inadequate. In the enrichment of its wildlife management, a University 
holdings it failed to keep pace with press, a new enzyme institute, a 
neighboring institutions. In 1948, Slichter professorship, and a 150- 
professional librarians voted it 24th family faculty apartment project. 
among American college libraries. The third great trend influencing 

Today the University has a build- University life in the 20th century 
ing kitty of some $8,000,000, but in- has been the concept of public serv- 
flated costs have rendered this ice, the Wisconsin Idea that knowl- 
usable for only a relatively small edge of all kinds is to be extended 
number of structures. Only an $80,- to the very boundaries of the state. 
000,000 budget will bring the Wis- A radio education program, for 
consin vhysical plant up to par with instance, has grown directly out of 
the needs of the state and the pace the experiments conducted by Prof. 
of other universities. Earle M. Terry of the physics de- 

The second great University trend partment in wireless tele phonic 
z is the emphasis on research. So early transmission. In 1919 the first clear 

as 1890, when Dr. Stephen M. Bab- voice transmission was made and 
cock announced his butter-fat test, the next year the broadcasting of 
the University had begun to think weather bureau reports was begun. 
of its laboratories as places of pro- Station WHA and its School of the : 
duction rather than of mere teach- Air are products of these early ex- 
ing. Today thousands of research periments and have maintained high 
projects are carried on annually, standards in radio education. 
and within the past five years the University extension work has 
Wisconsin contributions include im- continued to flourish through the 
mensely valuable new strains of efforts of many of the staff to main- 
oats, wheat, and tomatoes, a cheaper tain and improve the standards of 
means of producing penicillin, a correspondence work, continued ef- 
bullet detector, biological warfare  fectiveness of agricultural extension 
techniques, basic atomic research, work, the success of the Milwaukee 
nitrogen fixation developments, Extension Center, and of the circuit 
synthetic rubber production methods, classrooms in other cities. Two in- 
and many others. In 1940 the Uni- novations of the Wisconsin exten- 
versity granted 150 doctorates, third sion program, each relating to cit- 
largest number of any American  izenship training, cut new paths. In 
university that year. 1932 Dean Chris L. Christensen, im- 

Since 1883 the state has sub- pressed by the comprehensive scope 
sidized research in the College of and success of the Danish Folk 
Agriculture and since 1917 in the School-in training rural leaders and 
College of Letters and Science, but in enriching rural life, reorganized 
the real reason for Wisconsin’s the Short Course at the College of 
worldwide leadership in many fields Agriculture. The young farmers 
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were now housed together, rather “the leading state university of the 
than being left largely to shift for nation.” 
shernsel yess Community living was From Abraham Flexner of the 
considered a new type of training Carnegie Foundation: “Wisconsin is 
in citizenship. This emphasis also fortunate beyond almost all other 
found expression in 1938 in the states in the concentration of its launching in ee of . higher institutions of learning.” roundtable group for the study o ; 2“ E 

public enininieeeatinn The esta: ftom piney Steffens: “The Ga 
ture has since made an annual cit- = Nene! ae jsconsin is a _Iughly izenshin program mandatory for °MS¢ious lobe of the common com- 

each of the 71 counties. munity mind of the slap and of 
In one extension innovation Wis- the people of Wisconsin. 

consin was indeed unique among) In recent years the Saturday 
American state universities. In 1925 Hvening Post has lauded Wisconsin new ground was broken when a 8 @ University whose function it 
summer school for workers was 18, “not only to disseminate knowl- 
launched to provide needed educa- ¢dge but through research to ac- 
tion for the wage earners of the ire new knowledge and to see that j 
state. In addition to the summer it finds a place in the lives of the 
courses the school conducted an ex: People. 
tension program in industrial cen- And just this Fall, an article in 
ters through the year. In time Mich- Look Magazine, headlined “Univer- 
igan, Illinois, Cornell, and Harvard sity of Wisconsin an_ influential 
followed the Wisconsin example in state university . . . famous for 
devising programs for industrial academic freedom and its beautiful 
workers which offered both training campus,” declared that “the ratio of 
in union techniques and leadership work to marble is higher at Wiscon- 
and education for a deeper under- sin than at any other university.” 
standing of economic issues. What is the measure of the Uni- 

Important, too, has been the way versity of Wisconsin on the occasion 
in which the University has lifted of its 100th birthday? 
to new levels the traditional concept It is clear that in its Centennial 
of service to the state in the esthetic year the institution faces tasks com- 
sphere, long neglected for what parable in difficulty with those that 
many deemed an over-emphasis on confronted the pioneers. 
practical affairs. In 1936, thanks to There is the physical task of edu- 
the generosity of the Thomas E. cating 20,000 students in a plant 
Brittingham estate, John Steuart designed to accommodate half that 
Curry, a leading regionalist, was many and under a budget inade- 
made artist-in-residence. This was quate to finance a superior job. 
the first appointment of its kind in There is the moral task of bring- 
an American university. In addi- ing to all the citizens of Wisconsin 
tion to painting murals for the new education for a fuller realization of 
Law School Library and the Bio- democracy in every phase of living, 
chemistry Building, Curry stimu- education directly for international 
lated many amateur painters all understanding, and education for 
over the state to find increased pride the application of creative imagina- 
and pleasure in their work. Also tion and trained intelligence to the 
striking was the coming of the Pro solution of social problems and _ to 
Arte Quartet, again made possible the administration of public affairs. 
by outside support. Meantime there are the assets of 

Through the years the University a hundred years of experience and 
of Wisconsin has been the recipient tradition and spirit. 
of many tributes from observers of There is abundant campus expe- 
national and_ international repute. rience in making ends meet in 

President Eliot of Harvard was cramped quarters. There is a vi- 
among the first to recognize Wis- brant tradition of profound econom- 
consin’s educational leadership. In ic, social, and scientific thought. 
1908, in conferring an honorary And there is an unquenchable spirit 
degree upon President Van Hise, of untrammeled inquiry and un- 
he gave the University the title of selfish devotion to the public weal. 
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